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Object/relational query optimization with chase and backchase
Abstract
Traditionally, query optimizers assume a direct mapping from the logical entities modeling the data (e.g.
relations) and the physical entities storing the data (e.g. indexes), each physical entity corresponding
precisely to one logical entity. This assumption is no longer true in non-traditional applications (objectoriented and semi-structured databases, data integration), which often exhibit a mismatch between the
logical view and the actual storage of data. In addition, there is an increased amount of redundancy, even
at the logical level, that can greatly enhance optimization opportunities, if exploited. To deal with all this,
we propose a novel architecture for query optimization, in which physical optimization is leveraged at the
level of query rewriting. As a consequence, the other important aspect of query optimization, semantic
optimization (that takes advantage of the redundancy at the logical level), can be naturally incorporated.
The optimizer can then make global decisions based on both semantic and physical knowledge, leading
to plans of higher quality than those obtainable by a traditional two-level approach.
The main idea is to describe the relationship between physical and logical schemas by constraints, with
the same syntactic form as the semantic constraints describing the logical schema. Many physical
structures such as indexes, materialized views, access support relations, GMAPs, etc. can be captured in
this way. The search space for query plans is then defined and enumerated in a novel way: First, the input
query is rewritten by chase with constraints into a "universal" plan that integrates all the relevant physical
and logical structures. In a second phase (backchase), minimal plans are produced by eliminating,
exhaustively, the various combinations of redundancies from the universal plan.
We proved the completeness of the method for "path-conjunctive" queries, views and constraints. This
class is expressive enough to handle complex objects and dictionaries (modeling OO classes and indexlike structures). It has the same properties regarding containment, chase, constraint implication, rewriting
with views, that hold for the conjunctive relational case. Therefore, it is a natural candidate for further
theoretical and practical development of query optimization in complex environments.
We have implemented our method and examined how far we can push it in terms of complexity of
schemas and queries. We employed our optimization framework in two main sets of experiments. In the
first one, we measured the performance of the chase/backchase as a procedure for enumeration of
minimal plans. No cost information is required in this case. Since the size of the universal plan can often
become large, we developed "stratification" techniques that work by reducing the enumeration problem to
several subproblems each with smaller universal plan. This resembles the dynamic programming
approach of traditional optimizers. The experimental results demonstrate that the method is practical, i.e
feasible and worthwhile. In the second case, we combined the chase/backchase optimization with a costbased pruning strategy, in order to avoid the enumeration of all minimal plans. The experimental results
show a considerable improvement in performance over the first situation. The cost-based version of the
chase/backchase optimizer is shown to be practical even when no stratification is possible.
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Traditionally, query optimizers assume a direct mapping from the logical entities modeling the
data (e.g. relations) and the physical entities storing the data (e.g. indexes), each physical entity
corresponding precisely to one logical entity. This assumption is no longer true in non-traditional
applications (object-oriented and semi-structured databases, data integration), which often exhibit
a mismatch between the logical view and the actual storage of data. In addition, there is an
increased amount of redundancy, even at the logical level, that can greatly enhance optimization
opportunities, if exploited. To deal with all this, we propose a novel architecture for query optimization, in which physical optimization is leveraged at the level of query rewriting. As a consequence,
the other important aspect of query optimization, semantic optimization (that takes advantage of
the redundancy at the logical level), can be naturally incorporated. The optimizer can then make
global decisions based on both semantic and physical knowledge, leading to plans of higher quality
than those obtainable by a traditional two-level approach.
The main idea is to describe the relationship between physical and logical schemas by constraints, with the same syntactic form as the semantic constraints describing the logical schema.
Many physical structures such as indexes, materialized views, access support relations, GMAPs,
etc. can be captured in this way. The search space for query plans is then de ned and enumerated
in a novel way: First, the input query is rewritten by chase with constraints into a "universal"
plan that integrates all the relevant physical and logical structures. In a second phase (backchase),
minimal plans are produced by eliminating, exhaustively, the various combinations of redundancies
from the universal plan.
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We proved the completeness of the method for "path-conjunctive" queries, views and constraints. This class is expressive enough to handle complex objects and dictionaries (modeling OO
classes and index-like structures). It has the same properties regarding containment, chase, constraint implication, rewriting with views, that hold for the conjunctive relational case. Therefore,
it is a natural candidate for further theoretical and practical development of query optimization in
complex environments.
We have implemented our method and examined how far we can push it in terms of complexity
of schemas and queries. We employed our optimization framework in two main sets of experiments. In the rst one, we measured the performance of the chase/backchase as a procedure for
enumeration of minimal plans. No cost information is required in this case. Since the size of
the universal plan can often become large, we developed "strati cation" techniques that work by
reducing the enumeration problem to several subproblems each with smaller universal plan. This
resembles the dynamic programming approach of traditional optimizers. The experimental results
demonstrate that the method is practical, i.e feasible and worthwhile. In the second case, we combined the chase/backchase optimization with a cost-based pruning strategy, in order to avoid the
enumeration of all minimal plans. The experimental results show a considerable improvement in
performance over the rst situation. The cost-based version of the chase/backchase optimizer is
shown to be practical even when no strati cation is possible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Traditional query optimization. One of the main reasons for the success of comercial relational
DBMSs is physical data independence. This allows a user to write a query in a high-level,

declarative language such as SQL, on a logical view of the data (we call it logical schema), without
worrying about how will the query be executed on the underlying physical database implementation.
It is then the important role of the query optimizer to nd the physical access paths that are relevant
to the query and to nd an optimal execution strategy by combining the access paths. The role
of the optimizer in a database system becomes even more important when considering that the
volume of data manipulated these days is very large and often distributed over a network, and a
bad execution plan can be quite costly.
The typical ow of a query in an optimizer is shown in gure 1.1. In a rst phase the logical query
is normalized and transformed, if possible, into a simpler but equivalent query. This phase is usually
done by rewriting the original query in a rule-based fashion [PHH92] and includes transformations
such as unnesting of queries having nested subqueries in the from clause. The resulting query
(still a declarative query) is then passed to the cost-based optimizer, responsible for nding a good
physical plan, expressed as an operator tree, that speci es: physical access paths for each relation,
join order, algorithms for join, etc. Conceptually we distinguish between nding what are the usable
physical access paths and nding how to combine them into an operator tree, thus the separation
of the cost-based optimizer into the two modules in the gure. However, in a traditional optimizer
the two are performed simultaneously because nding what are the relevant physical access paths
is rather trivial: for each relation that occurs in the logical query, we can scan the relation, scan an
1

index for that relation, or lookup an index if there is an appropriate selection condition. We say
that the physical schema is the set of all relations and all indexes available in the system. There are
many possible equivalent physical plans combining the physical schema elements and the optimizer
must nd one that minimizes some cost function.
Input: logical query q
Normalize
Logical query q

n

Find physical
access paths
(indexes)
Cost-based optimizer
Explore plans
(join ordering)
Output: physical plan (operator tree)

index lookup for T

index scan
of R

scan S

Figure 1.1: Traditional query optimizer architecture.
Thus, there are three main components of a cost-based optimizer: search space, cost model
and search strategy. The search space is determined by the relevant physical schema elements, the
physical algorithms available and the join orderings. Physical algorithms are usually chosen from a
small set of algorithms known to perform well: merge-join, hash-join, index-join, etc. We are then
left, as the main component of the search space, with the various join orderings. One can limit
here the search space by considering only a subset of all orderings, for example, all left-linear trees
as opposed to all bushy trees. However, the search space is usually at least exponential in the size
of the original query.
The strategy used then to explore the space of alternative plans can be: exhaustive search
combined with pruning (for example, dynamic programming [SAC+ 79]), rule-based [GCD+94] in
which a speci c set of rules can guide the optimizer in choosing a plan, heuristic, randomized [IW87]
etc. With the exception of the rst strategy, the guarantee that the resulting plan is optimal is
lost and the focus is on obtaining a good enough plan in a reasonable amount of time. For the
rst strategy, the cost model plays an essential role in pruning the search space by not considering
partial plans that have higher costs than other equivalent partial plans previously explored. This
is the main idea behind the dynamic programming algorithm.
2

An extension: materialized views. There are several extensions to this basic model of opti-

mization that have been considered in the literature. Both can be viewed as additional modules that
can work on top of the traditional cost-based optimizer. The rst direction tries to make the data
independence concept even more exible, by allowing more complicated physical storage schemas in
addition to the base relations and indexes: relational materialized views [LMSS95, Lev, CKPS95],
join indexes [Val87], access support relations for OO databases [KM90a, KM90b], sources with limited capabilities [RSU95, LRO96, FLMS99], GMAPs [TSI96] etc. In all these cases, the elements
of the physical schema are de ned as queries (views) over the logical schema. The advantage is
that the logical schema is then xed while the physical schema can be easily changed in order to
achieve better storage, faster access, or simply in order to take advantage of previously answered
queries. Finding what physical schema elements can be used to answer the input logical query
becomes then non-trivial. The problem is the one of rewriting, many times in the same declarative language, from a query over the logical schema to one over the physical schema. The general
architecture of the optimizer, shown in gure 1.2, includes then a separate module responsible to
nding such rewritings. There can be many alternative rewritings (we call them physical queries or
candidate plans), and each can then be passed to a cost-based module that nds the best physical
plan. The global optimal plan is then the best among all these physical plans. Finding the rewritings and applying the cost-based optimization are combined, when possible, for eciency reasons.
Note that, in principle, the rewriting module takes over a part of the functionality of the traditional
cost-based module: nding the relevant indexes (when indexes are expressible as views [TSI96]).
Logical query q
Normalize

Logical query q n
Find rewritings that
use physical schema
(views)

Physical queries

...

...
Explore plans
(join ordering) Cost-based optimizer

Physical plan (operator tree)

Figure 1.2: Query optimizer architecture using materialized views.
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Another extension: semantic optimization. The second main direction that tries to extend

the basic model of optimization is one that uses semantic knowledge about the logical schema: key
constraints, functional dependencies, inclusion constraints such as foreign key constraints, inverse
relationship constraints in OO schemas, etc. Semantic optimization [CGK+ 99, GGMR97, LS95,
CGM90, FRV96, CD92] means nding rewritings, on the same logical schema, that are equivalent
under the existing constraints with the original query. Typical transformations include join elimination, join introduction, predicate elimination or predicate introduction. These rewritings are,
as in the previous case, described as declarative queries, and the hope is that when passed to the
cost-based optimizer the resulting plans are better than the one obtained by examining only the
input query. The architecture of such system is shown in gure 1.3.
Logical query q
Normalize

Logical query q

n

Find rewritings using
constraints in the logical
schema
Logical queries

...

...
Find physical
access paths
(indexes)
Cost-based optimizer
Explore plans
(join ordering)
Physical plan (operator tree)

Figure 1.3: Semantic query optimizer architecture.

Drawbacks; our motivation. There are several issues and limitations regarding the two ex-

tensions mentioned above. First, the two techniques were considered mainly in isolation so far. It
is often the case that the use of semantic constraints, even as simple as key constraints or foreign
key constraints, enables the use of an index or of a materialized view. In the absence of such
interaction between the two techniques, important opportunities for optimization can be missed.
The work that tries best to take advantage of this interaction, in a context that is more general
than a relational one, is the work of [TSI96]. Their GMAPs are physical access structures that
can express index-like structures and OO classes and the rewriting algorithm for GMAPs takes
advantage of integrity constraints. However, their use of such constraints was limited to that of
inclusion constraints, they did not have any theoretical characterization of the search space (i.e.
4

no completeness), and the language was limited to SPJ (select-project-join) queries in which only
one occurence of a given relation is allowed. Moreover by using SPJ queries or, for that matter,
any relational language, one is not able to directly express the fast lookup capabilities of indexes.
Second, the search space for rewritings as opposed to the search space for physical plans in traditional optimization, is of a di erent nature and not fully understood so far. The transformations
required to rewrite the input query are non-trivial and they often change radically the elements
of the input query. A rst step to de ne a search space for rewritings in the context of answering
queries with materialized views was made in [LMSS95]. There it was proved than any "minimal"
rewriting is bounded in size by the size of the original query, thus providing a complete procedure
for enumerating minimal rewritings. However the language considered there, relational conjunctive
queries, cannot express indexes, and the consequence is that optimality is lost: one can nd an
example in which the rewriting with the best plan is not a minimal one. A more important limitation is that it was not clear how their approach can be mixed with arbitrary semantic constraints.
For semantic optimization a clean de nition for a search space does not even exist, to the best
of our knowledge. Most of the transformations used in semantic query optimization were rather
ad-hoc, i.e. heuristics. We believe that having a clear characterization of a search space, that is
amenable to mathematical reasoning, is of both theoretical and practical interest. On the more
theoretical side, we are interested in a search space that is "complete", i.e. it contains the optimal
solution. On the practical side, we have to know what is the search space (even if it is a subset of
the complete one) in order to design ecient algorithms for exploring it.
A third and important issue that was an obstacle in the systematic implementation of such
extensions was the high complexity involved, thus the danger of spending more time on optimization
then on execution itself. However, we believe that the new, complex, applications that emerged with
the growth of the Web need optimizations of higher complexity. In mediator-based data integration
systems there is less knowledge about the physical capabilities of the sources (such as indexes of a
relational database, and thus a complete cost-based physical optimization is not always possible)
but more high-level semantic knowledge about the relationships between the sources. Being able
to exploit such knowledge to discover alternative information pathways that can be used to answer
a query can have dramatic improvements in execution time.

This dissertation's answers to the drawbacks. We study a new optimization framework

that integrates in a coherent and uniform way the techniques used for physical data independence
and semantic optimization. Our target data model and query language extend the relational ones
by being able to deal with more complex data, in particular complex objects such as nested sets,
5

Logical query q

Logical query q

Normalize

Logical query q n

Normalize
Logical query q

Rewriting with logical constr.
+
Rewriting with views/indexes
Physical queries

Rewriting with logical constr.
+
Rewriting with views/indexes
+
Cost-based pruning

...

...

n

Physical query Explore plans
(join ordering)
Costed plan
Cost-based optimizer

Explore plans
(join ordering) Cost-based optimizer

Physical plan (operator tree)

Physical plan (operator tree)

(b)

(a)

Figure 1.4: Query optimizer enhanced with mixed semantic-physical independence capabilities: (a)
separated from cost-based optimization; (b) mixed with cost-based optimization.
OO classes and various kinds of index-like structures. We give a precise characterization of the
search space for alternative rewritings in this integrated framework, that allows us to investigate
properties such as completeness, and also allows us to design ecient methods for exploring the
search space. The framework can then be used in two ways:
 as a complementary module to the traditional optimization, which can be plugged in an
optimizer between the normalization and the cost-based modules, see gure 1.4(a). In this situation, our module performs an enumeration of alternative rewritings. At the end, each candidate
plan must be evaluated by the cost-based optimizer, which chooses the best physical plan. In
this context, we study several enumeration strategies (that are independent of cost) and we show
experimentally that they are practically feasible.
 mixed with cost-based optimization. In this situation, see gure 1.4(b), the cost-based optimizer is used to evaluate the cost (and produce a physical plan, in the process) of each explored
physical query. Based on this information, the search space can be pruned and a complete enumeration of candidate plans is avoided. The improvement over the performance of a complete
enumeration is signi cant. The end result is a full- edged optimization framework, practical (feasible and worthwhile), integrating in a single module, four main components of optimization:
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1. Semantic optimization
2. Use of traditional access structures (indexes)
3. Use of materialized views

For both OO
and relational

4. Cost-based optimization
The systematic interaction between all of the above components allows the optimizer to generate
plans of considerably higher quality than that of plans generated in previous approaches. The main
goal of this thesis is to show, rst, how this interaction can be achieved and, second, that the whole
approach is feasible.

1.2 Examples of Desirable Optimizations
We show in this section, via examples from both the relational and OO world, that the interaction,
during optimization, between use of indexes, use of materialized views and semantic optimization
can lead to a large variety of alternative query plans. This in turn increases the potential for nding
a fast execution plan. The rest of the chapters will then be dedicated to demonstrating how to
include such capability into an optimizer. Before showing the examples (we will often refer to them
later), we give an account of the main features of the language for queries and constraints that we
use in this dissertation. An important restriction of this language (path-conjunctive queries and
constraints), used in all our theoretical results, will be given later, in Chapter 3.
Language. We use throughout this dissertation the well-known syntax of ODMG/ODL and
ODMG/OQL [Cat97] extended with a few constructs for both logical and physical schema and
queries. As in ODL, we denote by SethT i the type of nite1 homogeneous sets of elements of type
T . We use struct(A1 : T1 ; : : :; An : Tn ) to denote record types. Record and set types can be nested
in arbitrary ways (i.e. complex values are captured in our framework). We consider a standard set
of base types such as bool, string, etc.
In addition, we consider dictionary types denoted, as in ODL, by DicthT1 ; T2 i. Such a dictionary
type is the type of all dictionaries ( nite functions) with keys of type T1 and entries of type T2.
OQL already has M [ k ], the lookup operation that returns the entry corresponding to the key k
in the dictionary M, provided that M is de ned 2 for k. In practice, for dictionaries with set-valued
entries, one often assumes the existence of a non-failing lookup operation that returns the empty
1 Except in section 3.7 where we discuss non-terminating chase and in nite models.
2 Otherwise, lookup will fail. We will be careful to avoid this in the case of path-conjunctive queries, see chapter 3.
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set rather than failing when k is not de ned for M. We denote this operation by M [ k]]. To this
we add the operation domM that returns the domain of the dictionary M, i.e., the set of keys for
which M is de ned. Dictionaries are an essential component of our language and allow to express
OO classes with extents and index-like structures, together with their operations: oid dereferencing
and index lookup. We will detail this in example 1.2.1, to come shortly.
To summarize what we have so far, the following are the path expressions of our language:
P ::= R j c j x j domP j P:A j P2 [ P1 ] j P2 [ P1]
Here we denote by R schema names (they can be of set type such as relation names or of
dictionary types), c stands for constants at base types, while x denotes variables. For us a schema
is usually a collection of names with their types.
Queries. We adopt the OQL select-from-where syntax for set-valued queries, which for the
core of this dissertation have the following form:
Q ::= select struct(A1 : P10 ; : : :; An : Pn0 )
from P1 x1 ; : : :; Pm xm
where C1 and C2 and : : : and Ck
The semantics of such a query is the usual one, with one main di erence: here we assume set
semantics and not bag semantics (in OQL we would have to explicitly write the keyword distinct
to obtain the same e ect). The reason for restricting to set semantics will become apparent when
we discuss later the chase.
Thus, the expression in the select clause is always a record and moreover we require that
the expressions appearing as components of the output record are path expressions (i.e. not
queries). Thus we do not allow for nested queries inside the select clause. We call the bindings P1 x1; : : :; Pm xm in the from clause scans. For a scan Pi xi we call Pi a generator and it
must be a path expression of set type. Thus, there cannot be any nested queries in the from clause.
This is only for simplicity of exposition, in general we could allow queries with nested queries as
generators and these could be normalized into queries that have just path expressions as generators.
Such normalization is a polynomial time rewriting and the details of it can be found in [PT99].
On the other hand, nested queries in the select clause cause signi cant diculties in checking (in
a complete way) equivalence of queries and as far as we know this is an open problem [LS97].
We believe that our method can be extended to handle in a sound but not complete way such
queries and we discuss possible extensions in Chapter 7. Finally, the where clause is a conjunction
of predicates Ci where each Ci is of the form Pl op Ph with op being one of f=; <=; >=; <; >g.
However, for our completeness results we will need to rule out the inequality operators and consider
only equalities in the where clause. We do not consider negation nor union (but we discuss the
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possibility of extension in Chapter 7).
Dictionary-valued queries. Let Q and Q0 two expressions, as introduced before (i.e path
expressions or select-from-where queries). In addition, Q must be of set type while Q0 is allowed
to mention the free variable x. Then
dict x in Q ) Q0(x)
is an expression which, when evaluated, produces a dictionary having as domain the result of
Q and associating to each element x in the domain the value of Q0 (x).
Constraints. Logical assertions of the following form are used to describe constraints:
8(x1 2 P1) : : : 8(xn 2 Pn) [B1 (~x) ) 9(y1 2 P10 ) : : : 9(ym 2 Pm0 )B2 (~x; ~y) ]
Here Pi and Pi0 are path expressions while B1 and B2 are conjunctions of equalities between
path expressions. We use the notation B1 (~x) to denote that B1 may depend on variables x1; : : :; xn.
Remark that these are not rst-order logical formulas because the quanti cations are bounded and
each Pi (or Pj0) may be not only relation names but paths that depend on variables previously
bounded. When the data model is restricted to be relational, then this class of constraints becomes
the same as that of tuple-generating dependencies (TGDs) of [BV84b] or embedded implicational
dependencies of [Fag82]. In the case when the existentially quanti ed part is missing (i.e. the
formula inside the universal quanti cation is an implication of conjunctions of equalities) the above
generalizes equality-generating dependencies (EGDs) of [BV84b], a class that includes functional
dependencies.
In Chapter 3 we will consider a restriction of this language, restriction that we call pathconjunctive (PC) queries and embedded path-conjunctive dependencies (EPCDs), for which we
de ne the chase in its most general form and prove the completeness results of Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4. The path-conjunctive language is also the language used in the current implementation
of our prototype.

Example 1.2.1 (Mixing OO and relational, semantic optimization and use of indexes.)

Consider the logical schema in gure 1.5. It is written following mostly the syntax of ODL, the data
de nition language of ODMG, extended with referential integrity (foreign key) constraints in the
style of data de nition in SQL. It consists of a class Dept whose objects represent departments, with
name, manager name, and DProjs, the set of names of all the projects done in the department. It
also consists of a relation Proj whose tuples represent projects, with name, customer name, PDept,
the name of the department in which the project is done, and the budget associated, Budg.
The internal representation of this logical schema is di erent and more precise (see below). Proj
is represented as it is, i.e. a schema name, Proj, with the same type as the ODL type. However, the
class Dept is translated as a dictionary. In our approach an OO class must have an extent and is
9

Proj: Set<Struct{
class Dept
string PName;
(extent depts key DName){
string CustName;
attribute string DName;
string PDept;
relationship Set<string> DProjs
string Budg;}>
inverse Proj(PDept);
primary key PName;
attribute string MgrName;}
foreign key PDept
foreign key DProjs
references Dept::DName;
references Proj(PName);
relationship PDept
inverse Dept::DProjs;

Figure 1.5: The Proj-Dept schema in extended ODMG
represented as a dictionary whose keys are the oids, whose domain is the extent and whose entries
are records of the components of the objects. To maintain the abstract properties of oids we do not
make any assumptions about their nature and we invent fresh new base types for them (see Doid
for Dept; we abused the notation a little by choosing for the dictionary the same name as the class).
This representation actually corresponds to the usual semantics of OODB constructs [AK89].
Dept : DicthDoid; Structfstring DName;
Sethstringi
string
Proj

: SethStructfstring

gi

MgrName

; string

PName

;

DProjs

;

CustName

string PDept; string Budggi
To complete the translation of the extended ODMG schema of gure 1.5 into our logical schema
representation we need to represent, in addition to the schema names, the referential integrity
(RIC), inverse relationship, and key constraints. Here they are:
(RIC1) 8(d 2 dom Dept) 8(s 2 Dept [ d ]:DProjs) 9(p 2 Proj) s = p:PName
(RIC2) 8(p 2 Proj) 9(d 2 dom Dept) p:PDept = Dept [ d ]:DName
(INV1) 8(d 2 dom Dept) 8(s 2 Dept [ d ]:DProjs) 8(p 2 Proj)
[ s = p:PName ) p:PDept = Dept [ d]:DName ]
(INV2) 8(p 2 Proj) 8(d 2 dom Dept)
[ p:PDept = Dept [ d ]:DName ) 9(s 2 Dept [ d]:DProjs) p:PName = s ]
(KEY1) 8(d 2 dom Dept) 8(d0 2 dom Dept)
[ Dept [ d ]:DName = Dept [ d0 ]:DName ) d = d0 ]
(KEY2) 8(p 2 Proj) 8(p0 2 Proj) [ p:PName = p0 :PName ) p = p0 ]
Consider also the following OQL query that asks for all project names, with their budgets and
department names, that have a customer called "CitiBank":
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select distinct struct(PN : s; PB : p:Budg; DN : d:DName)
from depts d; d:DProjs s; Proj p
where s = p:PName and p:CustName = "CitiBank"
We deal only with set semantics in this dissertation, thus we omit writing the keyword distinct
from now on. The translation of the above OQL query is then given below. Thus, if d is an oid in
depts the implicit dereferencing in d:DName corresponds to the dictionary lookup in Dept [ d ]:DName.
Also the extent depts is translated as dom Dept.
(Q) select struct(PN : s; PB : p:Budg; DN : Dept [ d ]:DName)
from dom Dept d; Dept [ d ]:DProjs s; Proj p
where s = p:PName and p:CustName = "CitiBank"
Physical schema. For this example, we assume that the relation Proj, stored as a table (a
set of records), and the dictionary Dept, stored in an index-like way, are also part of the physical
schema, who therefore is not disjoint from the logical schema; this is a common situation. In
addition, we assume that the following indexes are maintained: a primary index I on the key
PName of relation Proj and a secondary index SI on CustName of relation Proj(we could have
also added an index between the key DName and the extent of Dept but we don't need it for the
example). Both indexes are represented by dictionaries (see gure 1.6). For example, I [ s ] returns
the record r in Proj such that r:PName = s. Similarly, SI [ c ] gives back the set of records3 r in Proj
such that r:CustName = c. Finally, the physical schema materializes the physical access structure
de ned by:
(JI) select struct(DOID : d; PN : p:PName)
from depts d; d:DProjs s; Proj p
where s = p:PName
Note that JI is both a generalized access support relation [KM90a] and a generalized join
index [Val87] since it involves a relation and a class.
Alternative query plans With this physical schema, under the constraints speci ed in the
logical schema, we give three examples of alternative query plans for the query Q we saw earlier
(Q itself may be a reasonable plan, even though the three plans below are potentially signi cantly
better).
(P1) select struct(PN : p:PName; PB : p:Budg; DN : p:PDept)
from Proj p
where p:CustName = "CitiBank"

3 In an implementation this may be a set of record ids rather than a set of records (if SI is not a clustered index),
and similarly for the case of the primary index. This would introduce an additional level of indirection that we chose
not show here for simplicity of presentation.
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Dept :

Proj :
I

:

SI :
JI :

DicthDoid; Structfstring DName;
Sethstringi DProjs;
string MgrNamegi
SethStructfstring PName; string CustName;
string PDept; string Budggi
Dicthstring; Structfstring PName; string CustName;
string PDept; string Budggi
Dicthstring; SethStructfstring PName; string CustName;
string PDept; string Budggii
SethStruct(Doid DOID; string PN)i

Figure 1.6: The physical schema
(P2) select struct(PN : p:PName; PB : p:Budg; DN : p:PDept)
from SI [ "CitiBank"]] p
(P3) select struct(PN : j:PN; PB : I [ j:PN ]:Budg; DN : Dept [ j:DOID ]:DName)
from JI j
where I [j:PN ]:CustName = "CitiBank"
Obtaining P1 from Q is what is usually understood by semantic optimization. Notice that both
Q and P1 do not involve any schema elements that are not in the logical schema, thus they can be
thought of queries at the logical level. Their equivalence is governed by the semantic constraints
describing the logical schema. On the other hand, the other two plans involve the additional physical
schema elements. Depending on the cost model (especially in a distributed heterogeneous system),
either one of Q, P1, P2, and P3 may be cheaper than the other. As we shall see, although they are
quite di erent in nature, our optimization algorithm is able to generate systematically all
these plans.

Example 1.2.2 (Index use enabled by semantic constraints) This is a very simple and common relational scenario adapted from [Bak99], showing the bene ts of exploiting referential integrity
constraints.
Consider a relation R(A; B; C; E) and a query that asks for all tuples in R with given values for
the attributes B and C:
(Q)
select struct (A = r:A; E = r:E)
from R r
where r:B = b and r:C = c
The relation is very large, but the number of tuples that meet the where clause criteria is very
small. However, the SQL engine is taking a long time in returning an answer. Why isn't the system
12

using an index on R ? Simply because there is no index on the attributes B and C. The only index
on R that includes B and C is an index, call it I, on ABC. There is no index with B and/or C in
the high-order position(s), and the SQL optimizer chooses to do a table scan over R to answer the
query (it might have been better to choose an index scan over I instead of a scan over the whole
relation R).
There are several solutions to force the SQL optimizer to use the index on ABC: for example, if
all possible values of A are known to be in the set f0 010;0 020;0 030;0 040g, one can hard-code in the
where clause the condition A in f0010 ;0 020;0 030;0 040g and the problem is solved. Of course, this is not
a real solution because tomorrow the values for A might change! The reader can nd several other
solutions in [Bak99] but none are satisfactory except one: rewrite Q into an equivalent query that
does a join of R with a small table S on attribute A knowing that there is a foreign key constraint
from R into S on A:
(Q0)
select struct (A = r:A; E = r:E)
from R r; S s
where r:B = b and r:C = c and r:A = s:A
Although we have not selected any attributes from S, the join with S is of a great bene t. The
SQL optimizer chooses (only now!) to use S as the outer table in the join and while scanning S, as
each value a for A is retrieved, the index I is used to lookup the tuples corresponding to a; b; c.
As we shall later see, our optimizer has the capability of nding, automatically, such a
plan.

Example 1.2.3 (Use of views enabled by key constraints) Here we show that integrity con-

straints also create opportunities for rewriting queries using materialized views. Consider the
query Q given below, which joins relations R1(K; A1 ; A2 ; F; : : :), R2(K; A1 ; A2 ; : : :) with Sij (Ai ; B; : : :)
(1  i  2; 1  j  2). Figure 1.7 depicts Q's join graph, in which the nodes represent the bindings
of the query variables and the edges represent equijoins between them. The join conditions are
shown on the edge labels.
(Q) select struct(B11 : s11:B; B12 : s12:B; B21 : s21 :B; B22 : s22 :B)
from R1 r1 ; S11 s11; S12 s12 ; R2 r2; S21 s21 ; S22 s22
where r1:F = r2:K and r1:A1 = s11 :A1 and r1 :A2 = s12 :A2
and r2 :A1 = s21 :A1 and r2 :A2 = s22 :A2
One can think of R1, S11 and S12 as storing together one large conceptual relation U1 that has
been normalized for storage eciency. Thus, the attributes A1 and A2 of R1 are foreign keys into
S11 and, respectively, S12. The attribute K of R1 is the key of U1 and therefore of R1 . Similarly, R2,
S21 are S22 are the result of normalizing another large conceptual relation U2. For simplicity, we
used the same name for attributes A1 , A2 and K of U1 and U2 but they can store di erent kind of
13

information. In addition, the conceptual relation U1 has a foreign key attribute F into U2 and this
attribute is stored in R1 . We want to perform the foreign key join of U1 and U2 , which translates
to a complex join across the entire database. The query returns the values of the attribute B from
each of the "corner" relations S11; S12; S21 ; S22. (Again for simplicity we use the same name B here,
but each relation may store di erent kind of information).
S11

S21

s11

s11.A1 = r1.A1

V1

R1

R2

r1

s21

r2.A1 = s21.A1

r2

V2

r1.F = r2.K
s12.A2 = r1.A2

S12

r2.A2 = s22.A2

S22

s12

s22

Figure 1.7: Query graph of Q.
Suppose now that the attributes B of the "corner" relations have few distinct values, therefore
the size of the result is relatively small compared to the size of the database. However, in the
absence of any indexes on the attributes B of the "corner" relations the execution time of the
query is very long. Instead of indexes, we assume the existence of materialized views Vi (K; B1 ; B2 )
(1  i  2), where each Vi joins Ri with Si1 and Si2 and retrieves the B attributes from Si1 and Si2
together with the key K of Ri :
(V i)
select struct(K : r:K; B1 : s1 :B; B2 : s2 :B)
from Ri r; Si1 s1 ; Si2 s2
where r:A1 = sl :A1 and r:A2 = s2 :A2
It is easy to see that the join of R2, S21, and S22 can be replaced by a scan over V21:
(Q0)
select struct(B11 : s11:B; B12 : s12:B; B21 : v2 :B1 ; B22 : v2 :B2 )
from R1 r1 ; S11 s11; S12 s12; V2 v2
where r1 :F = v2 :K and
r1 :A1 = s11:A1 and r1:A2 = s12:A2
Less intuitively though, the join of R1 , S11 , and S12 cannot be replaced by a scan over V1 . Q",
the obvious candidate for a rewriting of Q using both V1 and V2 is not equivalent to Q in the
absence of additional semantic information.
(Q00)
select struct(B11 : v1 :B1 ; B12 : v1 :B2 ; B21 : v2 :B1; B22 : v2 :B2 )
from R1 r1; V1 v1 ; V2 v2
where r1:K = v1:K and r1 :F = v2 :K
The reason is that V1 does not contain the F attribute of R1, and there is no guarantee that
joining the latter with the V1 will recover the correct value of F. If, on the other hand, K were a key
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in R1 , Q" would be equivalent to Q, being therefore an additional (and likely better) plan. We will
see, how our optimization strategy is able to consider key constraints (other constraints
as well) in order to nd such rewritings with views.

Example 1.2.4 (Interaction between views and indexes) Assume a logical schema with re-

lations R(A; B) and S(B; C), and a physical schema that has R and S too (direct mapping!), as well
as a materialized view V = A (R ./ S) and secondary indexes IR and IS on attributes A and B of R
and S, respectively. We want to optimize the logical query Q = R ./ S (expressible in our language
in the obvious way).
Q itself is a valid query plan. However, we want to take advantage of V and of the two indexes
and nd possible better plans. By considering only the view V, the following rewriting is equivalent
to Q:
(P) select struct(A : r:A; B : s:B; C : s:C)
from V v; R r; S s
where v:A = r:A and r:B = s:B
However, the above rewriting P is not minimal: the scan over V is, obviously, redundant, and
can be eliminated from P to produce a smaller query (Q, in this case). In fact, there is no rewriting
that uses V and has a minimal number of scans in the from clause. The classical algorithms for
rewriting queries using views are based on the results of [LMSS95] for conjunctive queries, and they
only explore minimal rewritings4 . Thus, they fail to nd any rewritings for this example.
However, if V is a small relation, the above query P can have a better execution plan than the
original Q. This plan, based on the existence of indexes performs a scan of V rst, then uses for each
tuple in V the value of the A attribute to lookup in the index IR for R, then performs lookups in the
index for IS for S. Since our language can have indexes (through the use of dictionaries),
the above execution plan can then be expressed as the following query plan:
(P 0) select struct(A : r:A; B : s:B; C : s:C)
from V v; IR [ v:A] r; IS [ r:B] s
from which no scan in the from clause can be eliminated, and is therefore minimal. We will see
in section 6.4 that our optimizer, by the simple fact of incorporating indexes explicitely

at the language level in the physical schema, is able to explore and nd such plans
(inexpressible as conjunctive queries).
4 Otherwise, the space of non-minimal rewritings is in nite.
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1.3 Approach and Contributions
In this section we summarize our main contributions as well as we give an account of the di erent
phases, algorithms and concepts involved in the chase and backchase optimization. In addition, in
subsequent chapters, we will point out other speci c contributions. The following is a list of the
main techniques and concepts that we introduce:

 A new language able to deal with nested sets and with dictionaries. Dictionaries

(as already introduced in section 1.2) are nite functions that allow a natural description of
both storage and fast access capabilities of index-like structures as well as OO classes. Our
language allows for de ning, as dictionary views, physical schema elements that were not
fully expressible in the literature on relational and OO algebras.
A dictionary is characterized by a nite domain of keys and for each key there is an entry
associated with it. The operation that given a key in the domain returns the corresponding
entry in the dictionary is the dictionary lookup. For example, a primary index on a primary
key A of a relation R can be de ned as a dictionary having as keys the set of all values for
A in R, while the entries are the tuples corresponding to each key. A secondary index on
some non-key attribute is de ned similarly with the di erence that entries are sets of tuples
rather than one unique tuple. Other physical access structures such as join indexes, access
support relations, sources with limited capabilities (binding patterns) can be de ned naturally
with dictionaries. In addition, logical schema elements such as OO classes with extents are
expressible via dictionaries. A class is modeled as a dictionary having as domain the set
of all oids of that class, i.e. the extent of the class. Moreover, the entry in the dictionary
corresponding to a particular oid is the record value associated in the class to the oid. The
operation of oid dereferencing becomes then dictionary lookup.

 Fundamental use of constraints that make the di erent optimization techniques
cooperate easily. We develop a constraint language that can express both semantic constraints, relational and OO (inverse relationship constraints, for example), and physical
constraints: constraints that equivalently characterize (and can therefore replace) physical
schema de nitions of materialized views and indexes. Semantic and physical constraints have
the same syntactic form and thus we will be able to use them in the same way during rewriting. The main idea behind physical constraints is as follows: typically a physical access
structure V (index, materialized view, join index, GMAP, etc.) has a de nition expressed as
a query V = Q(~R) in terms of the logical schema elements, denoted here collectively by ~R.
Instead of this de nition what we use in the optimization is two "complementary" constraints
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corresponding to the two inclusions: V  Q(~R) and Q(~R)  V. Notice that Q can either be a
set-valued query or a dictionary-valued query.

 Chase for checking equivalence of queries under constraints. A prerequisite in optimization is deciding equivalence of queries. Before choosing a (optimal) plan P for a query
Q we need to make sure that P is equivalent to Q. In our framework, checking equivalence
of queries in a complex schema encompassing both logical and physical elements becomes
checking equivalence of queries under constraints (or dependencies; we will use the two terms
interchangeable).

We develop the equational chase method for checking equivalence of queries under constraints.
The chase is a rewriting procedure that transforms queries into equivalent queries based on
d Q0 where d is
the existing constraints in the schema. Each chase step is a rewrite Q ,!
a constraint in the schema. In turn, a chase step amounts itself to two steps: rst, nding
whether the constraint d is applicable. This amounts to nding whether the conditions
required by d are implied Q. Checking whether this implication holds is done by looking for
a certain substitution (homomorphism) from the variables of the constraint to the variables
of the query. If such homomorphism exists, then in the second step, the conditions that
the constraint guarantees to satisfy are "added" to the query. These can be: new variables
ranging over logical/physical sources, added to the from clause, and/or new predicates,
added to the where clause. Chasing a query with a set of constraints means chasing the
query, in any order, with all the constraints in the set. The chase is an equivalence-preserving
transformation5 and one can check whether two queries are equivalent by chasing them to
normal form.
Equivalence is related, inter-reducible in fact, to the problem of constraint implication. We
show that our equational chase generalizes the classical relational chase of [ABU79, MMS79,
BV84b]. We also show that the main results that allow one to use the chase as a complete
proof procedure for containment/equivalence of queries and implication of dependencies still
hold when we move from relational conjunctive queries and dependencies to path-conjunctive
queries and dependencies.

The PC simpli cation. Path-conjunctive (PC) queries and embedded path-conjunctive

dependencies (EPCDs) are the "conjunctive" fragment of our dictionary based language.
This is the language for which the chase is de ned in its more general form, and also the
language used in all our theoretical results as well as the the current implementation of our

5 Only under set semantics (see later Section 2.1). We adopt set semantics all throughout this dissertation.
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prototype. While not allowing union/disjunction nor grouping/aggregates nor negation, this
language is still powerful enough to express the (conjunctive) core of OQL (in particular
SQL). This is still a very expressive language. For example, all the queries and constraints in
section 1.2 are path-conjunctive (with the exception of the plans using the non-failing lookup
operation; we show how to deal with these in section 6.4). When no nested sets or dictionaries
are present, the PC language expresses exactly the conjunctive relational queries.
In addition to the above mentioned completeness of the chase (for path-conjunctive queries
and dependencies), we also show that other classical results from the relational theory of conjunctive/tableaux queries generalize as well to path-conjunctive queries: NP-completeness of
query containment (under all instances), decidability of query containment (under dependencies) and dependency implication, for a class of EPCDs that we call full and generalize the
tgd's of [BV84b]. Thus the class of path-conjunctive queries and constraints is the natural
class to consider as the foundation for our (both OO and relational) optimization framework.
Extensions that include union/disjunction, grouping/aggregates are possible and discussed in
Chapter 7.

 Chase for discovery of relevant physical and logical data sources. While the chase

is useful for checking equivalence of two given queries (a logical query and a rewriting over
the physical schema), it does not (apparently!) say anything about where/how to look for
a (optimal) rewriting. Optimization is thus a harder problem, and it requires discovery of
alternative equivalent queries/plans.
The solution that we adopt uses, again, the chase, in a novel manner. Given a logical query Q,
a logical schema with semantic constraints D, and a physical schema described with physical
constraints D0 , we chase Q with all the constraints in D and D0 to produce a larger query
that contains within it (the join of) all relevant physical and logical sources that can answer
the query. We call this larger query the universal plan U.

 Subqueries of the universal plan de ne the search space. The universal plan (call it

U) is equivalent to the input query Q, but it is not a very ecient query because it is highly
redundant. However, we observed that by backchasing, i.e. applying chase steps in reverse
that go from larger queries to smaller queries, we can nd several equivalent rewritings of the
universal plan that are smaller in size. For example, the original query Q can be obtained by
backchasing with a sequence of constraints that is the reverse of the one used for chasing Q
into the universal plan U. During this particular backchase sequence exactly those elements
that were added to Q during the chase are now removed. But by using a di erent sequence of
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constraints during the backchase, other elements of the universal plan, such as the ones that
were in Q, can be removed while leaving the new schema elements in place. The result is then
a query that can look very di erent from the original query. Hence, by removing in various
ways the redundancy that exists within the universal plan, one can nd in a systematic way
many di erent queries, equivalent to Q, and potentially more ecient. Figure 1.8 illustrates
the general situation. All of the resulting queries have the property that they are subqueries
of the universal plan.
Universal plan
Chase

U

dn

Backchase

dn

d1
d1

Q1

Q

...

Qk

Figure 1.8: Chase and back. d1; : : :; dn is the sequence of constraints used during chasing Q into
U.
Thus, we de ne the search space for rewritings of Q as being the set of all equivalent subqueries
of the universal plan that mention physical schema elements. Figure 1.9 graphically depicts
this de nition. We denote there collectively by ~V, V~1 , V~2 elements of the physical schema,
and by R~1 , R~2 elements of the logical schema. The original query mentions only R~1 , while the
universal plan has additional logical sources R~2 and physical sources ~V. The subqueries that are
executable are those that use subsets V~1 ; : : :; V~k of ~V. The rewritings that we are particularly
interested in are the equivalent subqueries of the universal plan having minimal number of
joins. We show that when limiting the physical schema to path-conjunctive materialized
views and in the absence of logical constraints, every minimal rewriting of the input query
is a subquery of the universal plan, thus the universal plan is a complete search space for
minimal rewritings.

Input query Q
(logical schema)

logical sources R 1

logical sources R 1
+
logical sources R 2
+
physical sources V

chase

Q1

subqueries

...

physical sources V1
V1 V

Universal plan U
(mixed logical + physical schema)

Qk

physical sources V
k
Vk V

Figure 1.9: Search space for minimal rewritings.
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physical schema

 Backchase minimization as search strategy. Exploring the search space to nd minimal
subqueries of the universal plan is a minimization problem. It subsumes relational tableau
minimization [AHV95] but it is more general due to the presence of nesting and dictionaries
in the query language and because equivalence is considered under constraints as opposed to
equivalence under all instances.

Backchase minimization is our search procedure for enumerating minimal equivalent subqueries of the universal plan. For each subquery explored we check the equivalence (with
the universal plan) via chase. There are two basic ways, and conceptually equivalent, of
implementing the backchase minimization:

{ Top-down. The rst one is a top-down, decremental, procedure that goes from the

universal plan down to its subqueries by eliminating, exhaustively, one scan at a time
from the from clause. The algorithm stops descending on a branch whenever a nonequivalent subquery is found. The last equivalent query on that branch is a minimal
equivalent subquery of the universal plan. We prove that all equivalent subqueries can
be found this way, i.e. completeness for the path-conjunctive case.

{ Bottom-up. Symetrically, the second way of implementing the backchase minimization
is a bottom-up, incremental, procedure, that assembles subqueries of the universal plan
starting from the smaller ones. The algorithm stops ascending on a certain branch when
an equivalent subquery is found (in contrast to the top-down algorithm). Every such
equivalent subquery is a minimal equivalent subquery of the universal plan. The crucial
advantage of the bottom-up backchase is that it can be mixed with cost-based pruning.

For presentation purposes, we will prefer many times to use the top-down variant of backchase.
However, in Chapter 6, we will see the importance in practice of the bottom-up approach
(when mixed with cost-based pruning).
It is worthwhile mentioning that even in the absence of semantic or physical constraints, the
backchase minimization can provide useful optimization. This amounts to eliminating redundant joins in a query (see also the cost monotonicity discussion below) and we believe that
this in itself is a requirement in the context of complex systems that compose (automatically)
queries with views. Such examples include mediator systems that integrate semi-structured
(or XML) data sources with relational sources, in which the relational sources are exported as
semi-structured/XML views. Complex queries posed in a language such as UnQL [BDHS96]
or XML-QL [DFF+ 99] must then be decomposed into relational queries [FTS00, FPS97].
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Typically the resulting relational queries have a lot of redundant joins and being able to
eliminate them in a systematic (non-heuristical) way is crucial.

Cost monotonicity assumption. An important assumption is used in the chase/backchase

approach: candidate plans that have more joins are more expensive than candidate plans with
less joins, and thus not considered for cost-evaluation. This assumption, also used implicitely
in join elimination of [CGK+ 99], rewriting with materialized views [LMSS95], tableau elimination, etc., allows us to give the ecient bottom-up implementation of the backchase in
which the search space is pruned. We argue in section 6.2.4 that cost monotonicity is essentially true6 under one important condition: joins are implemented by methods other than
index-based. Then a minimal candidate plan can always be favored against a candidate plan
that has additional redundant joins. The situation in which the monotonicity assumption
becomes false (by a signi cant margin of error) is one in which indexes are part of physical
plans. We will see in Chapter 6 that the bottom-up backchase minimization is extended to
search (in a controlled way, with not much additional overhead) for such plans that are not
minimal but have a potentially good cost.

 C&B enumerator. Thus, our main strategy for enumeration of candidate plans consists

of two phases: chase to obtain the universal plan, followed by backchase minimization to
nd minimal rewritings. The minimal rewritings can use various physical sources, di erent
in general from the ones that explicitly occur in the original query. This variety is enabled
by the use of both semantic constraints and existing physical schema elements, and here is
where the strength of our approach lies. We call the two phases combined the C&B (chase
and backchase) enumeration. The main architecture of the C&B enumerator is summarized
in gure 1.10.

 C&B with cost-based pruning. The minimal candidate plans that result after the C&B

enumeration are not yet plans ready for evaluation. These candidate plans specify what
physical access paths to use, but they do not tell yet how to use them. An additional module,
see gure 1.4, in which techniques such as join reordering, pushing selections down to sources,
chosing various join algorithms (sorting, hashing, etc.) are used to translate a candidate plan
into an actual physical plan, is needed. This step must be cost-based and the result, for each
candidate plan, is the cheapest physical plan that implements the candidate plan. The nal
result of the optimization is then the cheapest among all physical plans implementing the
candidate plans enumerated by the C&B phase.

6 With a not too large margin of error.
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Logical query Q

Logical schema + Physical schema

Input
“Logical” constraints
“Physical” constraints
Universal Plan

Phase I:
Chase
Original Query Q

Phase II:
BackChase/Minimization
Query “plan” P1

...
...

Query “plan” Pn

Output: physical queries

Figure 1.10: The C&B Enumerator
While conceptually the C&B enumeration is separated from the cost-based phase, in reality it
is highly desirable to mix the two! In Chapter 6 we show that, by using cost-based pruning,
we can short-circuit the exhaustive enumeration of minimal rewritings, and nd directly the
best physical plan. Due to the nature of the search space involved (subqueries of the universal
plan), and based on a monotonicity of cost assumption, cost-based pruning in our context is
very e ective: when a subquery is found to have a higher cost then the best cost found so
far, the subquery is pruned together with all of its superqueries. This pruning strategy works
in conjunction with a bottom-up variant of the backchase. The improvement in performance
(optimization time) is then substantial, sometimes over an order of magnitude (for large
enough queries).
Cost evaluation itself is more complex for the queries and data that we consider than for the
relational case. In Chapter 6 we design a language for describing physical plans for OO (with
nested collections) and relational queries. This language is centered on two basic access primitives: scan of a set, and lookup into a dictionary. We give then a cost-model for evaluating
such plans, based on database statistics. Then, we show how we can explore the space of
physical plans, by mainly reducing the problem to a join enumeration problem. The reduction, based on a new technique that we call query fragmentation, allows us to immediately
generalize the classical dynamic programming algorithm for join enumeration. In addition to
handling dependent joins (typical for OO queries) and scans over nested collections, classical
techniques such as pushing down selections and projections are also performed during the
join enumeration.
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Experiments. The natural question that we raise next is whether the C&B technique is practical.

This means two sets of issues:

1. Are there feasible implementations of the technique? In particular:
(a) Is the chase phase feasible, given that even determining if a constraint is applicable
requires searching among exponentially many variable mappings (homomorphisms)?
(b) Is the backchase feasible, given that even if each chase or backchase step is feasible, the
backchase phase may visit exponentially many subqueries?
(c) What is the e ect of using cost information on the performance of backchase ?
2. Is the technique worthwhile ? That is, when you add the signi cant cost of C&B optimization,
is the cost of an alternative plan that only the C&B technique would nd still better than
the cost of the plan you had without C&B?
In order to answer the above questions, we have built a prototype implementation of the C&B
technique for path-conjunctive queries and constraints. We have also built a cost-based optimizer
for path-conjunctive queries that is used either in a separate phase that chooses the best physical
plan among all candidate plans produced by the C&B enumerator, or mixed with a bottom-up
backchase implementation of the C&B technique. With this implementation, we have used experimental con gurations to answer the questions summarized above. The experimental con gurations
cover both relational and OO optimization, and the scenarios considered exhibit the systematic
interaction between semantic and physical optimization that allows us to nd high quality plans.
Our experiments cover and go beyond the experiments of [CGK+ 99, TSI94, YL87, SO89]. We
reconstructed those experiments and found that our optimizer can also nd the desired plans for
a set of chosen queries. However, we went further by repeating the experiments on families of
queries and schemas of similar structure but of increasing complexity. This allows us to nd out
how far the technique can take us 7 and to show that the applicability range of the implementation likely includes the range of practical queries. And, for one of the con gurations where we
can use a conventional execution engine we have also measured the global bene t of the C&B
technique by measuring the reduction in total processing (optimization + execution) time, as a
function of the complexity of the queries and the schema. The experiments were done for both
pure C&B-enumeration (Chapter 5) and C&B with cost-based pruning (Chapter 6).
Feasibility of the C&B approach. In Chapters 5 and 6 we show the following:
7 No doubt such breaking points also exist for the implementations in the cited papers, but no information about
them has been published.
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1. The technique is de nitely feasible, for practical schemas and queries, as follows:
(a) By using congruence closure and a homomorphism pruning technique, we can implement
the chase very eciently in practice. This is very important, since the backchase phase
uses the chase very frequently.
(b) The backchase enumeration, in the absence of cost information, quickly becomes impractical if we increase both query complexity and the size of the constraint set. As alternative search strategies, we have designed several strati cation techniques [PDST00]
that are variations of the basic backchase algorithm and split the search space, whenever possible, into several search spaces of smaller sizes. We show that these strategies
are e cient and worthwhile even for quite challenging queries, thus making the whole
approach scalable. Moreover, one of these strategies is complete for the important case
of path-conjunctive materialized views [DPT99, Lev] just like the general technique.
(c) Finally, we show that by taking advantage of cost information and mixing the backchase
exploration phase with cost evaluation, the overall performance improves signi cantly.
The C&B with cost-based pruning performs well in many common situations even when
no strati cation is applicable. The whole approach becomes then even more practical
and worthwhile. Further mixing of strati cation and cost-based pruning yields additional
improvement for the case of path-conjunctive materialized views. For that case, such
mixing o ers a very good scalability with the query size and the number of views.
2. We nd the technique very valuable when only the presence of semantic integrity constraints
enables the use of physical access structures or materialized views. The total processing time
when C&B optimization is employed can become signi cantly smaller in such situations (in
spite of the fact that the amount of time spent on optimization, relative to total processing
time, is more signi cant than when traditional optimization is used). This clearly justi es
the original intuition for this research direction [DPT99, PT99].

1.4 Overview of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation consists of the following:
1. Chapter 2: some essentials of the C&B method, at a rather informal level.
(a) Section 2.1: the chase as a procedure for checking equivalence (its complete version is
the PC chase de ned in Chapter 3).
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(b) Section 2.2: the top-down backchase minimization algorithm.
(c) Section 2.3: the method by which we describe physical access sources through constraints.
(d) Section 2.4: the chase as a procedure for discovering relevant physical and logical sources.
(e) Section 2.5: several detailed examples that show how the chase/backchase method can
be used to produce alternative plans.
2. Chapter 3: completeness results regarding the equational chase as a method for checking
equivalence.
(a) Section 3.1: introduces the path-conjunctive (PC) language for queries and constraints
(dependencies).
(b) Section 3.2: gives a canonical instance construction, essential for proving the subsequent
results.
(c) Section 3.3: we prove two theorems that: 1) characterize with homomorphisms, and 2)
show NP-completeness of containment/equivalence of path-conjunctive queries under all
instances and validity of path-conjunctive constraints.
(d) Section 3.4: presents the PC chase, explains in which ways it di ers from the relational chase, and gives the main theorems regarding its completeness as a procedure for
checking containment/equivalence under constraints of PC queries, and implication of
constraints. We also discuss issues such as termination, con uence and introduce a class
of full dependencies, for which we show that such properties hold.
(e) Subsequent sections of chapter 3: the proofs of the theorems presented in section 3.4.
3. Chapter 4: completeness results regarding the chase as used for discovery of relevant logical/physical sources, and the backchase minimization as enumeration procedure.
(a) Section 4.2: we prove that for the case of optimizing PC queries with PC materialized
views any "minimal" rewriting of the input query that is allowed to use views must be
a subquery of the result of chasing the input query.
(b) Section 4.3: proves that the top-down, decremental, backchase minimization enumerates
all equivalent minimal PC subqueries of the universal plan.
4. Chapter 5: we describe preliminary experimental results regarding the C&B enumeration of
minimal plans. No cost information is used in these experiments. (We call this method the
pure C&B enumeration).
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(a) Sections 5.1 and 5.4.2: shows that the chase itself is fast and scales quite well.
(b) Section 5.2: we develop strati cation techniques in order to speed-up the search for
minimal plans. These techniques partition either the set of input constraints (o -line
constraint strati cation, OCS, in section 5.2.2) or partition the set of input constraints
and the input query into query fragments (on-line query fragmentation OCS in section 5.2.1). We show that the second one is complete in the sense that it is guaranteed
not to lose minimal plans, in a restricted but common situation in which materialized
views and indexes are allowed.
(c) Section 5.4.3: compare experimentally the non-strati ed full backchase (FB) with OQF
and OCS in, showing that while FB is the bottleneck when the query size and the number
of input constraints become moderately large, OCS and OQF can be eciently used up
to signi cantly larger numbers.
5. Chapter 6: we describe how to eciently combine the pure C&B enumeration studied in the
previous chapter with cost-based optimization. The goal is to avoid the exhaustive enumeration of minimal plans and thus produce an ecient optimizer based on chase and backchase.
(a) Section 6.1: the space of physical plans onto which PC queries are mapped. The physical plans resemble operator trees from the relational optimization. However, they are
presented in a programming language style, and they are more complicated then the
relational counter-parts, because they consider access methods speci c to dictionaries
and nested sets. The two basic access primitives are scan and lookup.
(b) Section 6.2: a language for describing cost information when the data model has nested
sets and dictionaries. In addition, we specify how to compute the cost of a physical plan.
The cost model is a generalization of a simple relational cost model.
(c) Section 6.3: a generalized dynamic programming algorithm in the spirit of System
R, used to enumerate the space of physical plans for a PC query and to select its best
physical plan.
(d) Section 6.4: gives an algorithm BottomUpFB+Prune that eciently combines bottomup backchase with cost-based pruning, in order to nd the best physical plan.
(e) Section 6.5: shows that BottomUpFB+Prune outperforms (by an order of magnitude,
for large enough queries) the pure C&B enumeration. The use of cost information makes
the whole approach very e ective even when universal plans become large. We also give
comparisons with the strati ed techniques.
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(f) Section 6.6: summary of the chapter
6. Chapter 7:
(a) Section 7.1: related work.
(b) Section 7.2: summary of our contributions.
(c) Section 7.3: we discuss the limitations of our approach.
(d) Section 7.4: future research items.
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Chapter 2

Optimization with Chase and
Backchase: The C&B Approach
This chapter introduces the basic principles that we use in a new optimization framework that
smoothly integrates fundamental optimization techniques previously believed of di erent nature:
semantic optimization, physical data independence, use of materialized views, tableau-like minimization.
Useful terminology. We distinguish between a candidate plan and an actual plan. A candidate
plan is an equivalent rewriting of the input logical query that uses only physical schema elements.
We will also use the term physical query for a candidate plan. A candidate plan speci es what
schema elements are used to answer the query, i.e. it chooses the physical access paths. For
example, a candidate plan speci es whether to use an index, a materialized view or the le when
accessing a relation. A candidate plan is obtained via rewriting and may be totally di erent from
the input query.
A candidate plan (or physical query) does not yet specify how the query is to be answered,
i.e. join order, join algorithms, etc. In contrast, a physical plan that implements a candidate plan
completely speci es the physical algorithms used to answer the candidate plan, i.e. it chooses
the physical access methods. For example if, in the physical query, an index was already chosen
for accessing a relation, then the physical plan is commited to use the index. (Physical plans
corresponding to access paths other than the index will be discovered for other physical queries,
and the rewriting phase must be able to produce all such physical queries.) Then, while producing
the physical plan we will have a choice between, say, a nested loops join in which an index scan
is involved, or an index-based join, in which an index lookup is used. Choosing the best physical
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plan implementing a candidate plan must be done in a cost-based fashion and the techniques that
we use are explained in Chapter 6.
Rewriting with chase and backchase. This chapter focuses, mainly through examples,
on the rst conceptual1 phase of the optimizer: generating "good" candidate plans from a certain
search space of candidate plans. It is quite important how we de ne this search space: searching
through all possible candidate plans is not only impractical but theoretically impossible (there
may be in nitely many queries equivalent to the input query). Our approach de nes the search
space for candidate plans using the chase method: relevant physical data sources are discovered by
chasing the input query towards the universal plan. Then, a second stage, called the backchase minimization, explores subqueries of the universal plan trying to nd better, non-redundant candidate
plans.
The result of the backchase minimization (aka tableau minimization or join elimination) is
a set of candidate plans, none of which can be minimized any further (i.e. minimal candidate
plans). Later in Chapter 4 we will show that, for a particular but important case (PC queries
and PC materialized views), the universal plan contains all minimal equivalent rewritings of the
input query. This result gives us a theoretical justi cation for using the universal plan to de ne
our search space. For the more general case where we don't have such a completeness result (and
this is an open problem), we justify the use of the universal plan as the search space for nding
enough good plans, through examples.
We start by explaining the chase as a procedure for checking equivalence of queries under
constraints.

2.1 Chase: Checking Query Equivalence
Being able to check equivalence during optimization is a requirement. When we want to mix semantic optimization with use of physical de nitions, all in a context that includes object-oriented
and complex value query capabilities, the problem of deciding equivalence is actually a dicult one.
One of the important contributions of this dissertation consists of several extensions of the theory
of relational conjunctive query containment/equivalence and dependency implication. We show
in Chapter 3 that checking containment/equivalence under all instances of two path-conjunctive
queries is decidable and it can be characterized, as in the relational case [CM77], with homomorphisms (appropriately generalized). Moreover, we extend the relational chase to the pathconjunctive chase and we show that chasing is a complete proof procedure for checking equivalence
1 In practice the cost-based phase must be performed at the same time, in order to prune the search space. This
is addressed in Chapter 6.
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Given a constraint d of the form

8(r1 2 R1)   8(rm 2 Rm )
[ B1 ) 9(s1 2 S1 )   9(sn 2 Sn ) B2 ]
the corresponding chase step (in a simpli ed forma) is the rewrite
select O(~r)
select O(~r)
d
from : : :; R1 r1; : : :; Rm rm ; : : : ,! from : : :; R1 r1; : : :; Rm rm ; S1 s1 ; : : :; Sn sn ; : : :
where : : : and B1 and : : :
where : : : and B1 and B2 : : :
a The general form requires the PC restriction. See later in Chapter 3 the PC chase de nition, for which we prove
completeness. In the simpli ed form shown here, the chase step can be applicable (is sound) to a larger class of
queries than PC.

Figure 2.1: A chase step.
of two path-conjunctive queries under constraints. Without entering in formal details here, we
informally present a simpli ed version of the path-conjunctive chase and we give an example of
how we use it to test equivalence. We point out that the restrictions imposed in Chapter 3 on
path-conjunctive queries regarding set/dictionary equality are not needed for the soundness of the
method.
The chase step, shown in gure 2.1 is sound, i.e. it rewrites Q into a query Q0 such that Q and
Q0 are equivalent under all instances that satisfy the constraint d. (We are using the same language
as introduced in Chapter 1.) An important observation is that the two queries are equivalent only
under set semantics! Under bag semantics, for example, Q0 can have more duplicates than Q. In
fact, the entire C&B approach (see Sections 2.2 and 2.4) works for queries with set semantics.
Chasing a query Q with a set of constraints D consists of applying repeatedly chase steps w.r.t
any applicable constraint from D. "Applicable" must be de ned carefully to avoid trivial loops and
to allow for chasing even when the query and the constraint do not match syntactically as easily
as we have seen in the simpli ed form above. We can stop this rewriting anytime and it will still
be sound (under the constraints) for a large class of queries, views, indexes and constraints. We
show in Chapter 3 that while the chase does not always terminate, it does so for certain classes of
constraints and queries, yielding an essentially unique result whose size is polynomial 2 in that of
Q.

Example 2.1.1 Recall the queries Q and P from example 1.2.1. Here we show how one can use
1

the chase to verify that the two queries are equivalent under the constraints given in the logical
2 This bound could be used as a heuristic for stopping the chase when termination is not guaranteed.
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schema. We chase rst Q, shown again below:
(Q) select struct(PN : s; PB : p:Budg; DN : Dept [ d ]:DName)
from dom Dept d; Dept [ d ]:DProjs s; Proj p
where s = p:PName and p:CustName = "CitiBank"
(INV1) is applicable and Q rewrites to:
(Q') select struct(PN : s; PB : p:Budg; DN : Dept [ d ]:DName)
from dom Dept d; Dept [ d ]:DProjs s; Proj p
where s = p:PName and p:CustName = "CitiBank" and p:PDept = Dept [ d ]:DName
No other constraint is then applicable to Q0 (rewriting Q0 with any of the constraints would
introduce redundancy and the chase avoids this). Now, we chase P1. (RIC2) is applicable and P1
rewrites to:
(P1') select struct(PN : p:PName; PB : p:Budg; DN : p:PDept)
from Proj p; dom Dept d
where p:CustName = "CitiBank" and p:PDept = Dept [ d]:DName
(INV2) becomes now applicable and P1' rewrites to (and this is where the chase stops):
(P1") select struct(PN : p:PName; PB : p:Budg; DN : p:PDept)
from Proj p; dom Dept d; Dept [ d ]:DProjs s
where p:CustName = "CitiBank" and p:PDept = Dept [ d ]:DName and s =
p:PName
It is easy to see now that Q' and P1" are equivalent (under all instances because one can nd
two homomorphisms from one into the other, see also Theorem 3.3.9 in Chapter 3. The two queries
are in fact isomorphic.). But, since the rewritings preserve equivalence under constraints, it follows
that Q and P1 are equivalent under the constraints.
We point out however that in our optimization algorithm we do not check for equivalence of two
queries by chasing the queries themselves. Since we always verify whether a query is equivalent to
one of its subqueries3 is enough to check whether a certain constraint  guaranteeing this equivalence
is implied by the set of constraints D. To test this implication we chase then  with D (see also
Chapter 3 for details on chasing constraints and dependency implication).

2.2 Backchase Minimization
There are two main kinds of minimization that have been considered so far in the literature, and
we illustrate them below via some simple relational examples.
3 See the backchase step in the next section.
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 trivial minimization (also known as tableau minimization [AHV95])

(Q) select struct(A = r1:A)
(Q0) select struct(A = r1 :A)
from R r1; R r2
,!
from R r1
where r1 :A = r2 :A
It is not hard to see that Q0 is equivalent to Q because there exists a containment mapping
(homomorphism) h from Q into Q0 (and an identity one from Q0 into Q). The same existence
of the homomorphism h is in fact equivalent to saying that the following constraint is true in
all instances (it is trivial, see [BV84b] for de nition of trivial tuple-generating dependencies
TGDs and also Chapter 3 for de nition of trivial embedded path-conjunctive dependencies
EPCDs and their characterization via homomorphisms):
8(r1 2 R) 9(r2 2 R) r1:A = r2:A
Evaluation of Q0 is cheaper than evaluation of Q under any cost model.

 join elimination [CGK+ 99, SO89]

(Q) select struct(A = r:A)
(Q0) select struct(A = r:A)
from R r; S s
,!
from R r
where r:A = s:A
0
Q is equivalent to Q provided that the following constraint is true:
8(r 2 R) 9(s 2 S) r:A = s:A
As opposed to trivial minimization, the relations in the from clause of Q can be di erent. The
cost of evaluating Q0 is in many cases cheaper than the cost of evaluating Q. However, this
is not always true, and we postpone a full discussion for Chapter 6. Typically the constraint
that guarantees the equivalence is a referential integrity constraint stated explicitly in the
schema. However, the transformation can be done in a more general way, by looking also at
constraints that are implied by the constraints in the schema.

Both transformations above rewrite a query into a query with fewer joins (a subquery, as we shall
see in a moment), and since joins are the most expensive operation, the savings in execution time
can be signi cant. The backchase minimization algorithm that we introduce in this section uni es
and generalizes the two techniques in two dimensions: it applies to our more general language with
dictionaries and nested sets, and it uses implied constraints (in addition to trivial constraints or
constraints in the schema).
Subquery. The notion of subquery is central to the minimization component of our optimizer
and needs to be de ned carefully. We de ne, informally (see Chapter 4 for full de nition), a
subquery Q0 of a query Q as follows:
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 the from clause of Q0 is a subset of the from clause of Q (that is, we eliminate one or more
scans from Q),

 the select clause of Q0 is a equivalent rewriting of the select clause of Q (that doesn't use
variables that have been eliminated), and

 the where clause of Q0 is implied by the conditions in the where clause of Q
In Chapter 3 we show how we can decide in polynomial time, when the conditions in the where
clause are only equalities, whether there exists such an equivalent rewriting required by the second
condition, or whether the implication required by the third condition holds. Here is a simple
example. The following query Q0:
select struct(A = x2:A)
from R2 x2; R3 x3
where x2 :A = x3 :A
is a subquery of
select struct(A = x1:A)
from R1 x1; R2 x2; R3 x3
where x1 :A = x2 :A and x1 :A = x3 :A
obtained by eliminating the scan R1 x1. Here x2 :A is an equivalent rewriting for x1:A in the
select clause of Q0 (the equality x1:A = x2:A is in fact part of the where clause of Q), while the
equality x2:A = x3 :A is implied (via transitivity) by the equalities in the where clause of Q. In
general, because of dictionary operations, transitivity is not enough for this kind of reasoning,
and in Chapter 3 we give a congruence-closure internal representation of a query (the canonical
instance) on which complete checking of such conditions is possible.
We call a subquery Q0 of Q a strict subquery of Q if the from clause of Q0 is a strict subset of
the from clause of Q. We call a subquery Q0 of Q a maximal subquery of Q if the where clause of
Q0 contains all the conditions involving only variables bound in the from clause of Q0 that can be
implied from the conditions in the where clause of Q. When we have only equalities maximality is
a decidable condition (in PTIME).
A nal remark is that, from the way we de ned a subquery Q0 of Q, it is always the case that
Q is contained in Q0. Whenever the from clause of Q is instantiated to some actual values such
that the where clause is satis ed and a tuple t is emitted in the answer of Q, the same instantiation
satis es the where clause of Q' and, moreover, the same tuple t is emitted.
Backchase Minimization Algorithm. We introduce rst (in a simpli ed form) the backchase
step and then we show how we can use this in an algorithm for enumerating minimal subqueries
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Let D be a set of constraints and let Q be a query of the form:
select O(~x; y)
from R1 x1 ; : : :; R y; : : :; Rm xm
where C(~x; y)
and let Q0 be a strict subquery obtained from Q by eliminating the scan R y (if there exists such Q0):
select O0(~x)
from R1 x1 ; : : :; Rm xm
where C 0(~x)
Then the rewrite Q ,! Q0 is a backchase step provided that the following constrainta is implied
by D:
() 8(x1 2 R1) : : : 8(xm 2 Rm ) [ C 0(~x) ) 9(y 2 R) C(~x; y) ]
a The complete version of the backchase step uses a stronger constraint than  , see further Chapter 4. Also,
it requires the PC restriction, under which we prove that the backchase can provide a complete enumeration of
equivalent subqueries.

Figure 2.2: A backchase step.
of a given query. In Chapter 4 we will give the more general de nition of a backchase step that
guarantees completeness of the above enumeration.
A backchase step, shown in gure 2.2, tries to eliminate some scan from Q while preserving
equivalence under D. The above constraint implies that the two queries are equivalent; in fact it
is easy to see that there is a chase step4 with  from Q0 to a query equivalent to Q (under all
instances).
In general, we can de ne a backchase step as a rewrite that eliminates more than one scan
at a time (and this will be actually used in the bottom-up backchase algorithm of Chapter 6).
In chapter 4 we show that a backchase step that eliminates k scans can always be reduced to a
sequence of k backchase steps removing only one scan each. Trying to see whether constraint ()
is implied by D is done using with the chase. The backchase minimization algorithm can now be
described as follows:

Algorithm 2.2.1 Minimize(Q, D):

input query Q, constraints D
for every scan Ri xi in the from clause of Q do
compute the maximal subquery Q0 of Q that eliminates scan Ri xi ;
if there exists such Q0 then

4 Thus, the name backchase.
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if Q0 is equivalent to Q under D then
Minimize (Q0, D);
if no equivalent subquery Q0 was found then output Q;
Thus the algorithm essentially tries to apply backchase steps removing one scan each in all
possible ways until no such step is possible anymore. The algorithm is essentially an exponential,
top-down, enumeration of all equivalent subqueries of Q that stops when equivalence is not preserved. We point out that, as opposed to the relational tableau minimization, where the minimal
form is unique up to isomorphism [AHV95], the backchase minimization can end up with several
minimal forms.
Bottom-up Backchase Minimization. The backchase search for minimalsubqueries can also
be done in a bottom-up fashion by exploring subqueries with one scan rst, then subqueries with
two scans and so on, until equivalent subqueries are found. This strategy, while still exponential in
the worst case, explores non-equivalent subqueries and it can outperform the top-down approach
when the minimal forms are small compared to the input query, i.e. the original query has high
redundancy. In the case when the original query is not redundant at all then the top-down approach
outperforms the bottom-up because it stops after exploring subqueries with one less scan, while
the bottom-up approach would have to explore most of the search tree. However, the bottom-up
approach has the additional, important, advantage of being able to be mixed with cost-based
pruning. This will be the central idea of Chapter 6 where we show, experimentally, the bene ts
of bottom-up backchase with cost-based pruning.
Backchase minimization alone only looks at subqueries of Q and it doesn't take into account:
1) additional logical schema info that might be useful in reducing further the number of joins in
the query, and 2) relevant physical access paths (not appearing explicitly in the query) that can
be used in answering the query. In section 2.4 we show how we can use the chase to discover such
logical and physical elements before performing backchase minimization, and we show the bene ts
of this strategy.

2.3 Physical Structures as Constraints
We show here how typical physical access structures are captured by constraints.
Indexes and classes The dictionary construction operation allows us to de ne explicitly primary and secondary indexes such as I and SI from example 1.2.1:
def
I = dict k in PName(Proj) ) element(select p from Proj p where p:PName = k)
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= dict k in CustName(Proj) ) (select p from Proj p where p:CustName = k)
Here A (R) is a shorthand for the query that projects relation R on A and element(C) is the
OQL operation that extracts the unique element of the singleton collection C and fails if C is not
a singleton. Luckily, the use of constraints allows us to avoid using this messy operation. Both
primary and secondary indexes are completely characterized by constraints, eg., for I we use (PI1,
PI2) and for SI we use (SI1, SI2, SI3) where
SI

def

(PI1)
(PI2)

8(p 2 Proj) 9(i 2 dom I) [ i = p:PName and I [ i ] = p ]
8(i 2 dom I) 9(p 2 Proj) [ i = p:PName and I [ i ] = p ]

(SI1)
(SI2)
(SI3)

8(p 2 Proj) 9(k 2 dom SI) 9(t 2 SI [ k ]) [ k = p:CustName and p = t ]
8(k 2 dom SI) 8(t 2 SI [ k ]) 9(p 2 Proj) [ k = p:CustName and p = t ]
8(k 2 dom SI) 9(t 2 SI [ k ]) true

Notice that each of (PI1, PI2, SI1, SI2) is an inclusion constraint while (SI3) is a non-emptyness
constraint. In fact, taken together, the pairs of inclusion constraints also state an inverse relationships between the dictionaries and Proj. Similarly, we can represent the relationship between the
class Dept and the dictionary implementing it, Dept, with two constraints. We show one of them
(the other is \inverse"):
(Dept) 8(d 2 depts) 8(s 2 d:DProjs)
9(d0 2 dom Dept) 9(s0 2 Dept [ d0 ]:DProjs) [ d = d0 and s = s0 ]
Hash tables An interesting extension to this idea are hash tables. A hash table for a relation
can be viewed as a dictionary in which keys are the results of applying the hash function to tuples
in the relation, while the entries are the buckets (sets of tuples). Thus, a hash table can be
represented similarly to secondary indexes. A hash table di ers from an index because it is not
usually materialized, however a hash-join algorithm would have to compute it on the y. In our
framework, we can rewrite join queries into queries that correspond to hash-join plans, provided
that the hash-table exists, in the same way we rewrite queries into plans that use indexes.
Materialized views/Source capabilities Materialized conjunctive or PSJ (project-selectjoin) views, or cached results of conjunctive/PSJ queries over a relational schema R have been used
in answering other conjunctive/PSJ queries over R [YL87, CR94, CKPS95, LMSS95, Qia96]. We
consider the more general form
def
V = select O(~
x) from P~ ~x where B(~x)
Here we denote by P~ ~x an arbitrary sequence of bindings P1 x1; : : :; Pn xn, by O(~x) we denote
the fact that variables x1; : : :; xn can appear in the output record O (and similar for B(~x)). Like
indexes, such structures can be characterized by constraints, namely:
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V def
= 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ B(~x) ) 9(v 2 V ) O(~x) = v ]
~ [ B(~x) and O(~x) = v ]
V0 def
= 8(v 2 V ) 9(~x 2 P)
Note that V corresponds to the inclusion select O(~x) from P~ ~x where B(~x)  V while V0
corresponds to the inverse inclusion. The two are, in general, constraints between the physical and
the logical schema.
0 ):
In example 1.2.1, JI is expressed as such a view and JI is (we don't show here JI
(JI ) 8(d 2 dom Dept) 8(s 2 Dept [ d ]:DProjs) 8(p 2 Proj)
[ s = p:PName ) 9(j 2 JI) j:DOID = d and j:PN = p:PName ]
Source capabilities often used in information integration systems can be described by either
such materialized views or by dictionaries modeling the binding patterns of [RSU95].
Join indexes [Val87] were introduced as a technique for join navigation and shown to outperform even hybrid-hash join in most cases with high join selectivity. The technique assumes that
tuples have unique, system-generated identi ers called surrogates (if the relations have keys, these
can be used instead), and that the relations are indexed on surrogates. A join index for the join
of relations R and S, denoted JRS , is a precomputed binary relation associating the surrogates of
R-tuples to surrogates of S-tuples whenever these tuples agree on the join condition. The join is
computed by scanning JRS and using the surrogates to index into the relations.
Since indexes are not rst class citizens of relational algebra/OQL, [Val87]'s join evaluation algorithm cannot be expressed in these query languages. In contrast, the query P3 from example 1.2.1
is a candidate plan describing precisely the above algorithm: it iterates over materialized view JI
and explicitly indexes by name into I (the primary index of Proj on key attribute PName), and by
oid into the dictionary Dept representing the class of departments. The success in expressing this
query plan stems from the ability of expressing index lookup in our language. We can therefore
fully describe a join index by a triple consisting of a materialized binary relation view and two
indexes. In our example, the join index for joining Dept with Proj is (Dept, I, JI).
Access support relations [KM90a, KM90b] generalize path indexes [MS86, Ber94, BK89]
and translate the join index idea from the relational to the object model, generalizing it from binary
to n-ary relations. An access support relation (ASR) for a given path is a separate precomputed
relation that explicitly stores the oids of objects related to each other via the attributes of the
path. As with join indexes, ASRs are used to rewrite navigation style path queries to queries
which scan the access support relation, project out the oids of the source and target objects for
the path and dereference these oids to access the objects. The oid dereferencing operation is
performed implicitly in OQL, which therefore can express this algorithm, but fails to express its
join index based relational counterpart because of the lack of explicit dictionary lookup operations.
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In our approach, access support relations and join indexes are uni ed using dictionaries both for
representing classes with extents and indexes. Analogous to join indexes, we model access support
relations for a given path as the materialized relation storing the oids along the path, together with
the dictionaries modeling the classes of the source and target objects of the path.
Gmaps [TSI96] specify physical access structures as materialized PSJ views over logical schema.
[TSI96] gives a sound (not complete) algorithm for rewriting PSJ queries against the logical schema
in terms of materialized gmaps. Our framework subsumes gmaps: PSJ queries alone (in the absence
of dictionaries) only approximate index structures with their graph relations (binary relations
associating keys to values, which are called input respectively output nodes in gmap terminology).
In contrast, we capture the intended meaning of a general gmap de nition using dictionaries:
dict ~z in (select O1 (~x) from P~ ~x where B(~x)) ) select O2(~x;~z) from P~ x~ where B(~x)
Here O1 ; O2 have at record type (as outputs of PSJ queries in the original de nition). Notice
the correlation between the domain and range of the dictionary: they are given by queries which
di er only in the projection of the select clause, a limitation resulting from the gmap de nition
language. We can generalize gmaps by overcoming this limitation and supplying di erent queries
for the domain and range of our dictionaries. Similarly to the case of secondary indexes, we can
model this generalized form of gmaps with dependencies.
In the PSJ modeling of gmaps, queries rewritten in terms of gmaps perform relational joins and
don't explicitly express index lookups. Just by looking at the rewritten query, the optimizer cannot
decide whether a join should be implemented as such or in an index-based fashion. In other words,
PSJ queries used in the gmap approach are not as close to query plans as queries in our language.

2.4 Chase: Discovery of Relevant Physical Sources
As we saw in section 2.1 applying a chase step with constraint d to a query Q has the result of
adding to the from and where clauses of Q the existentially quanti ed part of d. The chase step
is applicable only if there is a match between the universally quanti ed part of d and Q. Thus,
the chase step rewrites Q into an equivalent Q0 that brings in new elements of the schema that
are relevant to the query. For example, a query that has a scan over Proj can be rewritten into
one that adds a scan over the primary index I for R by chasing with PI1 of section 2.3. On the
other hand, for a query that doesn't mention Proj the chase step with PI1 will not be applicable
(I is not relevant to the query in that case). The reader can imagine more complicated examples
in which by chasing with constraints such as V we add views that are relevant to the query (can
be used in answering the query).
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Thus, the rst phase of the C&B optimization strategy is the chase phase. The role of it is
to bring, in a systematic way, all the relevant physical structures into the logical query. The result
of the chase applied to a logical query Q is a larger query that holds in one place essentially all
possible physical plans for Q expressible in our language. We call this larger query the universal
plan and we usually denote it by U.

Example 2.4.1 On our Proj-Dept schema of example 1.2.1 and with the constraints describing

the indexes I, SI and JI from section 2.3, we illustrate how the chase phase produces the universal
plan for Q. We have seen already in example 2.1.1 that Q rewrites in one chase step with (INV1)
to
(Q') select struct(PN : s; PB : p:Budg; DN : Dept [ d ]:DName)
from dom Dept d; Dept [ d ]:DProjs s; Proj p
where s = p:PName and p:CustName = "CitiBank" and p:PDept = Dept [ d ]:DName
With the additional constraints describing the three indexes, I, SI, and JI, the chase doesn't
stop here. By chasing with JI , then with SI1 and PI1, the universal plan U is obtained as follows:
select struct(PN : s; PB : p:Budg; DN : Dept [ d]:DName)
from dom Dept d; Dept [ d ]:DProjs s; Proj p;
JI j; dom SI k; SI [ k ] t; dom I i
where s = p:PName and p:CustName = "CitiBank" and p:PDept = Dept [ d ]:DName
and j:DOID = d and j:PN = p:PName
and k = p:CustName and p = t and i = p:PName and I [ i ] = p
The universal plan still references elements of the logical schema, and it is not an actual plan (to
be evaluated). However, in the second phase we perform backchase minimization and retain only
the minimal subqueries of the universal plan that refer to physical schema elements only. Putting
the two phases together, we obtain what we call the C&B (chase and backchase) enumeration of
candidate plans.

2.5 Examples of C&B Enumeration
Example 2.5.1 (Semantic optimization) Consider the universal plan U obtained in example 2.4.1. One minimization path during backchasing U consists of:

1. eliminate the scan dom I i (and the two conditions i = p:PName and I [ i ] = p) with a backchase
step using a constraint implied by PI1:
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8(d 2 dom Dept) 8(s 2 Dept [ d ]:DProjs) 8(p 2 Proj) 8(j 2 JI) 8(k 2 dom SI) 8(t 2 SI [ k ])
[ s = p:PName and p:CustName = "CitiBank" and p:PDept = Dept [d ]:DName
and j:DOID = d and j:PN = p:PName
and k = p:CustName and p = t

)
9(i 2 dom I) i = p:PName and I [ i ] = p

]
To see that PI1 implies the above constraint just notice that the latter contains a stronger
universally quanti ed part and more conditions in the left hand side of ).
2. eliminate the scan SI [ k ] t (and the condition p = t) with a backchase step using a constraint
 implied by SI1:
8(d 2 dom Dept) 8(s 2 Dept [ d ]:DProjs) 8(p 2 Proj) 8(j 2 JI) 8(k 2 dom SI)
[ s = p:PName and p:CustName = "CitiBank" and p:PDept = Dept [d ]:DName
and j:DOID = d and j:PN = p:PName
and k = p:CustName

)
9(t 2 SI [ k ]) p = t

]
A simple way to see why  is implied by SI1 is to consider the following constraint,  0:
8(p 2 Proj) 8(k 2 dom SI) [ k = p:CustName ) 9(t 2 SI [k ]) p = t ]
which is implied by SI1. Since the  can be obtained from  0 by adding more bindings in
the universal part and more conditions in the left hand side of the implication,  is implied
by  0 and, therefore, is implied by SI1. In chapter 3 we show how we can use the chase to
implement such reasoning about constraints.
In the same fashion as above:
3. eliminate the scan dom SI k with a backchase step using also a constraint implied by SI1.
We remark here that steps 2 and 3 above could have been combined into one backchase step
eliminating two scans at once.
4. eliminate the scan JI j with a backchase step using a constraint implied by JI . The query
Q0 obtained at this point is one resembling the original query Q:
(Q') select struct(PN : s; PB : p:Budg; DN : Dept [ d ]:DName)
from dom Dept d; Dept [ d ]:DProjs s; Proj p
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where s = p:PName and p:CustName = "CitiBank" and p:PDept = Dept [ d]:DName
Indeed, Q can be obtained from Q0 by removing the equality p:PDept = Dept [ d ]:DName from
the where clause of Q0 . The elimination of this equality is justi ed by the fact that the equality
is implied: see INV1 on the logical schema Proj-Dept. However, the backchase minimization
algorithm focuses on eliminating joins rather than conditions in the where clause. Handling
of conditions can then be done on (join-) minimal forms in a stage that follows the backchase
minimization. This treatment must be done based on cost and includes: elimination of
conditions (e.g. expensive predicates), pushing selections towards sources, etc. Of course, we
use here the assumption that as long as a query is not join-minimal, removing a join has a
higher bene t than removing a condition from the where clause. This may not be always true,
but we use it as an important heuristic to limitate the search space for plans. The alternative
would be to generalize the backchase step to consider subqueries that are not strict (with
signi cant increase in complexity).
Coming back to our example, since Q0 has still redundant joins in the select clause, the
backchase minimization can continue as follows:
5. eliminate the scan Dept [ d ]:DProjs s with a backchase step with a constraint implied by
(INV2). Note that the equality s = p:PName enables the replacement of s in the select clause
with the equivalent p:PName.
6. nally, eliminate the scan dom Dept d with a backchase step with a constraint implied by
(RIC2). Here the equality p:PDept = Dept [ d ]:DName allows the replacement of Dept [ d ]:DName
in the select clause with p:PDept. The result of this minimization path is:
select struct(PN : p:PName; PB : p:Budg;
from Proj p
where p:CustName = "CitiBank"

DN

: p:PDept)

which is the plan P1 discussed in example 1.2.1.
Thus, by chosing a certain path during the minimization phase our algorithm is able to perform
semantic optimization, even though additional physical elements were considered along the way.
The next example shows how chosing a di erent path the algorithm is able to produce plans that
use such physical elements.

Example 2.5.2 (Mapping to indexes) Consider the following variation of the minimization
path of the previous example: eliminate scans dom I i;
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JI

j;

Dept

[ d]:DProjs s; dom Dept d

while keeping the scans involving SI. The result of these elimination steps is the following query
Q1 :
select struct(PN : p:PName; PB : p:Budg; DN : p:PDept)
from Proj p; dom SI k; SI [ k ] t
where p:CustName = "CitiBank" and k = p:CustName and p = t
The next backchase step, in which we choose to eliminate Proj, needs to be explained carefully.
While in general there is more than one subquery of Q1 that can be obtained by eliminating
the scan Proj p, the backchase minimization algorithm considers only (and for good reason) the
maximal subquery, call it Q2, of Q1 . In other words, the where clause of Q2 must contain all the
equalities that can be inferred from the where clause of Q1 and, of course, use only variables k and
t. Here, the equality k = "CitiBank" is implied from the equalities p:CustName = "CitiBank" and
k = p:CustName, thus we put it in the where clause of Q2 . There is one more equality involving k
and t that we can infer: t:CustName = k.
We also need to nd "equal" replacements for p:PName, p:Budg and p:PDept in the select clause.
From the condition p = t in the where clause of Q1 we derive that p:PName = t:PName, p:Budg =
t:Budg and p:PDept = t:PDept5 , and Q2 is thus obtained as follows:
select struct(PN : t:PName; PB : t:Budg; DN : t:PDept)
from dom SI k; SI [ k ] t
where k = "CitiBank" and t:CustName = k
We can check now that Q2 is indeed equivalent to Q1. The constraint that guarantees this
equivalence is the following:
8(k 2 dom SI) 8(t 2 SI [ k ])
[ k = "CitiBank" and t:CustName = k

)
9(p 2 Proj) p:CustName = "CitiBank" and k = p:CustName and p = t ]

The constraint is then implied by SI2. Failing to include the equality k = "CitiBank" in the
where clause of Q2 would have resulted in a subquery not equivalent to Q1: the same constraint
as above from which we remove the mentioned equality from the left-hand side of ) is no longer
implied by SI2. Thus the backchase minimization would fail to eliminate Proj p.
The last query is a scan-minimal query (no scan can be eliminated anymore) and it is one of
the outputs of the backchase minimization phase. However, there are some additional things that
we can do. First, as we mentioned in the previous example, we can focus now on eliminating
equalities. This can only be done in cost-based fashion. In some cases keeping an equality rather
5 This is a congruence rule for records. See Chapter 3 for a detailed explanation of how we can use a congruenceclosure method to facilitate reasoning about equality.
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than eliminating it may be useful to lter out some intermediate result thus decreasing the overall
cost. In some other cases, an expensive condition that can be eliminated can signi cantly reduce
the cost. In our example, the equality t:CustName = k can be eliminated and it is likely that we
obtain a better plan if we do so. The elimination is justi ed by the following constraint, implied
by SI2:
8(k 2 dom SI) 8(t 2 SI [k ]) k = t:CustName
In general, we can perform elimination of equalities in a systematic way, by using a variation of
the backchase step in which the constraint  has no existential quanti cation (i.e.  is an EGD).
Finally, we can rewrite the resulting query into the following, more operational (and likely to
have a faster evaluation), version that uses the non-failing lookup operator:
(P2) select struct(PN : p:PName; PB : p:Budg; DN : p:PDept)
from SI [ "CitiBank"]] p
which is precisely one of the plans shown in example 1.2.1. In a similar way we can obtain the
plan P3 and others such as a scan over dom I.
In the spirit of the previous examples, the next two examples demonstrate the advantages of
chasing with existing logical constraints (key constraints, referential integrity constraints) before
performing the backchase minimization. The rst example shows that even a simple chase with
key constraints can have great bene ts. The example illustrates also the kind of redundancy that
can appear while composing queries with views.

Example 2.5.3 (Minimization under key constraints) Consider a logical schema consisting

of a at relation Students and a nested relation Books shown in gure 2.3. The types BookID and
CopyID are some fresh types used for book ids and book copy ids. Each book has a set of copies,
and the information associated to each copy consists of a copy id, a boolean ag saying whether
the copy is currently borrowed or not, and the name of the borrower if the copy is borrowed. We
assume that students are identi ed by their names, while books by their bookId attribute which is
a primary key.
Suppose now that we have the following non-materialized view de ning the set of all book ids
that are currently available:
(V) select struct(bid : b:bookId)
from Books b; b:copies c
where c:borrowed = false
The user asks the following query that retrieves the titles of all books currently available and
it does so by using the previously de ned view V:
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Students : Set < Struct{
string name;
string major;
... } > ;

Books : Set < Struct{
BookID bookId;
string title;
Set < Struct {
CopyID copyId;
boolean borrowed;
string borrower;
}> copies;
string publisher;
... }>
primary key bookId;

Figure 2.3: A complex-value Books-Students logical schema
select struct(title : b:title)
from Books b; V v
where v:bid = b:bookId
Since the view is non-materialized the optimizer is likely to perform rst the composition of
Q with V rather than materializing the view and then optimizing Q as it is. The result of the
composition is the following query:
(Q') select struct(title : b:title)
from Books b; Books b0 ; b0:copies c
where b0 :bookId = b:bookId and c:borrowed = false
It is quite intuitive that Q0 contains a redundant scan over Books. However, if we try to apply
the minimization algorithm on Q0 , we don't eliminate anything. Here is why. Suppose we try to
eliminate the scan Books b, thus we are looking for an equivalent subquery of Q0 that scan. We need
to nd an equal replacement for b:title that appears in the select clause. However, the obvious
candidate for the replacement, b0 :title, cannot be found equivalent to b:title just by looking at
the where clause of the query. The reason is that we cannot infer from b:bookId = b0:bookId that
b:title = b0:title. For the same reason, relational tableaux minimization (which is a particular
case of backchase minimization) fails to do any reduction in such a situation. What we need is the
key constraint information, and this information is not part of the query. The solution is to chase
rst Q0 with the key constraint for bookId, and then to apply the minimization algorithm. The
result of chasing Q0 with the key constraint
8(b 2 Books) 8(b0 2 Books) b:bookId = b0:bookId ) b = b0
is the query:
(U) select struct(title : b:title)
from Books b; Books b0 ; b0:copies c
(Q)
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where b0 :bookId = b:bookId and c:borrowed = false and b = b0
Now backchasing U with a constraint implied by the following trivial constraint:
8(b0 2 Books) 9(b 2 Books) b = b0
results in:
(Q0m ) select struct(title : b0:title)
from Books b0; b0 :copies c
where c:borrowed = false
which is a better query than Q0 . The idea of chasing with functional dependencies to create
opportunities for successful minimization appears in [AHV95] in the context of relational tableaux.

Example 2.5.4 We use the same schema of gure 2.3 for this example. Consider the following

query asking for titles and copy ids of all books that are currently borrowed
(Q) select struct(title : b:title; copyId : c:copyId)
from Books b; b:copies c
where c:borrowed = true
and assume the following scenario. The Books is a very large table and it takes hours before Q
returns an answer which happens to be small in size (compared to the size of Books, there are not so
many people borrowing books!). An inverse path index, storing for each student the title and copy
ids of the books borrowed by the student, is maintained as part of the physical implementation.
The de nition of this index is a through a dictionary query:
def
I = dict k in name (Students)
) select struct(title : b:title; copyId : c:copyId)
from Books b; b:copies c
where c:borrowed = true and c:borrower = k
The index is smaller than Books and we would like, if possible, to use the index rather than
Books. In the C&B optimizer, the index is represented internally through two constraints. Here
is one of them, essentially stating that for every student and his borrowed books there must exist
an entry in the index that associates with the name of the student the titles and copy ids of the
borrowed books.
(I ) 8(s 2 Students) 8(b 2 Books) 8(c 2 b:copies)
[ c:borrowed = true and c:borrower = s:name

)
9(n 2 dom I) 9(t 2 I [ n ])

]

t:title = b:title and c:copyId = t:copyId and n = s:name
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To rewrite Q into a query that uses I we need to chase Q with I . Unfortunately, the constraint
is not applicable to Q because we cannot match the scan over Students that occurs in the universal
part of I with any of the scans in Q. On the other hand suppose that we know that all the borrowed
books were borrowed by students, that is we assume that the following semantic constraint holds:
(d) 8(b 2 Books) 8(c 2 b:copies)
[ c:borrowed = true

)

9(s 2 Students) s:name = c:borrower ]

Now we can chase Q with d to produce:
select struct(title : b:title; copyId : c:copyId)
from Books b; b:copies c; Students s
where c:borrowed = true and s:name = c:borrower
On this new query the constraint I becomes applicable and in one chase step we obtain the
universal plan:
select struct(title : b:title; copyId : c:copyId)
from Books b; b:copies c; Students s;
dom I n; I [ n ] t
where c:borrowed = true and s:name = c:borrower
and t:title = b:title and c:copyId = t:copyId and n = s:name
Without entering in further details, we only say that the backchase minimization produces from
the above query two scan-minimal plans. The rst one is the same as the original query Q while
the second one is a query using only I:
select struct(title : t:title; copyId : t:copyId)
from dom I n; I [ n ] t
Full speci cation of chase and backchase, and of theorems on which the C&B enumeration is
based are left for Chapters 3 and 4.
We have essentially argued in this section that the more constraints one uses during the optimization the better are the plans produced. However the increase in the number of constraints
being considered increases also the size of the search space (universal plan) on which the backchase
minimization works. We will show, in Chapters 5 and 6, that the C&B technique can be eciently
implemented so that it is practical for reasonably large universal plans.
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Chapter 3

The Theory of Path-Conjunctive
Chase
In this chapter we generalize the relational chase to the path-conjunctive (PC) language with
nested sets and dictionaries described in section 3.1, and we give the main results regarding PC
query containment, embedded path-conjunctive dependency (EPCD) implication and the pathconjunctive chase. The key new ideas of this chapter are in the canonical instance construction of
section 3.2. Section 3.3.3 proves the NP-completeness of PC containment/EPCD validity, extending
the result of [CM77]. Section 3.4 is an overview of the path-conjunctive chase and states the main
theorems without the proofs. The proofs are relegated to the subsequent sections, and their key
ideas are in using the canonical instance to adapt and extend the proof techniques of [BV84b] from
the relational chase. We summarize below the main points of interest of this chapter:

 NP-completeness of PC containment and EPCD validity and their characterization
with homomorphisms: Theorems 3.3.9 and 3.3.11 in section 3.3.3.

 path-conjunctive chase: De nition 3.4.2 in section 3.4.
 terminating chase as a decision procedure for EPCD implication / PC query containment under EPCDs: Theorem 3.4.4 in section 3.4 with proof in section 3.5.

 termination of chase for full EPCDs: Theorem 3.4.6 in section 3.4 with proof in section 3.6.1.

 complexity analysis for chase with full EPCDs: Proposition 3.6.9 in section 3.6.2.
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 Church-Rosser and semantic invariance for chase with full EPCDs: Theorems 3.4.8
and 3.4.9 in section 3.4 with proofs in section 3.6.3.

 (in nite) chase as a complete proof procedure for EPCD implication / PC query
containment under EPCDs: Theorem 3.4.10 in section 3.4 with proof in section 3.7.

It is worth mentioning that in [PT99] and [PT98] we give an axiomatization that is sound and
complete for checking equivalence of PC queries under EPCDs. This axiomatization is based on
the monad algebra laws of [LT97] and uses an additional fundamental equivalence law for sets
called idemloop. Then the soundness of the equational chase that we present in this chapter can be
justi ed as a sequence of ner granularity rewrites that use the above mentioned axiomatization.
The completeness of the axioms system is proved via reduction to the PC chase.

3.1 The Path-Conjunctive Language
In this chapter we focus our attention to a restriction of the language introduced in section 1.2.
One important restriction is that we do not allow navigation-based queries. We will see, at the end
of this section, that typical OO navigation queries are translated by breaking each navigation path
into explicit joins.
We call this fragment path-conjunctive queries and dependencies. This is the language for which
we prove the completeness results of this chapter and of the next one. Chapter 6 then considers a
class of physical plans for PC queries, in which navigation-based plans for PC queries, in addition
to explicit join plans, are rediscovered (and used in the optimizer). PC queries and constraints
have the same form as in section 1.2, however the paths have some important restrictions.
The following are expressions that can occur within a query. We call them paths.
P ::= x j R j P:A j domP j P [ x] j true j false
Path-conjunctions (which can occur in the where clause of a query) are conjunctions of
equalities between paths:
C ::= P1=P10 and    and Pn=Pn0
A path-conjunctive (PC) query has the form
select struct(A1 : P10 ; : : :; An : Pn0 )
from P1 x1; : : :; Pm xm
where C
where Pi , Pi0 are paths, and C is a path-conjunction. We will use, to abbreviate, the notation
~x to refer to a set of variables fx1; : : :; xng. A pair Pi xi occuring in the from clause will be called
either a scan or a binding. Each path Pi, of set type, will be called a generator.
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The scans of a PC query may depend on each other. In other words, a generator Pi may depend

on a variable xj with j < i. This is a usual situation for OO queries: in order to query nested
structures, one may need several nested scans that are dependent on each other. This situation
is also encountered when secondary indexes are used. Many of the queries in the examples of
Chapters 1 and 2 have such dependent scans (and in fact, they are PC queries). In the absence of
nested sets and dictionaries, a path-conjunctive query becomes just a conjunctive query [CM77].
An embedded path-conjunctive dependency (EPCD) is a logical formula with the following form:
8(x1 2 P1) : : : 8(xn 2 Pn) [ B1 (~x) ) 9(y1 2 P10 ) : : : 9(ym 2 Pm0 )B2 (~x; y~) ]
where Pi , Pi0 paths while B1 and B2 are path-conjunctions.
An equality-generating dependency (EGD) is an EPCD of the form:
8(x1 2 P1) : : : 8(xn 2 Pn) [ B1 (~x) ) P 0=P 00 ]
We will call a pair (variable, set) of the form x 2 S, occuring in either the universal or the
existential part of an EPCD, a binding. As before we can have dependent bindings. Thus EPCDs
(and EGDs) are more general than rst-order logic formulas, and this re ects the nested characteristic of our data model. In the absence of nested sets and dictionaries, EPCDs and EGDs become
relational tgd's and egd's [BV84a, BV84b]. All the constraints shown in the examples of Chapters 1
and 2 are EPCDs and EGDs (but few of them are tgd's or egd's).
A PC tableau consists of a context and a path-conjunction of the form T ::= f~x 2 P~1 ; C1(~x)g
A PC tableau is a generalization of a relational tableau [BV84a, BV84b]. If no nested sets or
dictionaries are present (i.e. only relations are present), then a PC tableau corresponds exactly to
a relational tableau. The main di erence is only one of notation: in a PC tableau, variables range
over tuples rather than individuals, and equalities are explicit rather than implicit.
For an EPCD as above we will also use the notation dep(T; T 0 ), where T is as above and
T 0 = f~x 2 P~1; y~ 2 P~2 (~x); C1(~x) and C2(~x; ~y)g. This is in the spirit with the notation for tuple
generating dependencies using tableaux in [BV84a] and [BV84b]. Note however that our formalism
doesn't necessarily distinguish between EPCDs and EGDs: any EGD can be written as dep(T; T 0 ),
where T 0 = f~x 2 P~1; C1(~x) and P~2(~x)=P~3(~x)g . For a PC query Q as above T = fx1 2 P1; : : :; xm 2
Pm ; C g is the tableau corresponding to Q. Note that the tableau T of a PC query is uniquely
determined (consisting of all elements in the from and where clauses). Similarly, the tableaux T
and T 0 associated to an EPCD are uniquely determined. Thus, any path occuring in a query or
constraint has a unique tableau surrounding it. We will use this tableau as a context with respect
to which we are able to assert properties about paths.
As opposed to section 1.2, any lookup operation P2 [ P1 ] must be such that P1 is a variable.
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This restriction together with the well-de nedness restriction below ensure well-de nedness (i.e.
non-failure) of queries (see the next section for detailed treatment). We could easily add arbitrary
constants at base types to the language above and our results will still hold, however, for simplicity,
we choose to ignore them in this chapter.
All PC queries, tableaux and EPCDs are aditionally restricted as follows:

 A nite set type is a type of the form Seth i where the only base type occurring in  is bool

or Struct() (the empty record type). We do not allow in PC queries or EPCDs bindings of
the form x 2 P such that P is of nite set type 1 .

 Any expression P2 [ x ] de ned must be be such that it either occurs in the scope of a binding
x 2 domP of the surrounding tableau T or, more general, there exists a binding x0 2 S in T
such that

8(~x 2 P~1) [ C1(~x) ) x=x0 and S=domP ]
is a valid EPCD (true in all instances) 2.

 A simple type is de ned (inductively) as either a base type or a record type in which the

types of the components are simple types (in other words, it doesn't involve set or dictionary
types). Dictionary types Dicth;  i are restricted such that  is a simple type.

For the completeness part of some of our theorems, we will require an additional restriction
on set/dictionary equality in path-conjunctions and on the paths occuring in the select clause of a
query:

 The paths Pi ; Pi0 appearing in path conjunctions must be of simple type. Also the paths

occuring in the select clause will have to be restricted so that they are of simple type as well.

In some of our results, we will be able to drop the simple-type restriction in equalities or in the
path expression in the select clause of a query. Therefore, we will mention explicitly whenever the
simple-type restrictions are needed. However, keys in dictionaries will always be of simple type.
We give next some useful de nitions and notations.

De nition 3.1.1 A valuation of a tableau T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g into an instance I is a typepreserving mapping v : ~x ! I that can be extended to path expressions and path conjunctions over

1 Finite set types cause some diculties in our current proof method. However there are more serious reasons
to worry about them: it is shown in [BNTW95] that they can be used to encode set di erence, although the given
encoding uses a language slightly richer than that of PC queries.
2 This restriction could be removed at the price of tedious reasoning about partiality, but we have seen no need
to do it for the results and examples discussed here.
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~x (i.e. v(R) = RI , for any name R, v(P:A) = v(P):A, etc.) such that the following two conditions
hold:

(1) if x 2 P occurs in T then v(x) is an element of v(P) in I (context-preserving property)
(2) C(v(~x)) = true

We will show in the next section that the restriction to well-de ned tableaux guarantees that
no valuation ever fails. To be more precise, for a well-de ned expression of the form P [ x ] over
some well-de ned tableau T and a valuation v from T into some arbitrary instance, v(P) [ v(x) ]
doesn't fail because it is always the case that v(x) 2 dom v(P).
The notion of valuation is useful in giving meaning of expressions with free variables, i.e. path
expressions P (~x) over a tableau T . Thus, we are able to express in terms of valuations the notion
of satis ability of an EPCD by an instance.

De nition 3.1.2 Let I be an instance and d = dep(T; T 0 ) an EPCD. Then I satis es d, written
as I j= dep(T; T 0 ), if for any valuation v : T ! I there exists a valuation v0 : T 0 ! I such that v0
coincides with v on T (i.e. on variables ~x of T ).

The following notations will be used:
Q1 unr Q2 means containment under all unrestricted (i.e. nite and in nite) instances.
We will also write it as Q1  Q2.
Q1  n Q2 means containment under all nite instances.
Q1 D Q2 means containment under all (unrestricted) instances that satisfy the set of
EPCDs D (sometimes we make the superscript unr explicit). Similarly, we may have Q1 Dn Q2
with the obvious meaning.
D j= d means that EPCD d is a logical consequence of the set of EPCDs D (under all
unrestricted instances). Similarly, D j= n d means nite implication.

OO navigation-join queries. The above syntax for path expressions does not allow for ex-

pressing typical navigation-style joins (we refer to them as pointer-based joins) used in OO query
languages. For example, a path of the form P2 [P1 [ x1 ] ] is not syntactically valid. While apparently this is an important limitation, in all common cases it is possible to break such a path into
several simple paths having only one lookup operation, by introducing additional scans and explicit
join conditions. To illustrate, the following query Q1 (not a PC query):
select P2 [ P1 [ x1 ] ] from domP1 x1
can be rewritten as Q2 (a PC query):
select P2 [ z ] from dom P1 x1; dom P2 z where z=P1 [ x ]
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However, the two queries are not always equivalent: Q1 can fail while Q2 never fails, This is because the implicit constraint that one assumes when writing Q1 , namely (RIC) 8(x 2 domP1) 9(z 2
domP2) z=P1 [ x ], may not hold. Clearly, Q1 and Q2 are equivalent under all instances satisfying
(RIC): the rst query is a pointer-based join, while the second one is a value-based join [SC90,
BK93]. While logically, we can always live with only the value-based join form at the language level
(because it is actually the one having the intended meaning, anyway), this is no longer the case
when we want to evaluate queries. It is shown in [SC90] that in some situations a pointer-based
join is cheaper to evaluate than its equivalent value-based join, while in other situations it is the
other way around. Thus, an optimizer must consider both forms when searching for the optimal
plan. The full details will be addressed in Chapter 6 where we show how we can map PC queries
such as Q2 into physical plans that correspond to either value-based or pointer-based joins.
Having explained this issue, all queries that we consider throughout this chapter and the next
one will be PC (i.e. no pointer-joins allowed).

3.2 A Canonical Instance Construction
We associate to each tableau T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g a special instance, Inst(T ), crucial for proving our
decidability and completeness results. Intuitively, Inst(T ) is the minimal instance that contains the
"structure" of T, and it allows us to express syntactical conditions on T as necessary and sucient
conditions on Inst(T). For example, we will use it to decide whether an equality of paths follows
from the equalities in the where clause of a query. This check is one of the prerequisites for nding
homomorphisms, a very frequent operation during the chase.
The concept of canonical instance is not new. On the contrary, it was widely used in the theory
of relational conjunctive queries and dependencies. For example to show that the (relational)
chase is a complete procedure for proving dependency implication D j= d, one constructs (through
chase) a (canonical!) instance I that satis es D, thus satisfying d, from which it is inferred that
a certain "valuation"/homomorphism must exist [BV84b]. In the relational case the canonical
instance is isomorphic to the tableau itself. However, in our case, the construction is signi cantly
more complicated due to several reasons:

 nested sets. While there are some current extensions of the relational tableaux to nested
relational tableaux [HD99], these are not enough when we add dictionaries.

 dictionaries. We choose to give up the nice graphical tableau representation in favor of
a graph-based construction that is able to represent all reachable components of an object
(through record projections or, more complicated, through lookup operations). Moreover the
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construction represents in a concise way all equalities between these components that can be
inferred from C(~x). Computing such equalities is done by propagating the equalities in C(~x)
via a congruence closure construction. This construction uses a signi cant extension of the
method in [NO80].

 well-de ned lookups. We want to ensure that every lookup operation P [ x ] that we

consider is well de ned (it doesn't fail) in the canonical instance. This ensures that all
queries that we consider are "safe" (never fail), thus reasoning about containment/equivalence
of queries doesn't need to take into account unde ned values, hence being an easier task.

 extensionality of sets. If in the canonical instance two objects of set type have the

same elements then they must be identi ed, even though their equality may not be a consequence of C(~x). As we'll see this causes signi cant diculties when reasoning about
queries/dependencies with set/dictionary equality. The only way we could prove the main
theorems in this chapter was by (partially) giving up set/dictionary equality.

For this section there are no restrictions in the type of equalities that can occur in C(~x). In
particular, set/dictionary equality is allowed. The construction, which has two stages, is sketched
next. The nice inductive structure exhibited by the construction will make our life a lot easier
when proving properties about queries/dependencies.

A non-extensional instance: CInst(T ). In the rst stage we build, in parallel, a set G of
path expressions over the variables ~x, and a binary relation '  G  G such that G will represent
the set of all possible well-de ned paths over T while ' will be the congruence closure of the
relation f(Q ; Q ) j Q =Q occurs in T g. We will use as a notation Q : G to assert that the path
expression Q is an element of G. Then, G and ' are de ned to be the least set and binary relation
1

2

1

2

that are closed under the below rules. The rst group of rules, the add rules, specify when a path
expression Q belongs to G:
(prj-add)

(var-add)

Q:G
Q:A : G
x 2 S in T ,
x:G

(dom-add)

S :G

Q:G
domQ : G
(true-add)
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(root-add)

R

in the schema
R

true : G

(false-add)

:G

false : G

(lookup-add)

x ' x0 ,

x0 2 S in T ,

S ' domQ

Q [ x] : G

We remark here that the (var-add) rule is not an axiom, in other words to infer that x : G we
need to make sure rst that the set S to which x is bound is well-de ned. This re ects the fact
that in ~x 2 P~ we may have dependent bindings (for example: y 2 R; x 2 y). Also note that the last
rule requires in the hypothesis two conditions involving '. The second group of rules, the equality
rules, specify when two paths Q1 and Q2 are to be considered equal as a consequence of C(~x):
(eq)

(re )

Q1=Q2 occurs in C(~x),

Q:G

(prj-cong)

Q2 : G

Q1 ' Q2
(sym)

Q'Q

Q1 : G,

Q ' Q0
Q:A ' Q0 :A

Q1 ' Q2
Q2 ' Q1
(dom-cong)

(trans)

Q1 ' Q2

Q2 ' Q3

Q1 ' Q3

Q ' Q0
domQ ' domQ0

(rcd-ext)

Q:A1 ' Q0 :A1 : : : Q:An ' Q0 :An
Q ' Q0
(lookup-cong)

x'y

Q1 ' Q2

Q1 [ x] : G

Q2 [ y ] : G

Q1 [ x ] ' Q2 [ y ]

Observe that Q1 ' Q2 implies Q1 : G and Q2 : G (a simple induction on the derivation of
Q1 ' Q2). In other words we only equate paths that we already know to be well-de ned. The add
rules and the equality rules are cyclic. As a consequence of equating paths via ', more paths may
become members of G (and therefore well-de ned) and vice-versa.
The important observation now is that G and ' are nite, and moreover, constructible in
polynomial time in the size of the tableau T 3. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that
the set of all syntactically valid paths with variables in ~x is nite and polynomial in the size of T .
3 However, it may be exponential in the height of the schema. The height of the schema is the maximum number
of levels of nesting of record or dictionary types. In this paper we always consider the schema xed.
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To see why this is true it suces to observe that all our operators (the lookup operation being the
only exception) are deconstructors that reduce the size of the input type, and that in the right-hand
side of the lookup operator only variables are allowed. An algorithm that computes G and ' will
always make sure that at each step produces at least one new path Q : G or a new pair Q1 ' Q2.
Since G and ' are polynomial in the size of T the algorithm must terminate within polynomially
many steps. It is easy to see that each step of the algorithm (mainly deciding which rule to be
applied) can be implemented in polynomial time as well. We will refer to G and ' as the set of
well-de ned paths over T and, respectively, the congruence closure of T.

De nition 3.2.1 (1) A tableau T is a well-de ned tableau if, for every Q that occurs in T , Q : G.
A path Q with variables in ~x is a well-de ned path over T if Q : G.
(2) An EGD of the form 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) Q=Q0 ] is well-de ned if the tableau T = f~x 2
P~ ; C(~x)g is well-de ned and Q and Q0 are well-de ned over T .
(3) An EPCD dep(T; T 0 ) is well-de ned if both tableaux T and T 0 are well-de ned.

Note that it is possible that a tableau T is well-de ned and there are paths that are not wellde ned over T (however, they do not occur in T ). It is also possible to have well-de ned paths
over tableaux that are not well-de ned. We will always work with well-de ned tableaux and with
well-de ned paths over well-de ned tableaux. The next lemma shows that a well-de ned EGD is
a special case of a well-de ned EPCD.

Lemma 3.2.2 Let T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g be a well-de ned tableau. Then Q(~x) and Q0(~x) are wellde ned paths over T if and only if the tableau T 0 = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x) and (Q=Q0 )g is well-de ned.
Thus the EGD 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) Q=Q0 ] is the same as the EPCD dep(T; T 0 ).
Proof. Let ' and '0 be, respectively, the corresponding relations for T and T 0. Similarly, we

have G and G0 . For the rst direction, assume that Q and Q0 are well-de ned over T , i.e Q : G
and Q0 : G. An easy induction (by the derivation of P : G or P1 ' P2 ) shows that P : G implies
P : G0 and P1 ' P2 implies P1 '0 P2. Thus Q and Q0 are well-de ned over T 0 , and hence T 0 is
well-de ned.
Conversely, we prove by induction that for any P : G0, P1 '0 P2 with derivations that do not
use Q=Q0 , we have P : G and P1 ' P2. The interesting case is when the last rule applied in
the derivation of P1 '0 P2 is (eq). It must be the case then that P1 =P2 occurs in C(~x) since the
derivation doesn't use Q=Q0 . Since P1 : G0 and P2 : G0, by the inductive hypothesis, we have
P1 : G and P2 : G. Thus, by (eq), P1 ' P2. The other cases are straightforward. We observe now
that to derive Q : G0 and Q0 : G0 we don't need Q=Q0 (Q : G0 and Q0 : G0 must be already derived
before we can apply the (eq) rule with Q=Q0). Thus, Q : G and Q0 : G. End of Proof.
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Next, we build a directed acyclic labeled graph with G as the set of nodes. The edges are as
follows: for any Q : G and Q:A : G, add an edge, labeled :A from Q into Q:A. For any Q : G and
domQ : G, add an edge labeled dom from Q into domQ. For any x : G, Q : G, Q [ x ] : G, add
two edges labeled [], one from x into Q [ x] and one from Q into Q [ x]. Finally, we populate nodes
corresponding to set values: for each binding x 2 S occuring in T, add an edge labeled with 2 from
S into x.
Each '-equivalence class becomes a node in a new graph, CInst(T ). Add an edge from a node
[P1; : : :; Pn] into a node [Q1; : : :; Qk], if there is at least one edge with the same label from some Pi
into some Qj in G(T). We will use the following notations: if P and Q are two nodes in CInst(T )
such that there is an edge labeled :A from P into Q then we denote the node Q by P:A. For a given
node P (of record type) there is a unique node P:A (since ' is closed under (prj-cong). Similar, for
edges labeled [] and dom. Thus, :A, [] and dom can be viewed as operations4 on nodes of CInst(T).
Also, observe that these operations are always de ned. For nodes P and Q in CInst(T ) such that
there is an edge labeled 2 from Q into P we use the notation P 2 Q.
Example. Consider the tableau
T = fx 2 S; z 2 M [ x ]:A ; (M [x ]:B=z) and (S=dom M) and (M [ x ]:B=x)g
where M : Dicthb; Struct(A : Sethbi; B : b)i, S : Sethb i, and b is some base type. Then G is shown
in gure 3.1a, while CInst(T) is shown in gure 3.1b. The relation ' can be read from the nodes
of CInst(T ): each node is a '-equivalence class. Note that M [ x ] is well-de ned over T since x 2 S
and S ' dom M. M [ z ] is well-de ned over T as well, since z ' x. However, M [ M [ x ]:B ] is not
well-de ned, even though M [ x ]:B ' x, because it is not sintactically valid. Observe that all the
well-de ned paths over T appear in G, and T is a well-de ned tableau.

Proposition 3.2.3 Let T be a well-de ned tableau and let Q be a well-de ned path over T . Then,
for any instance I and for any valuation v : T ! I , v(Q) doesn't fail.
Proof. We prove by simultaneous induction on the derivation of Q : G or Q ' Q that
Q : G implies v(Q) doesn't fail and Q ' Q implies that neither v(Q ) nor v(Q ) fails and
1

1

2

1

2

2

v(Q1 ) = v(Q2 ). The base cases, (root-add), (true-add), (false-add) are obvious. For the inductive
cases, (prj-add), (dom-add), (sym), (trans), (prj-cong), (dom-cong), and (rcd-ext) require a simple
application of the inductive hypothesis and of the de nition of a valuation. (var-add) is trivial. The
rst interesting case is (lookup-add). Then v(Q [ x ]) = v(Q) [ v(x) ] and v(x0 ) 2 v(S). But since
S ' domQ it follows by the inductive hypothesis that v(S) = v(domQ) = domv(Q). Similarly,
x ' x0 implies v(x) = v(x0 ). Thus v(x) 2 domv(Q) and therefore v(Q) [ v(x) ] doesn't fail. For
4 In which, even though we don't say it explicitly, the order of arguments of [] matters, of course.
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Figure 3.1: De ning G, ' and CInst(T).
the (eq) rule, by the inductive hypothesis, we have that v(Q1 ) and v(Q2 ) don't fail. Since v is a
valuation it must be the case that v(Q1 ) = v(Q2 ). In the case of (lookup-cong) we make use of the
fact that v(Q1 [ x]) and v(Q2 [ y ]) must be de ned. The (re ) case is similar. End of Proof.
We conclude the construction of CInst(T ) and the discussion on well-de nedness with an interesting remark. Suppose T is a tableau as before and Q1 =Q01; : : :; Qn =Q0n are, each of them,
well-de ned equalities over T. Then the EPCD
d = 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) (Q1=Q01 ) and : : : and (Qn=Q0n ) ]
is obviously well-de ned. Moreover it is equivalent to the set of EGDs:
D = f8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) Qi=Q0i ] j i = 1; ng
However, there are cases in which an well-de ned EPCD of the same form as d is not equivalent
with D simply because the EGDs in D may not be well-de ned when taken individually. A simple
example is to take d to be:
8(x 2 S) [ true ) (S=dom M) and (M [ x]=x:A) ]
While d is well-de ned, obviously the EGD 8(x 2 S) [ true ) M [ x ]=x:A ] is not well-de ned.
However, we will use the above equivalence without explicitly mentioning, whenever it is clear from
the context that the well-de nedness conditions are satis ed.

The canonical instance: Inst(T). CInst(T ) has all the properties to be a valid instance

with one exception: there may be two distinct nodes of set type S1 ; S2, that have the same set of
2-successors, fe1; : : :; em g). Thus, CInst(T) does not satisfy the extensionality property of sets. In
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this case, we will identify S1 and S2 . Similar, if two dictionaries M and N have the same domain,
i.e. domM and domN are the same node, and for all 2-successors x of domM, M [ x] and N [ x ]
are identical, then we identify the nodes M and N. Of course, we may need to propagate these
identi cations in the graph. More formally, we de ne an equivalence relation on nodes of CInst(T )
(which in turn consist of congruence classes with respect to C(~x)), denote it by , as the smallest
relation closed under the following extensionality rules:
(re )

QQ

(set-ext)

(dict-ext)

(sym)

M N

Q1  Q2

(trans)

Q2  Q1

Q1  Q2

Q2  Q3

Q1  Q3

8e 2 S1 : 9e0 2 S2 : e  e0 8e0 2 S2 : 9e 2 S1 : e0  e
S1  S2
N M

M N

(rcd-ext)

Q : A1  Q0 : A1

: : : Q : An  Q0 : An
Q  Q0

where M  N means: for all e 2 domM there exists e0 2 domN such that e  e0 ^ M [ e ] 
N [ e0 ]. Note that M  N and N  M implies domM  domN.
It is obvious that  exists and is unique. The graph consisting of -equivalence classes is Inst(T)
(we add edges between -equivalence classes in the same way we did for CInst(T )). Inst(T) is an
extensional instance, and one can see that its construction is in PTIME. We consider two canonical
mappings, cvalC : T ! CInst(T), and cval : T ! Inst(T), associating to each path expression P
occuring in T nodes in CInst(T ) and, respectively, Inst(T). We denote by collapse the function
mapping nodes in CInst(T ) to their corresponding -equivalence classes in Inst(T ). We have then
cval = collapse  cvalC .
Example. Consider again the tableau T from the previous example. Since in CInst(T) the
nodes [S; dom M] and [M [ x ]:A] have the same 2-successor, it follows that [S; dom M]  [M [ x ]:A]. Thus
they are collapsed in Inst(T) (see gure 3.2). For simplicity, we represented the -equivalence
class consisting of the two nodes as the union of the elements in each of the two '-equivalence
classes. We note that, in Inst(T), M [ x ]:A and dom M are equal (cval (M [ x ]:A) = cval (dom M)) even
though their equality doesn't follow (by congruence) from the original equalities of T. Also there
exist instances into which we can "map" T via valuations but still these instances don't satisfy
the equality of M [ x ]:A and dom M. Since our goal is to characterize dependencies that hold in all
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instances by checking their satis ability in the canonical instance, this is apparently a problem.
We will see in a little while how we can overcome this diculty.
We prove rst some technical lemmas that ensure that our construction is well-de ned, and are
essential for the next results. The rst one says that set nodes in CInst(T) are identi ed by Inst(T)
only as a consequence of the extensionality rule. The same property holds for dictionaries. We will
see how this fails if we allow keys of non-simple type to appear in dictionaries.

Lemma 3.2.4

1. If S1 and S2 are set nodes in CInst(T ) then the following is a derived rule:

S1  S2

(set-inv-ext)

8e 2 S1 : 9e0 2 S2 : e  e0

8e0 2 S2 : 9e 2 S1 : e0  e

2. If M and N are dictionary nodes in CInst(T ) then the following is a derived rule:

M N

(dict-inv-ext)

M N

N M

Proof. The only way to infer S  S other than by (re ), (sym) or (trans) is by (set-ext). A
simple induction concludes the proof. Similar for the dictionary case. End of Proof.
1

2

Lemma 3.2.5 If Q and Q are of simple type such that Q  Q then Q = Q .
1

2

1

2

1

2

Lemma 3.2.6  is a congruence relation, i.e. it is closed under rules (prj-cong), (!-cong) and
dom-cong.

Proof. For (prj-cong) we use a similar observation as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.4. (dom-cong)

is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2.4. The interesting case is (lookup-cong). Suppose
Q1  Q2 of simple type, and M1  M2 . We observe rst that Q1 = Q2 (by the previos lemma),
and second that Q1 2 domM1 if and only if Q1 2 domM2 (using the fact that domM1  domM2
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and Lemma 3.2.4 and, again, previous lemma). Suppose that Q1 2 domM1 Since M1  M2 , there
exists some Q0 2 domM2 such that Q1  Q0 (and therefore Q1 = Q0 ) and M1 [ Q1 ]  M2 [ Q0 ].
Thus, we conclude M1 [ Q1 ]  M2 [ Q2 ]. End of Proof.
The last lemma allows us, as in the case of CInst(T ), to de ne in a correct way, the operations
:A, [] and dom on nodes of Inst(T ). We also observe that without the restriction on the type of
keys of dictionaries, Lemma 3.2.6 fails. A simple counterexample to it is T = fx 2 dom M; y 2
dom N; z 2 N [ y ] ; trueg, where x and y are of the same set type. Here, we infer cvalC x  cvalC y,
by (set-ext), since they are both empty, and cvalC (dom M)  cvalC (dom N), by (set-ext) again, but
there is no way to infer cvalC (M [ x ])  cvalC (N [ y ]) with only the rules listed in the de nition of
. In this case we would have to postulate explicitly the congruence rules as part of the de nition
of . However, one can easily see that Lemma 3.2.4 fails in that case.

Lemma 3.2.7 The mappings cvalC , collapse and cval are algebraic homomorphisms with respect
5

to operations :A, [] and dom on path expressions over T , nodes in CInst(T ) and nodes in Inst(T ).

And this concludes our construction!

3.3 Trivial dependencies and query containment
3.3.1 Trivial EGDs
We show rst that an EGD (with set/dictionary equality) is true in all ( nite and unrestricted)
instances (trivial EGD) if and only if it is satis ed in CInst(T) under the canonical mapping cvalC .
Since the construction of CInst(T ) can be carried out in PTIME , it follows that deciding triviality
of EGDs is in PTIME as well.

Lemma 3.3.1 (EGD Lemma) Let d = 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) Q(~x)=Q0 (~x) ] be an EGD over
T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g. T may have set/dictionary equality.
1. If Q and Q0 are of simple type then the following are equivalent:
(a) d is trivial ( n and/or unr)

(b) cvalC Q = cvalC Q0
(c) cvalQ = cvalQ0
5 We use the term algebraic homomorphism for a mapping that commutes with operations :A, [] and dom , not to
be confused with a homomorphism, de ned in section 3.3, which, besides being an algebraic homomorphism, must
satisfy some additional conditions.
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2. If Q and Q0 are allowed to have set/dictionary equality then the following are equivalent:

(a) d is trivial ( n and/or unr)
(b) cvalC Q = cvalC Q0

Proof. Part 1: One direction, (b) implies (a), is true even for Q and Q0 of non-simple type,
and we already proved it in Proposition 3.2.3. Indeed, cvalC Q = cvalC Q0 means that Q ' Q0,
and thus, for any instance I and for any valuation v : T ! I, v(Q) = v(Q0 ). Since we didn't

make any assumption about I, it follows that d is trivial both in the nite and unrestricted case.
The direction (a) implies (c) is obvious. For the last direction in part (1), (c) implies (b), assume
cvalQ = cvalQ0 . This means that collapse(cvalC Q) = collapse(cvalC Q0), or cvalC Q  cvalC Q0. If Q
and Q0 are of simple type then, by Lemma 3.2.5, cvalC Q = cvalC Q0.
Part 2: We need to show (a) implies (b) even when set/dictionary equality is allowed. We
already proved (b) ) (a) in this case. Suppose d is trivial, Q and Q0 are of set or dictionary type,
and cvalC Q 6= cvalC Q0. We construct another trivial EGD d0 : 8(~x 2 P~ )8(~y 2 R~ ) [ C(~x) ) Q(~x)=
Q0 (~x) ] for which we show that cval0 Q 6= cval0 Q0, where cval0 is the canonical valuation associated
to T 0 = f~x 2 P~ ; y~ 2 R~ ; C(~x)g. Thus, cval0 and Inst(T 0 ) provide a counterexample to the fact that
d0 is trivial.
First, it is easy to see that any d0 of the above form is a logical consequence of d: for any
instance I j= d, if v is a valuation from T 0 into I then v restricted to ~x is a valuation from T into
I, thus v(Q) = v(Q0 ), and therefore I j= d0. Hence d trivial implies d0 trivial.
We explain the construction of the new bindings ~y 2 R~ that are added to d. If Q is of set type,
then we generate the rst binding : y 2 Q, where y is a new variable. Now y may generate new
bindings as well. Here are all possible cases:
 y is of set type. Add z 2 y and continue recursively with z.
 y is of simple type. Then y doesn't generate any bindings any more.
 y is of dictionary type. Then add z 2 domy and continue recursively with y [ z ]. z itself
must be of simple type, therefore it cannot generate any more bindings.
 y is of record type. Then for each attribute A such that y:A is of set or dictionary type,
continue recursively with y:A.
Similarly, if Q is of dictionary type, the rst binding is y 2 domQ, and then we continue in the
same way as above with y. Notice that this process terminates, because the type of Q is nite. It is
easy to see that this construction re ects in the fact that CInst(T 0) di ers from CInst(T) by having
an additional tree rooted at y. This tree is entirely disjoint from CInst(T), since C(~x) doesn't
involve any of the new variables. Also, this tree doesn't have any set nodes with no 2-successors
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(our construction rules out explicitly empty sets). This ensures that for any node Q00 in this tree,
Q00 6 P for any node P outside of the tree. In particular, cval0C y 6 P for any P outside of the tree
(here y is the rst variable in ~y, the one added in the rst step to Q or domQ). This, together with
the fact that cvalC Q 6= cvalC Q0 (and therefore cval0C Q 6= cval0C Q0), implies that cval0C Q 6 cval0C Q0
(we make use here of Lemma 3.2.4). Thus, cvalQ 6= cvalQ0 . End of Proof.
Note that the the direction (c) ) (b) in part (1) fails when Q and Q0 are of non-simple type.
For example, d = 8(a 2 A)8(b 2 B) [ a=b ) A = B ] is satis ed in Inst(T) under the canonical
valuation cval. This is because the nodes corresponding to A and B are identi ed by the (set-ext) rule.
Nonetheless d is not trivial (take an instance with A = fa; bg; B = fa; b0g). A similar counterexample
using dictionaries: 8(a 2 dom M) [dom M =dom N and M [ a ]= N [ a ] ) M = N ]. If we look at our
example in the previous section, cval(M [ x ]:A) = cval(dom M) but cvalC (M [ x]:A) 6= cvalC (dom M) and
thus 8(x 2 S)8(z 2 M [ x ]:A) [ M [ x ]:B =z and S =dom M and M [ x ]:B =x ) M [ x ]:A =dom M is not
trivial, as expected.

Theorem 3.3.2 An EGD (with equality at set/dictionary type) holds in all unrestricted instances
i it holds in all nite instances. Triviality of EGDs is decidable in PTIME.

3.3.2 Homomorphisms of tableaux
In the next subsection we will prove our rst important results, Theorem 3.3.9 and 3.3.11, that
relate trivial dependencies and query containment with existence of special mappings between
tableaux that generalize the notion of homomorphism from the relational case. As we'll see, the
completeness part of the theorem (the dicult direction) makes use of the fact that, given two
tableaux T1 and T2 , a valuation v from T2 into Inst(T1 ) induces a homomorphism h from T2 into
T1 .
De nition 3.3.3 (Homomorphism) Let T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g and T 0 = f~y 2 R~ ; D(~y)g be two
tableaux. A homomorphism h : T 0 ! T is a type-preserving mapping from variables ~y into variables
~x such that, when extended to path expressions over T 0 in the usual way (algebraic homomorphism),
h satis es:
(1) h maps well-de ned paths over T 0 to well-de ned paths over T ,
(2) for any yi 2 Ri in T 0 and xj 2 Pj in T , if h(yi ) = xj then the following EGD is trivial
8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) Pj =h(Ri) ]
(3) for each Q(~y)=Q0 (~y) that occurs in D(~y ) the following EGD is trivial
8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) Q(h(~y))=Q0(h(~y)) ]
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While condition (1) is a simple well-de nedness property, conditions (2) and (3) are the interesting ones. Condition (3) says that the image through h of the equalities in T 0 must follow
from the equalities of T. The same property must be satis ed by homomorphisms (containment
mappings) in the case of relational conjunctive queries. Finally, condition (2) is a generalization of
the relational equirement that goals must be mapped into goals with the same relation name6.
It is easy to see that checking whether a mapping h is a homomorphism is in PTIME. Also,
we observe that composing a valuation with a homomorphism yields a valuation. Using this, and
the EGD lemma, one can easily verify the following proposition, which gives an equivalent and
often convenient characterization of homomorphisms in terms of G and ' of section 3.2. As an
immediate application of this proposition, composition of two homomorphisms is a homomorphism.

Proposition 3.3.4 Let T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g and T 0 = f~y 2 R~ ; D(~y)g be two tableaux, and let h

be a type-preserving mapping from variables ~y into variables ~x. Extend h to path expressions such
that h is an algebraic homomorphism. Let G, ', and G0 , '0 be the set of well-de ned paths and the
congruence closure for T , respectively T 0 . Then h is a homomorphism if and only if the following
conditions hold:
(1) for any Q : G0 , h(Q) : G
(2) for any yi 2 Ri in T 0 and xj 2 Pj in T , if h(yi ) = xj then Pj ' h(Ri )
(3) for any Q1 '0 Q2 , h(Q1 ) ' h(Q2 )

The next lemma shows that given a valuation from a tableau T2 into Inst(T1 ) we can "shift"
this to an "equivalent" valuation from T2 into CInst(T1 ). However, this equivalence holds only with
respect to simple type equalities.

Lemma 3.3.5 Let T = f~x 2 P~ ; C (~x)g and T = f~y 2 P~ ; C (~y)g in which C may have
set/dictionary equality but C is simple-type restricted. Then, for any valuation v : T ! Inst(T )
there exists a context-preserving, algebraic homomorphism, vc : T ! CInst(T ) such that v =
collapse  vc . Moreover, v and vc satisfy the same set of formulas Q=Q0 over T with Q and Q0
1

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

2

of simple type.

Proof Sketch . We de ne vc such that v = collapse  vc by inducting over ~y 2 P~ . Base case:
y 2 R where R must be a root name of set type. It must be the case that v(y) 2 v(R) in Inst(T ).
7

2

1

Since v(R) = RInst(T1 ) , cvalC R must belong to the congruence class v(R), i.e. collapse(cvalC R) =
v(R). We know that, by the construction of Inst(T1 ), there must be some node S in CInst(T1 )

6 As opposed to the relational case, in our case the expressions that appear as bounding sets for variables are not
only relation names but arbitrary path expressions.
7 A more formal proof, along the same lines, uses induction on the derivation of Q : G2 or Q '2 Q0. See the proof
of Lemma 3.7.2
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such that collapse(S) = v(R) and a node e in CInst(T1) such that collapse(e) = v(y), and e 2 S.
But S  cvalC R, thus by Lemma 3.2.4, there is some e0 , e0  e such that e0 2 cvalC R. De ne
vc (y) = e0 , thus collapse(vc (y)) = v(y). We then extend vc on paths over the variable y, so that
vc is an algebraic homomorphism. It will be the case that vc (R) = cvalC (R). We can verify that
vc (y) 2 vc (R) in CInst(T1 ) and that v = collapse  vc on paths over y. The case when y 2 domM
with M a root name of dictionary type is handled similarly, making use again of Lemma 3.2.4 (the
dictionary part).
Induction case: yn 2 P2(y1; : : :; yn,1). If P2 involves only a root name, we de ne vc on yn
as before. Suppose P2 does depend on y1 ; : : :; yn,1. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, vc (P2) is
de ned and v(P2 ) = collapse(vc (P2 )). We know that v(y) 2 v(P2 ), thus there must exist an element
e (in CInst(T1 )) such that collapse(e) = v(y) and an element S such that collapse(S) = v(P2 ) and
e 2 S. Applying Lemma 3.2.4, we infer the existence of some e0 , e0  e, such that e0 2 vc (P2).
De ne vc (y) = e0 . We can verify that collapse(vc (y)) = v(y). We then extend vc on paths depending
on yn .
Finally, we need to check that v(Q) = v(Q0 ) i vc (Q) = vc (Q0) whenever Q and Q0 are of simple
type. One direction is true even when Q and Q0 are arbitrary: vc (Q) = vc (Q0 ) implies v(Q) = v(Q0 ).
Conversely, v(Q) = v(Q0 ) means collapse(vc (Q)) = collapse(vc (Q0)). But, by Lemma 3.2.5, collapse
is injective on simple type nodes. Thus vc (Q) = vc (Q0 ), if Q and Q0 are of simple type. End of

Proof.

We stop here to remark that for any mapping vc as above, for any well-de ned path Q over T2,
vc (Q) is de ned in CInst(T1 ). The proof is essentially the one given in Proposition 3.2.3.
Lemma 3.3.6 Let T1 = f~x 2 P~1 ; C1(~x)g and T2 = f~y 2 P~2 ; C2 (~y)g in which C1 and C2

are allowed to have equality at set/dictionary type. Then, for any context-preserving, algebraic
homomorphism vc : T2 ! CInst(T1 ) such that vc (C2 (~y)) = true there exists a homomorphism
h : T2 ! T1 such that cvalC  h = vc .

Proof Sketch. We de ne mapping h by induction on the bindings ~y 2 P~ such that h maps
well-de ned paths to well-de ned paths, is context preserving and cvalC  h = vc . Base case:
y 2 R in T , where R is a root name of set type. We know that vc (y) 2 vc (R) in CInst(T ). Also, we
2

2

1

must have vc (R) = cvalC R (vc is an algebraic homomorphism). By the construction of CInst(T1 ),
there exists at least one S in the congruence class cvalC R and one x in the congruence class vc (y)
such that x 2 S is a binding in T1 . De ne h(y) = x, and extend h to well-de ned paths with at
most one variable, y. This includes as a limit case h(R) = R. Since cvalC S = cvalC R, it follows
that 8(~x 2 P~1) [ C1(~x) ) S=h(R) ] is trivial, by Lemma 3.3.1.
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We prove now by induction on the size of Q that, for any well-de ned Q(y) over T2 , h(Q(y))
is well-de ned over T1 and cvalC  h (Q(y)) = vc (Q(y)). Base case. Q = y: h(y) = x is
well-de ned over T1, by (var-add), and cvalC (h(y)) = vc (y). Q = R, where R is any root name
: h(R) = R is well-de ned, by (root-var), and cvalC (h(R)) = vc (R). The cases Q = true; false
are obvious. Induction case. Q = Q0 :A: Q0 must be well-de ned over T2 (the rule applicable
is (proj-add)) and h(Q) = h(Q0):A. By the inductive hypothesis, h(Q0 ) is well-de ned over T1
and cvalC (h(Q0)) = vc (Q0). Then h(Q) is well-de ned by (proj-add) (this time over T1 ) and it is
easily veri ed that cvalC (h(Q)) = vc (Q). Q = domQ0: similar with the previous case. Finally,
the interesting case is Q = Q0 [ y ]. The general picture, including the way h(y) was de ned, is
described in gure 3.3.
vc(Q’)

h(Q’)

dom vc(Q’)

vc(R)

dom

S

R

[]

ε

ε
x

vc(y)

y in R in T1
x in S in T2

P dom h(Q’)

z

h(y) = x

vc(Q’[y])

[]

h(Q’)[x]

Figure 3.3: Proof of Lemma 3.3.6: well-de nedness of h.
Since Q0 [ y ] is well-de ned, it must be the case that Q0 is well-de ned as well and, by the
inductive hypothesis, h(Q0 ) is well-de ned and cvalC (h(Q0 )) = vc (Q0). By (dom-add), domh(Q0) is
well-de ned and cvalC (domh(Q0)) = vc (domQ0). We also know that vc (Q0 [ y ]) must be de ned in
CInst(T1 ), by the previous remark. Thus, it must be the case that vc (y) 2 domvc (Q0 ) = vc (domQ0 )
in CInst(T1 ). Hence, there must exist some binding z 2 P in T1 such that cvalC z = vc (y) (and
therefore z ' x) and cvalC P = vc (domQ0) (and therefore P ' domh(Q0 )). Thus, by (lookup-add),
h(Q0 ) [x ] is well-de ned over T1 . Moreover, by (lookup-cong), cvalC (h(Q0 ) [ x]) = vc (Q0 [ y ]). But
since h(Q0 [ y ]) = h(Q0 ) [ x ], we proved what we wanted.
For the case when y 2 domM where M is a root name of dictionary type, h is de ned in a
similar way. The above proof regarding h still applies.
Induction case: yn 2 P2(y1 ; : : :; yn,1). If P2 involves only a root name, we de ne h on yn
as before. Suppose P2 does depend on y1 ; : : :; yn,1. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, h(P2)
is de ned and vc (P2) = cvalC (h(P2)). As with the base case there must be at least one P1 over
T1 such that cvalC P1 = vc (P2 ) and at least one variable xn in T1 such that cvalC xn = vc (yn ).
De ne h(yn ) = xn and extend it to paths over variables y1 ; : : :; yn . We have that vc (yn ) =
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cvalC (h(yn )). Moreover, cvalC P1 = vc (P2 ) = cvalC (h(P2 )), by the inductive hypothesis. Thus,
8(~x 2 P~1) [ C1(~x) ) P1=h(P2) ] is trivial. The previous proof regarding well-de nedness of h for
paths depending of y1 ; : : :; yn and the comutativity of cvalC  h with vc still applies.
Finally, we have to verify that 8(~x 2 P~1 ) [ C1(~x) ) Q(h(~y))= Q0 (h(~y)) ] is trivial for any
Q(~y) = Q0(~y) that occurs in C2 (~y). By Lemma 3.3.1 it suces to verify that cvalC (Q(h(~y))) =
cvalC (Q0 (h(~y))). But, since cvalC  h = vc , this is equivalent to vc (Q) = vc (Q0 ) which we know is
true. End of Proof.
Note that we used only one direction (the easy one) of the Lemma 3.3.1: cvalC Q = cvalC Q0
implies triviality. Putting together the last two lemmas we obtain the following:
Corollary 3.3.7 Let T1 = f~x 2 P~1 ; C1(~x)g and T2 = f~y 2 P~2; C2(~y)g in which C1 may have
set/dictionary equality while C2 is restricted to simple type equality only. Then, for any valuation
v : T2 ! Inst(T1 ), there exists a homomorphism h : T2 ! T1 such that cval  h = v.

3.3.3 Trivial EPCDs and query containment
The main idea8 used in proving Theorems 3.3.9 and 3.3.11 of this section, theorems that characterize
PC query containment/triviality of EPCDs in terms of homomorphisms, is as follows. If Q1  Q2
(containment under all instances) then the containment must be satis ed under the canonical
instance associated to Q1, call it Inst(T1 ). We also know that the output path of Q1 is always in
the result of Q1 on database Inst(T1 ) and thus, by the previous observation, in the result of Q2
on Inst(T1 ). Therefore there must exist a valuation from Q2 (in fact, from the tableau T2 of Q2 )
into Inst(T1 ). Then we use Corollary 3.3.7 of the previous subsection to infer the existence of a
homomorphism from T2 into T1 .
We show rst that PC query containment is reducible to triviality of EPCDs and vice-versa.
Let Q1 and Q2 be two PC queries and de ne Q1 \ Q2 as follows:
Q1 def
= select O1 (~x) from P~1 ~x where C1(~x) Q2 def
= select O2 (~y) from P~2 ~y where C2(~y)
Q1 \ Q2 def
= select O1(~x) from P~1 ~x; P~2 ~y where C1(~x) and C2(~y) and O1(~x)=O2(~y)
As the notation suggests, it is clear that the meaning of Q1 \ Q2 is the intersection of the results
of Q1 and Q2 . Consider now the following EPCD:
cont(Q1 ; Q2) def
= 8(~x 2 P~1 ) [ C1(~x) ) 9(~y 2 P~2) C2(~y) and O1 (~x)=O2(~y) ]
Clearly, if cont(Q1; Q2) holds than Q1 and Q1 \ Q2 are equivalent and therefore Q1 is contained
in Q2 9. In fact the rewrite step from Q1 to Q1 \ Q2 is nothing but a form of chase of Q1 with
cont(Q1 ; Q2). The full de nition of chase in section 3.4 requires an extra condition that the result
8 Going back to [CM77].
9 Notice that this is a reduction from query containment to query equivalence.
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of the rewrite step is not trivially equivalent with the original query, thus guaranteeing termination.
Nonetheless, the rewrite step that we use here to rewrite Q1 into Q1 \ Q2 is sound10, even though it
may not satisfy that extra condition. In particular when cont(Q1 ; Q2) is trivial, Q1 \ Q2 is trivially
equivalent to Q1, thus Q1  Q2.
The next lemma, using just semantic arguments involving valuations and instances, shows
that the other direction holds as well, i.e. if Q1  Q2 then cont(Q1; Q2) is trivial. Thus, PC query
containment is reducible to triviality of EPCDs. Similarly, triviality of EPCDs is reducible to query
containment11. More precisely, let d be an EPCD: 8(~x 2 P~1 ) [ C1 (~x) ) 9(~y 2 P~2(~x)) C2(~x; ~y) ].
De ne:
(~A are fresh labels)
front(d) def
= select Struct(~A : ~x) from P~1 ~x where C1(~x)
back(d) def
= select Struct(~A : ~x) from P~1 ~x; P~2 ~y where C1(~x) and C2 (~x; ~y)

Lemma 3.3.8 (Reducibility) Let Q and Q be two set-valued PC queries and let d be an EPCD,
1

2

with no restriction to simple types. Then:
1. Q1  Q2 if and only if cont(Q1; Q2) is trivial
2. d is trivial if and only if front(d)  back(d)

Theorem 3.3.9 (Containment) Let

Q1 = select O1(~x) from P~1 ~x where C1(~x) Q2 = select O2(~y) from P~2 ~y where C2 (~y)
be two PC queries (and T1, respectively T2 , their tableaux). C2 , O1 and O2 are simple-type
restricted, while C1 may have set/dictionary equality. Then the following are equivalent:

trivial

(a1) Q1 unr Q2
(a2) Q1  n Q2
(b) there exists a containment mapping from Q2 into Q1 , i.e.
a homomorphism T1 h, T2 s. t. 8(~x 2 P~1) [ C1(~x) ) O1 (~x)=O2 (h(~y)) ]12 is

Proof: Suppose (a) is true. Then cval(O (~x)) 2 Q (Inst(T ))  Q (Inst(T )). Thus, there must
exist a valuation v : T ! Inst(T ) such that cval(O (~x)) = v(O (~y)). By Corollary 3.3.7 there
exists a homomorphism h : T ! T such that v(O (~y)) = cval  h(O (~y)). Hence, cval(O (~x)) =
cval  h(O (~y)). By Lemma 3.3.1, it follows that ~x 2 P~ ` C (~x) ) O (~x)=O (h(~y)) is trivial.
Since Inst(T ) is nite, the same proof works for both (a1) ) (b) and (a2) ) (b).
1

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

10 A more fundamental explanation of the above soundness is given in [PT98, PT99] in the context of a complete
axiomatic system centered around the idemloop law
11 The two reductions are basic properties that hold, in principle, for a larger class of queries and dependencies,
not only path-conjunctive.
12 Here O1 and O2 are records, thus their equality is represented by a conjunction of equalities. However, since
everything is well-de ned, by our observation in section 3.2, this is equivalent to a set of EGDs, and thus its
triviality is a PTIME condition.
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Conversely, suppose (b) holds, and let I be an instance and v : T1 ! I a valuation. The result
of Q1 on I for valuation v is v(O1 ). Observe that v  h is a valuation from T2 into I. Moreover,
v  h(O2 ) = v(O1 ) since 8(~x 2 P~1) [ C1(~x) ) O1 (~x)=O2(h(~y)) ] is trivial. Thus the result of Q2
on I contains v(O1 ). Since I and v were chosen arbitrary, and I can be either nite or in nite, it
follows that Q1  Q2 in the nite and unrestricted. End of Proof.
Before we can allow non-simple type variables in ~x in theorem 3.3.11 we need to strengthen
Lemma 3.3.5. It is the case then that Lemma 3.3.5 becomes a particular case of the following
lemma when ~x is taken to be empty.

Lemma 3.3.10 Let T = f~x 2 P~ ;~z 2 P~ 0 (~x) ; C (~x) and C (~x;~z)g and T = f~x 2 P~ ; ~y 2
P~ (~x) ; C (~x) and C (~x; ~y)g in which C and C may have set/dictionary equality but C is simple
type restricted. Then, for any valuation v : T ! Inst(T ) such that v(~x) = cval(~x) there exists
a context-preserving, algebraic homorphism, vc : T ! CInst(T ) such that v = collapse  vc and
1

2

1

3

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

3

2

13

1

2

1

vc (~x) = cvalC (~x). Moreover, v and vc satisfy the same set of formulas Q=Q0 over T2 with Q and
Q0 of simple type.

Proof Sketch. The proof is similar with that of Lemma 3.3.5. However, vc(x) must be de ned

as cvalC (x) in this case. In contrast, for vc (y) we had the liberty to choose an element e with
collapse(e) = v(y) such that the requirements for vc were satis ed. Thus, we have to verify that
indeed vc (x) 2 vc (P1) for any binding x 2 P1 (it is obvious that collapse(vc (~x)) = v(~x)). We prove
this by induction on ~x 2 P~1.
Base case: x 2 R where R is a root name of set type. Then since x 2 R is also in T1 it
must be the case that cvalC x 2 cvalC R in CInst(T1 ). Also, we must have vc (R) = cvalC (R), thus
vc (x) 2 vc (R). The dictionary case is similar.
Inductive case: The root name case is as before. Suppose that xn 2 P1(x1 ; : : :; xn,1). v(xn ) 2
v(P1 (x1 ; : : :; xn,1)) and by the inductive hypothesis vc (P1) is de ned and vc (P1) = cvalC (P1).
Again, we use the fact that xn 2 P1 is also in T1 and therefore cvalC (xn ) 2 cvalC (P1), thus
vc (xn) 2 vc (P1 ).
On ~y, vc is de ned in a similar manner as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.5. Finally, as in that proof,
vc and v satisfy the same set of simple-type formulas over T2. End of Proof.

Theorem 3.3.11 (Trivial dependencies) Let d be an EPCD: 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C (~x) ) 9(~y 2
1

1

P~2(~x))C2 (~x; ~y) ] and T1 and T2 such that d = dep(T1 ; T2). C2 is simple-type restricted while C1
may have set/dictionary equality. Then the following are equivalent:

13 Here cval and cval are the canonical mappings from T1 into Inst(T1), respectively CInst(T1).
C
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trivial

(a1) d is trivial (unrestricted)
(a2) d is trivial ( nite)
h
(b) there exists homomorphism T1 , T2 such that 8(~x 2 P~1) [ C1(~x) ) ~x =h(~x) ]14 is

Proof: Suppose (a) holds. Then front(d)  back(d). We cannot apply Theorem 3.3.9 because

~x may be of non-simple type 15, but we extend the proof of it. Reasoning like there we conclude that
there must exist a valuation v : T2 ! Inst(T1 ) such that v(~x) = cval(~x). By Lemma 3.3.10 (in which
~z and C2 are empty) there exists vc : T2 ! CInst(T1 ) such that vc (~x) = cvalC (~x) and vc (C2 (~x; ~y)) =
true (provided that C2 involves only simple-type equality). Then, by Lemma 3.3.6 there exists
homomorphism h : T2 ! T1 such that cvalC  h = vc . Therefore cvalC (h(~x) = cvalC (~x). Then we
apply the EGD lemma(the non-simple type part) and conclude that 8(~x 2 P~1) [ C1(~x) ) ~x=h(~x) ]
is trivial. For (b) ) (a) the proof is similar with the proof of (b) ) (a) in Theorem 3.3.9. End of

Proof.

We remark here that Theorem 3.3.11 is a stronger statement than Theorem 3.3.9. Indeed, there
is a direct proof of the containment theorem from the triviality theorem that uses the reducibility
lemma.

Corollary 3.3.12 Existence of a homomorphism of tableaux, and therefore containment/equivalence
of PC queries and EPCD triviality are decidable and in NP (and hence NP-complete by [CM77]).

3.4 The PC Chase
This section introduces the path-conjunctive chase and discusses the important issues related with
it: termination, completeness, con uence, etc. The main theorems are also stated here, while the
proofs of the theorems are relegated for the next sections. Before de ning the chase we observe
that the reducibility lemma holds in the presence of dependencies as well.

Lemma 3.4.1 (Reducibility under dependencies) Let Q and Q be two set-valued PC queries
1

2

, let d be an EPCD, and let D be a set of EPCDs, all with no restriction to simple types. Then:
1. Q1 D Q2 if and only if D j= cont(Q1 ; Q2)
2. D j= d if and only if front(d) D back(d)

De nition 3.4.2 (Chase step) Given an EPCD d of the form 8(~r 2 R~ ) [ B (~r) ) 9(~s 2
S~ (~r)) B (~r;~s) ] the following rewrite is a chase step of T with d:
1

2

14 Same observation as in the previous theorem.
15 Nonetheless, the fact that we are being able to extend that proof to this case encourages the hope that the
simple type restriction on O1 and O2 can be removed for the containment theorem.
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d T 0 = f~x 2 P~ ; ~s 2 S~ (h(~r)); C(~x) and B (h(~r);~s)g
T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g ,!
2

provided that:
(1) T h, f~r 2 R~ ; B1 (~r)g is a homomorphism, and
0
(2) there is no homomorphism T h, T 0 such that 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) ~x =h0(~x) ] is
trivial.

If conditions (1) and (2) above are satis ed we also say that d is applicable to T. For a PC query
Q with tableau T chasing Q means chasing T. For an EPCD dep(T; T 0 ) chasing d means chasing
T . A chase sequence with a set of EPCDs D is a sequence of tableaux obtained by successive
chase steps each with some dependency d 2 D (same d can be used repeatedly). We say that
a sequence starting with T terminates if it reaches a tableau T 0 that cannot be chased with any
d 2 D. Although in general T 0 depends on the choice of terminating chase sequence, we shall
denote the result of a terminating chase sequence by chaseD (T ) and extend the same notation to
queries and dependencies.
Relational vs. path-conjunctive chase. Remark that the relational chase is just a particular
case of the path-conjunctive case. Therefore all the negative results about the relational chase
transfer to the path-conjunctive one as well. In particular, the chase may not terminate, and two
terminating chase sequences may end up in di erent (non-isomorphic) tableaux. The rest of this
section shows that the positive results about the relational chase still hold for the PC case. In
particular, the chase is a complete proof procedure for dependency implication, and is terminating
(and thus a decision procedure), con uent, and semantic invariant for full EPCDs. In section 3.6.2
we also show that the complexity of the PC chase with full EPCDs is the same as the complexity
of the relational with full TGDs.
We discuss rst two important properties of the chase:

 Soundness. Even in the absence of condition (2) the rewrite in the de nition of the chase

step is a valid sound rewrite, that preserves equivalence of queries/dependencies. This can
can be easily justi ed using semantic arguments (valuations). [PT98] gives a di erent proof
of the soundness of chase in the context of an axiomatic equational theory of sets. The proof
there will essentially be a simulation of the chase step in terms of more atomic rewrite steps
based on a fundamental equivalence law for sets, the idemloop law.

 Non-trivial rewriting. Condition (2) of De nition 3.4.2 guarantees that a tableau is not to

be chased unless it is changed in a non-trivial way. In the absence of condition (2), chasing
with trivial constraints becomes possible and certainly doesn't terminate!.
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In addition, a third property of the chase (part 2 of the next lemma) will be essential for all our
completeness results. Part 1 of the lemma makes precise the soundness property discussed above.
d Q0 then Q = Q0 is a
Lemma 3.4.3 (Chase properties) (1a) If Q is a PC query s.t. Q ,!

consequence of d (i.e. Q and Q0 are equivalent under all instances satisfying d). (1b) If d0 is an
d d00 then d0 = d00 is a consequence of d. (2) If Inst(T) 6j= d then d is applicable to
EPCD s.t. d0 ,!
T (Here, B1 is simple-type restricted).

Non-simple type equality. It is not hard to nd a counterexample to Lemma 3.4.3, part

(2), for the case when B1 (~r) involves non-simple type equality. Consider the following EPCD and
tableau:
d = 8(a 2 R)8(b 2 S) [ R=S ) a=b ]
T = fa 2 R; a0 2 R; b 2 S; b0 2 S ; a=b and a0=b0 g.
Then it is easy to see that Inst(T ) 6j= d, since R and S are equal in Inst(T) (see gure 3.4b),
but still there are elements in R, respectively S that are not equal. Also, d is not applicable to T
because there is no homomorphism to map the tableau fa 2 R; b 2 S; R = Sg to T. The problem
seems to be related to the fact that R and S are equated "arti cially" in Inst(T) (as a result of our
enforcement of extensionality) even though their equality does not follow as a logical consequence
from a=b and a0 =b0 (this is in fact the reason why d is not applicable to T ). The conclusion is
that there are limitations on how useful is Inst(T) in characterizing dependencies in the presence
of non-simple type equality. We will relax later (in section 3.6.3) our notion of instance to weak
instance (not necessarily extensional) and we will draw some interesting parallels between the two
of them. In particular, CInst(T) is a weak instance and one can observe that CInst(T) j= d (R and
S are distinct, see gure 3.4a).
R
ε
a, b

S
ε

R,S
ε

ε

ε

a’,b’

ε

a,b

a. CInst(T)

a’,b’
b. Inst(T)

Figure 3.4: Counter-example to Lemma 3.4.3 part 2 for non-simple type equality in B1 (~r)

Terminating chase as a decision procedure. Part (2) of the previous lemma allows us to
observe that, for any terminating chase sequence T = T ,! : : : ,! Tn of T by a set of EPCDs
D, Inst(Tn ) j= D. The main idea used in the proof of the next theorem is then the following. If
D j= d (under all instances) then since Inst(Tn ) j= D then it must be the case that Inst(Tn ) j= d.
0

Thus we are able to infer the existence of a certain valuation/homomorphism16. The fact that
16 The proof in the relational case uses the same idea [BV84b]
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Lemma 3.4.3, part 2, fails when dependencies in D may allow for non-simple type equality in B1 (~r)
implies that we cannot use Inst(Tn ) as the model that we need for the proof. Howewer, it is not a
counterexample to the theorem itself. Other means for proving the theorem might exist, at least,
in principle. We will limit ourselves here to simple type equality in B1 (~r).
In the following we use the notation chaseD (Q) for a17 result of a terminating chase sequence
applied to a PC query Q using dependencies from a set D (similar notation for EPCDs: chaseD (d)).

Theorem 3.4.4 (Terminating chase) Let D be a set of EPCDs.
1. Let Q1 ; Q2 be set-valued PC queries such that some chasing sequence of Q1 with D terminates (with chaseD (Q1 )). Moreover, D is restricted as discussed above, while Q1 and Q2 are
restricted as in Theorem 3.3.9. Then the following are equivalent:
(a1) Q1 unr Q2
(a2) Q1  n Q2
D

(b1)

chaseD (Q1 ) unr Q2

D

(b2) chaseD (Q1)  n Q2

2. Let d be an EPCD such that some chasing sequence of d with D terminates. Moreover, D is
restricted as discussed above, while d is restricted as in Theorem 3.3.11. Then the following
are equivalent:

(a1)

D j=unr d

(a2) D j= n d

(b1)

chaseD (d) is trivial (unr)

(b2) chaseD (d) is trivial ( n)

Full EPCDs. This is a class of dependencies that generalizes the relational full dependen-

cies [AHV95] (originally called total tgd's and egd's in [BV84b]). Since we work with \tuple"
variables and we also have dictionaries, the de nition needs a lot more care than in the rst-order
case. Before we de ne full EPCDs we need to consider a slight extension of path expressions that
takes into account record constructors. Formally, an extended path EP is described by the following:
EP ::= Struct(A1 : EP1; : : :; An : EPn) j P
where P is a path expression as de ned before. Note that the record constructor and the
constructors that occur in P are not orthogonal, i.e. cannot be composed in an arbitrary way. This
restricted form suces for our purposes. We also note that we represent equality between extended
paths, componentwise, as conjunction of equalities between paths. We say that an extended path
EP is well-de ned (see section 3.2) over some tableau T if every P occuring in EP is well-de ned
over T.
17 There may be more than one!
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De nition 3.4.5 (Full dependencies) Let d = 8(~r 2 R~ ) [ B (~r) ) 9(~s 2 S~ (~r)) B (~r;~s) ] be
def

1

2

an EPCD and Tr and Trs be the two tableaux such that d = dep(Tr ; Trs ). Then d is full if, for any
path Q(~r;~s) over Trs there exists an extended path EPQ (~r) over Tr such that the following EGD is
trivial:

8(~r 2 R~ ) 8(~s 2 S~ (~r)) [ B1 (~r) and B2 (~r;~s) ) Q(~r;~s)=EPQ (~r) ]

Informally, a full EPCD asserts the existence of elements s1 ; : : :; sn such that all the new paths
that are well-de ned over Trs are determined (up to record constructors) in terms of ~r. We remark
that the new paths may include paths accesible from both ~s and ~r. For example, if r=s occurs
in B2 (~r;~s) and s 2 dom M is a binding in the 9 part of d then M [ r ] becomes well-de ned over Trs
although it may have not been so over Tr .
Checking whether an EPCD is full is in PTIME (in the size of the dependency). This is because,
as we observed earlier, there are polynomially many paths over Trs and triviality of EGDs is in
PTIME. For each well-de ned path over Trs , if it is not a record, we only need to check whether
its '-equivalence class contains a path well-de ned over Tr , while if it is a record, we may need to
go recursively on each attribute of it and check its corresponding '-equivalence class.
We state here the main theorem regarding chase with full EPCDs: termination. The main
idea in the relational case is that there are only nitely many records that can be built out of a
nite number of possible values for their attributes, thus chasing with full TGDs is terminating
([BV84b]). We will also make use of this idea, although the proof is signi cantly more complicated
in our nested/dictionary framework (see section 3.6).

Theorem 3.4.6 (Termination) If D is a set of full EPCDs and T is a tableau, both simple-type
restricted, then any chase of T by D terminates.

Corollary 3.4.7 Set-valued PC query containment/equivalence under full EPCDs and logical im-

plication of EPCDs from full EPCDs are reducible to each other, their unrestricted and nite
versions coincide, and both are decidable.

The chase with full EPCDs also enjoys the following nice properties:

Theorem 3.4.8 (Con uence) For any two terminal chase sequences of T with a set D of full
d01 0 d02
d0m 0
d1 T ,!
d2 : : : ,!
dn T and T ,!
EPCDs, T ,!
T ,! : : : ,!
Tm , it must be the case that CInst(Tn )
n
1

1

and CInst(Tm0 ) are isomorphic (and therefore Inst(Tn ) and Inst(Tm0 ) are isomorphic as well).

Note that we cannot hope that Tn and Tm0 are "equal" (even modulo variable renaming) because
the path-conjunctions may be di erent, although logically equivalent.
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Theorem 3.4.9 (Semantic invariance) Let D and D0 be two equivalent sets of full EPCDs.
Assume Tn and Tm are the resulting tableaux of two arbitrary terminal chase sequences of a tableau
T with D and, respectively, D0 . Then CInst(Tn) and CInst(Tm ) are isomorphic.

Non-terminating chase. We also generalize the results of [BV84b] for non-terminating chase,

that is, we show that in the PC case the chase is still a proof procedure. As opposed to the relational
case where one can also invoke Godel's completeness theorem, the recursive enumerability of the
PC problem was not obvious.
~ y~ 2 R~ (~x) ; C(~x) and D(~x; y~)g.
Let dep(T; T 0 ) be an EPCD where T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g and T 0 = f~x 2 P;
Suppose Tm = f~xm 2 P~m ; Cm (~xm )g is the mth tableau in a chase sequence (not necessarily terminating) T = T0 ,! : : : ,! Tn ,! : : : of T by a set of EPCDs D. We use the notation
def
0
0
~ x) ; Cm (~xm ) and D(~x; ~y)g. Similarly,
chasem
D (d) = dep(Tm ; Tm ) where Tm = f~xm 2 P~m ; ~y 2 R(~
for a PC query Q with tableau T , we denote by chasemD (Q) the PC query obtained by replacing T
with Tm .
We show that if D j= dep(T; T 0 ) then for any in nite chase of T by D there is a tableau Tm
(with m nite) in the chase sequence such that dep(Tm ; Tm0 ) is trivial. A similar result holds for
query containment/equivalence. The result generalize the ones of [BV84b] regarding the relational
case and the full proof is given in section 3.7.

Theorem 3.4.10 (Non-terminating chase) Let D be a set of EPCDs. In the following, D, d,
Q1 and Q2 are restricted as in Theorem 3.4.4.

1. Let Q1 ; Q2 be PC queries and consider an arbitrary in nite chasing sequence of Q1 with D.
The following are equivalent:

(a) Q1 unr
D Q2
(b) there is a nite m such that:
unr Q2 and/or (2) chasem
(1) chasem
D (Q1 ) 
D (cont(Q1 ; Q2)) is trivial (unr)

(c) D j=unr cont(Q1 ; Q2)
2. Let d be an EPCD and consider an arbitrary in nite chasing sequence of d with D. The
following are equivalent:
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(a) D j=unr d
(b) there is m nite such that:
m
unr back(d)
(1) chasem
D (d) is trivial (unr) and/or (2) chaseD (front(d)) 

(c) front(d) unr
D back(d)

3.5 Terminating Chase
The followinglemma is easily veri ed (in fact we already proved a particular case of it in Lemma 3.2.2).

Lemma 3.5.1 Let T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g and T 0 = f~x 2 P~ ; y~ 2 S~ (~x) ; C(~x) and D(~x; ~y)g be two
tableaux, and let G; ', and G0; '0 be the set of well-de ned paths and the congruence closure for T
and, respectively, T 0 . Then G  G0 and '  '0 .
d T 0, and d = dep(T ; T ), T, T 0 , and h : T ! T
For the following lemma, assume that T ,!
r rs
r
are as in the de nition of the chase step. Let id~s be the identity mapping on ~s.

Lemma 3.5.2 h [ id~s : Trs ! T 0 is a homomorphism.
Proof. We will use Grs, G0, Gr , and G to denote the sets of well-de ned paths for, respectively,
Trs , T 0 , Tr and T. Similar notation for '. Let h0 = h [ id~s . First we prove, by induction on
the derivation of Q : Grs or Q 'rs Q , that Q : Grs implies h0(Q) : G0 and Q 'rs Q implies
h0 (Q ) '0 h0 (Q ). The interesting cases are (lookup-add) and (eq).
def

1

1

2

1

2

2

For (lookup-add) suppose Q is of the form Q0 [ u ] where u is a variable in Trs (either an r or
an s). Then to derive Q0 [ u ] : Grs , we must have had two possibilities. The rst case:
u 'rs ri,

ri 2 Ri in Trs ,

Ri 'rs domQ0

Q0 [ u ] : Grs
Then, by the inductive hypothesis, we have h0 (u) '0 h0(ri ) and h0(Ri ) '0 domh0(Q0 ). On the
other hand, h0(ri ) = h(ri) = xk for some xk 2 Pk in T . Using condition (2) of Proposition 3.3.4,
since h is a homomorphism, we obtain that Pk ' h(Ri ) and thus Pk ' h0 (Ri). By Lemma 3.5.1, we
must have Pk '0 h0 (Ri). Then, by (trans), Pk '0 domh0 (Q0). Putting it all together, the following
instance of (lookup-add) is applicable:
h0 (u) '0 h0 (ri),

h0 (ri) 2 Pk in T 0 ,
h0 (Q0) [ h0 (u) ] : G0
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Pk '0 domh0(Q0 )

thus concluding that h0 (Q0 [ u ]) : G0 . The second case:
u 'rs si ,

si 2 Si in Trs ,

Si 'rs domQ0

Q0 [ u ] : Grs
is simpler. Again, by the inductive hypothesis, h0(u) '0 h0(si ) and h0(Si ) '0 domh0 (Q0). But
since h0 (si ) = si and h0 (Si ) = Si and si 2 Si occurs in T 0, we can immediately apply (lookup-add)
to conclude that h0 (Q0 [ u ]) : G0.
For the (eq) rule, we have again two cases. The rst case is when Q1 'rs Q2 is obtained by:
Q1 =Q2 occurs in B1 (~r),

Q1 : Grs,

Q2 : Grs

Q1 'rs Q2
It must be the case that Q1 = Q1 (~r) and Q2 = Q2 (~r), and Q1 : Gr , Q2 : Gr . Then, by (eq),
Q1 'r Q2 . Since h is a homomorphism, it follows by Proposition 3.3.4 that h(Q1 ) ' h(Q2 ), and
therefore, h0(Q1 ) ' h0(Q2 ). By Lemma 3.5.1, h0(Q1 ) '0 h(Q2 ) as well. The second case:
Q1 =Q2 occurs in B2 (~r;~s),

Q1 : Grs ,

Q2 : Grs

Q1 'rs Q2

Then, since h0 (B2 (~r;~s)) = B2 (h(~r);~s), we have that h0 (Q1)=h0 (Q2) occurs in B2 (h(~r);~s). On
the other hand, by the inductive hypothesis, h0(Q1 ) : G0 and h0 (Q2) : G0. Thus, we can apply (eq)
to conclude that h0 (Q1) '0 h0(Q2 ).
We still need to show that h0 satis es condition (2) of Proposition 3.3.4. We already showed it
in the above proof, but we repeat it. Suppose ri 2 Ri is a binding in Trs . Then h0 (ri) = h(ri) = xk
for some xk 2 Pk in T . By Proposition 3.3.4, h is a homomorphism implies h(Ri) ' Pk and thus
h0 (Ri) '0 Pk (by Lemma 3.5.1). For the case si 2 Si we use the fact that h0 (si ) = si and that
h0 (Si ) = Si , plus re exivity. End of Proof.

Proof of Lemma 3.4.3 part (2). We remind the statement here: If T is a tableau and d is
an EPCD as in the chase step de nition s.t. B is simple-type restricted then, if Inst(T) 6j= d then
1

d is applicable to T. We prove the contrapositive. Assume the same notations as in the de nition
of the chase step and let Tr and Trs be the two tableaux such that d = dep(Tr ; Trs). Assume d is
not applicable to T, and let v : Tr ! Inst(T) an arbitrary valuation. We need to extend this to a
valuation v0 : Trs ! Inst(T ) such that v0 (~r) = v(~r) and v0 (B2 (~r;~s)) = true. By Corollary 3.3.7 there
exists a homomorphism h : Tr ! T such that cval  h = v. Since d is not applicable to T , it must
be the case that there exists homomorphism h0 : T 0 ! T such that 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) ~x=h0(~x) ].
Now, observe that h00 def
= h [ id~s is a homomorphism from Trs into T 0, by Lemma 3.5.2. Take
v0 def
= cval  h0  h00.
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It is easy to see that v0 is context-preserving. Moreover, v0 (~r) = cval(h0 (h(~r))). Since 8(~x 2
P~ ) [ C(~x) ) ~x=h0(~x) ] is trivial, it follows by the EGD Lemma, part 2, that cval(~x) = cval(h0 (~x))
and thus cval(h(~r)) = cval(h0 (h(~r))). Therefore v0 (~r) = cval(h(~r)), and hence v0 (~r) = v(~r). Finally,
v0 (B2 (~r;~s)) = B2 (cval(h0 (h(~r))); cval(h0 (~s))). Now, since 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) B2 (h0 (h(~r)); h0(~s)) ]
is trivial (h0 is a homomorphism), the last term equals true (again the EGD Lemma, part 2). We
conclude that Inst(T) j= d. End of Proof.

Proof of Theorem 3.4.4. Consider part 2 rst. If chaseD (d) is trivial then D j= d, by
repeatedly applying Lemma 3.4.3. For the interesting direction assume D j= d. Suppose d = 8(~x 2
P~ ) [ C(~x) ) 9(~y 2 R~ (~x)) D(~x; ~y) ], let Tx and Txy be such that d = dep(Tx ; Txy ). Let the
result of chasing Tx with D be the tableau T = f~x 2 P~ ;~z 2 Q~ (~x) ; C(~x) and B(~x;~z)g. Then
~ z 2 Q~ (~x); ~y 2 R(~
~ x) ; C(~x) and B(~x;~z) and D(~x; ~y)g.
chaseD (d) = dep(T; T 0 ) where T 0 = f~x 2 P;~
To show that this is trivial, we show that there is a homomorphism from T 0 into T that is the
identity on ~x;~z.
v = cval  id~x is a valuation from Tx into Inst(T). Since Inst(T) j= D and D j= d, we have
Inst(T) j= d, too. Thus there exists a valuation v0 : Txy ! Inst(T) such that v0 (~x) = v(~x) (see gure
3.5a). Thus, v0 (~x) = cval(~x) where cval is the canonical valuation corresponding to T. Therefore,
we can apply Lemma 3.3.10 and conclude that there exists a mapping vc0 : Txy ! CInst(T ) (see
gure 3.5b) such that vc0 (~x) = cvalC (~x), v0 = collapse  vc0 and, making use of the fact that D(~x; ~y)
is simple type restricted, vc0 (D(~x; ~y)) = true.
T’

h
T
cval

id x
v

Tx
v’

Inst(T)

h’

T

Txy

cvalc
CInst(T)

v’c

collapse

v’(x) = v(x) = cval (x)

v’

Inst(T)

a.

Txy

v’(x) = cval (x)
c
c

b.

Figure 3.5: Proof of Theorem 3.4.4
Then, by Lemma 3.3.6 there exists homomorphism h0 : Txy ! T such that cvalC  h0 = vc0 .
Thus, cvalC (h0(~x)) = cvalC (~x). Now, consider h = h0 [ id~z . Obviously, h is a context-preserving
mapping from T 0 into T. Moreover, cvalC (h(~x)) = cvalC (h0 (~x)) = cvalC (~x), hence by the EGD
Lemma part (2),
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~ 8(~z 2 Q~ (~x)) [ C(~x) and B(~x;~z) ) h(~x)=~x ]
8(~x 2 P)

is trivial. A similar triviality holds for ~z since h is de ned to be the identity on ~z. Finally,
cvalC (h(D(~x; y~))) = cvalC (h0 (D(~x; ~y))) = vc0 (D(~x; y~)) = true. Again, by the EGD Lemma part (2),
~ 8(~z 2 Q~ (~x)) [ C(~x) and B(~x;~z) ) D(h(~x); h(~y)) ]
8(~x 2 P)
is trivial. (The case for B(~x;~z) is immediate.) We conclude that h is a homomorphism from T 0
into T , identity on the variables of T . Thus, chaseD (d) is trivial.
Part 1 follows from Part 2 by applying the two Reducibility lemmas. First, Q1 D Q2 i D j=
cont(Q1 ; Q2), by Lemma 3.4.1. But, by part 1, D j= cont(Q1 ; Q2) i chaseD (cont(Q1; Q2)) is trivial.
Now, we observe that chaseD (cont(Q1 ; Q2)) = cont(chaseD (Q1); Q2). Then, cont(chaseD (Q1 ); Q2)
trivial i chaseD (Q1)  Q2, by Lemma 3.3.8. End of Proof.

3.6 Chase with Full EPCDs
The following results are concerned with one step of chasing with a full EPCD d. Let T =
d T 0 be a chase step, where T 0 = f~x 2 P;~
~s2
f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g be a PC tableau. Let T ,!
S~ (h(~r)) ; C(~x) and B2 (h(~r);~s)g for some homomorphism T h, f~r 2 R~ ; B1 (~r)g. Moreover,
we assume that C(~x), B1 (~r) and B2 (~r;~s) are simple-type restricted. Then every well-de ned path
over T 0 is determined by a well-de ned extended path over T. The proof consists of several simple
observations.

Lemma 3.6.1 Let T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g be any tableau such that C(~x) is simple type restricted.
Then P ' domQ implies that P = domP 0 for some P 0 such that P 0 ' Q.
Proof. Induction on the derivation of P ' domQ or domQ ' P. We give the proof for the
case P ' domQ (the other one is symmetric). The cases that may be possible, given the special

form domQ, are as follows. First, (eq): this is not possible since C(~x) is simple-type restricted.
Second, (dom-cong): then P must be of the form domP 0 and P 0 ' Q. (re ) is trivial. For (trans),
there exists some P1 such that P ' P1 and P1 ' domQ. Applying the inductive hypothesis for
P1 ' domQ, it must be that P1 = domP10 with P10 ' Q. Therefore we can use the inductive
hypothesis again, this time for P ' domP10 to obtain that P = domP 0 for some P 0 ' P10 . Then we
apply transitivity. For (sym) we use the inductive hypothesis (for domQ ' P) and (sym). End of

Proof.

Coming back to the previous notations regarding the chase step, recall that, by Lemma 3.5.2,
h0 = h [ id~s is a homomorphism from Trs into T 0 . As we did before, we will use Grs, G0, Gr , and
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G to denote the sets of well-de ned paths for, respectively, Trs , T 0, Tr and T. Similar notation for
'.

Lemma 3.6.2 For any Q(~x;~s) : G0 either Q '0 Q , for some Q : G, or Q '0 h0 (Qrs), for some
0

0

Qrs : Grs .

Proof. Induction on the derivation of Q : G0 . The base cases are trivial. For (var-add): if
Q = x then Q : G and Q ' Q, therefore Q '0 Q. If Q = s then Q = h0(s) and s : Grs. For (proj-

add): Q:A : G0 and Q : G0. We apply the inductive hypothesis for Q and we have two cases. First,
suppose that Q '0 Q0, for some Q0 : G. Then, by (proj-add), Q0:A : G and therefore Q0:A : G0.
Hence, by (proj-cong), Q:A '0 Q0:A. Second case, suppose that Q '0 h0 (Qrs ), for some Qrs : Grs.
Then Qrs :A : Grs . By (proj-cong), Q:A '0 h0 (Qrs ):A = h0 (Qrs :A). The case (dom-add) is similar.
Finally, the interesting case is (lookup-add):
u '0 v,

v 2 R in T 0,

R '0 domQ

Q [ u] : G0
We know, by the previous lemma and by our simple-type restriction, that R = domR0 for some
R0 '0 Q. Then, by (lookup-add), R0 [ v ] : G0 and, by (lookup-cong), Q [ u ] '0 R0 [ v ]. Now, we
have two possible cases for the variable v. First, v = x and x 2 domR0 in T . Then R0 [ v ] : G.
Second, v = s, domR0 is of the form domS(h(~r)), and s 2 domS(~r) in Trs . Thus, S(~r) [ s ] : Grs
and, moreover, R0 [ v ] = S(h(~r)) [ s ] = h0(S(~r) [ s ]). End of Proof.

Lemma 3.6.3 For any Q(~x;~s) over T 0 there exists an EPQ(~x) over T such that the following EGD
is trivial:

8(~x 2 P~ ) 8(~s 2 S~ (h(~r))) [ C(~x) and B2 (h(~r);~s) ) Q(~x;~s)=EPQ (~x) ]

Proof. This is an immediate application of the previous lemma and of De nition 3.4.5. If
Q '0 Q , for some Q : G then take EPQ = Q . If Q '0 h0 (Qrs ) for some Qrs : Grs then
there must exist some extended path EPQrs (~r) well-de ned over Tr such that EPQrs 'rs Qrs
(componentwise). It follows immediately (h0 is a homomorphism) that h0 (EPQrs ) '0 h0(Qrs ), and
thus, h0(EPQrs ) '0 Q. Then take EPQ = h0(EPQrs ) . End of Proof.
0

0

0

18

The previous lemma generalizes to any sequence of chase steps, given that all the EPCDs
d1 T ,!
d2 : : : ,!
dn T be a
involved are full. Let T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g be a tableau and T ,!
1
n
~
~
chase sequence such that di is full, for any i. Ti must be of the form f~x 2 P; y~1 2 Q1(~x); : : :; ~yi 2
Q~ i (~x; : : :; ~yi,1) ; C(~x) and B1 (~x; y~1 ) and : : : and Bi (~x; : : :; ~yi )g, for i = 1; : : :; n.
18 Here we suitably extend h0 to extended paths.
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Corollary 3.6.4 For any path Q(~x; y~ ; : : :; y~n) over Tn there exists an extended path EPQ(~x) over
1

T such that the following EGD is trivial:
8(~x 2 P~ ) : : : 8(~yn 2 Q~ n (~x; : : :; ~yn,1)) [ B1 (~x; ~y1 ) and : : : and Bn (~x; : : :; y~n)
) Q(~x; y~1; : : :; y~n)=EPQ (~x) ]

3.6.1 Chase with Full EPCDs: Termination
d T within a chase sequence with full EPCDs starting
We will look at a single chase step Ti ,!
i+1
~
with a tableau T = f~x 2 P ; C(~x)g (using the notations introduced in the previous subsection).
By Corollary 3.6.4 paths over Ti (and Ti+1 ) are determined by extended paths EP over T. The
rst remark is that, in the case of paths of set type, EP must be paths as well. Second, we observe
that the set of all possible extended paths EP(~x) over T that can determine paths over any Ti , for
a given schema, is nite. This is true since, according to our earlier observation, any path Q has a
type smaller than the type of some root name, thus any EP equated to Q must satisfy the same
property. But there are only nitely many EPs with variables in ~x that satisfy this upper bound
on the size of the type (we will call them bounded extended paths over T). Let us denote by E the
set of all bounded EP s over T and by S the set of all paths P over T of set type (note that S is a
subset of E ).
We introduce a measure on a tableau Ti of the chase sequence, m(Ti ) = < p(Ti ); s(Ti ) >,
consisting of two components19:

p(Ti ) = number of pairs (EP; P ) in E  S such that EP : , P : Seth i, and either
cvalC EP is not in CInst(Ti ) or, if it is, then there
is no 2-edge from cvalC P to cvalC EP in CInst(Ti )
s(Ti ) = number of nodes in CInst(Ti )
As we discussed above, p(Ti ) is nite. The ordering that we consider on pairs m(Ti ) is the
d T
lexicographical one. We show next that, under the simple type restriction, if Ti ,!
i+1 then
m(Ti+1 ) < m(Ti ). This re ects our intuition that each chase step must either assert some membership condition between some EP in E and some P in S (a typical EPCD case) or, if not, must
collapse some '-equivalence classes in CInst(Ti ) (EGD case).
d T , and T , T , and d are simple type restricted, then m(T ) <
Lemma 3.6.5 If Ti ,!
i
i i
i
+1

+1

+1

m(Ti ).

Proof. It is quite obvious that p(Ti )  p(Ti). This is because if an EP is in CInst(Ti)
+1

19 cval is de ned componentwise on a bounded extended path EP .
C
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and participates in an 2-edge then it will be also in CInst(Ti+1 ) and it will participate in the
same 2-edge (we use Lemma 3.5.1 here). If p(Ti+1 ) < p(Ti ) we are done. Now suppose that
p(Ti+1 ) = p(Ti ). In other words, applying d doesn't produce any new 2-edges. We'll show that
either some 'i -equivalence classes are collapsed in CInst(Ti+1 ) and in this case s(Ti+1 ) < s(Ti ) and
we are done, or CInst(Ti ) and CInst(Ti+1 ) are isomorphic. In the latter case, we can immediately
infer the existence of a homomorphism from Ti+1 into Ti , thus contradicting the de nition of the
chase step. The homomorphism comes, by Lemma 3.3.6, from the valuation obtained by composing
cvaliC+1 with the isomorphism.
Sublemma. If p(Ti+1 ) = p(Ti ) then for any path Q : Gi+1 there exists some path Q0 : Gi such
that Q 'i+1 Q0.
Proof of sublemma. Induction on the derivation of Q : Gi+1. The base cases are trivial.
Now suppose Q = yi+1 where yi+1 2 Qi+1 is a binding in Ti+1 . We know that yi+1 'i+1 EP (~x)
and Qi+1 'i+1 P (~x) for some EP and P over T . Thus we have an 2-edge from P into EP in
CInst(Ti+1 ). Since p(Ti+1 ) = p(Ti ) it must be the case that EP is also in CInst(Ti ) (with the
corresponding 2-edge), i.e. there exists Q0 : Gi such that Q0 'i EP. Therefore Q0 'i+1 EP and,
by transitivity, yi+1 'i+1 Q0 . The case when Q = u for some variable occurring in Ti is trivial.
(prj-add): Q:A : Gi+1 for some Q : Gi+1 . Applying the inductive hypothesis, there exists Q0 : Gi
such that Q 'i+1 Q0. Then, Q0 :A : Gi by (proj-add) and Q:A 'i+1 Q0 :A by (prj-cong). The case
(dom-add) is similar. The (lookup-add) case (we apply Lemma 3.6.1 rst):
u 'i+1 v,

v 2 domR in Ti+1 ,

R 'i+1 Q

Q [ u ] : Gi+1
Case 1: v occurs in Ti . In this case, R [ v ] : Gi and by (lookup-cong) Q [ u] 'i+1 R [ v ].
Case 2: v is bound only in Ti+1 . We know that v 'i+1 EP and R 'i+1 P for some EP and P
over T . Thus we have an 2-edge from domP into EP in CInst(Ti+1 ). We apply the hypothesis
p(Ti+1 ) = p(Ti ) to conclude that EP must be in CInst(Ti ) and an 2-edge exists between cvaliC (EP )
and cvalC (domP). Since 2-edges come from variables, it must be the case that there exists some
z 2 domP 0 in Ti such that z 'i EP and P 0 'i P (here we made again use of Lemma 3.6.1).
We obtain P 0 [ z ] : Gi . Also, by transitivity and Lemma 3.5.1, z 'i+1 u and P 0 ' Q. Hence, by
(lookup-cong), Q [ u ] 'i+1 P 0 [ z ]. And this concludes the proof of the sublemma.
Under the assumption that p(Ti+1 ) = p(Ti ), a direct consequence of the sublemma is that
s(Ti+1 )  s(Ti ). This is because the mapping f : CInst(Ti ) ! CInst(Ti+1 ), f(cvaliC (Q)) =
cvaliC+1 (Q) is surjective, as it can be easily veri ed. If s(Ti+1 ) < s(Ti ) we are done. If s(Ti+1 ) = s(Ti )
then f is a bijection. Moreover, f preserves the structure (since cvaliC and cvaliC+1 are algebraic
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homomorphisms, see Lemma 3.2.7), and the 2-edges. Finally, since p(Ti+1 ) = p(Ti ), CInst(Ti+1 )
doesn't have more 2-edges than CInst(Ti ). Thus, f is an isomorphism. As discussed above, this
yields a contradiction with De nition 3.4.5. End of Proof.
Since there cannot exist an in nitely decreasing sequence of m(Ti ), we proved Theorem 3.4.6.

3.6.2 Chase with Full EPCDs: Complexity Analysis.
Relational full/total tgds are full EPCDs. Note that EGDs are always full, provided that they
don't involve set/dictionary equality on the right-hand side. We show here that the complexity of
the PC problem is the same as in the relational case ([BV84b, CLM81]), i.e. exponential. As we
already said in section 3.2 we assume that the schema size is constant. However, some parameters
of the schema will appear in our formulas.
Suppose d = dep(T; T 0 ) is a full EPCD, D is a set of full EPCDs, both such that the restrictions
of Theorem 3.4.6 and of Theorem 3.4.4 are satis ed, and our problem is to decide whether D j= d.
The following parameters will be used in the analysis:
n = number of variables in the tableau T
m = number of variables in the tableau T 0 that are not in T
S = number of root names in the schema (including constants true and false)
h = maximum height of a record type or dictionary type in the schema
w = maximum width of a record type (number of attributes) in the schema
s = maximum number of variables in any EPCD in D
d = number of EPCDs in D

Lemma 3.6.6 (1) The number of paths P (~x) over T is N = O((nwS)c0h ),
(2) The number of bounded extended paths EP(~x) over T is j E j N+c N wh = O((nwS)c01 hwh ),
where c0 , c1 and c01 are constants depending on the schema.

1

Proof. For the rst part, we observe that all paths can be organized in a strati ed way: a)

on the rst level are variables and root names, b) paths on level i are obtained from paths from
level i , 1 by record projection, applying dom or dereferencing a dictionary P (with any of the
n variables). There is no circularity between levels, due to our restriction that only variables can
dereference dictionaries. The number of paths on level i is the number of paths on level i , 1
multiplied by nw + 1 (each P : Struct(A1 : 1 ; : : :; Ak : k ) on level i , 1 generates k  w paths on
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level i, and each dictionary M on level i may generate at most n paths of the form x ! M on level
i. dom contributes with multiplicity 1). The number of levels is bounded by h. Thus, the total
number of paths can be estimated by:
(n + S)(1 + (nw + 1) + : : : + (nw + 1)h ) = O((n + S)(nw + 1)h+1 ) = O((nwS)h+2 )
For the second part, we observe that there is a constant number of possible record types in
the schema, and for each of them the number of bounded extended paths obtained by applying
the record constructor is at most N wh (there are at most wh subexpressions which are not record
expressions). End of Proof.
By Corollary 3.6.4, the total number of nodes that can appear in any CInst(Ti ) in the chase
sequence is at most j E j. Thus the sequence m(T) > m(T1 ) > : : : has length at most j ES j + j E j.
This is an upper bound on the number of chase steps. Recall that S is the number of paths over T
of set type and therefore its size is bounded by N from Lemma 3.6.6. Hence, the number of chase
steps is bounded by
(N + 1) j E j  (N + 1)(N + c1N wh )
and replacing N with its upper bound from Lemma 3.6.6 we obtain

Lemma 3.6.7 The number of chase steps is O((nwS)c2 hwh ).
Notice that this is polynomial in n when schema is xed. We focus next on the complexity
of a single chase step. To check whether a dependency dep(Tr ; Trs ) applies to a tableau Ti in the
sequence, we need to check the existence of a homomorphism from Tr into Ti . Since the number
of variables in Tr is at most s and the number of variables in Ti is bounded by j E j, there can
be at most j E js= O((nwS)c3 hwh s) mappings. Checking whether any such mapping is actually
a homomorphism takes time polynomial in the sizes of CInst(Tr ) and CInst(Ti ), which we can
estimate as follows:
size of CInst(Tr ) = O((swS)c0 h )
size of CInst(Ti ) = O(j E j)
Any polynomial in the rst term is dominated asymptotically by the expression for the number
of mappings (s is at the exponent in the latter expression). Similarly, any polynomial in j E j is
smaller than j E js. We also observe that the time to check whether there is no homomorphism
from Ti+1 into Ti can be taken into account in the same manner (it is dominated by j E js as well).
Finally, we have to multiply everything by d. Thus:

Lemma 3.6.8 The complexity of a single chase step is O(d(nwS)c4 hwh s).
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Remark that this is exponential in s. Hence, the most expensive part of the chase procedure is
actually the chase step itself and not the total number of steps. To decide whether D j= dep(T; T 0 ),
at the end of the chase we still have to check whether chaseD (d) is trivial. Here we need to consider
O(j E jm ) mappings and we obtain, in a similar way with the chase step analysis, the upper bound
O((nwS)c5 hwh m ). We conclude as follows:

Proposition 3.6.9 Let D be a set of full EPCDs and d = dep(T; T 0) an EPCD. Then:

1. The total number of chase steps and the size of chaseD (T ) (i.e. the number of variables
in it) are both polynomial in n : O(nk1 ), respectively O(nk2 ),
2. The chase nishes in time exponential in s : O(dnk3 s),
3. Deciding whether D j= d can be done in time exponential in s and m: O(dnk3 s )+O(nk4 m ),
where k1 ; k2; k3, and k4 are constants depending on the schema.

3.6.3 Chase with Full EPCDs: Con uence and Semantic Invariance
De nition 3.6.10 Given two instances I and I , an instance homomorphism ih : I ! I is a
1

2

1

2

type-preserving mapping from values of I1 into values of I2 such that:
(1) ih is an algebraic homomorphism: ih(RI1 ) = RI2 , for any root name, ih(domP) = dom(ih P),
for any dictionary P in I1 , ih(P:A) = ih(P):A, for any record P in I1 and any attribute A, and
ih(P2 [ P1 ]) = ih(P2 ) [ ih(P1) ] for any dictionary P2 in I1 and any key P1 2 domP2 .
(2) ih is context preserving: for any P1 2 P2 in I1 , ih(P1) 2 ih(P2 ) in I2 .

In the following, just for technical purposes, we will consider a slightly larger class of instances
for which we don't require to be extensional. We call these instances weak instances. This class
includes the normal instances considered until now. However, structures like CInst(T ) are in this
class as well. The notions of valuation, dependency satisfaction and instance homomorphism are
de ned in the same way and we will call them, respectively, weak valuation, weak satisfaction
(we use the same symbol, j=) and weak instance homomorphism. cvalC is an example of a weak
valuation. Also remark that any valuation is a weak valuation and any instance homomorphism is
a weak instance homomorphism.
The rst important observation is that Lemma 3.4.3, part (2), still holds when we replace
Inst(T) with CInst(T). We also note that it would hold even in the presence of set/dictionary
equality in d. We redo here the proof in the new context.

Lemma 3.6.11 If d is not applicable to T then CInst(T ) j= d.
Proof. Assume d = dep(Tr ; Trs), and let vc : Tr ! CInst(T) be a weak valuation. By
Lemma 3.3.6 there exists a homomorphism h : Tr ! T such that cvalC  h = vc . Since d is not
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applicable to T , there exists a homomorphism h0 : T 0 ! T such that 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) ~x=h0(~x) ].
As in the rst version of the lemma, h00 def
= h [ id~s is a homomorphism from Trs into T 0 . Take
vc0 def
= cvalC  h0  h00.
vc0 is obviously context preserving. Since 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) ~x =h0 (~x) ] is trivial, it follows
by Lemma 3.3.1, part (2), that cvalC (~x) = cvalC (h0 (~x)) and thus cvalC (h(~r)) = cvalC (h0 (h(~r))).
Therefore, vc0 (~r) = cvalC (h0 (h(~r))) = cvalC (h(~r)), and hence vc0 (~r) = vc (~r). Finally, vc0 (B2 (~r;~s)) =
B2 (cvalC (h0(h(~r))); cvalC (h0(~s))). Now, since 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C(~x) ) B2 (h0 (h(~r)); h0(~s)) ] is trivial (h0
is a homomorphism), the last term equals true, again by Lemma 3.3.1, part (2). We conclude that
CInst(T) j= d. End of Proof.
The next two lemmas show, the rst one, that any weak valuation from a tableau T into a
weak instance instance I is factored through a weak instance homomorphism from CInst(T) into I,
and, the second one, that instances and weak instances are indistinguishable with respect to trivial
EGDs. We also remark that the rst lemma fails if we try to strengthen it by replacing CInst(T )
with Inst(T) and weak instance and weak valuation with instance and, respectively, valuation. This
is one of the reasons why we need to develop several technical results with respect to weak instances
and we cannot simply use what we have proved so far with respect to instances.

Lemma 3.6.12 Let T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g be a tableau and I a weak instance. Then, for any weak
valuation v : T ! I there exists a weak instance homomorphism ihc : CInst(T ) ! I such that
v = ihc  cvalC .
Proof. For any node Q in CInst(T ), pick any path expression P over T such that cvalC P = Q,

and de ne ihc (Q) def
= v(P ). This is well-de ned because for any P1 and P2 over T , cvalC P1 =
cvalC P2 implies v(P1 ) = v(P2 ) (we already proved this in Proposition 3.2.3). Also, we have that
v = ihc  cvalC . It is easy to see that ihc is context preserving and algebraic homomorphism.

End of Proof.

Lemma 3.6.13 An EGD (with set/dictionary equality) is trivial if and only if it is trivial under

all weak instances.

Proof. We already observed in the previous lemma that if cvalC P = cvalC P then v(P ) =
v(P ) for any weak valuation v : T ! I. Thus, d trivial implies d weak trivial. The converse is
obvious. End of Proof.
1

2

1

2

Lemma 3.6.14 (Technical Lemma) Let d = 8(~r 2 R~ ) [ B (~r) ) 9(~s 2 S~ (~r)) B (~r;~s) ]
~ C(~x)g be a tableau, where C; B and B are simple-type
be an EPCD, and let T = f~x 2 P;
1

2

1
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d T 0 where T 0 = f~x 2 P~ ;~s 2 S~ (h(~r)); C(~x) and B (h(~r);~s)g for
restricted. Assume that T ,!
2
h
~
some homomorphism T , f~r 2 R; B1 (~r)g. Let I be a weak instance such that I j= d and let
v : T ! I be a weak valuation. Then:
(1) there exists v0 : T 0 ,! I a weak valuation such that v0 (~x) = v(~x).
(2) if, in addition, d is full, then for any Q(~x;~s) over T 0
v0 (Q(~x;~s)) = v(EPQ (~x)) (v0 is uniquely determined by v)
where EPQ (~x) is from Lemma 3.6.3.

Proof. Let Tr and Trs such that d = dep(Tr ; Trs ). Then v  h is a weak valution from Tr into
I. Since I j= d there exists a weak valuation v00 : Trs ! I such that v00 (~r) = v  h(~r). h [ id~s is a
homomorphism from Trs into T 0. We show that there exists v0 : T 0 ! I weak valuation such that
v00 = v0  (h [ id~s ). v0 is de ned as follows: v0 (~x) = v(~x), v0 (~s) = v00 (~s), and then we extend it
def

def

to paths over T 0 such that it is an algebraic homomorphism. Thus, v00 (~r) = v(h(~r)) = v0 (h(~r)) =
v0  (h [ id~s )(~r), and v00 (~s) = v0  (h [ id~s )(~s), and therefore, v00 = v0  (h [ id~s ). It is easily
veri ed that v0 is context preserving.
Suppose now that d is full. By Lemma 3.6.3, for any Q(~x;~s) over T 0 there exists EPQ (~x) over
T such that
8(~x 2 P~ ) 8(~s 2 S~ (h(~r))) [ C(~x) and B2 (h(~r);~s) ) Q(~x;~s)=EPQ(~x) ]
is trivial, and therefore weak trivial, by Lemma 3.6.13. Hence, v0 (Q(~x;~s)) = v0 (EPQ (~x)) =
v(EPQ (~x)). End of Proof.

We are now ready, by making use of Corollary 3.6.4, Lemma 3.6.11 and Lemma 3.6.14, to prove
that chasing with full EPCDs is con uent.
Proof of Theorem 3.4.8. Assume T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g, Tn = f~x 2 P~ ; y~ 2 S~ (~x); C(~x) and B1(~x; ~y)g,
and Tm0 = f~x 2 P~ ; y~0 2 S~0 (~x); C(~x) and B2 (~x; y~0 )g. Obviously, id~x : T ,! Tm0 is a homomorphism.
Thus, cval0C  id~x : T ,! CInst(Tm0 ) is a weak valuation, where cval0C : Tm0 ,! CInst(Tm0 ) is
the canonical weak valuation on Tm0 . By Lemma 3.6.11, CInst(Tm0 ) j= D. Then by repeatedly
d1 T ,!
d2 : : : ,!
dn T we obtain a weak valuation
applying Lemma 3.6.14 for the chase sequence T ,!
1
n
0
vn : Tn ,! CInst(Tm0 ) such that vn (~x) = cvalC  id(~x). In addition, by Corollary 3.6.4, for any
Q(~x; ~y) over Tn there exists EPQ (~x) over T such that
~ 8(~y 2 S~ (~x)) [ C(~x) and B1 (~x; ~y) ) Q(~x; ~y)=EPQ(~x) ]
8(~x 2 P)
is trivial, and therefore weak trivial. Thus vn(Q(~x; ~y)) = vn (EPQ (~x)) = cval0C (EPQ (~x)). Next,
by Lemma 3.6.12, vn induces a weak instance homomorphism  : CInst(Tn ) ,! CInst(Tm0 ) such
that   cvalC = vn , where cvalC : Tn ,! CInst(Tn ) is the canonical weak valuation on Tn . Then,
 satis es the following:
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(cvalC (Q(~x; ~y))) = cval0C (EPQ (~x)), for any Q(~x; y~) over Tn
(cvalC ~x) = cval0C ~x
Similarly, we can show the existence of a weak instance homomorphism : CInst(Tm0 ) ,!
CInst(Tn ) satisfying similar properties. Then, for any Q(~x; y~) over Tn , we have:
 (cvalC Q(~x; y~)) = (cval0C EPQ (~x)) = cvalC EPQ (~x)
But cvalC Q(~x; ~y) = cvalC EPQ (~x) by the above mentioned triviality! Thus,   is the
identity weak instance homomorphism on CInst(Tn ). Similarly,   is the identity weak instance
homomorphism on CInst(Tm0 ). We conclude that we have an isomorphism between CInst(Tn ) and
CInst(Tm0 ). End of Proof.
We will prove next that the nal result of chase with full dependencies doesn't depend on the
syntax of dependencies but rather on their semantics, Theorem 3.4.9. Before doing that we need
to go further into analyzing the behavior of dependencies with respect to weak instances. The rst
result generalizes Lemma 3.4.3, part (1), by stating the soundness of the chase step not only with
respect to instances, but with respect to the larger class of weak instances. We only show the proof
for queries (for dependencies a similar lemma and proof holds).
d Q0 then Q = Q0 under any weak instance I such that I j= d.
Lemma 3.6.15 If Q ,!

Proof. Let d = dep(Tr ; Trs) and suppose T = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g and T 0 = f~x 2 P~ ;~s 2
S~ (h(~r)); C(~x) and B (h(~r);~s)g for some homomorphism h : Tr ! T.
2

Suppose Q = select O(~x from P~ ~x where C(~x) and
Q0 = select O(~x) from P~ x~ ; S~ (h(~r) ~s where C(~x) and B2 (h(~r)) and let I be an arbitrary weak
instance.
The direction Q0(I)  Q(I) is immediate. Indeed assume t 2 Q0(I). Then there exist a weak
valuation v0 : T 0 ! I such that t = v0 (O(~x). Then v = v0  id~x is a weak valuation from T into I.
Moreover, v(O(~x)) = v0 (O(~x)) = t, thus t 2 Q(I).
Conversely, suppose t 2 Q(I), thus there exists v : T ! I a weak valuation such that t =
v(O(~x)). Then we can apply the Technical Lemma, part (1), to infer the existence of a weak
valuation v0 : T 0 ! I such that v0 (~x) = v(~x), and thus t = v0 (O(~x)) 2 Q0 (I). End of Proof.

Proposition 3.6.16 (1) An EGD (with set/dictionary equality) is trivial if and only if it is weak
trivial.

(2) An EPCD (restricted as in Theorem 3.3.11) is trivial if and only if it is weak trivial.
(3) If D and d are restricted as in Theorem 3.4.4 and some chase of d by D terminates then:
D j= d i D j=weak d
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Proof. (1) was already proved (Lemma 3.6.13). For (2), weak triviality implies obviously
triviality. Now suppose d = 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C (~x) ) 9(~y 2 P~ (~x)) C (~x; y~) ] and T and T are such
that d = dep(T ; T ). If d is trivial then, by Theorem 3.3.11, there exists homomorphism T h, T
such that the EGD 8(~x 2 P~ ) [ C (~x) ) ~x =h(~x) ] is trivial. Let I be an arbitrary instance and
v : T ! I an arbitrary weak valuation. Then v  h : T 0 ! I is a weak valuation. Moreover, by (1),
1

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

the above EGD is also weak trivial. Thus, v(~x) = v(h(~x)) and therefore v(~x) = v0 (~x). We conclude
that d is weak trivial.
For (3), again, one direction is immediate: D j=weak d implies D j= d. Now, suppose that
D j= d. Then, by Theorem 3.4.4, chaseD (d) is trivial, and therefore, by (2), weak trivial. Applying
Lemma 3.6.15 for each chase step, we obtain that D j=weak d. End of Proof.
We can now observe that the con uence proof still works if one chase sequence uses dependencies
from a set D and the other one uses dependencies from a di erent set D0 provided that D and
D0 are weak equivalent, i.e. D j=weak D0 and D0 j=weak D. But, by the previous proposition,
weak implication and implication of full dependencies are the same. Thus, we obtain a proof of
Theorem 3.4.9.

3.7 Non-Terminating Chase
As in [BV84b] we start by making the assumption that every EPCD that is applicable in nitely
many times should be applied in nitely many times (non-starvation of dependencies).
Let (T) be an in nite chase sequence of T by a set of EPCDs D: T0 ,! : : : ,! Tn ,! : : : .
We de ne rst a (countably) in nite tableau T 1 = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g that satis es the following:
1. for any nite pre x ~xn 2 P~n of ~x 2 P~ there exists a tableau Tm = f~xm 2 P~m ; Cm (~xm )g in
(T ) such that ~xn 2 P~n is a pre x of ~xm 2 P~m

V

2. C(~x) = Tm 2(T ) Cm (~xm ) (C(~x) is an in nite conjunction)
Next, we de ne the two canonical instances of T 1 , CInst(T 1 ) and Inst(T 1 ) as follows.
CInst(T 1 ) is built as the limit of the sequence (CInst(Tn ))n0 : the set of well-de ned paths
over T 1 and the congruence closure of T 1 are de ned by:
G1 def
=

[

n0

'1 def
=

Gn

[

n0

'n

where Gn denotes the set of well-de ned paths over Tn while 'n denotes the congruence closure
of Tn . Recall (Lemma 3.5.1) that Gn  Gn+1 and 'n  'n+1 . It is easily veri ed that G1 and
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'1 are closed under the add and equality rules of the section 3.2. Similar with the construction of
CInst(T ) in the case when T was nite, we de ne CInst(T 1 ) by considering '1 -equivalence classes
and adding the appropriate edges. CInst(T 1 ) is a weak in nite instance (however, countable). As
in the nite case, we denote by cvalC the canonical weak valuation.
Inst(T 1 ) is de ned out of CInst(T 1 ) via a construction similar with the one given in section 3.2
for the nite case, using the same set of extensionality rules. However, because sets and dictionaries
may be now in nite, a nite induction is not enough. In particular, the rules (set-ext) and (dictext) are the ones causing the diculty. For example, in (set-ext), each pair e  e0 may have a
nite length derivation but still the derivation S1  S2 may be in nite. This is because S1 and S2
themselves may be in nite sets and the sup of an in nite set of nite numbers is not necessarily
nite. Thus,  is built by trans nite induction:

0

= f(Q; Q) j Q node in CInst(T 1 )g

def

+1 def
=  [
f(Q; Q0) j Q  Q0 follows via some rule from (one or more) P  P 0 with (P; P 0) 2  g


=

def

S

< 

;

if  is a limit ordinal

S

Then we de ne  def
=
 where the union is over all ordinals. Of course, since CInst(T 1 ) is
countable,  must be countable as well, therefore the induction must terminate at some countable
ordinal. In other words, there exists a countable such that  +1 = . If 0 is the least such
S
then  0 =  and hence  =  0 .
One can easily verify that  is closed under the extensionality rules of section 3.2. By straightforward trans nite induction, one can show that Lemmas 3.2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 still hold. To
exemplify, we prove here (set-inv-ext). First case: S1 +1 S2 . Then either S1  S2 , in which
case we apply directly the inductive hypothesis, or S1 +1 S2 follows by some rule application.
For (sym) and (trans) we apply the inductive hypothesis. The other case possible is (set-ext), but
this follows immediately since it must be the case that 8e 2 S1 : 9e0 2 S2 : e  e0 and the symmetric
condition are true. Second case: S1  S2 where  is a limit ordinal. Then there must exist an
<  such that S1  S2 , in which case we apply the inductive hypothesis.
Thus, we can de ne Inst(T 1 ) as in the nite case by taking -equivalence classes and adding
the necessary edges. We denote by collapse the canonical mapping from nodes of CInst(T 1 ) to
Inst(T 1 ). The rst important result is that Lemma 3.3.5 in which we replace T1 with T 1 still
holds. The proof is essentially the same (making use of Lemma 3.2.4).
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Lemma 3.7.1 Let T = f~y 2 P~ ; C (~y)g in which C is simple type restricted. Then, for
any valuation v : T ! Inst(T 1 ) there exists a weak valuation vc : T ! CInst(T 1 ) such that
v = collapse  vc . Moreover, v and vc satisfy the same set of formulas Q=Q0 over T with Q and
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Q0 of simple type.

We remark that for any tableaux Ti , Tj in the chase sequence with i < j the identity mapping on
Ti is a homomorphism from Ti into Tj . We will denote it by idij . By Lemma 3.6.12 there exists an
instance homomorphism ihij : CInst(Ti ) ! CInst(Tj ) such that ihij  cvaliC = cvaljC  idij . These
functions also exist when we replace Tj with T 1 . We will have in that case the identity mapping
idi : Ti ! T 1 and the weak instance homomorphism ihi : CInst(Ti ) ! CInst(T 1 ) satisfying
ihi  cvaliC = cvalC  idi . Then we can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.7.2 Let Tr = f~r 2 R~ ; B (~r)g. Then, for any weak valuation vc : Tr ! CInst(T 1 )
there exists a nite n and a homomorphism h : Tr ! Tn such that vc = cvalC  idn  h.
1

Proof. For any m  0 we de ne the following two sets:
Gmr = fQ j Q : Gr with derivation length  mg

'mr = f(Q; Q0) j Q 'r Q0 with derivation length  mg
We use the notations Q : Gmr for Q 2 Gmr and Q 'mr Q0 for (Q; Q0) 2 'mr . Note that, for any
m  0, Gmr and 'mr are nite. Also, there exists m0 nite such that Gr = Gmr 0 and 'r = 'mr 0 (in
other words all derivations are nite. We already argued in section 3.2 that in fact all derivations
are of polynomial length.). We set the following inductive hypothesis:
For any m  0 there exist im  0 nite and hm : Gm
r ! Gim such that the following conditions
are satis ed:

(1) hm maps variables of Tr into variables of Tim
(2) for any Q : Gmr , hm (Q) : Gim
(3) hm is algebraic homomorphism on Gmr
(4) hm is context-preserving:
for any r 2 R in Tr , if hm (r) = x with x 2 P in Tim then P 'im hm (R)
(5) for any Q 'mr Q0 , hm (Q) 'im hm (Q0 )
(6) vc = cvalC  idim  h
Then by taking m to be m0 and n to be im0 we obtain the lemma. To prove the above statement
we proceed by induction on m. The inductive step will consider all possible cases for the last rule
applied in the derivation of Q : Gmr or Q 'mr Q0 and will extend in each case hm,1 to a new h0m
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that will satisfy conditions (1) - (6) for m. A new i0m  im,1 is obtained in each case. Then hm will
be the union of all h0m while im will be taken as the maximum of all i0m . The union, respectively,
maximum, are taken over all Q and (Q; Q0) that are in Gmr , respectively 'mr , but not in Gmr ,1,
respectively 'mr ,1 (i.e. they have derivation length m). Since there sets are nite, im will be also
nite. (Of course we assume that for each Q or (Q; Q0) only one derivation is considered, in case
there is more than one. This ensures that the above union is disjoint.)
Base case: m = 0. The possible cases are: (root-add), (true-add) and (false-add). De ne
h0 (R) = R, h0(true) = true) and h0(false) = false. Conditions (1)-(6) are trivially satis ed with
i0 = 0.
Induction step: m > 0. hm (Q) = hm,1 (Q), for all Q : Gmr ,1 . For Q and Q 'r Q0 with
derivation length equal to m, we analyze the possible cases. First, (var-add):
r 2 R in Tr ,

R : Gmr ,1

r : Gmr
Since vc is a weak valuation, vc (r) 2 vc (R) in CInst(T 1 ). From the way 2-edges are added
to CInst(T 1 ) we can infer that there must exist x 2 P in some Tk such that cvalC x = vc (r) and
cvalC (P) = vc (R). By the inductive hypothesis, hm,1 (R) : Gim,1 and vc (R) = cvalC  idim,1 
hm,1 (R) = cvalC (hm,1 (R)). We infer that cvalC (P ) = cvalC (hm,1 (R)) or P '1 hm,1 (R). Then,
using the de nition of '1 , there exists some j  maxfim,1 ; kg such that hm,1 (R) 'j P. Take
h0m (r) def
= x and i0m = j. Condition (1) is automatically veri ed. Condition (2) is true: hm (r) : Gi0m ,
while (3) and (5) are satis ed by the inductive hypothesis for hm,1 and hence for h0m (which only
extends hm,1 on r). Condition (4) is true as well: P 'i0m h0m (R). Finally, for condition (6):
vc (r) = cvalC x = cvalC (h0m (r)) = cvalC  idi0m  h0m (r).
The cases (proj-add), (dom-add) and (lookup-add) are all similar. We show here (lookup-add):
r 'mr ,1 r0,

r0 2 R in Tr ,

R 'mr ,1 domQ

Q [ r ] : Gmr
Then, by the inductive hypothesis, hm,1 (r) 'im,1 hm,1 (r0) and they are both variables. Also,
hm,1 (R) 'im,1 hm,1 (domQ) = dom(hm,1 (Q)) (the last equality follows from the fact that hm,1
is an algebraic homomorphism). Now, since hm,1 is context preserving, we have hm,1 (r0) = x for
some x 2 P in Tim,1 such that P 'im,1 hm,1 (R). By (trans), P 'im,1 dom(hm,1 (Q)). Thus, we
can apply (lookup-add):
hm,1 (r) 'im,1 hm,1 (r0 ),

hm,1 (r0) 2 P in Tim,1 ,
hm,1 (Q) [ hm,1 (r) ] : Gim,1
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P 'im,1 dom(hm,1 (Q))

and then take h0m (Q [ r ]) def
= hm,1 (Q) [ hm,1 (r) ]. We also set i0m = im,1 . Conditions (1)-(6)
are easily veri ed.
Among the equality rules, the (eq) rule is the more interesting one:
Q1=Q2 in B1 (~r), Q1 : Gmr ,1 ,

Q2 : Gmr ,1

Q1 'mr Q2
By the inductive hypothesis, hm,1 (Q1 ) : Gim,1 and hm,1 (Q2 ) : Gim,1 . Moreover, by the
condition (6), vc (Q1 ) = cvalC (hm,1 (Q1)) and vc (Q2) = cvalC (hm,1 (Q2 )). But vc is a weak
valuation, therefore vc (Q1 ) = vc (Q2). It follows that hm,1 (Q1 ) '1 hm,1 (Q2 ). Then there must
exist j  im,1 such that hm,1 (Q1) 'j hm,1 (Q2 ). Then we take i0m = j and h0m = hm,1. Condition
(5) for the new pair (Q1; Q2) is satis ed.
The last cases, (re ), (sym), (trans), (prj-cong), (dom-cong), (rcd-ext) and (lookup-cong) are
simple. We show here (prj-cong):
Q 'mr ,1 Q0
Q:A 'mr Q0 :A
Applying the inductive hypothesis, hm,1 (Q) 'im,1 hm,1 (Q0 ) : Gim,1 . Therefore hm,1 (Q):A 'im,1
hm,1 (Q0 ):A by (prj-cong). Since hm,1 is an algebraic homomorphism, it follows that hm,1 (Q:A) 'im,1
hm,1 (Q0 :A). Thus, it suces to take h0m = hm,1 and i0m = im . Condition (5) for the new pair
(Q:A; Q0:A) is satis ed. End of Proof.

Lemma 3.7.3 CInst(T 1 ) j= D.
Proof. Let d = 8(~r 2 R~ ) [ B (~r) ) 9(~s 2 S~ (~r)) B (~r;~s) ] be an EPCD in D and let
Tr and Trs be such that d = dep(Tr ; Trs). Suppose vc : Tr ! CInst(T 1 ) is a weak valuation.
Then, by Lemma 3.7.2, there exists some nite n and homomorphism h : Tr ! Tn such that
vc = cvalC  idn  h. Then for any m  n, hm = idnm  h : Tr ! Tm is a homomorphism. If
Tm = f~xm 2 P~m ; Cm (~xm )g then let Tm0 = f~xm 2 P~m ;~s 2 S~ (hm (~r)) ; Cm (~xm ) and B (hm (~r);~s)g.
We claim that there exists a nite m  n such that either (1) there exists a homomorphism
h0m : Tm0 ! Tm , which is the identity (modulo trivial equalities) on ~xm , or (2) Tm = Tm0 (in
d T
the latter case Tm ,!
m ). Indeed, if this is not the case then d is applicable to any Tm with
m  n and it is not applied, contradicting thus our earlier assumption regarding non-starvation of
1

2

2

+1

+1

dependencies.
Let m be as above. We know that hm [ id~s : Trs ! Tm0 is a homomorphism (Lemma 3.5.2). In
case (1), g = h0m  (hm [ id~s ) : Trs ! Tm is a homomorphism. In case (2), g = hm [ id~s : Trs !
Tm+1 is a homomorphism. Thus, in both cases, we obtain a homomorphism g from Trs into some
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tableau at nite index k  m in the chase sequence. Let Tk = f~xk 2 P~k ; Ck (~xk )g. We claim that
the following EGD is trivial:
8(~xk 2 P~k ) [ Ck (~xk ) ) g(~r)=h(~r) ]
Indeed, suppose we are in case (1). Then cvalmC (h0m (hm (~r))) = cvalmC (hm (~r)) (h0m is the
identity on ~xm and we apply the EGD Lemma). Therefore, cvalkC (g(~r)) = cvalkC (h0m (hm (~r))) =
cvalkC (hm (~r)) = cvalkC (h(~r) (we applied here Lemma 3.5.1 and the fact that hm = idnm  h). In
case (2), cvalkC (g(~r)) = cvalkC (hm (~r)) = cvalkC (h(~r)). Hence, in both cases, using the EGD lemma,
we conclude that the above EGD is trivial.
Next, de ne vc0 : Trs ! CInst(T 1 ) as vc0 def
= cvalC idk  g. It is easily veri ed using the de nition
of '1 and Lemma 3.5.1 that vc0 is a weak valuation. Moreover, cvalkC (g(~r)) = cvalkC (h(~r)) implies
cvalC (g(~r)) = cvalC (h(~r)). Thus, vc0 (~r) = cvalC (g(~r)) = cvalC (h(~r)) = vc (~r). We conclude that
CInst(T 1 ) j= d, and since d is arbitrary in D, CInst(T 1 ) j= D. End of Proof.

Lemma 3.7.4 Inst(T 1 ) j= D.
Proof. Let d = dep(Tr ; Trs ) be an EPCD in D and let v : Tr ! Inst(T 1 ) be an arbitrary
valuation. Then by Lemma 3.7.1 there exists a weak valuation vc : Tr ! CInst(T 1 ) such that
v = collapse  vc . Since CInst(T 1 ) j= D it follows that CInst(T 1 ) j= d. Thus there exists
a valuation vc0 : Trs ! CInst(T 1 ) such that vc0 (~r) = vc (~r). De ne v0 : Trs ! Inst(T 1 ) as
v0 = collapse  vc0 . Then v0 is a valuation and v0 (~r) = collapse(vc0 (~r)) = collapse(vc (~r)) = v(~r). End
of Proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.4.10. We prove part 2 rst. If chasemD (d) is trivial for some m then
D j= d, by repeatedly applying Lemma 3.4.3. For the interesting direction assume D j= d. Suppose
~ x)) D(~x; ~y), and let Tx and Txy be such that d = dep(Tx ; Txy ).
d = ~x 2 P~ ` C(~x) ) Some(~y 2 R(~
Let Tx = T ,! T ,! : : : ,! Tn ,! : : : be an in nite chase sequence of Tx by D. Then
v = cval  id : Tx ! Inst(T 1 ) is a valuation. We know by Lemma 3.7.4 that Inst(T 1 ) j= D,
therefore, since D j=unr d, Inst(T 1 ) j= d. Hence there exists a valuation v0 : Txy ! Inst(T 1 ) such
0

1

0

that v0 (~x) = v(~x), and therefore v0 (~x) = cval(~x). Now, by an analogous of Lemma 3.3.10 for the
in nite case (the reader can verify it), there exists a weak valuation vc0 : Txy ! CInst(T 1 ) such that
v0 = collapse  vc0 and vc0 (~x) = cvalC (~x). Applying Lemma 3.7.2 we infer the existence of a tableau
Tn in the chase sequence and of a homomorphism hn : Txy ! Tn such that cvalC  idn  hn = vc0 .
Thus we have cvalC (hn (~x)) = cvalC (~x), or hn(~x) '1 ~x. By the de nition of '1 there must exist
m  n such that hn (~x) 'm ~x, or cvalmC (hn (~x)) = cvalmC (~x).
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We use the following notations for Tn and Tm (Tn is a subtableau of Tm because m  n):
Tn = f~xn 2 P~n ; Cn (~xn)g
Tm = f~xn 2 P~n;~z 2 Q~ ; Cn (~xn) and B(~xn ;~z)g
Recall also that Tx = T0 and thus Tx = f~x 2 P~ ; C(~x)g is a subtableau of both Tn and Tm .
Consider now the tableau T 0 :
T 0 = f~xn 2 P~n;~z 2 Q~ ; y~ 2 R~ (~x) ; Cn (~xn) and B(~xn ;~z) and D(~x; ~y)g
Let hm be the mapping from T 0 into Tm that is the same as hn on ~x and ~y and the identity on
the rest. Since hn is a homomorphism, hm is also a homomorphism (we've already used this idea
in the proof of Theorem 3.4.4). We claim that the following is a trivial EGD:
~ [ Cn(~xn) and B(~xn ;~z) ) ~xn=hm (~xn) and ~z=hm (~z ) ]
8(~xn 2 P~n) 8(~z 2 Q)
The only part that we have to prove is the one concerning variables ~x because for the rest
hm is de ned to be the identity. But then we know that cvalmC (hn (~x)) = cvalmC (~x), therefore
cvalmC (hm (~x)) = cvalmC (~x) and we can apply the EGD lemma. To conclude, hm proves, by Theorem 3.3.11, that chasemD (d) is trivial. Part 1 follows from Part 2 by using the two Reducibility
Lemmas. End of Proof.

Corollary 3.7.5 Let D and d be EPCDs restricted as in Theorem 3.4.10. Then D j=unr
weak d if and
only if D j=unr d and both problems are r.e.
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Chapter 4

A Completeness Result for the
C&B Optimization
In this chapter we give our two main completeness results with regard to the C&B enumeration
method. We rst de ne the notion of a scan-minimal query. The rst result, theorem 4.2.3
in section 4.2, states that, when the constraints used during the chase and backchase are only
constraints characterizing materialized path-conjunctive (PC) views, the result of chasing an input
PC query Q with those constraints (i.e. the universal plan) "contains" any scan-minimal rewriting
of Q that is allowed to use the views. The second result, theorem 4.3.8 in section 4.3 states that
the backchase minimization algorithm in which only one scan is eliminated at a time is a complete
procedure for enumeration of scan-minimal subqueries, under a certain restriction. The two results
put together guarantee that the C&B strategy (when the restrictions needed for the theorems are
satis ed) prunes away queries that are not scan-minimal.

4.1 Preliminary De nitions.
We assume a schema S (logical and/or physical) with sets and dictionaries, and a set of EPCDs D.
All subsequent queries are assumed to be path-conjunctive queries over S . Recall from Chapter 3,
Theorem 3.3.9, that a containment mapping from a PC query Q1 into a PC query Q2 is a homomorphism from the tableau of Q1 into the tableau of Q2 that has the additional property that it
maps the select clause of Q1 into a record "equal" to the select clause of Q2.

De nition 4.1.1 (1-1 Minimal) Q 1-1 Q if there exists a containment mapping h : Q ! Q
such that h is one-to-one. Q <1-1 Q is Q 1-1 Q and Q has strictly less scans than Q . Q is
1

1

2

2

1

1

2
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1

2

2

1-1 minimal with respect to D if there is no Q0 <1-1 Q such that Q0 D Q.

We thus immediately relate the notion of 1-1 with that of subquery introduced in Chapter 2.

Lemma 4.1.2 Q 1-1 Q if and only if Q is a subquery of Q .
1

2

1

2

De nition 4.1.3 (Scan-minimal) A query

Q = select O(~x) from P~ ~x where C(~x)
is scan-minimal with respect to D if:
1) Q is 1-1 minimal, and
2) for any query

Q0 = select O(~x) from P~ ~x where C(~x) and C 0(~x)
such that Q0 D Q, it must be the case that Q0 is 1-1 minimal.

Thus, scan-minimality is a strictly stronger condition than 1-1 minimality: any scan-minimal
query must be 1-1 minimal, but there are 1-1 minimal queries that are not scan-minimal. To
illustrate, recall Example 2.5.3. The query:
(Q') select struct(title : b:title)
from Books b; Books b0 ; b0:copies c
where b0 :bookId = b:bookId and c:borrowed = false
is 1-1 minimal because there is no subquery that is equivalent to it. However, it is not scanminimal, because we can nd an equivalent query (the universal plan obtained by chasing with the
key constraint on bookId):
(U) select struct(title : b:title)
from Books b; Books b0 ; b0:copies c
where b0 :bookId = b:bookId and c:borrowed = false and b = b0
which is not 1-1 minimal, because U has an equivalent strict subquery:
(Q0m ) select struct(title : b0:title)
from Books b0; b0 :copies c
where c:borrowed = false
On the other hand, it is easy to see that Q0m is scan-minimal (assuming no other constraints
besides the key constraint).

4.2 Bounding Chase Theorem
In this section we take a closer look at the speci c problem of optimizing queries in the presence
of materialized views. We show that for a given logical query, although there may be in nitely
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many equivalent rewritings that use the views, there are only nitely many equivalent rewritings
that are scan-minimal. Moreover, all these scan-minimal rewritings are subqueries of the universal
plan obtained by chasing the input query with EPCDs characterizing the views. Our assumptions
for this section are the following:
1. The logical schema contains only (nested) relations and classes modeled with dictionaries.
We will collectively denote the logical schema names by ~R.
2. There are no dependencies over the logical schema (i.e. no semantic constraints).
3. The physical schema consists of all the relations and classes of the logical schema, ~R, and, in
addition, of a set of path-conjunctive materialized views, denoted by ~V. Each view V in ~V is
characterized by a de nition V(~R), i.e. a path-conjunctive query over the logical schema:
def
p) from P~ ~p where B(~p)
V = select O(~
However, as in section 2.3, in the optimizer this is replaced by a pair of EPCDs:
dV = 8(~p 2 P~ ) [B(~p) ) 9(v 2 V) v = O(~p) ]
d0V = 8(v 2 V) 9(~p 2 P~ ) B(~p) and v = O(~p)
We collectively denote these dependencies by d~V and d~0V.
In general, not all views contribute to a rewriting of a query Q(~R). We call a view V relevant to
Q if there exists some query Q0(: : :; V; : : :) equivalent to Q. (This equivalence is not with respect
to all databases but with respect to all databases that satisfy the view de nitions ~V = ~V(~R). We
denote this equivalence by ~V .) When enumerating query plans we are interested only in relevant
views. The following lemma characterizes the class of relevant views, thus providing a rst pruning
strategy for the space of plans.

Lemma 4.2.1 (Relevant Views) Given a logical query Q(~R), a view V is relevant to Q i there

exists a homomorphism from the tableau of V (tableau of dV ) into the tableau of Q.

Proof. Let Q(~R) = select O (~r ) from R~ r~ where C (~r ). Suppose V is relevant to Q, that
1

1

1

1

1

1

is, there exists an equivalent rewriting Q0 of Q that uses V. Assume, for simplicity, that V is the
only view that occurs in Q0. Thus, Q0 = select O2(~r2 ; v) from R~2 r~2; V v where C2 (~r2; v). Let
V = select O(~
p) from P~ ~p where B(~p). Then the query Q0e(~R) obtained from Q0 by unfolding the

view de nition:
Q0e (~R) = select O2 (~r2; O(~p)) from R~2 r~2 ; P~ ~p where C2(~r2 ; O(~p)) and B(~p)
must be equivalent to Q (under all instances). Thus, by Theorem 3.3.9, there exists a containment mapping h from Q0e into Q. In other words, h is a homomorphism from the tableau of Q0e,
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fr~2 2 R~2; p~ 2 P~ ; C2(~r2; O(~p)) and B(~p)g into the tableau of Q, fr~1 2 R~1; C1 (~r1)g such that the

following EGD is trivial:
8(~r1 2 R~1 ) [ C1 (~r1) ) C2(h(~r2 ); O(h(~p))) and B(h(~p)) and O1(~r1 ) = O2(h(~r2 ); O(h(~p))) ]
But this immediately implies that the following EGD is trivial:
8(~r1 2 R~1) [ C1(~r1 ) ) B(h(~p)) ]
therefore the restriction of h to ~p is a homomorphism from the tableau of V into the tableau of
Q. End of Proof.
Thus whenever there exists a rewriting of Q that uses V there exists a chase step that rewrites
Q into a query that uses V. Moreover, the next lemma shows that for any scan-minimal rewriting
of Q that uses n occurences of V there exists a sequence of n chase steps that rewrites Q into a
query with n occurences of V . As the proof of the lemma shows, the scan-minimality condition is
necessary in order to ensure that each chase step doesn't introduce a trivial occurence of V (thus
each rewrite step is a valid chase step, see de nition 3.4.2 in Chapter 3).

Lemma 4.2.2 Let Q(~R) be a logical query and let Q0(~R; ~V) be a scan-minimal equivalent rewriting

of Q such that the view V occurs n times in Q0 . Then
d

d

d

V
V
V
1. there exists a chase sequence: Q ,!
Q1 ,!
: : : ,!
Qn

2. Q0 is a subquery of Qn

Proof. We prove 1) rst. Let, as before,
Q(~R) = select O1(~r1) from R~1 r~1 where C1 (~r1)
= select O(~p) from P~ ~p where B(~p)
and assume, for simplicity, that Q0 has only two occurences of V and no other views appear in
Q0. Thus,
Q0 = select O2(~r2 ; v; v0 ) from R~2 r~2 ; V v; V v0 where C2(~r2 ; v; v0).
Consider the unfolded version of Q:
Q0e(~R) = select O2(~r2; O(~p); O(p~0))
from R~2 r~2; P~ p~; P~ p~0
where C2(~r2; O(~p); O(p~0)) and B(~p) and B(p~0 )
As in the proof of the previous lemma, there exists a containment mapping h from Q0e into Q. By
taking the two restrictions, h1 and h2, of h to p~ and, respectively, p~0, we obtain two homomorphisms
from the tableau of V (and therefore of dV) into Q. We show that there are two chase steps that
use h1 and h2 to rewrite Q into a query with two occurences of V. The rst chase step using the
mapping h1 from dV into Q rewrites Q into:
V
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Q1 = select O1(~r1 ) from R~1 r~1; V v where C1(~r1 ) and v = O(h(~p))
In the above we made use of the fact that h1 (~p) = h(~p). Since Q does not have any occurence
of V condition (2) in the de nition of the chase step1 is automatically ensured (there is no way to
map the new variable v occuring in Q1 to any of the variables of Q). However, for the second chase
step, using h2 , to rewrite Q1 into:
Q2 = select O1 (~r1) from R~1 r~1; V v; V v0 where C1 (~r1) and v = O(h(~p)) and v0 = O(h(p~0 ))
we need to prove that there is no homomorphism
g : fr~1 2 R~1; v 2 V; v0 2 V0; C1(~r1 ) and v = O(h(~p)) and v0 = O(h(p~0 )g

,!
fr~1 2 R~1 ; v 2 V; C1(~r1) and v = O(h(~p))g
such that (e1 ) 8(~r1 2 R~1) 8(v 2 V) [ C1(~r1) and v = O(h(~p)) ) r~1 = g(~r1) and v = g(v) ] is

a trivial EGD. Suppose that such a homomorphism exists. Then it must be the case that g(v0 ) = v
since V doesn't occur in R~1. We also know, from the fact that g is a homomorphism, that the
following is also a trivial EGD:
(e2 ) 8(~r1 2 R~1) 8(v 2 V) [ C1(~r1 ) and v = O(h(~p)) ) g(v0 ) = O(g(h(p~0 ))) ]
Since h(p~0 ) is among r~1, using (e1 ) we can replace g(h(p~0 )) in the above EGD with h(p~0).
Replacing also g(v0 ) with v we infer that
(e3 ) 8(~r1 2 R~1) 8(v 2 V) [ C1(~r1 ) and v = O(h(~p)) ) v = O(h(p~0 )) ]
is a trivial EGD as well.
Sublemma. The EGD (e) 8(~r1 2 R~1 ) [ C1 (~r1) ) O(h(~p)) = O(h(p~0 )) ] is trivial.
Proof of Sublemma. By unfolding the view de nition in e3 we obtain the following trivial
EGD:
(e03 ) 8(~r1 2 R~1) 8(~p 2 P~ ) [ C1 (~r1) and O(~p) = O(h(~p)) and B(~p) ) O(~p) = O(h(p~0)) ]
On the other hand, the following is also a trivial EPCD:
(e4 ) 8(~r1 2 R~1) [ C1(~r1 ) ) 9(~p 2 P~ ) B(~p) and O(~p) = O(h(~p)) ]
because there exists a homomorphism satisfying the conditions of theorem 3.3.11, namely h
itself. Then chasing2 e with e03 and e4 we obtain a trivial EGD. Thus e is a consequence of e03 and
e4 , and since e03 and e4 are trivial, e is trivial as well. End of proof of sublemma.
The immediate consequence of the sublemma is that the following query:
Q00e (~R) = select O2(~r2 ; O(~p); O(p~0))
from R~2 r~2; P~ p~; P~ p~0
where C2(~r2; O(~p); O(p~0)) and B(~p) and B(p~0 ) and O(~p) = O(p~0 )
1 The non-triviality condition.
2 Chasing with trivial constraints doesn't satisfy condition 2) in de nition 3.4.2. However, since we are only

making use of the soundness of this more relaxed form of chase, this is OK.
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can be proven equivalent under all instances to Q. Indeed, recall that Q0e is equivalent under
all instances to Q, one of the two containment mappings being h from Q0e into Q. Let h0 be the
other containment mapping from Q into Q0e. It is easy to see that h0 is still a containment mapping
when considered from Q into Q00e . On the other hand, h itself is still a containment mapping when
considered from Q00e into Q because of the EGD (e) proven trivial in the above sublemma. Now,
consider the query:
Q00 = select O2(~r2; v; v0 ) from R~2 r~2; V v; V v0 where C2 (~r2; v; v0 ) and v = v0
It is not hard to see that Q00e is the unfolded version of Q00. Then, since Q00e is equivalent to Q,
it follows that Q00 ~V Q. Therefore Q00 ~V Q0. Now observe that Q00 is not 1-1 minimal. Indeed,
the query:
Q00m = select O2(~r2 ; v; v) from R~2 r~2; V v where C2(~r2 ; v; v)
is a subquery of Q00 and, moreover, equivalent to Q00. This contradicts the fact that Q0 was
assumed scan-minimal.
We prove next item 2) of the lemma. Recall the containment mapping h from Q0e into Q. We
show rst that h is one-to-one on r~2 and then we extend h to be the identity on v and v0 and we
show that the extension is a one-to-one containment mapping from Q0 to Q2 . Therefore, Q0 is a
subquery of Q2 . The general case for n is the same.
Suppose h is not one-to-one on r~2 . Thus there exist scans S1 s1 and S2 s2 among R~2 r~2 such
that h(s1 ) = h(s2 ) = r, where R r is some scan of Q. Q0e has the following form:
Q0e(~R) = select O2(~r3; s1 ; s2; O(~p); O(p~0))
from R~3 r~3; S1 s1 ; S2 s2 P~ ~p; P~ p~0
where C2(~r3; s1 ; s2; O(~p); O(p~0)) and B(~p) and B(p~0 )
From the conditions of h being a containment mapping we know that h(S1 ) must be "equal"
to R, and similarly, h(S2 ) must be "equal" to R. Thus, the following EGD is trivial:
8(~r1 2 R~1) [ C1(~r1 ) ) h(S1 ) = h(S2 ) ]
We can infer now that h is also a containment mapping from the following modi ed version of
Q0e :
Q1e (~R) = select O2 (~r3; s1 ; s2; O(~p); O(p~0))
from R~3 r~3; S1 s1 ; S2 s2 P~ ~p; P~ p~0
where C2(~r3; s1 ; s2; O(~p); O(p~0)) and B(~p) and B(p~0 ) and
s1 = s2 and S1 = S2
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into Q. Therefore, Q1e and Q are equivalent under all instances3 . Folding the views in Q1e we
obtain:
Q1 = select O2(~r3 ; s1; s2 ; v; v0)
from R~3 r~3; S1 s1 ; S2 s2 ; V v; V v0
where C2(~r3; s1 ; s2 ; v; v0) and s1 = s2 and S1 = S2
We have then that Q1 ~V Q0. But Q1 has an equivalent strict subquery:
Q1m = select O2(~r3; s1 ; s1 ; v; v0)
from R~3 r~3; S1 s1 ; V v; V v0
where C2(~r3 ; s1; s1 ; v; v0)
and this contradicts the fact that Q0 was assumed to be scan-minimal. Thus, we conclude that
h is one-to-one on r~2 . It remains to show that h when extended to be the identity on v and v0 is a
containment mapping from Q0 into Q2, i.e. we need to check that the following EGD is trivial:
8(~r1 2 R~1) 8(v 2 V) 8(v0 2 V) [ C1(~r1) and v = O(h(~p)) and v0 = O(h(p~0 ))
) C2(h(~r2 ); v; v0) and O2(h(~r2 ); v; v0 ) = O1 (~r1) ]
On the other hand, we know that the following EGD is trivial:
8(~r1 2 R~1) [ C1(~r1 ) ) C2(h(~r2 ); O(h(~p)); O(h(p~0))) and O2 (h(~r2); O(h(~p)); O(h(p~0))) = O1(~r1 ) ]
because h is a containment mapping from Q0e into Q. By strengthening the universal part and
the left-hand side of the ) as below we obtain an EGD still trivial:
8(~r1 2 R~1) 8(v 2 V) 8(v0 2 V) [ C1(~r1 ) and v = O(h(~p)) and v0 = O(h(p~0))
) C2(h(~r2 ); O(h(~p)); O(h(p~0))) and O2 (h(~r2); O(h(~p)); O(h(p~0))) = O1(~r1) ]
But the above EGD immediately implies the one that we need. End of Proof.
Thus all occurences of views in scan-minimal equivalent rewritings are part of the result of
chasing Q with d~V, and moreover scan-minimal rewritings are subqueries of the result of chasing.
Now, observe that d~V are full EPCDs. Therefore, the result of chasing Q is nite and unique!
(Theorems 3.4.6 and 3.4.8). Hence, all scan-minimal equivalent rewritings are subqueries of the
same nite query, the universal plan chased~V (Q). This is summarized by the next theorem.

Theorem 4.2.3 (Bounding Chase) Let Q(~R) be a PC query over logical schema with relations
and dictionaries) ~R, and let ~V be a set of PC view de nitions characterized by EPCDs d~V and d~0V.
~ ~V) of Q is a subquery of chased~ (Q).
Then any scan-minimal rewriting Q0(R;
V

Remark that the worst-case size of the universal plan chased~V (Q) is polynomial in the size of
the query Q, and the number of views in the schema (see Proposition 3.6.9). Enumerating scanminimal equivalent rewritings can be done by looking at subqueries of the universal plan and the

3 Notice that S1 = S2 is a set equality. However we are using only one direction of Theorem 3.3.9, namely
that existence of a containment mapping implies containment, and this direction doesn't require the set/dictionary
equality restriction.
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complexity of the enumeration procedure is then exponential in the number of relevant views.

4.3 Complete Subquery Enumeration
In this section we focus on the enumeration of subqueries of the universal plan. This enumeration
is a minimization procedure (the backchase algorithm) that produces essentially all scan-minimal
equivalent subqueries of the universal plan.
Complete backchase step. The backchase step that was shown in Chapter 2 looks at subqueries of a query and checks equivalence by testing whether a certain constraint  is implied by
the constraints in the schema. This test is sucient for equivalence of the two queries but not
necessary. Thus, there may be equivalent subqueries of a query that are not explored by the
backchase minimization algorithm because the backchase step fails to recognize them equivalent.
In this section we rectify this problem and we give the complete version of the backchase step.
To illustrate, consider a relation R(A; B; C), D = ; and the following two queries:
(Q2) select struct(A = r1:A; B = r2 :B)
from R r1; R r2; R t
where r1:A = r2:A and t:B = r2:B and t:C = r1:C
(Q1) select struct(A = r1:A; B = r2 :B)
from R r1; R r2
where r1:A = r2:A
It is obvious that Q1 is a subquery of Q2. Thus, since there exists a containment mapping
from Q1 into Q2 (the identity one), we have Q2  Q1. We can also nd an inverse containment
mapping from Q2 into Q1 (for example, the one in which r1, r2 and t are all mapped into r2).
Thus, Q1  Q2 , and Q1  Q2. However,
() 8(r1 2 R) 8(r2 2 R) [ r1 :A = r2 :A ) 9(t 2 R) t:B = r2:B and t:C = r1 :C ]
is not a trivial constraint: we cannot nd any homomorphism from the tableau fr1 2 R; r2 2
R; t 2 R; r1 :A = r2:A and t:B = r2 :B and t:C = r1 :Cg into the tableau fr1 2 R; r2 2 R; r1:A = r2:Ag
such that h(r1) = r1 and h(r2 ) = r2 .
In general, the necessary and sucient condition that guarantees the equivalence under D of
Q1 and Q2 when Q1 is a subquery of Q2 is, by Lemma 3.4.1, D j= cont(Q1 ; Q2). The complete
backchase step, that we are going to use from now on, checks for this condition. For our example,
this translates into checking whether the following constraint is trivial:
( 0 ) 8(r1 2 R) 8(r2 2 R) [ r1:A = r2:A )
9(r10 2 R) 9(r20 2 R) 9(t 2 R) r10 :A = r20 :A and t:B = r20 :B and t:C = r10 :C ]
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And, of course, ( 0 ) is trivial: the witness is the same homomorphism that we used as a containment mapping from Q2 into Q1.
Decremental backchase. In the following we show that, by considering only backchase steps
that remove only one scan at a time, we are able enumerate, in a complete way, all equivalent
subqueries of a given query. Informally speaking, the proof will consist of showing that, given
a query Q with variables x1; : : :; xk ; : : :; xn , for any equivalent subquery Q1 of Q with variables
xk+1; : : :; xn, there exists a sequence of k backchase steps, each removing exactly one of the variables
x1; : : :; xk , each preserving equivalence, ending in Q1 . Thus a systematic enumeration of minimal
equivalent subqueries of Q can proceed in a top-down way, decrementally removing one scan at a
time, without missing any equivalent subquery.
Recall, from Chapter 3, that the (non-extensional) canonical instance of a PC tableau T consists
of a pair (G, ') where G contains all paths that are well-de ned over T while ' is the congruence
closure containing all equalities between paths in G that can be inferred from the equalities in T.
In addition, the canonical instance has dom, [], :A, and 2-edges. For conciseness, we do not denote
explicitly the edges when we talk about a canonical instance and we refer to it as simply a pair (G,
'). The following de nition is a variation on the notion of subquery.

De nition 4.3.1 (Sub-instance) Let T and T be two well-de ned PC tableaux with canonical
instances (G , ' ) and, respectively, (G , ' ). We say that T is a subtableau of T and (G , ' )
is a sub-instance of (G , ' ) if there exists a homomorphism h : T ! T such that h is one to
1
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one.

Let T be a PC tableau with canonical instance (G, ') and assume x is some variable that
occurs in T. We construct a pair (G,x, ',x ) in which G,x is a subset of G consisting of all paths
in G that do not depend on x while ',x is essentially the restriction of ' to paths in G,x . Finding
what are the paths in G that do not depend on x is not simple because we have to trace back the
derivations of such paths in G and check whether their derivation used x or not. We choose to do
this in a slightly di erent way by redoing the entire derivations of paths in G taking care not to
use x. The set of rules that we give below formally describe the construction.
We will call (G,x, ',x ) the canonical sub-instance of (G, ') that removes the variable x. We
will show next that any sub-instance of (G, ') that doesn't have the variable x is necessarily a
sub-instance of (G,x, ',x ). Thus, (G,x , ',x ) is the maximal sub-instance of (G, ') that removes
x. Moreover, the rules provide us with an e ective way of computing the maximal sub-instance. It
will be easy from here to de ne (and compute) the maximal subquery of a query that removes a
particular scan. Then the backchase enumeration algorithm will enumerate subqueries of a given
query by reducing the problem to enumerating subqueries of its maximal subqueries.
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Given tableau T with canonical instance (G, ') and variable x occuring in T, let G,x be the
least set, and ',x and 2,x be the least binary relations that are closed under the rules:
(prj-add-x)

Q : G,x

(dom-add-x)

Q:A : G,x

(root-add-x)

domQ : G,x

y 2 S in G,

(var-add-x)

(2-add-x)

Q : G,x

y 6= x,

R

in the schema
R

S ' S0,

: G,x

S 0 : G,x

y : G,x
y 2 S in G,

(true-add-x)

(lookup-add-x)

(eq-x)

y : G,x,

S ' S0,

S 0 : G,x

y 2,x S 0
(false-add-x)

true : G,x
y ',x y0 ,

y0 2,x S 0 ,

false : G,x
S 0 ',x domQ

Q [ y ] : G,x
Q1 ' Q2,

Q1 : G,x ,

Q2 : G,x

Q1 ',x Q2

Then the canonical sub-instance of (G, ') that removes x is de ned as follows. The well-de ned
paths and the congruence closure are G,x and ',x , respectively. The :A, [] and dom edges are
de ned in the obvious way. For the 2-edges we need rst to observe that we may have many
choices: it is possible to have y 2,x S1 and y 2,x S2 with S1 and S2 di erent paths. Then, we
choose among such paths the one, call it S, with the smallest derivation length (in G,x ), and we
add an 2-edge between y and S. We denote such an 2-edge, by abuse of notation, with y 2,x S.
We remark that there may be other variables besides x that do not occur in G,x .
The above construction is similar to the one given in section 3.2. The main di erence lies in the
fact that while in the construction of the canonical instance of a tableau T the choice of variables
and of their 2-edges is given by the scans that occur in the tableau T, here we need to infer them
in an explicit way. First, we need to infer what are the variables y that do not depend on x, and
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therefore belong to the canonical sub-instance. Second, for any such y we need to infer what is the
set node S 0 such that y 2,x S 0 . Although y was connected to some node S in the original canonical
instance, S may depend on x and therefore not belong to the canonical sub-instance. Thus we need
to nd a replacement for S. The way we nd this replacement is by looking for an expression S 0
that is "equal" to S (in the original canonical instance) and is known to belong already to G,x.
This is summarized in the two rules above, (var-add-x) and (2-add-x). By taking S 0 to be some
expression "equal" to S we will be able to show that the identity mapping from G,x to G is a
homomorphism. Moreover by taking S 0 to be the one with the smallest derivation in G,x we will
be able to show that there exists a well-de ned PC tableau T,x such that CInst(T,x ) is exactly
the canonical sub-instance.

Lemma 4.3.2 G,x  G and ',x  '.
Proof. Simple induction on the derivation of Q : G,x and Q ',x Q0 . End of Proof.
Lemma 4.3.3 ',x is closed under rules (re ), (sym), (trans), (prj-cong), (dom-cong), (rcd-ext)

and (lookup-cong) from section 3.2.

Proof. Straightforward case analysis. End of Proof.
Proposition 4.3.4 There exists a well-de ned PC tableau T,x such that its canonical instance is
(G,x, ',x ).
Proof sketch. The scans that occur in T,x are all pairs y 2,x S occuring in the canonical

sub-instance, while the path-conjunction can be the conjunction of all terms of the form Q1 = Q2
with Q1 ',x Q2. We only need to check that we write the scans in T in such an order that if
yi 2,x Si is the ith scan, then Si does not depend on any of y1 ; : : :; yi,1. We do this by generating
the scans yi 2,x Si in the order of the derivation length of yi 4 . Thus, T,x has the following form:
V
T,x def
= fy1 2 S1 ; : : :; yk 2 Sk ; fQ1 = Q2 j Q1 ',x Q2 gg
and it is syntactically well-formed. Let (G0, '0 ) be the canonical instance resulting from applying
the construction of section 3.2 on T,x . It is simple to show that (G0 , '0 )  (G,x , ',x ). We show
here only the other direction (G,x, ',x )  (G0 , '0 ). We prove by induction on the derivation of
Q : G,x and Q1 ',x Q2 . Thus we do a case analysis on the last rule applied in such a derivation.
Case (eq-x). We have Q1 ',x Q2 as a result of Q1 ' Q2, Q1 : G,x and Q2 : G,x and we
need to show that Q1 '0 Q2. By the inductive hypothesis, since the derivations of Q1 : G,x and
4 Remark that it must be the case that S has a derivation length smaller than that of y (from our choice of S )
thus S cannot depend on y +1 ; : :: ; y which have derivation lengths strictly larger than y .
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Q2 : G,x are smaller, it must be the case that Q1 : G0 and Q2 : G0. Then, since Q1 = Q2 occurs
in the path-conjunction of T,x , we can infer by rule (eq) that Q1 '0 Q2 .
Rules (prj-add-x) and (dom-add-x) require simple application of the induction hypothesis and
the corresponding rules (prj-add) and (dom-add). Rules (root-add-x), (true-add-x) and (false-addx) are obvious.
Case (var-add-x). We have yi : G,x as a result of yi 2 S in the original canonical instance,
yi 6= x, S ' S 0 , and S 0 : G,x . Since we can infer in one more derivation step that yi 2,x S 0 and
we know that what we have in T,x is yi 2 Si it must be the case that Si : G,x with a smaller
derivation than that of S 0 : G,x. Thus we can apply the inductive hypothesis to conclude that
Si : G0 and then by (var-add) it follows that yi : G0.
Case (lookup-add-x). We have Q [ y ] : G,x with a derivation of length n as a result of
y ',x y0 , y0 2,x S 0 and S 0 ',x domQ with derivation lengths of at most n , 1. By I.H. we must
have y '0 y0 and S 0 '0 domQ. What we have in T,x is y 2 Sj for some Sj : G,x with derivation
smaller than that of S 0 : G,x and y0 2,x Sj . The derivation of y0 2,x S 0 , of length n , 1, is of the
form:
y0 2 S in G, y0 : G,x,

S ' S0 ,

S 0 : G,x

y0 2,x S 0
with each derivation in the premise having length at most n , 2. On the other hand, the
derivation of y0 2,x Sj is of the form:
y0 2 S in G,

y0 : G,x ,

S ' Sj ,

Sj : G,x

y0 2,x Sj
and, since Sj : G,x has a derivation smaller than S 0 : G,x , is of length at most n , 1. Thus,
each derivation in the premise is of length at most n , 2. From S ' S 0 and S ' Sj we have S 0 ' Sj .
Together with S 0 : G,x and Sj : G,x we must have, by (eq-x), S 0 ',x Sj with a derivation length
at most n , 1. Thus we can apply the inductive hypothesis to conclude that S 0 '0 Sj . We have
already argued that S 0 '0 domQ. Thus, by transitivity, Sj '0 domQ. Using y '0 y0 and y0 2 Sj in
T,x , by (lookup-add), we obtain that Q [ y ] : G0. End of Proof.

Lemma 4.3.5 The identity mapping id : (G,x; ',x) ! (G; ') is a one-to-one homomorphism.
Proof. By lemma 4.3.2 it is obvious that such an identity mapping exists. To show that it is a
homomorphism we use again lemma 4.3.2 and the following observation. Suppose y 2,x S 0 . Then
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by (2-add-x) rule it must be the case that y 2 S in G and S ' S 0 . Then since id(S 0 ) = S 0 it follows
that id(S 0 ) ' S. End of Proof.
Thus, (G,x , ',x ) is a sub-instance of (G, ') and T,x is a subtableau of T . We show next
that any sub-instance /subtableau of (G, ') / T that does not use x must be a sub-instance /
subtableau of (G,x , ',x ) / T,x .

Proposition 4.3.6 (Maximal sub-instance) Let T be a tableau with canonical instance (G, '),
let x be a variable occuring in T , and let (G,x, ',x ) be the canonical sub-instance of (G, ') that
removes x. Let T 0 be a tableau with canonical instance (G0 , '0) such that there exists a one-to-one
homomorphism h : (G0 ; '0) ! (G; ') with x not in the image of h. Then there exists a one-to-one
homomorphism h0 : (G0 ; '0) ! (G,x ; ',x) such that id  h0 = h.
Proof. We construct h0 by induction on the derivation of Q : G0 or Q '0 Q . Let G0m = fQ j
Q : G0 with derivation length  mg and let '0m = f(Q ; Q ) j Q '0 Q with derivation length 
mg. Then, for each m  0 we de ne h0m : G0m ! G,x such that the following conditions are
1
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satis ed:

1. h0m maps variables of G0m into variables of G,x
2. for any Q : G0m , h0m (Q) : G,x
3. for any Q1 '0m Q2, h0m (Q1) ',x h0m (Q2 )
4. h0m is algebraic homomorphism on G0m
5. for any y 2 S in G0 s.t. y : G0m and h0m (y) = y0 with y0 2,x S 0 , we have S 0 ',x h0m (S)
6. hjG0m = id  h0m

Base case: m = 0. We de ne h0 (R) = R, for any name R in the schema, h0 (true) = true and
0

0

h00 (false) = false. It is easy to check that properties (1) - (6) are satis ed.
Induction case: m > 0. h0m is de ned to be the same as h0m,1 on any Q : G0m,1 . For the
rest, we do a case analysis on the last rule used in the derivation of Q : G0m or Q1 '0m Q2 .
Case (prj-add). We have Q:A : G0m as a result of Q : G0m,1. Then we de ne h0m (Q:A) =
h0m,1 (Q):A. Since by inductive hypothesis we have hm,1(Q) : G,x, it must be then the case, by

(prj-add) that hm,1 (Q):A : G,x. Thus property (2) is ensured. Property (4) is ensured by de nition
of h0m on Q:A. We check property (6): h(Q:A) = h(Q):A since h is an algebraic homomorphism,
h(Q):A = h0m,1 (Q):A by applying I.H. property (6), and h0m,1 (Q):A = h0m (Q:A) by de nition. Thus,
h(Q:A) = h0m (Q:A). The case (dom-add) is similar.
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Case (var-add). We have y : G0m as a result of y 2 S0 in G0 and S0 : G0m, . De ne h0m (y) =
h(y). We know that h(y) : G and h(y) =
6 x. By I.H. property (2), we must have h0m, (S 0 ) : G,x.
On the other hand, since h(y) is a variable, there exists a node S in G such that h(y) 2 S. Moreover,
h(S 0 ) ' S. Then h0m (S 0 ) = hm, (S 0 ) and by I.H. property (6) hm, (S 0 ) = h(S 0 ). Therefore, it
1

1

1

1

must be the case that h(S 0 ) : G,x. Putting them all together the following instance of (var-add-x)
is applicable:

h(y) 2 S in G,

h(y) 6= x,

S ' h(S 0 ),

h(S 0 ) : G,x

h(y) : G,x
Thus, property (2) is veri ed. Properties (1) and (6) are automatically ensured by our de nition.
We check property (5). In G,x , h(y) 2,x S0 such that S0 ' S and S0 : G,x and S0 has the smallest
derivation in G,x among all similar S0 . Thus S0 ' h(S 0 ) by transitivity. Since both S0 and h(S 0 )
are in G,x, by (eq-x) we have S0 ',x h(S 0 ) and therefore S0 'x h0m (S 0 ).
Case (lookup-add). The last rule applied has the form:
y '0m,1 y0 ,

y0 2 S in G0,

S '0m,1 domQ

Q [ y ] : G0m
We de ne h0m (Q [ y ]) = h0m,1 (Q) [ h0m,1 (y) ]. Applying I.H. properties (3) and (4) we have
h0m,1 (y) ',x h0m,1 (y0 ) and h0m,1 (S) ',x h0m,1 (domQ) = domh0m,1 (Q). Applying I.H. properties
(1) and (2), h0m,1 (y) and h0m,1 (y) are both variables in G,x . It must also be the case that
h0m,1 (y0 ) 2,x S0 for some S0 : G,x . By I.H. property (5) we have h0m,1 (S) ',x S0 . Thus, by
transitivity, S0 ',x domh0m,1 (Q). Then the following instance of (lookup-add-x) is applicable:
h0m,1 (y) ',x h0m,1 (y0 ),

h0m,1 (y0 ) 2,x S0 ,

S0 ',x domh0m,1 Q

h0m,1(Q) [ h0m,1 (y) ] : G,x
thus, proving property (2). The other properties are easily checked.
Case (eq). We have Q1 '0m Q2 as a consequence of Q1 = Q2 occuring in C 0, where C 0
is the path-conjunction of T 0 , Q1 : G0m,1 and Q2 : G0m,1 . Applying the I.H. property (2), we
obtain h0m,1 (Q1 ) : G,x and h0m,1 (Q2) : G,x. On the other hand, h is a homomorphism from T 0
into T, thus it must be the case that h(Q1) ' h(Q2 ). Applying I.H. property (6) we then have
h0m,1 (Q1 ) ' h0m,1 (Q2 ). Hence we set all the conditions needed for the applicability of (eq-x).
We conclude that h0m,1 (Q1 ) ',x h0m,1 (Q2). Finally, since Q1 : G0m,1 and Q2 : G0m,1, we have
h0m (Q1 ) = h0m,1(Q1 ) and h0m (Q1 ) = h0m,1 (Q2 ). Therefore, h0m (Q1 ) ',x h0m (Q2 ).
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The rest of the cases, i.e. (re ), (sym), (trans), (prj-cong), (dom-cong), (rcd-ext) and (lookupcong), are simple: we use the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 4.3.3. We conclude the proof of
the proposition as follows. Since any derivation in G,x (and ',x ) has length bounded by some
polynomial in the size of T it follows that G0 = G0m0 and '0 ='0m0 for some nite m0 . Thus it
suces to take h0 = h0m0 . End of Proof.
It is easy to extend the above construction to work on queries and subqueries rather than
tableaux and sub-tableaux. Given a query Q with tableau T and canonical instance (G, '),
constructing the maximal subquery Q,x of Q that removes variable x amounts to two steps:
1. construct the maximal canonical sub-instance of (G, ') that removes x, and construct
as in Proposition 4.3.4 the tableau T,x . The from and where clause of Q,x are then determined
by T,x .
2. construct the select clause of Q,x. This consists in nding appropriate replacements for
the paths that occur in the select clause of Q such that the replacements do not depend on x (i.e.
they belong to G,x ) and moreover they are "equal" with the original paths (under '). Notice that
nding such replacements may fail, in which case there is no subquery of Q that removes x.
Proposition 4.3.6 still holds when we work with queries and subqueries. Thus, any subquery of
Q that removes x is necessarily a subquery of Q,x . This gives us a systematic way of enumerating
subqueries of a given query Q: for each variable x in Q, construct maximal subquery Q,x , if it
exists, output Q,x and then repeat recursively with Q,x . In this way any subquery of Q that is
maximal in the where clause will be enumerated. Of course, if we want, we could enumerate also
for each maximal subquery all the subqueries that have the same from clause but less conditions
in the where clause. However, we are focusing on eliminating scans rather than conditions.
In the optimizer we need to enumerate equivalent subqueries of Q rather than all subqueries.
The next lemma will tell us that recursive enumeration of subqueries of Q in a top-down way, in
which a recursive branch stops whenever a non-equivalent subquery is found, is complete.

Lemma 4.3.7 (Pruning Lemma) Let Q, Q and Q0 be such that Q0 is a subquery of Q and
1

1

Q1 is a subquery of Q, and let D be an arbitrary set of dependencies.
1. If Q01 D Q then Q1 D Q.
2. If Q1 6D Q then Q01 6D Q.

1

1

Proof. It is enough to prove item 1) since item 2) is the counter-positive. We know that
Q  Q  Q0 (because of the subquery relationship between the three). We also know that Q and
1

1

Q01 are equivalent (under D). Then it must be the case that Q1 is also equivalent (under D) with
Q and Q01 . End of Proof.
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The completeness of the top-down, decremental, backchase minimizationalgorithm (algorithm 2.2.1
of Chapter 2) follows then immediately from the previous results. We also assume here that the
chase always terminates while checking that the constraint  = cont(Q1 ; Q2) required by a backchase
step is implied by the schema. And this is the case usually (full EPCDs, dependencies that come
only from views, etc). In Chapter 7 we will discuss di erent alternatives for implementing the
backchase minimization such as bottom-up (which is complementary to the top-down approach
presented here) or mixed bottom-up and top-down. We will also discuss other issues such as the
use of dynamic programming and cost-based pruning, and how does our backchase algorithm relate
to other optimization strategies.

Theorem 4.3.8 (Complete Backchase) The decremental backchase minimization of Q enumerates all 1-1 minimal equivalent subqueries of Q that are maximal in the where clause.

For the case of materialized PC views, by putting together the two main theorems of this
chapter, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 4.3.9 (Optimizing queries with materialized PC views) Let Q(~R) be a PC query

over logical schema with relations and dictionaries) ~R, and let ~V be a set of PC view de nitions characterized with EPCDs d~V and d~0V. Then the C&B enumeration produces exactly all scan-minimal
rewritings Q0 (R~ ; ~V) of Q that are maximal in the where clause.

Finally, we conjecture that the above corollary can be strengthened to more general situations
such as ones in which the physical schema has sources with limited access capabilities (modeled
by us with materialized PC dictionaries). An even stronger variant of the above corollary would
be one in which arbitrary semantic constraints are allowed in the logical schema. We leave this
very interesting theoretical problem open. Nonetheless, in our practical approach, we are using the
chase as a bounding search space for minimal plans even in such a general situation.
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Chapter 5

Feasibility of the C&B Enumeration
In this chapter we describe implementation techniques used to make the C&B enumeration feasible
and worthwhile, and experiments used to measure whether this goal is achieved [PDST00]. We do
not assume, yet, any cost information. Cost issues, conceptually orthogonal to C&B enumeration,
will be addressed in the next chapter. There we will see that, by mixing cost-based pruning with
C&B enumeration, the performance of a C&B-based optimizer can be substantially improved. The
current implementation of the C&B enumerator prototype is for the path-conjunctive (PC) queries
and embedded path-conjunctive dependencies (EPCDs) of Chapter 3. Also, the strati cation techniques discussed below are for the same PC language.
In this chapter we discuss the following:
Feasibility of the chase (section 5.1)
This is critical because the chase is heavily used both to build the universal plan and in order to
check the validity of a constraint used in a backchase step. In section 5.4.2 we measure for several
experimental con gurations the time to obtain the universal plan as a function of the size of the
query and the number of constraints. The results show that the cost of the eciently implemented
chase is negligible.
Feasibility of the backchase (section 5.2)
A full implementation of the backchase (FB ) consists of backchasing with all the available constraints starting from the universal plan obtained by chasing also with all constraints. This implementation exposes the bottleneck of the approach: the exponential (in the size of the universal
plan) number of subqueries explored in the back chase phase. A general analysis suggests using
strati cation heuristics: dividing the constraints in smaller groups and chasing/backchasing with
each group successively. We examine two approaches to this:
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 fragmenting the query and stratifying the constraints by relevance to each fragment (the
On-line Query Fragmentation aka OQF technique, section 5.2.1);

 splitting the constraints independently of the query (the O -line Constraint Strati cation aka
OCS technique, section 5.2.2)

In the important case of materialized views [Lev], we prove that OQF can be used without losing
any plan that might have been found by the full implementation (theorem 5.2.3). To evaluate and
compare FB, OCS and OQF strategies, we measure in Section 5.4.3, for various experimental
con gurations: (1) the number of plans generated, (2) the time spent per generated plan, and (3)
the e ect of fragment granularity. Finally, we address in section 5.4.4 the question whether the
time spent in optimization is recovered by the gains in execution time.

5.1 Feasibility of the Chase
Each chase step of our algorithm includes searching for homomorphisms (see Chapter 3 for full
de nition) mapping a constraint into the query. Finding a homomorphism is NP-complete, but
only in the size of the universal part of the constraint (always small in practice). However the basis
of the exponent is the size of the query being chased which can become large during the chase.
Our language is more complicated than a relational language because of dictionaries and nestings
of sets. Therefore homomorphisms are more complicated than just simple mappings between goals
of conjunctive queries, and checking that a mapping from a constraint into a query is indeed a
homomorphism is not cheap (even though polynomial).
Here are several techniques that we use to speed-up and/or avoid unnecessary checks for homomorphisms:

 Congruence closure for fast checking if an equality is a consequence of the where clause of the

query. To do this, we implementated the rules given in Chapter 3 for building the canonical
instance of a tableau, using an extension of the algorithm of [NO80].

 Rule out because of redundancies homomorphisms previously used in the chase sequence1
 Prune variable mappings that cannot become homomorphisms by reasoning early about equal-

ity. Instead of building the entire mapping and checking in one big step whether it is a homomorphism, this is done incrementally. The idea is the following: if h is a mapping that is
de ned on variables x and y and x:A = y:A occurs in the constraint then we check whether

1 Without this, a check for non-redundancy must be done and this is also NP-complete (see Chapter 3).
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h(x):A = h(y):A is implied by the where clause of the query. This works well in practice
because the "good" homomorphisms are typically just a few among all possible mappings.

 Implementation of the chase as an in ationary procedure that evaluates the input constraints

on the internal representation of the input query. The evaluation looks for homomorphisms
from the universal part of constraints into the query \adds" (if not there already2) the result
of each homomorphism applied to the existential part of the constraint to the internal query
representation. The similarity between chase and query evaluation on a small database is
another explanation of why chase is fast.

The experimental results about the chase shown in section 5.4.2 are very positive and show
that even chasing queries consisting of more than 15 joins with more than 15 constraints is quite
practical.

5.2 Feasibility of the Backchase
The followinganalysis of a simple but important case (just indexes) shows that a full implementation
of the backchase can unnecessarily explore many subqueries.

Example 5.2.1 Assume a chain query that joins n relations R (A; B); : : :; Rn(A; B):
1

(Q)

select struct(A = r1:A; B = rn:B)
from R1 r1; : : :; Rn rn
where r1 :B = r2 :A and : : : and rn,1:B = rn:A
and suppose that each of the relations has a primary index Ii on A. Let D = fd1; d,1 ; : : :; dn; d,n g
be all the constraints de ning the indexes (here di and d,i are the constraints for Ii).
In principle, any of the 2n plans obtained by either choosing the index Ii or scanning Ri , for
each i, is a plausible plan. One direct way to obtain all of them is to chase Q with the entire set of
constraints D obtain the universal plan, of size 2n, and then backchase it with D. If the backchase
goes top-down from the universal plan, it inspects all possible subqueries of 2n , 1, . .. , n loops (it
stops at n because any subquery with less than n loops cannot be equivalent to Q, in this case),
for a total of: C22nn,1 + : : : + C2nn = 22n,1 + 12 C2nn , 1.
Continuing the example, the same 2n resulting plans can be obtained with the following di erent
strategy, much closer to the one implemented by standard optimizers. For each i, handle the ith
loop of Q independently: chase then backchase the query fragment Qi of Q that contains only Ri
with fdi; d,i g to obtain two plans for Qi , one using Ri the other using the index Ii . At the end,
2 this is translated as a check for trivial equivalence
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assemble all plans generated for each fragment Qi in all possible combinations to produce the 2n
plans for Q.
The number of plans inspected by this \strati ed" approach can be computed as follows. For
each stage i the universal plan for fragment Qi has only 2 loops (over Ri and Ii ) and therefore the
number of plans explored by the subsequent backchase is 2. Thus the work to produce all the plans
for all fragments is 2n. The total work, including assembling the plans, is then 2n + 2n .
This analysis suggests that detecting classes of constraints that do not "interact", grouping
them accordingly and then stratifying the chase/backchase algorithm, such that only one group is
considered at a time, can decrease exponentially the size of the search space explored.
The crucial intuition that explains the di erence in efciencies of the two approaches is the following. In the
rst strategy, for a given i, the universal plan contains
at the beginning of the backchase both Ri and Ii . At
some point during the backchase, since a plan containing both is not minimal, there will be a backchase step
that eliminates Ri and another backchase step, at the
intermediate plan
same level, that eliminates Ii (see on the right). The
explored
Ri, Ii, <rest>
minimization work that follows is exactly the same in
backchase steps
...
Ri, <rest>
both cases because it operates only on the rest of the
Ii, <rest>
relations. This duplication of work is avoided in the
second strategy because each loop of Q is handled ex- minimization duplicate work minimization
of <rest>
actly once. A solution that naturally comes to mind to of <rest>
avoid such situations is to use dynamic programming.
Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way to do
this and we leave the discussion of this issue in section 7. Instead, the next section gives a strati cation
algorithm that solves the problem for a restricted but
common case.

5.2.1 On-line Query Fragmentation (OQF)
The main idea behind the OQF strategy is illustrated on the following example.

Example 5.2.2 Consider a slightly more complicated version of example 1.2.3, shown in gure

5.1. The query graph is shaped like a chain of 2 stars, star i having Ri for its hub and Sij for its
corners (1  i  2, 1  j  3). The attributes selected in the output are the B attributes of all
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corners Sij .
V11

S11

S21

s11

s11.A=r1.A11

S12

s12

r2.A21= s21.A

R1 r1

s12.A=r1.A12

R2
r1.F=r2.K

S13

S22

V21

s22

r2
r2.A22= s22.A
r2.A23= s23.A

s13.A=r1.A13

V12

s21

S23

s13

s32

V22

Figure 5.1: Chain-of-stars query Q with views
As suggested by the dotted polygonal lines, assume the existence of materialized views Vil (K; B1; B2 )
(1  i  2; 1  l  2), where each Vil joins the hub of star i (Ri ) with two of its corners (Sil and
Si(l+1) ). Each Vil selects the B attributes of the corner relations it joins, as well as the K attribute
of Ri .
If we apply the FB algorithm with all the constraints describing the views we obtain all possible
plans in which views replace some parts of the original query. However it should be clear that V11
or V12 can only replace relations from the rst star, thus not a ecting any of the relations in the
second star. If a plan P using V11 and/or V12 is obtained for the rst star, such that it "recovers"
the B attributes needed in the result of Q, as well as the F attribute of R1 needed in the join with
R2, then P can be joined back with the rest of the query to obtain a query equivalent to Q. We say
that V11 does not overlap with neither V21 nor V22 . On the other hand this does not apply to V11
and V12 , because the parts of the query that they cover overlap (and any further decomposition
will in fact lose the plan that uses both V11 and V12 ). Q can thus be decomposed into precisely
two query fragments, one for each star, that can be optimized independently.
We give next the full description of the algorithm for query decomposition into fragments,
Algorithm 5.2.1. The algorithm is based on computing the connected components of the interaction
graph of constraints that map homomorphically into the query, and it is restricted to a class of
physical access structures that we call skeletons, a class that includes indexes, materialized views,
ASRs etc.

Query Fragments. Given a query Q as above, we de ne its closure as a query Q that has the

same select and from clauses as Q while the where clause consists of all the equalities that occur
in or are implied by the Q's where clause. Q is computable from Q in PTIME and is equivalent
to Q. In fact Q without the select clause is nothing but an isomorphic representation, as a query,
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of the canonical instance introduced in Chapter 3.
Given a query Q and a subset S of its from clause bindings we de ne a query fragment Q0 of Q
induced by S as follows3:
1) The from clause consists of exactly the bindings in S
2) The where clause consists of all the conditions in the where clause of Q which mention
only variables bound in S, and
3) The select clause consists of all the paths P over S that occur in the select clause of Q
or in an equality P = P 0 of Q's where clause where P 0 depends on a binding that is not in S. In
the latter case, we call such P a link path of the fragment.

Example 5.2.3 Recalling example 1.2.3 the query fragment of Q induced by S = fR r ; S s ; S s g
1

1

11

11

12

is the query:

select struct(B11 = s11 :B; B12 = s12:B; Lfr1 :F;r2 :Kg = r1:F)
from R1 r1 ; S11 s11; S12 s12
where r1 :A1 = s11 :A1 and r1:A2 = s12:A2
Notice that r1 :F must occur in the select clause because it appears in an equality condition in
Q with a path (r2 :K) outside of the fragment (condition 3) above). Also s11 :B and s12 :B must occur
in the select clause by condition 3 above. Essentially condition 3) will allow us to recover later
a query from its query fragments by joining the fragments on the corresponding link paths and
therefore we will be able to nd a plan for the query by joining plans for the fragments. The label
Lfr1 :F;r2 :Kg for the link path r1:F is generated so that it uniquely identi es the corresponding join
condition.

Skeletons. While in general the chase/backchase algorithm can mix semantic with physical con-

straints, in the remainder of this section we describe a strati cation algorithm that can be applied
to a particular class of constraints which we call skeletons. This class is suciently general to
cover the usual physical access structures: indexes, materialized views, ASRs, GMAPs. As seen in
section 2.3, each of these can be described by a pair of complementary inclusion constraints.
We de ne a skeleton as a pair of complementary constraints:
d = 8(~x 2 ~R) [ B1 (~x) ) 9(~v 2 ~V) B2 (~x;~v) ]
d, = 8(~v 2 ~V) 9(~x 2 ~R) B1 (~x) and B2 (~x;~v)
such that all schema names occuring among ~V belong to the physical schema, while all schema
names occuring among ~R belong to the logical schema. Note that while materialized views and

3 This is not a formal de nition. For a formal de nition, we need to state the PC0 restriction of Chapter 6 under
which query fragmentation is possible.
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12

primary indexes are described precisely by skeletons, secondary indexes require an additional nonemptiness constraint (see section 2.3).

Algorithm 5.2.1 (Decomposition into Fragments.) Given a query Q and a set of skeletons
V:
Step 1: Construct an interaction graph as follows: 1) there is a node labeled (V; h) for every

skeleton V = (d; d,) in V and homomorphism h from d into Q; 2) there is an edge between nodes
(V1 ; h1) and (V2 ; h2) whenever the intersection between the bindings of h(d1) and h(d2) is nonempty.
Step 2: Compute the connected components fC1; : : :; Ck g of the interaction graph.
Step 3: For each Cm = f(V1 ; h1); : : :; (Vn; hn)g (1  m  k) let S be the union of the sets
of bindings in hi (di ), together with all their dependent bindings that are not in the image of any
homomorphism, for all 1  i  n. Compute Fm as the fragment of Q induced by S 4 .
Step 4: The decomposition of Q into fragments consists of F1; : : :; Fk together with the fragment
Fk+1 induced by the set of bindings that are not covered by F1; : : :; Fk.
The obtained fragments are disjoint, and Q can be reconstructed by joining them on the link
paths. We are now ready to de ne the on-line query fragmentation strategy as follows:

Algorithm 5.2.2 (OQF) Given a query Q and a set V of skeletons:
Step 1. Decompose Q into query fragments fF ; : : :; Fng based on V using Algorithm 5.2.1.
1

Step 2. For each fragment Fi nd the set of all minimal plans by using the chase/backchase

algorithm

Step 3. A plan for Q is the "cartesian product" of sets of plans for fragments (cost-based

re nement: the best plan for Q is the join of the best plans for each individual fragment)

Theorem 5.2.3 Let Q be a minimal query (with non-redundant scans). Then, for a skeleton

schema and a minimal (under trivial constraints) input query, OQF produces the same minimal
query plans for Q as the full backchase (FB) algorithm.

Another strength of OQF is that in the limit case when the physical schema contains skeletons
involving only one logical schema name (obvious examples are primary/secondary indexes) it degenerates smoothly into a backchase algorithm that operates on each loop of the query individually
in order to nd the access method for the particular loop. One of the purposes of the experimental con guration EC1 is to demonstrate that OQF performs well in a typical relational setting.
However, OQF can be used in more complex situations, like for example in answering/optimizing

4 The set expressions over which variables in S range over may need to be replaced by \equal" expressions from
Q 's where clause, in order to avoid any dependent bindings across fragments. This is always possible, under the
PC0 restriction of Chapter 6.
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queries with materialized views. While in the worst case when the views are strongly overlapping,
the fragmentation algorithm may result in one fragment (the query itself), in practice we expect to
achieve reasonably good decompositions in fragments. Scalability of OQF in a setting with views
that exhibits a reasonable amount of non-interaction between views is demonstrated by using the
experimental con guration EC2.

5.2.2 O -line Constraint Strati cation (OCS)
One disadvantage of OQF is that it needs to nd the fragments of a query Q. While this has about
the same complexity as chasing Q 5 (and we have argued that chase itself is not a problem) in
practice there may be situations in which interaction between constraints can be estimated in a
pre-processing phase that examines only the constraints in the schema. The result of this phase
is a partitioning of constraints into disjoint sets such that only the constraints in one set are used
at one time by the backchase algorithm. As opposed to query fragmentation this method tries to
isolate the independent optimizations that may a ect a query by stratifying the constraints without
fragmenting the query. During the optimization process the entire query is pipelined through stages
in which the chase/backchase algorithm uses only the constraints in one set. At each stage di erent
parts of the query are a ected.
Similarly to OQF, this algorithm nds rst the connected components in a constraint interaction
graph which however is constructed in a di erent, query-independent way. The result of this stage
is a partitioning of the set of initial constraints into disjoint sets of constraints (strata). The full
details of the algorithm for strati cation of constraints, algorithm 5.2.4, are given next.

Algorithm 5.2.4 (Strati cation of Constraints.) Given a schema with constraints, do:
Step 1: Construct an interaction graph as follows:

1) there is a node labeled c for every constraint c in the schema.
2) there is an edge between nodes c1 and c2 whenever there is a homomorphism c1
into the tableau of c2 , or viceversa. The tableau T (c) of a constraint c = 8(~u 2
U~ ) B1 (~u) ) 9(~e 2 E~ ) B2 (~u;~e) is obtained by putting together both universally
and existentially quanti ed variables and by taking the conjunction of all conditions:
~ B1 (~u) ^ B2 (~u;~e).
T(c) = 8(~u 2 U~ ) 8(~e 2 E)
Step 2: Compute the connected components fC1; : : :; Ck g of the interaction graph. Each
Ci corresponds to a constraint stratum.
The above algorithm makes optimistic assumptions about the non-interaction of constraints:

5 The chase also needs to nd all homomorphisms between constraints and the query.
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even though there may not be any homomorphismbetween the constraints, depending on the query
they might still interact by mapping to overlapping subqueries at run time. Therefore, the OCS
strategy is subsumed by the on-line query fragmentation but it has the advantage of being done
before query optimization.
Based on the above partitioning, the following re nement of the C&B strategy, the o -line
constraint strati cation backchase (OCS) uses only constraints from one stratum at a time.

Algorithm 5.2.5 (OCS) Given a query Q and set of constraints C :
Step 1. Partition C into disjoint sets of constraints fSi g ik by using algorithm 5.2.4.
1

Step 2. Let P0 = fQg.
Step 3. For every 1  i  k, let Pi be the union of the sets of queries obtained by

chase/backchasing each element of Pi,1 with the constraints in Si .
Step 4. Output Pk as the set of plans.
Class 1
N

Class 2

Class n

N

Original query:
1

2

n

N
Plans (after INV optimization):

P

P

...

1

2

...

n

P
...
...

2n plans

.
.
.

...

Figure 5.2: Inverse Relationships

Example 5.2.4 To illustrate the algorithm, we consider 3 classes (see gure 5.2 with n = 3)

described by dictionaries M1; M2; M3 . Each Mi includes a set-valued attributed N ("next") and a setvalued attribute P ("previous"). For each i = 1; 2, there exists a many-many inverse relationship
between Mi and Mi+1 that goes from Mi into Mi+1 by following the N references and comes back from
Mi+1 into Mi by following the P references. The inverse is described by the following constraints:
(INViN ) 8(k 2 dom Mi )8(o 2 Mi[k]:N) 9(k0 2 dom Mi+1 )9(o0 2 Mi+1 [k0]:P) k0 = o and o0 = k
(INViP ) 8(k0 2 dom Mi+1 )8(o0 2 Mi+1 [k0]:P) 9(k 2 dom Mi )9(o 2 Mi [k]:N) k0 = o and o0 = k
By running algorithm 5.2.4 we obtain the following strati cation of constraints into two strata:
fINV1N ; INV1P g and fINV2N ; INV2P g. Suppose now that the incoming query Q is a typical
navigation following the N references from class M1 to class M2 and from there to M3:
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select struct(F = k1; L = o2)
from dom M1 k1 ; M1[k1]:N o1; dom M2 k2; M2 [k2]:N o2
where o1 = k2
By chase/backchasing Q with the constraints of the rst stratum, fINV1N ; INV1P g, we obtain,
in addition to Q, the query Q1 shown below in which the sense of navigation from M1 to M2 following
the N attribute is " ipped" to a navigation in the opposite sense: from M2 to M1 along the P attribute.
select struct(F = o1 ; L = o2 )
from dom M2 k2 ; M2[k2]:P o1; M2[k2]:N o2
In the stage corresponding to stratum 2, we chase/backchase fQ; Q1g with fINV2N ; INV2P g,
this time ipping in each query the sense of navigation from M2 to M3 via N to a navigation from M3
to M2 via P. The result of this stage consists of four queries: the original Q and Q1 (obtained by
chasing and then backchasing with the same constraint), and the additional Q2 (obtained from Q)
and Q3 (obtained from Q1 and shown below).
(Q3) select struct(F = o1; L = k3)
from dom M3 k3; M3 [k3]:P o3 ; dom M2 k2; M2 [k2]:P o1
where o3 = k2
The OCS strategy does not miss any plans for this example (see also the experimental results
for OCS with EC2), but in general it is just a heuristic. Our algorithm 5.2.4 makes optimistic
assumptions about the non-interaction of constraints, which depending on the input query, may
turn out to be false, therefore there is no completeness guarantee. EC2 is an example of such a case
and we leave open the problem of nding a more general algorithm for strati cation of constraints.

5.3 The Architecture of the Prototype
The implementation of the C&Benumeration system has been done in Java (25; 000 lines of code).
The architecture of the system is shown in gure 5.3. The arrowed lines show the main ow of a
query being optimized, constraints from the schema, and resulting plans. The thick lines show the
interaction between modules. The main module is the plan generator which, when given a query,
performs the two basic phases of the C&B : chase and backchase. The backchase is implemented
top-down by removing one binding at a time and minimizing recursively the subqueries obtained
if they are equivalent. Checking for equivalence is performed by verifying that the dependency
equivalent to one of the containments is implied by the input constraints6 . The module that does
6 The other containment is always true.
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the check, dependency implication shown in the gure as D ) d, uses the chase (and therefore the
chase module) and the triviality check module.
The most salient features of the implementation are summarized below:

 queries and constraints are compiled into a (same!) internal congruence closure based canonical database representation (shown in the gure as DB(Q) for a query Q, respectively DB(d)
for a constraint D) that allows for fast reasoning about equality.

 compiling a query Q into the canonical database is implemented itself as a chase step on an

empty canonical database with one constraint having no universal but one existential part
isomorphic to Q's from and where clauses put together. Hence, the query compiler, constraint
compiler and the chase modules are basically one module.

 in addition to internal, a language for describing queries and constraints that is as user friendly
as OQL.

 a script language that can control the constraints that are fed into the chase/backchase

modules. This is how we implemented the o -line strati cation strategy and various other
heuristics.
Logical query Q
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(View Composition)
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-classes
-relations
-constraints

normal form Q
Query Compiler
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Conventional
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Figure 5.3: C&B Optimizer Architecture
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5.4 Experiments
In this section we present our experimental con guration and report the results for the chase and the
backchase. Finallly, we address in section 5.4.4 the question whether the time spent in optimization
is gained back at execution time.

5.4.1 Experimental con gurations
We consider for our experiments three di erent settings that exhibit the mix of physical structures
and semantic constraints that we want to take advantage of in our optimization approach. We
believe that the scenarios that we consider are relevant for many practical situations.

Experimental Con guration EC1:

The rst setting is used to demonstrate the use of the C&B enumerator in a relational setting with
indexes. This is a simple but frequent practical case and therefore we consider it as a baseline for
which we want to demonstrate that our optimizer performs quite well under various strategies.
The schema includes n relations, each relation Ri having a key attribute K on which there is
a primary index PIi , a foreign key attribute N, and some additional attributes. The rst j of the
relations have secondary indexes SIi on N, thus the total number of indexes in the physical schema
is m = n + j. As in Example 5.2.1 we consider chain queries (see gure 5.4) that join Ri with Ri+1
on attributes N and K, respectively. The attributes in the select clause are not very important here
and we return all the key attributes of the relations involved. The two scaling parameters for our
experiments are n and m.
PI1

SI1

PI2

PIj

SI2

K ... N

K ... N

R1

R2

...

SIj

K ... N

Pij+1

PIn

K ... N

Rj

Rj+1

...

K ... N

Rn

Figure 5.4: Chain query

Experimental Con guration EC2:

The second setting is designed to illustrate experimental results in the presence of materialized
views and key constraints that the optimizer can take advantage of in nding good plans.
We consider a generalization of the chain of stars query of examples 1.2.3 and 5.2.2 (see gure 5.1) in which we have i stars with j corner relations, Si1 ; : : :; Sij , that are joined with the hub
of the star Ri . The query returns all the B attributes of the corner relations. For each we assume
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v  j , 1 materialized views Vi1 ; : : :; Viv each covering, as in the previous examples, three relations.
We assume that the attribute K of each Ri is a primary key. The scaling parameters that are i, j
and v.

Experimental Con guration EC3:

The third experimental setting is an object-oriented con guration with classes obeying many-tomany inverse relationship constraints. We use it to show how we can mix semantic optimization
based on the inverse constraints to discover plans that use access support relations (ASRs). The
query that we consider is not directly "mappable" into the existing ASRs, and the rst optimization
phase of our experiments (semantic optimization)enables rewriting the query into equivalent queries
that can map into the ASRs. The mapping into ASRs is done in the second phase (physical
optimization).
We generalize here the scenario considered in example 5.2.4 by considering n classes with inverse
relationships. The queries Q (see Figure 5.2) that we consider are long navigation queries across
the entire database following the N references from class M1 to class Mn . In addition we consider as
part of the physical schema access support relations (ASRs) that are materialized navigation joins
across three classes going in the backwards direction (i.e. following the P references). Each ASR is a
binary table storing oids from the beginning of the navigation path and the corresponding oids from
the end of the navigation path. Plans obtained after the inverse optimization phase are rewritten
in the second phase into plans that replace a navigation chain of size 2 with one navigation chain
of size 1 that uses an ASR (thus being likely better plans).
The parameters of the con guration are the number of classes, n, and the number of ASRs, m.

Experimental settings

All the experiments have been realized on a dedicated commodity workstation (Pentium III, Linux
Red Hat 6.0, 128MB of RAM, 6.4GB of hard-drive). The optimization algorithm (chase, backchase)
is fully implemented in Java and is run using IBM runtime environment for Linux (alpha version
1.1.8).
The database management system used to execute queries is IBM DB2 version 6.1.0 for Linux
(out-of-the-box con guration). For EC2, materialized views have been produced by creating and
populating tables.
All times measured are elapsed times, obtained using the Unix shell time command.

5.4.2 Feasibility of the Chase: Experiments
We measured the complexity of the chase in all our experimental con gurations varying both the
size of the input query and the number of constraints in the schema. We did not consider any
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strati cation of the query or constraints because the numbers for the full chase are ne.
In EC1 ( gure 5.5, left) the constraints used in the chase are the ones describing the primary
(2 constraints/index) and/or secondary (3 constraints/index) indexes. For example, chasing with
10 indexes, therefore 20+ constraints, takes under 1s. For EC2 ( gure 5.5, middle) the variable
is the number of relations in the from clause, giving a measure of the query size. The number
of constraints comes from the number of views (2 constraints/view) and the number of key constraints (1 constraint/star hub). For EC3 ( gure 5.5, right) the variable is the number of classes C
(measuring both the size of the schema and that of the queries we use). The chase is done with the
inverse relationship constraints (2 constraints/relationship, 2  (C , 1) total) and with the ASR
constraints (2 constraints/ASR, b(C , 1)=2e total). For example, chasing with 8 classes, therefore
20 constraints, takes 3s. Overall, we conclude that the normalized chase time grows signi cantly
with the size of the query and the number of constraints. In comparison, numbers for the chase
time are much smaller than those of the backchase.
Time to chase [EC1]

Time to chase [EC2]

Time to chase [EC3]
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3
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1

1
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Figure 5.5: E ect on chase time of increasing schema and query parameters

5.4.3 Feasibility of the Backchase: Experiments
To evaluate and compare the two strati cation strategies (OQF and OCS) and the full approach
(FB) we measure, in each of the experimental con gurations, the following:

 The number of plans generated measures the completeness with respect to FB. We

found that OQF was complete for all experimental con gurations considered, beyond what
theorem 5.2.3 guarantees. As expected, both OQF and FB outperformed OCS.

 The time spent per generated plan allows for a fair comparison between all three strate-

gies. We measured the time per plan as a function of the query size and number of constraints.
Moreover, we studied the scale-up for each strategy by pushing the values of the parameters
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to the point at which the strategy became ine ective. We found that OQF performed much
better than OCS which in turn outperformed FB.

Remark. Another possible measure would be the eciency of the search (the useful work

performed during the backchase) measured as the ratio between the number of generated plans
and the number of explored subqueries. We expect that OQF would greatly outperform FB
here but OCS would be dicult to compare because it does not generate the same number
of plans. However, a pleasant experimental observation and an indicator of the robustness
of the implementation is that the time per subquery explored stays relatively constant for
all three strategies, in all experimental con gurations, for various query sizes and various
numbers of constraints. This means that the eciency of the search can in fact be estimated
as the inverse of the time per generated plan, mentioned above.

 The e ect of fragment granularity on optimization time is measured by keeping the

query size constant and varying the number of strata in which the constraints are divided.
This evaluates the bene ts of nding a decomposition of the query into minimal fragments.
The OQF strategy performs best by achieving the minimal decomposition that doesn't loose
plans. The results also show that OCS is a trade-o s giving up completeness for optimization
time.

Number of generated plans
This experiment compares for completeness the full backchase algorithm with our two re nements:
OQF (section 5.2.1) and OCS (section 5.2.2), and measures the number of generated plans, as a
function of the size of the query and the number of constraints.
We ran the experiment for all three con gurations. For EC1, we varied the number r of relations
involved in the join (which equals the number of primary indexes) and the number si of secondary
indexes at our disposal. For EC2, we varied the query size by increasing the number s of stars
per query and the number c of corners per star. The number of key constraints was xed to the
number of stars (one constraint for every star hub). We varied the overall number of constraints
by varying the number v of views applicable per star. The query size is given by s(c + 1), the
number of constraints by s(1 + 2v) (two constraints per view). For EC3, we varied the query
size by increasing the number n of classes traversed during the navigation. The number of inverse
constraints necessarily varied linearly with the size of the query.
The three strategies yielded the same number of generated plans in con gurations EC1 and
EC3. The table below shows the results for con guration EC2:
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Number of plans in EC 2
s c v FB OQF OCS
1 3 1

2

2

2

1 3 2

4

4

3

1 4 3

7

7

5

1 5 1

2

2

2

1 5 2

4

4

3

1 5 3

7

7

5

1 5 4 13

13

8

2 5 1

4

4

4

3 5 1

8

8

8

As expected, the complete FB strategy outperforms
CQF, which in turn performs much better than OCS.
Note that in the common case of index introduction,
all three strategies generate all the plans. The same
holds for the less conventional EC3 scenario. However,
the time spent for generating the plans di ers spectacularly among the three techniques, as shown by the
next experiment.

Optimization time spent per generated plan
This experiment compares the three backchase strategies by optimization time. Because not all
strategies are complete and hence output di erent numbers of plans, we ensured fairness of the
comparison by normalizing the optimization time which was divided by the number of generated
plans. This normalized measure is called time per plan (tpp) and was measured as a function of
the size of the query and the number of constraints.
We ran the experiment for all three con gurations, varying the parameters as described in the
previous experiment and the results are shown in gures 5.6 and 5.7.
The purpose of running the experiment in con guration EC1 was to show that for the trivial, yet
common case of index introduction, our algorithm's performance is comparable to that of standard
relational optimizers. Indeed, gure 5.6 shows the results obtained for three query sizes: 3, 4 and
5. By varying the number of secondary indexes for each query size, we observed an exponential
behavior of the time per plan for the FB strategy, but a negligible time per plan for both OQF and
OCS.
For con guration EC3 it turns out that OQF degenerates into FB because the images of the
inverse constraints overlap7. We show a comparison of FB(=OQF) and OCS. The missing FB bars
for a number of traversed classes larger than 4 indicate that the total optimization time needed
7 The inverse between M and M +1 with that between M +1 and M +2 overlap on a binding involving dom M +1
i

i

i
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i

i

by FB exceeded our timeout threshold of 2 minutes and the experiment was interrupted. OCS
outperforms the other two strategies on this example because each pair of inverse constraints ends
up in its own stratum. This strati cation results in a linear time per plan (each stratum ips one
join direction).
The most challenging con guration is EC2, dealing with large queries and numerous constraints.
For example, the point corresponding to 4 stars of 4 corners and 2 views each corresponds to a
query of 19 joins to which 20 constraints apply! Figure 5.7 divides the points into 3 groups, each
group corresponding to the same number of views per star. This value determines the size of the
query fragments and constraint strata for OQF, respectively OCS, and turns out to be the most
important factor in uencing the complexity. Again, missing data corresponds to timeout for our
experiments.
While all strategies exhibit exponential time per plan, OCS is fastest, while FB cannot keep
pace with the other two strategies 8.
Comparison of backchase techniques [EC3]

Comparison of backchase technique [EC1]
5
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Time per plan in seconds
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Number of classes traversed by the query
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of FB, OQF, OCS for: EC3 (left) and EC1 (right)

The e ect of strati cation on the optimization time
This experiment was run in con gurations EC2 and EC3 by keeping the query size constant and
varying the number of strata in which the constraints are divided. For EC3 we considered two
queries, one navigating over 5 classes and one over 6 classes, with 8, respectively 10 applicable
constraints. The query considered in con guration EC2 joins three stars of 3 corners each, with
one view applicable per star (for a total of 9 constraints).
The results are shown in gure 5.8. We observe an exponential reduction of the optimization time
with the reduction in strata size. Note that the point of stratum size 1 corresponds for EC3 to

8 Note though that we only measure time per plan here, not the quality of the generatedplans (OCS systematically
misses the best plan, which uses all the views). For a comparison of the cost versus bene t in this con guration, see
experiment 5.4.4
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Comparison of backchase techniques in EC2
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of FB, OQF, OCS for EC2
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Figure 5.8: E ect of strati cation on the optimization time
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4.5

OCS. These results corroborate the analytical analysis of example 5.2.1: by decomposing a xed
query into fragments of decreasing size in a completeness-preserving way 9 , we observe an exponential reduction of the optimization time. This result validates the OQF strategy which achieves
the minimal decomposition that doesn't loose plans. Moreover, it suggests that by decomposing
beyond the threshold of preserving completeness, heuristics such as OCS are trade-o s giving up
completeness for optimization time.

5.4.4 The Bene t of Optimization
In this section, we measure the total query processing time: optimization time plus execution time.
Since we didn't implement our own query execution engine, we made use of DB2 as follows. We
use EC2 with materialized views and key constraints, as presented at the beginning of section 5.4.
Queries are optimized using the OQF strategy and fed into DB2 for comparing their processing
times.
Plan # Execution time (s) Views used
Corner relations used
1
5.54 V1 1 , V2 1 , V3 1
2
66.39 V1 1 , V2 1
S3 1 , S3 2
3
33.13 V1 1 , V3 1
S2 1 , S2 2
4
143.75 V1 1
S2 1 , S2 2 , S3 1 , S3 2
5
105.82 V2 1 , V3 1
S1 1 , S1 2
6
61.45 V2 1
S1 1 , S1 2 , S3 1 , S3 2
7
43.54 V3 1
S1 1 , S1 2 , S3 1 , S3 2
8
132.90
S1 1 , S1 2 , S2 1 , S2 2 , S3 1 , S3 2
(*) original query
# Stars:3, # Corner relations per star:2, # Views per star:1. 8 plans generated. Time to generate all plans: 7:6s
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Figure 5.9: A detail of the plans generated for one instance of EC2

Parameters measured We denote by OptT the time take by C&B to optimize the query; by

ExT the execution time of the query given to DB2 in its original form (no C&B optimizaton); and
by ExTBest, the DB2 execution time of the best plan generated by the C&B optimization.
We have ExTBest  ExT since the original query is always part of the generated plans.
We assume that the cost of picking the best plan among those generated by the algorithm is
negligible.
Performance indices We de ne and display in gure 5.10, for increasing complexity of the
experimental parameters, the following performance indices:

 Redux represents the time reduction resulting from our optimization with respect to ExT

9 Note that FB and OQF are obtained as the extremes of this spectrum of decompositions.
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assuming that no heuristic is used to stop the optimization as soon as reasonable.

 ReduxFirst represents the time reduction resulting from our optimization with respect to ExT
assuming that a heuristic is used to return the best plan rst and stop the optimization.

Our current implementation of OQF is able to return the best plan rst for all the experiments
presented in this paper. The implementation of OCS has the same property (see section 7
for a discussion).
ExT,(ExTBest+ #OptT
+OptT )
plans ) :
and
ReduxFirst
=
Redux = ExT,(ExTBest
ExT
ExT
Negative values of Redux are not displayed.
Dataset used These performance indices correspond to experiments conducted on a small size
database with the following characteristics:

jRi j

jSi;j j

(Ri ./ Si;j ) (Ri ./ Ri+1 )

5; 000 tuples 5; 000 tuples
4%
2%
On a larger database, the bene ts of C&B should be even more important.
We also give the details of all the plans generated (8 plans in this case) and their ExTBest values
for one instance of the con guration parameters in gure 5.9. For each generated plan, we present
the views used and the star corner relations that these views and the star hub relations are joined
with.
Redux

Time Reduction [EC2]
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ReduxFirst

90%
80%

Reduction

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
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10%
0%
[2, 2, 1]
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[3, 3, 1]
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[2, 3, 2]

[2, 4, 2]

[3, 3, 2]

[2, 4, 3]

[3, 4, 2]

[ #Stars, #Corner relations per star, #Views per star ]

Figure 5.10: Time reduction
Our current implementation of the C&B technique algorithm is not tuned for maximum performance, thus skewing the results against us. Clearly using C or C++ and embedding the C&B
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as a built-in optimization (e.g. inside DB2) would lead to even better performance. We obtain
excellent results nevertheless, proving that the time spent in optimization is well worth the gained
execution time.
Even without the heuristic of stopping the optimization after the rst plan, the C&B posts
signi cant time reductions (40% to 90%), up to optimizing chain of stars queries as complex as
having 2  (4 + 1) = 10 relations with 9 joins, using 2  2 = 4 views and 2  4 + 2 = 10 constraints
(parameter [2,4,2] in gure 5.10). The practicality range is extended even further when using
the \best plan rst" heuristic, with reductions of 60% to 95%, up to optimizing queries with
3  (4 + 1) = 15 relations with 14 joins, using 2  3 = 6 views and 2  6 + 3 = 15 constraints
(parameter [3,4,2] in gure 5.10).
Note that these numbers correspond to one run of the query. The bene t is much higher
when the cost of optimization is amortized over multiple runs (as is often the case, e.g. OLAP
environments).
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Chapter 6

Mixing the Chase and Backchase
with Cost-Based Optimization
So far, we have been concerned with using the C&B framework as an enumeration procedure:
given an input query Q0 and a set of constraints describing the physical access structures (indexes, materialized views, etc.) as well as the semantic knowledge (referential integrity constraints, key constraints, etc.), we are able to produce a set of minimal queries (candidate plans)
C = fQ1 ; : : :; Qng that are equivalent to Q0. In the absence of a cost model, any of these minimal queries can be the optimal one: they are presumably better1 than the non-minimal queries
(because they have less scans) but they are incomparable among themselves. In order to be able
to eciently compare candidate plans, from a cost perspective, during the backchase exploration,
we need to understand several important issues about cost evaluation. This chapter addresses the
following issues:

 Mapping physical queries into physical plans. A candidate plan obtained with the

chase and the backchase speci es the physical access structures that are to be used, but still
it does not specify how are they going to be used. In general, we will make a clear distinction
between physical queries and physical plans. By physical query (as often used in the previous
chapters) we mean a PC query that uses elements of the physical schema. The candidate
plans coming out of the C&B enumeration are such physical queries. By physical plan we
will understand (in this chapter) a more detailed representation of a physical query that can
be directly executed by a query engine. There may be many physical plans for one physical
query, and mapping a physical query into physical plans requires speci cation of the following:

1 See later discussion in the chapter about the cost monotonicity assumption.
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{ scan order: the order in which the physical access structures are to be accessed. Here

we have the following diculty that we need to handle:
In the relational case, the scan order (or the join order) is simply the order in which
the relations involved in the query are to be accessed, and any order can yield a valid
execution. In our context, however, not all scan orders are possible. For example, a scan
Si xi of a query may depend on another scan Sj xj if the set Si depends on the variable
xj . Thus any scan order that implements such a query must satisfy the constraint that
Sj is scanned rst, and then Si is scanned. We will call such a scan order viable. This
is a typical scenario for OO queries and such a dependency between scans is called a
dependent join. Similar dependent joins occur when accessing secondary indexes, as
well. Thus, we need to be able to consider in a systematic way all viable scan orders.

{ method for dictionary acces: there are two di erent ways in which we can access a
dictionary: (1) via a scan over the domain of the dictionary together with a lookup to
retrieve the entry for each key in the domain, or (2) via an individual lookup in the
dictionary when the key is known to be equal to some value (possibly given by other
scans).

{ placement of selections and projections: depending on the scan order, selections and

projections can have di erent placement within a plan. In general, a good heuristic is
to apply them as early as possible.

All these factors can highly in uence the cost of execution, and they need to be completely
speci ed by a physical plan. In section 6.1 we introduce physical plans and describe the
possible physical plans, Pi = fPi1; : : :; Pikg, associated to a physical query Qi . We show in
sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.4 that by using fragmentation techniques we are able to express any
physical plan for a given query as a plan for the natural join of its fragments (as opposed to
relations in the traditional approach). All dependent joins are pushed automatically inside
fragments. The space of all viable scan orders becomes then the same as the space of all
possible orderings between fragments. Also, selections and projections are pushed down to
fragments, as it is done in the relational approach.

 Cost estimation of a physical plan. Quantitative information is needed in order to

evaluate the execution cost of a physical plan. Such information consists of: sizes of physical
schema elements, and their selectivities (i.e. if we x the value of some attribute, how
many elements are still there in a given physical structure). While in the relational case, this
information is quite straightforward to describe and use, our data model (and query language)
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poses some important problems due to the existence of arbitrarily nested sets (and queries).
Section 6.2 deals with these issues and gives a language for describing cost information in the
presence of nested sets and dictionaries. The cost information can then be used to estimate
properties (cardinality, size, selectivity) of fragments (rather than relations). Then, since
a physical plan is a join of fragments, we are able to estimate the cost/cardinality of any
physical plan.
The cost model has as a starting point a relational cost model, simpli ed as follows: (1)
only I/O cost is considered, and (2) only block nested-loops joins and index-based joins are
considered as join methods. We believe that additional extensions can be easily incorporated;
we did not include them, because they do not directly a ect our method and goal of measuring
the impact of cost information on the backchase.

 Cost estimation of a physical query. Here, the problem is to eciently enumerate the
space Pi of possible physical plans for a physical query Qi , in order to nd its best physical

plan. This is the focus of section 6.3 where we show that selecting the best physical plan for a
physical query can be done by means of a global dynamic programming algorithm in the
spirit of System R. The algorithm handles fragments instead of relations, and we call it global
because it reuses its already computed plans over multiple calls. This is something speci c
to our approach: the backchase exploration requires a call to the dynamic programming
algorithm for each subquery explored, and since there may be partial plans that are common
among several subqueries, we want to reuse their computation.

 Ecient mixing of the C&B phase with cost estimation of the explored physical
queries.
The goal here is to take advantage of the cost information in order to to avoid a full enumeration of all candidate plans, and in general to avoid exploration of subqueries of the universal
plan that have no chance to be the optimal one. We give in section 6.4 a bottom-up
backchase algorithm that can be eciently combined with cost-based pruning and dynamic
programming. Cost-based pruning is employed here in a very e ective way: when the cost of
a subquery explored by the backchase is found to be larger than the best cost found so far, not
only the respective subquery is pruned but also all of its superqueries (because their costs will
be larger). The validity of this pruning strategy requires a monotonicity of cost assumption2
that we discuss in section 6.2.4. We also show in section 6.4 that a slight modi cation of the
above pruning strategy is needed in the presence of dictionaries. This modi cation allows us

2 This is the same assumption that allows us to ignore non-minimal queries in the backchase phase.
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to nd physical plans that are minimal (no redundant scans) even though their translations
as PC queries are not minimal. Such plans include the plan discussed in the example 1.2.4
of Chapter 1.
It is important to remark that cost-based pruning can only be used in conjunction with the
bottom-up backchase. For the top-down version of the backchase algorithm, no pruning can
be done because the cost of subqueries decreases with elimination of scans. Thus better and
better solutions can be found as the search progresses, and there is no way to stop early the
search.
The end result is a full- edged optimizer for PC queries, and the experimental results in section 6.5 show that its performance improves signi cantly over the performance of pure C&B enumeration (for large queries with as much as 20 times!). We also give comparisons with the strati ed
techniques (OQF) and with the classical dynamic programming-only3 technique used in many relational optimizers. Section 6.6 summarizes the salient features of the various techniques that we
have studied (cost/no cost, strati ed/not strati ed).

Simplifying Restrictions:
1. The PC0 query language. The fragmentation technique that we use for mapping physical
queries into physical plans requires, for a given physical query Q, that Q is a restricted
form of a PC query. The restricted PC language, called PC0 (section 6.1.1), is one in which
dictionaries cannot appear nested within sets, records or other dictionaries. In other words,
dictionaries can only occur as schema names. In the presence of nested dictionaries, the
problem of decomposing a query into commutable fragments, used by dynamic programmingbased algorithms, appears to be quite hard, and we leave it for future work. However, under
the PC0 restriction we can still have, as usual, indexes, which are dictionary type elements of
the physical schema, and OO classes, which are dictionary type elements of the logical (and
physical) schema. Thus, the PC0 fragment can still express the conjunctive core of OQL (and
SQL).
2. Left-deep trees only. For simplicity purposes, all the physical plans that we consider correspond to left-deep trees only rather than bushy trees. It is not dicult to extend the results
and the implementation to take into account bushy trees. However, such an extension is not
directly relevant to our goal of measuring the e ect of interacting the backchase exploration
with cost evaluation.

3 No chase/backchase involved here.
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3. Nested-loops joins and index-based joins only. The only join methods considered are
nested-loops joins and index-based joins. It is not dicult to extend the results and the
implementation to take into account hash-based joins and sort-merge joins as well. As for
the previous simplifying assumption, the choice of join methods shouldn't a ect our results
regarding the interaction between the backchase and cost evaluation.

6.1 Physical Plans for Physical Queries
6.1.1 PC0 Restriction
The goal of this subsection is to introduce a simple, but important, restriction on the pathconjunctive language, which will allow us to develop two fragmentation techniques (described in
sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.4). The rst one, decomposition into atomic fragments, is similar, technically
with the OQF fragmentation of Chapter 5. The main di erences are: (1) the fragments are computed in a di erent way (and have di erent granularity, in general), and (2) the fragmentation has
a di erent purpose here: it will allow us to reduce the problem of cost-estimation of a PC query to
classical relational methods for join ordering enumeration, selectivity and cardinality estimation,
etc. We must emphasize that this reduction is not at all obvious, due to the nature of the PC
language: nested sets, dependent joins (in OO style), dictionaries. The goal of the fragmentation
will be to partition the scans of a query into fragments such that no dependency between scans is
carried across di erent fragments. Each fragment resulting from the partition will correspond to
exactly one schema element (possibly nested), and the query can be recovered from the join of its
fragments. In the absence of the restriction that we are about to give, such a decomposition into
fragments seems to be quite hard. The reasons will become apparent in section 6.1.4.
For all the results and algorithms of this chapter we restrict ourselves to a subclass of the PC
language, subclass that we call PC0 and we de ne by the following two restrictions on the PC
language:

 Restriction 1: All the paths appearing in path conjunctions (in queries and constraints)

must be of simple type (no set/dictionary equality). Also, the paths occuring in the select
clause of a query are restricted so that they are of simple type as well. (This is the same
restriction that we imposed on PC queries and constraints in the completeness theorems of
Chapter 3.)
In addition,

 Restriction 2: All dictionaries that appear in queries and constraints are schema names.
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(In other words, we do not allow for higher-order dictionaries.)

PC normal form. Recall the canonical instance construction of section 3.2 used to describe
the set of well-de ned paths over a PC tableau T . There we used the notation P ' Q whenever
0

the equality of two path expressions P and Q is provable from the set of equalities given in T .
Under the PC0 restriction, the only possible instance of the rule (lookup-add), de ning a lookup
expression with respect to T , has the following form:
(lookup-add0 )

x'y

y 2 dom M in T
M

[ x] : G

Thus, given a well-de ned lookup expression M [ x] over some PC0 tableau T, there are only
two possible cases: a) x 2 dom M occurs in T, or b) x is \equal" to some other variable y such that
y 2 dom M occurs in T. A PC0 normal form of a query Q is an equivalent rewriting Q0 in which
all occurences of a lookup expression M [ x ] de ned by case b) before are replaced by M [ y ]. Such
an equivalent rewriting always exists, because M [ x ] ' M [ y ] whenever x ' y (rule (lookup-cong)
applies here). Therefore a PC0 normal form satis es a third restriction:

 Restriction 3: Every lookup expression M [x ] in a PC0 normal form of a tableau/query/dependency
is guarded by an occurence of x 2 dom M in the tableau/query/dependency.
In the rest of the chapter we will always work with PC0 normal forms for queries.

6.1.2 Decomposition into Atomic Fragments.
As already mentioned in the introduction of the chapter, we want to be able to explore systematically all viable scan orders for a given query. Here a viable scan order means that the dependencies
between scans are satis ed: a scan cannot be executed before a scan on which it depends. In the
relational case all the scan orders (join orders) are viable because there are no dependent scans.
The technique that we employ to achieve our goal is one of decomposition of the given query into
atomic fragments. The atomic fragments of a query Q are disjoint query fragments of Q (as in
the OQF fragmentation of Chapter 5, see also further section 6.1.4 for additional formal details)
satisfying the following main properties:
1. Q is equivalent, under the PC0 restriction, with the natural join of its atomic fragments,
2. dependent scans are grouped within the same atomic fragment,
3. scans that are not dependent on each other are grouped in di erent fragments,
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4. the space of all viable scan orders is the same as the space of all orders between atomic
fragments
The fragmentation that we use here is the same, technically, as the OQF fragmentation of
Chapter 5. The main di erence is the granularity of the fragments. Here each fragment is centered around one schema element occuring in the query, while in OQF the fragments have larger
granularity, in general, and are determined by the homomorphisms from the views into the query.
In both cases, the original query is equivalent to a join of its fragments. Also, the purpose of the
fragmentation is di erent in the two methods. While in OQF, the goal was to split the universal
plan in several of smaller size, so that the backchase becomes tractable for large queries, here the
goal is to be able to employ dynamic programming-like algorithms to nd a plan for a query from
partial plans for its fragments.
We postpone a formal treatment of atomic fragments and decomposability of queries into atomic
fragments for the section 6.1.4, and we illustrate the method using the following example.

Example 6.1.1 Recall the schema of example 1.2.1, and let us add to that one more class describ-

ing employees. Each employee has a name, a department to which he belongs, and a set of projects
he works in. The class is translated into our internal language as a dictionary Emp.
Dept : DicthDoid; Structfstring DName; Sethstringi DProjs; string MgrNamegi
Proj : SethStructfstring PName; string CustName; string PDept; string Budggi
Emp : DicthEoid; Struct fstring EName; Sethstringi EProjs; string EDeptgi
Consider now the following query Q joining the class Dept, the relation Proj and the class Emp:
select struct(EName = Emp [ e ]:EName; PName = p:PName; DName = Dept [ d ]:DName)
from dom Dept d; Dept [ d ]:DProjs s; Proj p; dom Emp e; Emp [ e ]:EProjs n
where Emp [ e ]:EDept = p:PDept and p:CustName = "Citibank" and s = p:PName and s = n
The set of scans in the from clause of Q can be partitioned in three sets, such that no scan in one
set depends on scans in the other sets: fd; sg; fpg; fe; ng. (We showed here only the corresponding
variables rather than the entire scans.) The above partition is the most re ned4 partition that can
be constructed in this way. We construct next the following three (atomic) query fragments of Q,
each induced by one of the three above sets of variables:
(F1) select struct(Lnk1 = s; DName = Dept [ d ]:DName)
from dom Dept d; Dept [ d]:DProjs s
(F2) select struct(Lnk1 = p:PName; Lnk2 = p:PDept)
from Proj p
where p:CustName = "Citibank"
4 That's why we chose the name atomic.
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(F3) select struct(Lnk1 = n; Lnk2 = Emp [ e ]:EDept; EName = Emp [ e ]:EName)
from dom Emp e; Emp [ e ]:EProjs n
There are two link attributes Lnk1 and Lnk2 that were to the output of the fragments. They
store the information that is needed to recover all the equalities in Q when Q is to be reconstructed
by joining the atomic fragments. The link attributes and the path expressions associated to the
link attributes in each fragment are computed as follows. We use the congruence closure of the
equalities in the original query Q. There are three equivalence classes in the original query Q:
C0 = fp:CustName; \Citibank00g
C1 = fs; p:PName; ng
C2 = fEmp [ e ]:EDept; p:PDeptg
The rst class contains a constant, \Citibank". No link attribute is needed in this case. In
general, whenever an equivalence class contains a constant c, we do the following: for each path
expression e that occurs in the class and is distinct from c, the equality e = c can be pushed
within the fragment that contains the variable on which e depends. In our example, the equality
p:CustName = \Citibank00 will occur in F2, the fragment that is built around the variable p.
The second class contains three expressions, one depending on the variable s, the second depending on p, and the third depending on n. Therefore, after fragmentation, each expression will
end up in a di erent atomic fragment: F1 , F2, and F3 , respectively. To be able to recover the equivalence class from the fragments we need to introduce a new link attribute, call it Lnk1 , which will
occur in each of the fragments, storing the respective expressions. In general, for each equivalence
class (not containing a constant) that after fragmentation is split over k fragments, with k > 1, we
need to introduce a link attribute. The link attribute will appear in the output of each of the k
fragments. For the third class, similarly with C1 we need to introduce a link attribute Lnk2. Since
the class is split over the fragments F2 and F3, each of them will output Lnk2 .
In addition to taking care of the equalities in Q we need to make sure that each expression that
occurs in the output of Q is \produced" by one of the fragments. This is straightforward: for each
e in the output of Q we nd the (unique) atomic fragment over which e is de ned and we add e to
the output of the respective fragment5.
The original query Q can then be recovered from its atomic fragments by performing the natural
join of the atomic fragments and then projecting over the attributes that appear originally in the
output of Q (an additional renaming is needed, in general):
Q = EName;Lnk1 ;DName(F1 ./ F2 ./ F3 )
5 If it is not already there, as the expression associated to some link attribute.
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As it can be seen from the example, decomposition into atomic fragments brings us a step closer
to having a physical plan for the input query, in the traditional sense. If the atomic fragments are
evaluated by some means and stored into temporary tables, we only need to specify the order
in which the temporary tables are to be joined, and we obtain a physical execution plan. This
plan simply performs a nested loops join of the temporary tables. Remark that selections are
automatically pushed down to their atomic fragments. Also, all dependent joins are pushed within
atomic fragments.
In the next subsection, we describe in a more systematic way the possible kinds of physical
plans that we can have, including the important case of lookup plans. Later in section 6.3 we will
look at the problem of enumerating all possible plans.

6.1.3 Physical Plans
In order to describe physical plans, we will use a simple language centered around two physical
access methods: scan and lookup. A scan operation reads in the tuples of a given set (possibly
the domain of a dictionary), while a lookup retrieves, given a key, the corresponding entry (if any)
in the dictionary. We use a language rather than a tree-based representation because it is more
convenient to express the ow of execution when scans may depend on each other and because of
the explicit lookup operation (as opposed to the relational case, where it is implicit in index-based
joins).
An important remark here is that, for physical plans, the restriction that we had for PC queries6 ,
requiring that a lookup expression is safe, will not be needed anymore. In other words, the key used
in the lookup of a physical plan is not required to be in the domain of the corresponding dictionary.
Whenever the key is not in the domain, the entry and any tuple in the output of a plan based on
that entry will be ignored (i.e not output). This will allow us to consider a larger class of physical
plans than what PC queries can express. In particular we will be able to express plans based
on pointer-based joins in addition to plans based on value-based joins. (Recall from section 3.1
that OO navigation queries can only be translated as PC queries by breaking the navigation into
value-based joins using OID equality.)
Let us start from the example of subsection 6.1.2. The plan P for Q, shown in gure 6.1,
evaluates rst the atomic fragments F1; F2; F3, stores them into temporary relations T1 ; T2; T3, and
then performs the join T1 ./ T2 ./ T3 with three nested scan operations. We explain below the
details regarding the syntax and the semantics of the plan.

 Each plan speci es a set of temporary tables to be used in the main plan. A temporary table

6 Essential for our theory of containment and chase.
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temp

temp

temp

T1 =
scan (x0 in dom Dept)
lookup x1 = Dept[x0]
scan (x2 in x1.DProjs)
proj Lnk1 = x2, DName = x1.DName
T2 =
scan (x0 in Proj)
sel x0.CustName = ``Citibank''
proj Lnk1 = x0.PName, Lnk2 = x0.PDept
T3 =
scan (x0 in dom Emp)
lookup x1 = Emp[x0]
scan (x2 in x1.EProjs)
proj Lnk1 = x2, Lnk2 = x1.EDept, EName = x1.EName

in
bloc1:
scan (x0 in T1)
proj Lnk1 = x0.Lnk1, DName = x0.DName
bloc2:
scan (x0 in T2)
sel x0.Lnk1 = Lnk1
proj Lnk1 = Lnk1, DName = DName, Lnk2 = x0.Lnk2
bloc3:
scan (x0 in T3)
sel x0.Lnk1 = Lnk1, x0.Lnk2 = Lnk2
proj EName = x0.EName, PName = Lnk1, DName = DName

Figure 6.1: A physical plan for the example query of section 6.1.2.
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is populated by evaluating a local plan. Because we only consider left-deep trees of atomic
fragments, a local plan will always be an atomic plan: a plan for an atomic fragment. In
general, it can be another non-atomic plan with its own temporary tables and main plan.
This would let us consider plans that are non left-deep (i.e bushy trees).

 The local plans corresponding to T1 and T3 are each evaluated in two nested scans, separated

by a lookup. Consider the plan for T1 : in the rst stage, dom Dept is scanned, then for each
resulting key x0, and corresponding entry x1 = Dept [ x0 ], the set x1 :DProjs is scanned. This
plan implements a dependent join, depicted graphically in gure 6.2. In general every atomic
fragment corresponding to a nested schema element (either set or dictionary) will require
such a dependent join.

dom Dept

DProjs

Figure 6.2: Dependent join.

 The main plan implements a pipelined sequence of nested bloc plans. Each bloc plan i
receives input tuples from its predecessor bloc plan i , 1. For each such tuple7, bloc i scans

its own input table(s) for tuples that match its selection condition. The selection condition
is a conjunction of equalities of the form e = A, where e is an expression local to bloc i while
A is a constant, or an attribute of a tuple coming from bloc i , 1.
Each bloc plan i projects then the attributes that are still needed in the latter blocs (for join
conditions) or in the output of the plan. This is done in the proj statement, which speci es
a list of attributes A1 = e1 ; : : :Ak = ek , where Al is the name that is given to attribute l,
while el represents the expression assigned to attribute l. el can be either an expression local
to bloc i, or the name of an attribute coming from the previous bloc i , 1, or a constant.
The scope of the variables introduced in one bloc is only the bloc itself.

 In the above example, all bloc plans in the main plan have only one scan operator (over a

temporary table). The main plan corresponds thus to a left-deep join operator tree with three
leaves, depicted graphically in gure 6.3). We will see, shortly, that, as a result of applying
plan transformations, a bloc plan can have more than one scan.

7 Or, rather, block of tuples, as we discuss in the cost model section.
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 All the projections are applied as early as possible: if an attribute is not needed after bloc i,
then it does not occur in the list of projected attributes of bloc i. When translating queries
into plans we will always follow this strategy8 .

T3

T2

T3

T1

T2

dom Dept

DProjs

Figure 6.3: Left-deep trees of P and P 0.

Plan Transformation 1: UnfoldTemp. The plan above is not necessarily the best plan for

Q. Evaluating rst the atomic fragment F2 and storing it into T2 may reduce considerably the
number of tuples that enter later in the main plan, bcause of the selection condition on CustName.
However, for the atomic fragment F1 we can short-circuit building the temporary table T1 and
certainly obtain a faster plan. Therefore, one capability that the plan language must o er is the
possibility of unfolding any of its temporary tables. In our example, we can unfold9 T1 and obtain
the following plan P 0:
temp T2 =
scan (x0 in Proj)
sel

"Citibank" = x0.CustName

proj Lnk1 = x0.PName, Lnk2 = x0.PDept
temp

T3 =
scan (x0 in dom Emp)
lookup x1 = Emp[x0]
scan (x2 in x1.EProjs)
proj Lnk1 = x2, Lnk2 = x1.EDept, EName = x1.EName

in
bloc1:
scan (x0 in dom Dept)
lookup x1 = Dept[x0]
scan (x2 in x1.DProjs)

8 Same as in many relational optimizers.
9 Very similar with view expansion.
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proj Lnk1 = x2, DName = x1.DName
bloc2:
scan (x0 in T2)
sel

x0.Lnk1 = Lnk1

proj Lnk1 = Lnk1, DName = DName, Lnk2 = x0.Lnk2
bloc3:
scan (x0 in T3)
sel

x0.Lnk1 = Lnk1, x0.Lnk2 = Lnk2

proj EName = x0.EName, PName = Lnk1, DName = DName

After the transformation, the main plan corresponds to a left-deep join tree with four leaf nodes,
see gure 6.3. In general, each scan in the main plan will correspond to a leaf node in the join tree.
Similarly, we can unfold T3 and obtain P 00:
temp T2 =
scan (x0 in Proj)
sel

"Citibank" = x0.CustName

proj Lnk1 = x0.PName, Lnk2 = x0.PDept
in
bloc1:
scan (x0 in dom Dept)
lookup x1 = Dept[x0]
scan (x2 in x1.DProjs)
proj Lnk1 = x2, DName = x1.DName
bloc2:
scan (x0 in T2)
sel

x0.Lnk1 = Lnk1

proj Lnk1 = Lnk1, DName = DName, Lnk2 = x0.Lnk2
bloc3:
scan (x0 in dom Emp)
lookup x1 = Emp[x0]
sel

x1.EDept = Lnk2

scan (x2 in x1.EProjs)
sel

x2 = Lnk1

proj EName = x1.EName, PName = Lnk1, DName = DName

Following the same principle as before, after the expansion, the selections are pushed as early
as possible. For example the selection condition x1 :EDept = Lnk2 is pushed right after the lookup
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operation in bloc 3. The main plan corresponds now to a left-deep tree with 5 leaf nodes, see
gure 6.4. The execution of P 00 proceeds for the rst two blocs as in the case of P 0 . When the
pipelined execution reaches bloc 3, it does the following: for each incoming tuple t (from bloc 2)
it scans dom Emp and for each key x0 in dom Emp it appends t with x0 . The resulting tuples10 are
then passed to the last node in the tree. Here, for each such tuple, the lookup is executed rst,
and if the selection condition is true, the nal scan is performed.

EProjs

dom Emp

T2

dom Dept

DProjs

Figure 6.4: Left-deep tree of P 00.

Note. The number of incoming tuples before the last lookup operator in P 00 can be quite large

(because of the cartesian product computation). Therefore P 00 may be more expensive than P 0. (In
T3 of P 0 the lookup is performed \only" for each key in dom Emp.) However, there are situations in
which such UnfoldTemp may be worthwhile. If after unfolding, the value of x0 in dom Emp becomes
equated with one of the attributes of the incoming tuples (because of some selection condition)
then the scan over dom Emp can be entirely removed. Then we need to perform the lookup only as
many times as many incoming tuples are. If this number is smaller than the cardinality of dom Emp,
then the resulting plan has a smaller cost. By using this strategy we will be able to discover
the traditional index-based join plans from the relational world, as well as the pointer-based joins
from the OO world. Removal of scans over domains of dictionaries is the object of the next plan
transformation.

Plan Transformation 2: RemoveScanDom. Consider now the following query, equivalent to
Q11:

(Q1) select struct(EName = Emp [ e ]:EName; PName = p; DName = Emp [ e ]:EDept)
from dom I p; dom Emp e; Emp [ e ]:EProjs n
where Emp [ e ]:EDept = I [ p ]:PDept and I [ p ]:CustName = "Citibank" and n = p
The following is a plan for Q1:

10 They constitute the cartesian product of dom Emp with the result of the lower tree.
11 Q1 is one of the candidate plans generated by C&B when given Q as input and the constraints of example 1.2.1.

Recall that I is a primary index for Proj on PName.
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temp

T1 =
scan (x0 in dom Emp)
lookup x1 = Emp[x0]
scan (x2 in x1.EProjs)
proj Lnk1 = x2, Lnk2 = x1.EDept, EName = x1.EName

temp

T2 =
scan (x0 in dom I)
lookup x1 = I[x0]
sel

x1.CustName = "Citibank"

proj Lnk1 = x0, Lnk2 = x1.PDept
in
bloc1:
scan (x0 in T1)
proj Lnk1 = x0.Lnk1, Lnk2 = x0.Lnk2, EName = x0.EName
bloc2:
scan (x0 in T2)
sel

x0.Lnk1 = Lnk1, x0.Lnk2 = Lnk2

proj EName = EName, PName = Lnk1, DName = Lnk2

By applying UnfoldTemp to T1 and T2 we obtain:
bloc1:
scan (x0 in dom Emp)
lookup x1 = Emp[x0]
scan (x2 in x1.EProjs)
proj Lnk1 = x2, Lnk2 = x1.EDept, EName = x1.EName
bloc2:
scan (x0 in dom I)
sel x0 = Lnk1
lookup x1 = I[x0]
sel

x1.CustName = "Citibank", x1.PDept = Lnk2

proj EName = EName, PName = Lnk1, DName = Lnk2

Notice that the selection x0 = Lnk1 in bloc 2 was pushed right after the scan over dom I.
(Pushing such selections can be done very easily by using the congruence closure representation of
the equalities within a query.) Now it is obvious that the scan over dom I can be short-circuited
! The RemoveScanDom transformations performs the removal of scan (x0 2 dom M) whenever
the variable x0 is equated to a variable-free expression (a constant or an attribute of the incoming
tuple). The resulting plan is an index-based join between Emp and Proj:
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bloc1:
scan (x0 in dom Emp)
lookup x1 = Emp[x0]
scan (x2 in x1.EProjs)
proj Lnk1 = x2, Lnk2 = x1.EDept, EName = x1.EName
bloc2:
lookup x0 = I[Lnk1]
sel

x0.CustName = "Citibank", x0.PDept = Lnk2

proj EName = EName, PName = Lnk1, DName = Lnk2

Remark here that I [ Lnk1 ] is not a safe lookup operation (in the PC sense). While in the
previous plan (right before applying RemoveScanDom), we lookup I only after we check that Lnk1
is equal to some key x0 in dom I, in the transformed plan, Lnk1 is not guaranteed to be in dom I.
If this happens then the entry is ignored (and any resulting tuples based on that entry). Thus,
the semantics of the transformed plan is the same as the semantics of the untransformed plan.
Nonetheless, its operational semantics is quite di erent, and in fact any of the two plans can have
a better cost.
Another case in which the RemoveScanDom transformation can be applied is when there is a
selection with a constant on some attribute for which there exists an index. For example, consider
the following query, also equivalent to Q12:
(Q2) select struct(EName = Emp [ e ]:EName; PName = t:PName; DName = Emp [ e ]:EDept)
from dom SI k; SI [ k ] t; dom Emp e; Emp [ e ]:EProjs n
where Emp [ e ]:EDept = t:PDept and k = "Citibank" and n = t:PName
We translate the query into a plan in the usual way:
temp

T1 =
scan (x0 in dom Emp)
lookup x1 = Emp[x0]
scan (x2 in x1.EProjs)
proj Lnk1 = x2, Lnk2 = x1.EDept, EName = x1.EName

temp

T2 =
scan (x0 in dom SI)
sel x0 = "Citibank"
lookup x1 = SI[x0]
scan (x2 in x1)
proj Lnk1 = x1.PName, Lnk2 = x1.PDept

12 And, also, a candidate plan. Recall from example 1.2.1 that SI is a secondary index for Proj on CustName.
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in
bloc1:
scan (x0 in T1)
proj Lnk1 = x0.Lnk1, Lnk2 = x0.Lnk2, EName = x0.EName
bloc2:
scan (x0 in T2)
sel

x0.Lnk1 = Lnk1, x0.Lnk2 = Lnk2

proj EName = EName, PName = Lnk1, DName = Lnk2

Remark that in the translation the selection condition on CustName is pushed right after the
scan of dom SI. Therefore we can directly apply RemoveScanDom (without the need to apply
UnfoldTemp on T2). The resulting plan, after applying UnfoldTemp on T1, is:
temp

T2 =
lookup x0 = SI["Citibank"]
scan (x1 in x0)
proj Lnk1 = x1.PName, Lnk2 = x1.PDept

in
bloc0:
scan (x0 in dom Emp)
lookup x1 = Emp[x0]
scan (x2 in x1.EProjs)
proj Lnk1 = x2, Lnk2 = x1.EDept, EName = x1.EName
bloc1:
scan (x0 in T2)
sel

x0.Lnk1 = Lnk1, x0.Lnk2 = Lnk2

proj EName = EName, PName = Lnk1, DName = Lnk2

Conclusion. In order to nd the best plan for a query, we will exhaustively try all possible

applications of UnfoldTemp and RemoveScanDom, as well as all possible join orderings. The
systematic enumeration of physical plans will be addressed in section 6.3.

6.1.4 Decomposition into Atomic Fragments: Formal Details
This section describes formally the technique for query decomposition into atomic fragments. Based
on this, we will reduce the problem of enumerating viable scan orders to the problem of enumerating
all orders between atomic fragments. This reduction is complete (does not miss any viable scan
order) if all atomic fragments are single-path fragments (de ned below). In general, and speci c
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to queries over OO classes and complex values, atomic fragments may not be single-path. For such
case, we give a general method for decomposition of an atomic fragment into a join of single-path
fragments. Then, to enumerate viable scan orders, we consider also all possible orders between
single-path fragments within one atomic fragment.
Variable-dependency forest. For any path expression P in a PC0 normal form, there can
be at most one variable x occuring in P. This is true because of Restriction 2 of Section 6.1.1.
Otherwise we could have expressions such as x[ y ] where x is a dictionary but not one in the
schema.
Let S y be some scan in a PC0 normal form query. We say that y directly depends on the
variable x if x occurs S. We can then de ne a dependency graph associated to a query by taking
as the set of nodes the set of all variables in the query, and adding directed edges between any
two variables such that one directly depends on the other. The following lemma is a simple, but
important for this chapter, consequence of the PC0 restriction.

Lemma 6.1.1 The variable-dependency graph of a normal form PC query is a forest: a set of
0

connected components each of them being a tree. The root of each tree is a variable x ranging over
a schema element S of set type or over dom M where M is a schema element of dictionary type.

Example: recall the query Q of section 6.1.2. Its variable-dependency forest consists of three
(linear, in this case) trees: fd 7! s; p; e 7! ng.
Query fragments for a given query were rst introduced, rather informally, in Chapter 5 in the
context of OQF fragmentation. Here is the complete de nition:

De nition 6.1.2 (Query Fragment) Let Q be a PC normal form query. Its closure is a query
0

Q that has the same select and from clauses as Q while the where clause consists of all the equalities
that occur in or are implied by the Q's where clause. Q is computable from Q in PTIME and is
equivalent to Q. Q without the select clause is the isomorphic representation, as a query, of the
canonical instance introduced in Chapter 3.
Let S be a subset of the variables in the from clause of Q, such that S is closed under the direct
dependency relation (de ned above). A query fragment F of Q induced by S is a query such that:
1) The from clause consists of exactly the variables in S , together with their sets (as they
were in Q)
2) The where clause consists of all the conditions in the where clause of Q which mention
only variables in S , and
3) The select clause consists of all the paths P over S that occur in the select clause of Q
or in an equality P = P 0 of Q 's where clause where P 0 depends on some variable that is not in
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S . In the latter case, we call such P a link path of the fragment. A unique attribute name, called
link attribute is invented for each equivalence class in the congruence closure of Q. Every link
expression in the output of a fragment will appear preceded by the link attribute name associated to
the equivalence class in which the expression belongs.

De nition 6.1.3 (Atomic Fragments) Let Q be a normal form PC query with a variabledependency forest consisting of trees ft ; : : :; tng. The set of atomic fragments associated to Q
is the set of query fragments fF ; : : :; Fng, where each Fi is the query fragment of Q induced by the
0

1

1

set of variables in ti .

Each atomic fragment corresponds to exactly one schema element occuring in the query. There
may be more than one atomic fragment for one schema element (if the schema element occurs more
than once in the query). The output of each fragment Fi may contain, besides expressions needed
in the nal output of Q, link expressions needed for joins with the other fragments. The following
proposition holds (the proof is obvious):

Proposition 6.1.4 (Decomposition into Atomic Fragments) Every normal form PC query
0

can be uniquely recovered by a natural join of the atomic fragments.

Decomposition into Single-Path Fragments. So far, in our examples of atomic fragments,

the dependency trees between variables were linear. We call such atomic fragments single-path
atomic fragments. In general, the dependency tree of an atomic fragment may be a non-linear tree,
i.e. a tree consisting of more than one path13. We will call such atomic fragments multiple-path
atomic fragments. This section describes next our method for decomposing a multiple-path atomic
fragment into a join of smaller fragments, each of them being single-path. The decomposition
allows us to nd, under a contiguity assumption for storage of nested sets, ecient physical plans
for any multiple-path atomic fragment.
Let us illustrate by an example. Consider the following nested schema element and query:
S : Set h Struct f A : int;
B : Set h Struct f X : int;
Y : Set h Struct f D : string; E : int g i ;
Z : Set h Struct f D : string; E : int g i g i;
C : Set h Struct f D : string; E : int g i

gi

13 This is something particular to the complex value model, which allows for arbitrarily nested sets
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x
y

u

z

v

Figure 6.5: Dependency tree of Q.
(Q) select struct(A = x:A)
from S x; x:B y; x:C z; y:Y u; y:Z v
where u:E = z:E and u:D = v:D and y:X = 100
The dependency tree of the query, shown in gure 6.5, consists of three distinct paths: fx 7!
y 7! u; x 7! y 7! v; x 7! z g. The fact that the same variable x is used as the root of all the three
paths means a join condition: when navigating the nested set S the three paths must always start
from within the same top-level tuple x of S. Similarly, the fact that y occurs, at the second level,
in the rst two paths means another join condition: while navigating, the two paths, not only must
be within the same top-level tuple x, but they must be within the same tuple y in x:B. Q is thus
equivalent to the natural join of three single-path queries:
(P1) select struct(Lnk1 = u:D; Lnk2 = u:E; Tid1 = x; Tid2 = y; A = x:A)
from S x; x:B y; y:Y u
where y:X = 100
(P2) select struct(Lnk1 = v:D; Tid1 = x; Tid2 = y)
from S x; x:B y; y:Z v
(P3) select struct(Lnk2 = z:E; Tid1 = x)
from S x; x:C z
Here Tid1 and Tid2 are used to store identities of tuples x in S and y in x:B. In order to do the
decomposition we must always assume that each element has an identity14. To recover Q from its
fragments, we need to join on Tid1 and Tid2 . This is of a di erent nature from the join on Lnk1
and Lnk2 (also required to recover Q): it is required by the topology of the dependency tree of Q,
and not by explicit equalities of Q.
An execution for Q can then be obtained by evaluating in any order the three single-path queries
P1, P2 and P3, with the corresponding join conditions. The second assumption that we make is a
natural one and it concerns the storage model of complex values: every nested set is assumed to be
stored contiguously on disk. In consequence, evaluating a single-path query such as any Pi above
requires exactly one single scan over the disk pages storing the nested set.
Below is a nested loop join plan for Q, that uses the above decomposition of Q into three
14 Similar to a tuple id in a relation. Such identi ers always exist, in an implementation.
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single-path queries. Notice that we only need three nested scans over S (even though the original
query Q has 5 variables).
scan (x in S) (y in x.B) (u in y.Y)
sel

y.X = 100

proj A = x.A, Tid1 = x, Tid2 = y, Lnk1 = u.D, Lnk2 = u.E
scan (x in S) (y in x.B) (v in y.Z)
sel

x = Tid1, y = Tid2, v.D = Lnk1

proj A = A, Tid1 = Tid1, Tid2 = Tid2, Lnk2 = Lnk2
scan (x in S) (z in x.C)
sel x = Tid1, z.E = Lnk2
proj A = A

Similarly, we may want to decompose multiple-path atomic frgaments into single-path fragments
in the case of dictionaries with entries that are complex values. The same decomposition algorithm
as described above applies. The only di erence is that the complex value in this case is not a
schema element, but rather the entry of a dictionary.

Enumeration of viable scan orders. We conclude the discussion of this section with the
following:

Fact. Let Q be a PC normal form query such that all of its atomic fragments are single-path.
0

Then the space of all viable scan orders for Q is the space of all possible orders between the atomic
fragments of Q.

When an atomic fragment is not single-path then we have to consider all possible scan orders
between its single-path fragments, as well. In general, for complete enumeration of viable scan
orders, we must consider also all possible orders between single-path fragments across more than
one atomic fragment. However, we choose not to do it, in order to reduce the complexity of the
dynamic programming algorithm that implements the enumeration (see section 6.3). In fact, in
most of our examples and experiments, the atomic fragments will be single-path.

6.2 A Cost Model for Nested Sets and Dictionaries
This section presents a cost model for the physical plans introduced in section 6.1. Subsection 6.2.4
gives the formulas that we use to calculate the cost of a plan. These formulas, in turn, use quantitative information that is associated to the elements of the physical schema. Thus, subsection 6.2.1
gives a language to describe such information (cardinality, selectivity). The information that we
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can express by using this language generalizes the so-called database statistics used in in relational
databases [Ram98] and some of the OO databases [GGT96]. The generalization is required mainly
because of the presence of arbitrarily nested sets.
The decomposability of queries into atomic fragments, which are further decomposed into singlepath fragments, plays a fundamental role in cost estimation of queries. The cardinality tables that
we introduce in section 6.2.1 are built for single-path tableaux over one schema element. They
generalize what in the relational case used to be the selectivities of the attributes of one relation.
We use only single-path tableaux because there are only nitely many of them for a schema element.
Estimating the cardinality, selectivity, or size of one single-path query becomes then simply a
problem of matching. Estimating the cardinality, selectivity, or size of one multiple-path query can
then be done by using its decomposition into a join of single-path fragments. Similarly, for a PC0
query, we use then its decomposition into a join of atomic fragments. In the absence of the PC0
restriction, a query could have dependencies between scans that form a graph rather than a tree,
and decomposability into atomic frgaments and/or single-path fragments may not be possible. In
that case, cost estimation becomes a much harder problem.

6.2.1 Cardinality Information.
As seen in section 6.1, a physical plans is a mainly nested sequence of plans for atomic fragments,
corresponding to a left-deep join tree. In order to evaluate the cost of such a left-deep tree, we need
to be able to evaluate the cost of its left and right subtrees. In addition, to evaluate the cost of
the join (either a nested loop join or a lookup-based join) between the two subtrees, we will need
to evaluate the cardinalities, and sizes, of the results of the subtrees. The cardinality of the result
of a subtree is the number of tuples produced by the subtree. The size of the result of a subtree is
the size, bytes, of all the tuples produced by the subtree. The following is a language for describing
the information needed to compute cardinalities of any intermediate results.

De nition 6.2.1 Let S be a schema element (set or dictionary). A single-path tableau for S is a
PC tableau T = f x 2 S; x 2 e (x ); : : :; xn 2 en (xn, ) ; true g, with no equality conditions
0

1

2

2

1

1

and no other schema element besides S.

A single-path tableau for S corresponds to exactly one navigation path starting at the root
S and following nested sets within S. Since the type of S is nite, there are only nitely many
single-path tableaux for S.

Example 6.2.1 Recall the schema element S of section 6.1.4. The following are single-path
tableaux for S:
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T1 = f x 2 S ; true g
T2 = f x 2 S; y 2 x:B; u 2 y:Y ; true g
T3 = f x 2 S; y 2 x:B; v 2 y:Z ; true g
T4 = f x 2 S; z 2 x:C ; true g

De nition 6.2.2 A cardinality table associated to a single-path tableau T = f x 2 S; x 2
e (x ); : : :; xn 2 en (xn, ) ; true g is a pair consisting of:
1. cardT = the cardinality of the set f(x ; : : :; xn)g, and
2. a partial function f(e : cardTe1 ); : : :; (ek : cardTek )g where, for each i:
1

2

1

2

1

1

1

a) ei is a well-de ned path over T , and
b) cardTei = the cardinality of the set f(x1; : : :; xn) j ei = constantg.

Example 6.2.2 A cardinality table for T of the previous example is: < cardT1 = 100; f(x :
1); (x:A : 25)g >. The rst number gives us the number of tuples in S: 100. The pair (x; 1) tells
1

us that if we x the value of x then we remain with 1 tuple in S. The second pair tells us that if
we x the value of x:A then we are left with 25 tuples in S. The ratio between cardTx:1A and cardT1
gives us the selectivity of the attribute A within the set S.
Notice that there are semantic conditions that a cardinality table need to satisfy in order to make
sense. For example, the pair (x; 1) is a uniqueness condition: each element of S must be unique. No
other value but 1 makes sense there. On the other hand, we could have any real number between 0
and 100 for the value of cardTx:1A. Checking in general that cardinalities tables satisfy the semantic
conditions that hold in the database (set semantics (as opposed to bag semantics), key constraints,
referential integrity constraints, etc.) is an interesting problem in itself. However, we do not address
it here.
Examples of cardinality tables for T2 , T3 , and T4 are given below:
< 150; 000; f(x : 1; 500); (x:A : 100); (y : 3; 000); (y:X : 5; 000); (u:D : 500); (u:E : 800)g >
< 150; 000; f(x : 1; 500); (x:A : 100); (y : 3; 000); (y:X : 5; 000); (v:D : 450); (v:E : 750)g >
< 40; 000; f(x : 400); (x:A : 100); (z : 25); (z:D : 200); (z:E : 350)g >

6.2.2 Estimating Cardinalities of Physical Plans.
Using the cardinality tables described in section 6.2.1 we are now able to estimate the cardinality
of any PC0 query, i.e. the number of tuples in the result of the query. Since any physical plan
implements some PC0 query, we are then able to estimate the number of tuples produced by any
intermediate plan.
Cardinality of a single-path query. Consider the single-path query P1 of section 6.1.4:
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(P1) select struct(Lnk1 = u:D; Lnk2 = u:E; Tid1 = x; Tid2 = y; A = x:A)
from S x; x:B y; y:Y u
where y:X = 100
The single-path tableau to which P1 matches is T2 from section 6.2.1. cardT2 tells us that there
are 150; 000 tuples (x; y; u) over the single-path tableau T2 . Since we are interested only in those
tuples that satisfy the condition y:X = 100 we must multiply cardT2 with the selectivity of this
equality, which is the ratio between cardTy:2X and cardT2 . Therefore the number of quali ed tuples
(x; y; z) is 5; 000. The cardinality of P1 is 5; 000 as well15.
Cardinality of a multiple-path query. Consider now the multiple-path query Q of section 6.1.4. Q is equivalent to the natural join of three single-path queries, P1, P2, P3. We rewrite
it in the following form:
select struct(A = x1 :A)
from P1 x1 ; P2 x2 ; P3 x3
where x1:Tid1 = x2:Tid1 and x2:Tid1 = x3:Tid1 and x1 :Tid2 = x2 :Tid2 and
x1:Lnk1 = x2 :Lnk1 and x2:Lnk2 = x3:Lnk2
The cardinality of Q (ignoring duplicates) can be computed as follows:
() card(Q) = card(P1)  card(P2 )  card(P3)  selectivity (join conditions)
where the last term is the product of selectivities of each equality condition. To estimate the
selectivity of an equality e1 = e2 , we follow [Ram98] and use the following formula:
sel(e1 = e2 ) = minfsel(e1 ); sel(e2 )g
Then sel(ei ) can be calculated by nding the single-path fragment from which ei comes and
using the cardinality table associated to the respective single-path tableau. For example,
sel(x1 :Tid1 = x2:Tid1 ) = minfsel(x1 :Tid1); sel(x2 :Tid1)g
cardTx2 cardTx3
= minf card
T2 ; cardT3 g
1;500
1;500
= minf 150
;000 ; 150;000 g
1
= 100
The reader can then verify that the cardinality of Q is 960 tuples (ignoring duplicates).
Cardinality of a PC0 query. In section 6.1.2 we described how a PC0 query can be decomposed into atomic fragments. The cardinality of a PC0 query can then be calculated with a formula
similar with (*) above but in which all single-path fragments are replaced by atomic fragments.

15 ignoring duplicates. In general, we must take into account what attributes are in the output of the query since
this can a ect the number of duplicates that the query produces. This can be done using the cardinality information
as well, and we don't show it here.
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6.2.3 Estimating Sizes
While evaluating the cost of a plan we will need to be able to estimate the sizes of the sets over
which a scan operation will be performed. The sets will be either schema elements of set type, or
domains of dictionaries, or entries of dictionaries. In the following we give a general method, that
uses the cardinality information described in section 6.2.1, to estimate the size of any expression
de ned over a single-path tableau.
Let T = fx1 2 e1 ; : : :; xn 2 en (xn,1) ; trueg be a single-path tableau for schema element
S = e1 , and let e(xn ) be some well-de ned path over T. We will denote by sz(e j x1 2 e1 ; : : :; xn 2
en (xn,1)) the size of e (in bytes) with respect to T 16 .
The following is an inductive de nition for sz(e j x1 2 e1 ; : : :; xn 2 en (xn,1)). The induction
is on the type  of e.

  is a base type. Let B be the size in bytes of an element of type  17.
sz(e j x1 2 e1 ; : : :; xn 2 en) = B
   StructfA1 : 1 ; : : :; Ak : k g.
sz(e j x1 2 e1 ; : : :; xn 2 en) = ki=1 sz(e:Ai j x1 2 S; : : :; xn 2 en )
   Seth0 i.
(e j x1 2 e1 ; : : :; xn 2 en ) =

sz



card

f(x1; : : :; xn; xn+1) j x1 2 e1 ; : : :; xn 2 en; xn+1 2 eg

fx1 j x1 2 e1 ; : : :; xn 2 en; xn+1 2 eg

sel

:::



sel

fxn j x1 2 e1 ; : : :; xn 2 en; xn+1 2 eg



sz

(xn+1 j x1 2 e1 ; : : :; xn 2 en ; xn+1 2 eg

In the last case, we de ne, inductively, the size of e as the product between how many elements
are in e (all but the last term) and the size in bytes of each such element (the last term). The
cardinality of e is computed as follows: Let Tn+1 be the single-path tableau obtained by adding
one more variable xn+1 2 e. We compute rst the total number of tuples (x1; : : :; xn; xn+1) (the
rst term, also equal to cardTn+1 ), and we multiply it with the selectivity of each xi, for i = 1::n
(since we are interested only in how many values for xn+1 are there). The selectivity of xi can be
obtained as the ratio between cardTxin+1 and cardTn+1 .
16 We need to specify T because e is de ned with respect to T .
17 Average size, if the size is not constant.
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If S is a schema element of type set, then the size of S is sz(S j ). If M is a schema element of
type dictionary then the size of dom M is given by sz(dom M j ), while the size of each entry in the
dictionary is given by sz(M [ k ] j k 2 dom M).

6.2.4 A Simple Model for Cost-Evaluation of Physical Plans.
In the following we present a cost model for the di erent physical plans introduced in section 6.1.3.
In general, there are several di erent components of the cost: CPU cost, I/O cost, network cost
(for distributed databases), etc. For simplicity, we will ignore any CPU or network cost, and focus
on the I/O cost (the cost of read and write operations between memory and disk). We assume
that:
 The execution always corresponds to a left-deep tree in which the intermediate results from
the left subtree are pipelined to the next join node in the tree;
 (Nested) sets are stored contiguously (i.e. clustered), as already discussed in section 6.1.4.
 Entries of dictionaries are stored non-contiguously (i.e. non-clustered: each entry starts on
a di erent page); however, each entry, if it is a set, is stored clustered (according to the previous
assumption). The last two assumptions are a simpli cation of more complicated clustering strategies that occur in practice.
 M is the amount of memory (in pages) available for processing at a given join node in the
left-deep tree;
 p is the page size (in bytes)
Let P be a plan corresponding to a left-deep tree in which the left subtree is another left-deep
tree P1 , while the right subtree is an atomic plan, P2, for some atomic fragment F with schema
element S. In other words, P = P1 ./ P2. For simplicity of presentation we assume that the atomic
fragment F is a single-path fragment. Then the cost in I/Os of executing P can be estimated as
follows, depending on the shape of P2. All the cost formulas below do not include, unless explicit,
the cost of writing the output to disk (because most of the times the output of an operator is
pipelined to the next operator.)

 Case 1: P2 is a scan over a temporary table T storing the result of evaluating a plan P20 for
F . Then P is a nested-scan join between P1 and T . Its total cost is:

where

(P1) + cost(P20 ) + cost(write T to disk) + d szpgM(P1 ) e  cost(read T from disk)

(P) =

cost

=

cost

cost

(P1) + cost(P20 ) + szpg (T) + d szpgM(P1 ) e  szpg(T )
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(T ) = d card(T )szp(tuple of T ) e; szpg (P1) = d card(P1 )szp(tuple of P1 ) e
Here card(T) and card(P1 ) are estimated using the techniques described in section 6.2.2.
The above cost formula assumes that P1 is read in blocks, each equal to the entire amount
of memory M available at the current node. We ignore the memory needs for the output
bu er or for the input bu er for reading in T (these would amount to 1 more page each).
For cost(P20 ) we need to consider three possible shapes for P20 . These are the same as in the
three subcases considered in Case 2 below. The cost evaluation of P20 follows then the same
spirit as there.
szpg

 Case 2: P2 is the result of applying the UnfoldTemp transformation to T from above (i.e.
pipelined execution of the plan for F). Here we have three subcases:

1. S is of set type. Then P performs a nested-scan join between P1 and S. Its cost is:

(P) = cost(P1 ) + d szpgM(P1 ) e  szpg (S)
where szpg (S) is estimated by using the techniques of section 6.2.3 to compute the size
of a schema element of (nested) set type.
cost

2. S is of dictionary type and P2 is a plan that scans domS. Then P performs a nested
scan join between P1 and dom S followed, for each resulting tuple, by a lookup operation
into S. For each lookup operation another scan over the result of the lookup is in general
needed18 . The cost of P is:
(P) =

cost

(P1 ) + d

cost

szpg(P1 )

M

e  szpg (dom S)

+ card(P1 ./ dom S)  szpg(S [ k ] j k 2 dom S)
3. S is of dictionary type and P2 is the result of applying the RemoveScanDom transformation. P performs in this case, for each tuple in the result of P1 , a lookup into S, followed
by a scan over the result of the lookup. The cost of P is:
(P) = cost(P1 ) + card(P1)  szpg(S [ k ] j k 2 dom S)
where the last term is computed using the techniques of section 6.2.3.
Notice that in the last two cases, each entry in the dictionary is scanned (looked at)
for each tuple coming from either P1 ./ dom S or P1 . Depending on the cardinalities of
the two intermediate sets, each of the two plans can be better. The two alternatives
correspond to a value-based join and, respectively, a pointer-based join between P1 and
the dictionary S. See also [SC90] for a more thorough analysis of the performances of
cost

18 If the entries in the dictionary S contain elements of set type.
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the two join algorithms. Finally, we note that we did not consider the e ect of bu ering
on the cost of accessing the pages storing entries of S: we assume that a page is reread
from disk, even if it was read before. In general, for more accurate estimation, to the
last two formulas we must add another factor: Yao's formula [Yao77].
All the above cost formulas naturally generalize cost formulas for block nested-loop joins
([SMK97, Ram98]) and navigation joins([SC90, GGT96]). It is not very dicult to generalize
this cost model to take into account the case when F is a multiple-path fragment (additional
nested scans for each single-path fragment are needed then), and for the case when the space of
plans consists of all bushy trees instead of all left-deep trees. Also, it is possible to use hash-based
join algorithms instead of nested-scans joins.

Monotonicity of Cost. The following is an important property of the cost model that we have
implicitly made use of, so far, in our C&B-based approach to optimization.

De nition 6.2.3 A cost model C is monotonic with respect to a class P of physical plans, if for
any two queries Q and Q such that Q is a subquery of Q we have that C (Q )  C (Q ). Here
C (Q) denotes the cost of the best physical plan in P implementing Q (we have choice of any join
algorithms in P and any join orders).
1

2

1

2

1

2

The rst advantage of having a monotonic cost model is that C&B-minimization can be performed independent of the cost. Cost is then used only at the end to choose among the minimal
forms generated by the minimization algorithm. Since the cost model is monotonic, the best plan
must correspond to a minimal form. Secondly, monotonicity of cost is the fundamental assumption
on which the cost-based pruning variant of backchase, that we give in section 6.4, will be based.
The main idea there is that, during the bottom-up exploration of a subquery Q1 , if the cost of
Q1 is higher than the best cost so far, then all the superqueries Q2 of Q1 will be pruned, due to
monotonicity of cost.
Our cost model (and others, as well) is essentially monotonic if we make an important restriction:
the class of physical plans allowed do not include lookup-based joins. For example, the join of two
sets can be implemented by a nested scans join, a sort-merge join, a hash-join but not by an indexbased join. We justify our statement below and then show in section 6.4 how we can take care of
lookup-based plans.
When plans implement only nested scan joins, the monotonicity property is satis ed if the
memory available for join is large enough (this is a common situation). Consider, for instance, the
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join of two relations Q1 = R ./ S. According to our cost formula above (Case 2.1), the cost of the
join is:
sz (R)
( ./ S) = szpg (R) + d pg
M e  szpg (S)
When M is very large this becomes simply the sum szpg (R) + szpg(S). In general, we can
safely assume that the cost of a nested scans join is linear. Therefore, any superquery Q2 of Q1
(with some additional relations entering the join) that is implemented by a nested scans join will
have a higher cost than Q1 (more terms entering the sum). And even when M is not very large,
and the cost of Q2 may become smaller than the cost of Q1 , the di erence in cost will not be very
large. In that situation the optimizer, even though will not nd the optimal plan, will nd a good
enough plan.
A similar kind of linearity is true for hash-based implementations of join. We illustrate by
considering the hybrid-hash join algorithm [Sha86]. Assume two queries Q1 = R ./ S and Q2 =
T ./ R ./ S, such that Q1 is a subquery of Q2. We show that if both Q1 and Q2 are implemented
using the hybrid-hash join, then in the worst case the cost of Q2 is smaller than the cost of Q1 by
a margin that is not too big. From [Sha86] the cost of hybrid-hash join is:
cost(R ./ S) = bR + bS + 2(bR + bS )(1 , q)
where R is assumed to be the outer relation and q is a factor that computes the fraction of R
whose hash table ts in the main memory. bR and bS denote the sizes of R and S in number of
disk pages. The cost of Q1 is then no larger than 3(bR + bS ) (this is the limit case when q = 0 and
corresponds to the case when R and S are both so large that a very small fraction of them can t
in the main memory). The best case for evaluating Q2 is when T and T ./ R are very small so that
their hash tables can t entirely in main memory. Then we can evaluate Q2 using bT + bR I/Os
to perform T ./ R plus bT./R + bS I/Os to perform (T ./ R) ./ S. Thus the cost of Q2 is at best
bR + bS + bT + bT./R . If bT and bT./R are negligible, then the cost of Q2 is three times smaller than
the cost of Q1. Even in this best case - worst case situation the cost of Q2 is in about the same
order of magnitude as the cost of Q1. In common situations it is usually the other way around: the
cost of Q1 is smaller than the cost of Q2 . A similar analysis can be carried out for sort-merge join.
However, when we consider plans that are based on dictionary lookup (i.e index-based joins),
the monotonicy of cost does not hold anymore. Indeed, consider a query Q scanning a dictionary
domain dom M. If we add another relation R in a join with Q we may obtain a superquery Q0
for which the best plan avoids scanning dom M but performs a dictionary lookup instead (based
on values that are coming from R). The plan for Q0 may be signi cantly cheaper; an order of
magnitude is not unusual. See section 6.4 for a detailed example.
cost R
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Thus, backchase minimization, as presented in Chapter 2, may omit lookup-based plans with
good cost that do not correspond to minimal PC queries. However, in section 6.4, we show how
we can deal with such lookup-based plans. There, we give an algorithm for bottom-up backchase
extended with cost-based pruning, that is able to consider, in a systematic way, lookup-based plans
that do not correspond to minimal PC queries. The resulting algorithm goes therefore beyond the
backchase enumeration of minimal PC queries.

6.3 Global Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming is used in traditional optimization (System R, for example) to nd the best
join ordering for a query. The algorithm avoids the repeated recomputation of the best join plan for
any subset of the tables mentioned in the input query. Given a query joining relations R1; : : :; Rn,
the algorithm starts by bulding the best access plans for individual relations and stores them in a
data structure for further use. Then it computes, and stores in the same data structure, the best
plans for joining any subsets of 2 relations: fR1; R2g; fR1; R3g; : : :, using in the process the best
plans for fR1g; fR2g; : : : After n stages, corresponding to all possible cardinalities of subsets of size
n, it produces the best join plan for the entire query.
We generalize the above dynamic programming in two ways:

 handle atomic fragments instead of at relations. For any subset of the atomic fragments in which the input query is decomposed, we will generate the best join sequence. The
best plan for a subset F = fF1; : : :; Fk; Fk+1g of k + 1 atomic fragments will be computed
by using the already computed best plans for subsets of size k of F . When adding a k + 1th
fragment to the join plan corresponding to a subset of size k, the algorithm considers three
choices for bloc plan corresponding to the k + 1th fragment:
1. scan over a temporary table Tk+1 , or
2. the result of applying UnfoldTemp to 1), or
3. the result of applying RemoveScanDom (whenever possible) to 2)
Thus we are able to enumerate not only all join sequences but all possible choices of nestedloop joins and lookup-based joins19.
The above extension to the traditional dynamic programming algorithm will be called from
now on the local dynamic programming (LDP) algorithm. The reasons for this choice

19 The plan language and the dynamic programmingalgorithm can be easily extended to include other join methods
as well. This is similar to traditional relational dynamic programming, where several join methods are considered
at each step.
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of name will become apparent when we explain the second extension and the subsequent
algorithm (which will be global).

 integrate dynamic programming with backchase. Our goal is to enumerate and cost

more than one query, in fact, many subqueries of the universal plan, during the backchase exploration. Since subqueries of the universal plan often share subsets of the atomic fragments
in which the universal plan is decomposed, we want to be able to avoid the recomputation
of the best plan for any such shared subset. Therefore what we need is a global data structure that remains active between the di erent calls to the dynamic programming algorithm
corresponding to di erent subqueries of the universal plan.
The resulting dynamic programming algorithm, incoprorating both extensions above, will be
called from now on the global dynamic programming algorithm (GDP) algorithm. We
explain next the details of GDP.

: A shared data structure for multiple dynamic programming calls. We

OptPlan

explain the use of the global data structure on two simple relational examples. Suppose that we
have the following universal plan (a star query):
(U) select struct(A = r:B)
from R r; S s; T t; U u
where r:A = s:A and r:A = t:A and r:A = u:A
and assume that during the backchase we explore the following two subqueries:
(S1 ) select struct(A = r:B)
from R r; S s; T t
where r:A = s:A and r:A = t:A
(S2 ) select struct(A = r:B)
from R r; S s; U u
where r:A = s:A and r:A = u:A
Suppose we use dynamic programming to nd the best join ordering for S1 . This requires,
among others, computing the best plan for the join between R and S. The output for this plan will
necessarily consist of r:A and r:B: the rst value is needed for further join with T, while the second
value is needed in the output. Now suppose that we use a second call to the dynamic programming
algorithm to nd the best join ordering for S2 . Incidentally, this requires computing the best join
plan for fR; Sg, with the same output as in the rst case. Thus, if the dynamic programming table
for the rst call is still accessible, we can avoid the recomputation of this plan.
However, as the next example shows, there may be situations in which di erent calls to the
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dynamic programming algorithm, corresponding to di erent subqueries of the universal plan, may
compute plans for the same subset of tables, but with di erent output.
Consider the following universal plan and two of its subqueries:
(U) select struct(A = r:B)
from R r; S s; T t; U u
where r:A = s:A and s:C = t:C and s:D = u:D
(S1 ) select struct(A = r:B)
from R r; S s; T t
where r:A = s:A and s:C = t:C
(S2 ) select struct(A = r:B)
from R r; S s; U u
where r:A = s:A and s:D = u:D
Finding the best join plan for S1 requires nding the best plan for joining fR; Sg with output
consisting of r:B (needed in the output) and s:C (needed for further join with T). On the other
hand, nding the best join plan for S2 requires nding the best plan for joining fR; Sg with output
consisting of r:B (as before) and s:D (needed for further join with U). Thus, we have a di erent
output in the second case. The two plans are not the same (may have di erent cost, cardinality,
and size). This shows that, as opposed to the case of dynamic programming for a single query, a
global table that is common across several dynamic programming calls must store one entry for
each pair: (subset of tables, output).
Let us call OptPlan the global data structure used across multiple calls to dynamic programming
during backchase. In an implementation, OptPlan may consist of 2n entries, where n is the number
of atomic fragments in which the universal plan is decomposed. Each entry corresponds to a subset
of atomic fragments. Before the rst call, each entry is empty. Then, during the global dynamic
programming, each entry will contain a set of plans, one for each output encountered. Later reuse
of a plan requires a test for subset equality and an additional test for tuple equality20.
The global dynamic programming algorithm is given in gure 6.6. Figure 6.7 gives the pseudocode for bestAccessPlan (F , plan), a procedure that is used by GDP. bestAccessPlan computes a new left-deep join tree by adjoining a local plan for the atomic fragment F on top of the
already existent left-deep tree plan. The local plan for F is evaluated into a temporary table T, as
described in section 6.1.3. bestAccessPlan tries then to apply UnfoldTemp and RemoveScanDom
to T . It also tries all possible orderings between the single-path fragments of F . The best plan
among all these choices is then returned.
20 In general, this test requires checking for membership in the same congruence class in the canonical database of
the universal plan.
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Algorithm 6.3.1 GDP(Q, OptPlan)
Input: PC query Q, OptPlan data structure
Output: Best physical plan for Q
1. plan = OptPlan.get(Q);
2. if (plan != null) return plan;
3. compute atomic fragments for Q: F = fF ; : : :; Fng;
4. for i = 1 to n do
5.
if (OptPlan.get(Fi) != null) f
6.
plan = bestAccessPlan (Fi, null);
7.
OptPlan.put (Fi , plan);
g
8. for i = 2 to n do
9.
for all subsets X = fFk ; : : :; Fkig  F of cardinality i do
10.
minCost = Max, bestPlan = null;
11.
for j = 1 to i do
12.
plan = bestAccessPlan (Fkj , OptPlan.get (X , Fkj a));
1

1

13.
14.
15.

= cost (
<
=

);
)f
,

cost
plan
cost
minCost
minCost
cost bestPlan

if (
g

= plan;

16.
OptPlan.put (X , bestPlan);
17. return OptPlan.get(Q);
This is a slight abuse of notation meaning the query obtained by joining the fragments in X , F . The output of this query consists of all values needed in the rest of
Q.
a

kj

Figure 6.6: The GDP algorithm.

bestAccessPlan

(F , plan):

1. compute an initial local plan for F and allocate a temp T for it;
2. compute initPlan = new left-deep tree with subtrees plan and T ;
3. compute bestPlan = initPlan, minCost = cost (initPlan);
4. for any application of UnfoldTemp and RemoveScanDom to T do
5.
for all orders between the single-path fragments of F do
6.
plan = transform initPlan accordingly;
7.
cost = cost (plan);
8.
if (cost < minCost) f
9.
minCost = cost, bestPlan = plan;
10.
g;
11. return bestPlan;
Figure 6.7: bestAccessPlan procedure used by GDP.
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Note. In the limit case when the input query Q is the same query that was used to initialize
, the GDP algorithm becomes a local dynamic programming algorithm.

OptPlan

6.4 Bottom-Up Backchase with Cost-Based Pruning
Now we are ready to give the full details of the algorithm that combines the bottom-up backchase
with cost-based pruning. The algorithm, shown in gure 6.8, is mainly a breadth- rst, bottom-up,
exploration of the subqueries of the universal plan U. At each step, if the subquery explored, S,
has a cost that is larger than the cost of the best plan so far21, then all superqueries of S are pruned
(cost-based pruning). If the cost is smaller then the best cost so far and S is equivalent to U then
we update the best plan to be the plan for S. In this case, also, all superqueries of S are pruned
(the Pruning Lemma, part 2, of chapter 4 applies). The cost and the plan for each subquery S
is computed by applying the global dynamic programming algorithm of the previous section. The
dynamic programming is global with respect to U. In this way, for any combination of atomic
fragments (having the same output) that occurs in more that one subquery of U, we compute only
once the best plan for it.
Note. A simple variation of the algorithm implements the bottom-up backchase enumeration:
we remove lines 8, 9, 10, 12, and we replace line 14 with output S;.

Pruning Strategy in the Presence of Dictionaries. The algorithm in gure 6.8 is guaranteed

to nd the optimal plan when all schema elements are sets and the cost monotonicity requirement
discussed in section 6.2.4 is satis ed. Unfortunately, when we have dictionaries, important plans
based on the lookup operation may be missed! The culprit is the pruning strategy:
For instance, suppose that the algorithm explores at some point a subquery Q of the universal
plan, and Q has a variable k ranging over dom M, for some dictionary M. Also, suppose that every
plan for Q must perform a scan over dom M (because no matter what join order we choose, k cannot
be equated to any other expression). Thus the dynamic programming algorithm yields a plan P
for Q that accesses M via a scan operation. Now, if the cost of P is higher than minCost (line 9) or
if Q is a minimal, equivalent, PC query (line 11), all superqueries of Q will be pruned. However, by
adding some additional binding to Q (preferably bound to range over a set of small cardinality),
it may be the case that in the resulting superquery Q0 the best plan for accessing M uses a lookup.
This may happen if in the larger query Q0 the variable k becomes equated to some expression not
de ned in Q (but de ned over Q0 ). Therefore Q0 may have a smaller cost than the cost of Q (and
21 initialized with the cost of the original query
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Algorithm 6.4.1 (BottomUpFB+Prune)
Input:
Universal plan U with variables V = f1; : : :; ng,
Set of constraints D, and
Original input PC query Qa

Output:

Best physical plan equivalent to Q
1. initialize OptPlan (U, n) for global dynamic programming;
2. compute bestPlan = DP(Q, OptPlan), minCost = cost (bestPlan);
3. for i = 1 to n do
4.
for all subsets X  V of cardinality i do
5.
if (X was pruned) continue with step 4;
6.
compute S the maximal subquery of U induced by X ;
7.
if (no such subquery exists) continue with step 4;
8.
compute plan = DP(S, OptPlan), cost = cost (plan);
9.
if (cost  minCost) f
10.
prune supersets of X and continue with step 4;

g
if (chaseD (S)  U) f // S is equivalent to Q
minCost = cost, bestPlan = plan;
prune supersets of X ;
g
14. output bestPlan;
11.
12.
13.

a

U = chase (Q)
D

Figure 6.8: Basic Bottom-Up Backchase Algorithm with Cost-based Pruning.
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!) even though we added one more binding. If Q0 also happens to be equivalent to the
universal plan, this means that the optimizer, as described above, misses one of the better plans.
Let us illustrate rst with a concrete example, and then we will show how we can modify the
above algorithm to take into account such lookup-based plans.
minCost

Example 6.4.1 Recall the example 1.2.4 from section 1.2, with a logical schema with relations

( ; ) and S(B; C). The physical schema consists of R and S too (direct mapping!), as well as a
materialized view V = A (R ./ S) and secondary indexes IR and IS on attributes A and B of R and
S, respectively. We want to optimize the logical query Q = R ./ S.
Q itself is a valid plan (as a nested scans join, modulo join-reordering). However, we want to
take advantage of V and of the two indexes and nd possible better plans. In fact, if V is a small
relation, such a plan exists (the plan P 0 of example 1.2.4): scan V rst, then use for each tuple in V
the value of the A attribute to lookup in the index IR for R, then lookup in the index for IS for S.
Let us use the chase/backchase approach. Chasing rst Q with constraints relating R and S
with V, IR and IS produces the following universal plan:
(U) select struct(A : r:A; B : s:B; C : s:C)
from V v; R r; S s; (dom IR ) k; IR [ k ] r0 ;
(dom IS ) p; IS [ p ] s0
where v:A = r:A and r:B = s:B and k = r:A
and r0 = r and p = s:B and s0 = s
In the second phase, we explore, bottom-up, subqueries of U. One of this subqueries uses just
the two indexes IR and IS:
(Q1) select struct(A : r0 :A; B : s0 :B; C : s0 :C)
from (dom IR ) k; IR [ k ] r0 ; (dom IS ) p; IS [ p ] s0
where r0:B = p
One of the possible plans for Q1 is a plan P1 that scans dom IR and then using the value of
r0 :B looks-up into the index IS . The lookup-based access into IS is enabled by the fact that p is
equated with r0:B. However, no such access is possible for IR: there is no expression that equates
k. Let's assume that P1 is the best plan for Q1 , found by the dynamic programming algorithm.
Q1 is also equivalent to U, therefore all of its superqueries are pruned. One of these superqueries is
the following:
(Q2) select struct(A : r0 :A; B : s0 :B; C : s0 :C)
from V v; (dom IR ) k; IR [ k ] r0; (dom IS ) p; IS [ p ] s0
where v:A = r0:A and r0 :B = p
For this superquery, the variable k is now equated with v:A. Thus there exists a plan for Q2

R A B
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that accesses IR via a lookup: the plan P 0 discussed above ! However, P 0 will be missed by the
bottom-up backchase algorithm as presented above.
We also have to remark that although Q2 above is not a minimal PC query, its physical plan
P 0 is minimal, in the sense that no scan of it is redundant. This is easy to see if we express P 0 as a
plan in the plan language of this chapter or, alternatively, as a (non PC) query using the non-failing
lookup operation of Chapter 1:
(P 0) select struct(A : r:A; B : s:B; C : s:C)
from V v; IR [ v:A] r; IS [ r:B] s
We will show next how a simple extension of algorithm 6.4.1 can nd such minimal physical
plans even though their corresponding translations as PC queries are not minimal.
The remedy is at our hand: all the information that we need is contained in the universal plan
! Rather than stoping the search when the cost of a subquery is larger than minCost, we replace
line 10 in the above algorithm by the following lines:
10.1. Y = ;;
10.2. for every dictionary M that plan accesses via a scan do
10.3.
let k be the variable ranging over dom M, and C = the congruence class of k in U
10.4.
for all expressions e(y) in C such that y 62 X [ Y do;
10.5.
Y = Y [ fyg;
10.6. prune supersets Z of X unless Z  X [ Y ;
10.7. continue with step 4;
Similarly, we replace line 13 with the same lines as above. Thus, the search doesn't always
stop at subqueries with higher cost than minCost, or equivalent to U. As long as there are still
dictionaries accessed via a scan and which have the possibility of being accessed via lookup by
adding more variables, the search continues. But we only keep supersets that have a chance to
transform scans into lookups.
The modi ed algorithm (we will call it BottomUpFB+Prune) is then able to nd plans such
as the one in the previous example. It goes therefore beyond the normal backchase minimization algorithm, which was looking only at plans corresponding to minimal PC queries. BottomUpFB+Prune
is related to existing algorithms for answering/optimizing queries using sources with limited capabilities ([FLMS99, YLUGM99]). Our algorithm is more general, since it automatically takes
advantage of arbitrary constraints. However, it will be interesting as future work to see how
BottomUpFB+Prune compares with the mentioned algorithms, in terms of optimization time.
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Strati cation and cost-based pruning. We can combine OQF fragmentation with cost-based
pruning backchase to produce an optimizer (call it OQF+Prune) working as follows. It uses the
OQF strati cation, but the backchase procedure applied for each stratum is BottomUpFB+Prune.
Thus, for each stratum, OQF+Prune nds the best physical plan (independently of the other

strata). The best physical plan for the entire query is then found by joining, in the best possible
way, using dynamic programming, the best physical plans for the individual strata. OQF+Prune
is always complete if the physical schema does not have dictionaries. In the presence of dictionaries
(indexes, for example) OQF+Prune is just a heuristic:
For instance, given one stratum i, there may be some plan Pi accessing a dictionary via a scan.
If Pi is not the best plan for that stratum (considered in isolation) it will be pruned. However
when considered together with plans from other strata, Pi may be transformed into a plan Pi0 that
accesses the dictionary via a lookup. The global resulting plan may be the best one, but it is
missed.

6.5 Experimental Results
The goal of this section is to compare the performance of several optimizers that are obtained
by combining in various ways the backchase phase with the cost-based phase. We will look at
the optimization time as the basic performance parameter. Also we measure the combined e ect
of optimization + execution time. An important di erence among the various optimizers will
be completeness. By completeness we mean the ability of nding the cheapest plan among all
minimal PC queries that can be produced by a full backchase enumeration. (As we have already
seen, this does not guarantee optimality in the presence of dictionaries: the best plan may not
necessarily correspond to a minimal PC query. Then only BottomUpFB+Prune is able to nd
the additional plans that do not correspond to minimal PC queries.)

Optimizers. We group all optimizers that we consider into 4 categories:
1. Full C&B. These optimizers do not make use of strati cation, therefore they have to consider
the entire universal plan obtained by chasing the input query.
(a) TopDownFB. This optimizer works in two stages. In the rst stage (pure C&B), the
normal C&B enumeration procedure, with a top-down backchase, is applied, in order to
produce the set of candidate plans. No cost information is used in this stage. In the
second stage (cost-based), for each candidate plan we apply the dynamic programming
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algorithm to produce its best physical plan. The best physical plan overall is then the
nal result. TopDownFB is complete.
(b) BottomUpFB. This optimizer is the same as the previous one, with the only di erence
that the backchase is done bottom-up. BottomUpFB is complete, too.
2. Full C&B + cost-based pruning. We have only one in this category:
(a) BottomUpFB+Prune. This optimizer combines the bottom-up backchase enumeration with cost-based pruning (as described in section 6.4). It does not need to generate all candidate plans because it takes advantage early of the cost information.
BottomUpFB+Prune is complete, too22.
The above BottomUpFB+Prune uses global dynamic programming (GDP). For comparison, we also consider the variant of BottomUpFB+Prune with local dynamic programming(LDP). In Experiment 4 below we compare the two variants of BottomUpFB+Prune.
However, for the rest of the experiments we always consider the variant with GDP, since
it is the faster one.
3. Strati ed. The next two optimizers make use of strati cation23, therefore are able to work
on several universal plans of smaller size. They only make use of cost information after they
enumerate all the candidate plans.
(a) OQF. This optimizer works in two stages. In the rst stage (pure OQF), the OQF
enumeration (as described in the previous chapter) is applied to produce the set of
candidate plans. The backchase procedure used for each stratum is the bottom-up
enumeration one. No cost information is used in the rst stage. We choose the bottomup backchase enumeration instead of the top-down, because the bottom-up tends to
perform slightly better, as we'll see shortly. The second stage of OQF is the cost-based
stage and is the same as for TopDownFB and BottomUpFB: the cheapest plan
among all candidate plans is selected. OQF is always complete (whenever it applies).
(b) OCS. This optimizer, like OQF, works in two stages. In the rst stage (pure OCS), the
OCS enumeration (as described in the previous chapter) is applied to produce the set of
candidate plans (no cost information used). As with OQF, we choose for the rst stage
the bottom-up backchase enumeration instead of the top-down. The second stage of
OQF is the cost-based stage and is the same as for TopDownFB and BottomUpFB.

22 But, as we have just discussed, it nds more plans than required by the above completeness criterion.
23 Whenever strati cation is possible, see the previous chapter.
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In general, OCS is just a heuristic. However, for the experiment in which we use it
(EC3), it is complete.
4. Strati ed + cost-based pruning. There is only one optimizer in this category, based
on OQF strati cation. We do not have a method for combining OCS strati cation with
cost-based pruning.
(a) OQF+Prune. It uses the OQF strati cation, but the backchase procedure applied
for each stratum is BottomUpFB+Prune (as discussed at the end of section 6.4.
OQF+Prune is always complete if the physical schema does not have dictionaries. In
the presence of dictionaries OQF+Prune is just a heuristic.
5. Traditional. Again, as before, there is only one optimizer that enters in this category:
(a) DP. It consists of only one stage: the cost-based one. Without any chase or backchase,
the best physical plan for the input query is obtained by applying the dynamic programming algorithm described in section 6.3. DP is clearly not optimal, since it does
not try to nd any additional physical structures that the chase may discover. DP is
the closest to a traditional query optimization algorithm24. We use it for two reasons:
rst, as a baseline for comparison with the other, more sophisticated, optimizers; and,
second, because the global version of it (as explained in section 6.3) is intensively used
by the other optimizers for costing (sub)queries.

Experiments. We perform six main experiments with which we test the performances of all the

above optimizers. (Even not explicitly said below, in most of the experiments we measure the
performance of the traditional optimizer DP, as well).
1. We compare BottomUpFB+Prune with TopDownFB and BottomUpFB in a con guration using a star query, materialized views and key constraints (recall EC2 from the previous
chapter that the key constraints are necessary in order to nd rewritings other than the input
query) and show the signi cant bene ts of cost-based pruning.
2. We add indexes to the previous con guration and again measure the performance of BottomUpFB+Prune
in comparison to that of TopDownFB and BottomUpFB.
In both cases (views, and views + indexes), the experiments show that BottomUpFB+Prune
outperforms the other two full optimizers, sometimes by several orders of magnitude, and
clearly emerges as the practical optimizer among the three.

24 A traditional optimizer also takes indexes into account. In our approach, this task is integrated into the C&B
phase.
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3. This experiment shows the bene ts of using global dynamic programming (GDP) as opposed
to local dynamic programming(LDP). The comparison there is between BottomUpFB+Prune
with LDP and BottomUpFB+Prune with GDP.
4. We compare BottomUpFB+Prune with the two strati ed OQF optimizers (with costbased pruning and no cost), for 2-star queries, in the presence of views. This is a heavy
setting, with large queries. There, OQF+Prune is the faster optimizer (better than DP,
even!), while BottomUpFB+Prune and OQF have similar, and acceptable, performances.
OQF+Prune, however, is not complete in the presence of dictionaries (indexes), and this
may considerably reduce its value.
5. Next we compare BottomUpFB+Prune with the full optimizers and the strati ed optimizer OCS in EC3 (from Chapter 5). OQF strati cation doesn't apply in this situation. The
setting is used for measuring the perfomrmance in a OO context: navigation queries, inverse
relationship constraints, access support relations (ASRs). Again, recall, from the previous
chapter, that only by considering the inverse constraints, one can nd rewritings that use the
ASRs.
6. Finally, we show that, for the same 2-star con guration, the combined optimization + execution time25 of the optimized query can be signi cantly smaller than the execution time
of the unoptimized query. Here, the optimizer that we use is either OQF+Prune or
BottomUpFB+Prune.
All of the above optimizers were implemented in Java: about 20,000 lines of code, including
fragmentation, translation into physical plans, cost-estimation, dynamic programming, pruning.
This is on top of the implementation for the pure C&B (full top-down and strati ed) enumeration
described in Chapter 5. The implementation is not tuned for maximum performance, thus skewing
the results against us. All the experiments have been realized on a dedicated commodity workstation (Pentium III, 500 MHz, Linux Red Hat 6.0, 256MB of RAM, 6.4GB of hard-drive). The
optimization algorithms were run using IBM Java runtime environment for Linux (alpha version
1.1.8). The database management system used to execute queries is IBM DB2 version 6.1.0 for
Linux (out-of-the-box con guration).

Experiment 1: Comparison of the full optimizers in the presence of views. We compare
the three full optimizers in EC2 when no strati cation is possible: for star-queries. Figure 6.9 shows
the the performance (optimization time) as a function of the number of views, when the input query
25 With DB2.
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is of size 6 and, respectively, 7. (We measure the size of a query as the number of variables in its
from clause). Recall from EC2 of Chapter 5 that a star query of size 6 joins one hub relation R
with ve corner relations Si , i = 1::5.
One star query (size = 7)

One star query (size = 6)
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Figure 6.9: BottomUp Backchase with Cost-based Pruning vs Full Backchase.
More comprehensive numbers are shown in table 6.10. There q is the size of the star query,
u is the size of the universal plan obtained after chasing with the constraints for all the relevant
views26, while p is the number of the candidate plans. Besides the optimization time, we show
for each of the three full optimizers the pruning ratio, that is the ratio between the number of the
subqueries that are not explored during the backchase and the total number of the subqueries of the
universal plan (the latter number is 2u ). The performance of each optimizer is highly in uenced by
its pruning ratio. For TopDownFB and BottomUpFB the pruning ratio is independent of the
cost, and it dependens only on the number of equivalent, respectively, non-equivalent subqueries
(recall the two Pruning Lemmas for the two backchase strategies). For BottomUpFB+Prune
the number of pruned subqueries is the number of subqueries that are not explored due to the
Pruning Lemma (therefore not explored by BottomUpFB) plus the number of subqueries that
are pruned because they have higher cost than the best cost so far. Therefore the pruning ratio for
BottomUpFB+Prune is always higher than the pruning ratio for BottomUpFB.

Remarks:

26 Therefore the number of relevant views is u , q.
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q
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7

u p TopDownFB BottomUpFB BottomUpFB+Prune DP
6 2 1.43 (42.5%)
1.32 (4.6%)
1.1 (7.8%)
0.7
7 4 2.85 (27.4%)
2.38 (10%)
1.85 (15.6%)
0.7
8 7
14.8 (9%)
11.18 (21%)
2.85 (33.9%)
0.7
7 2
1.95 (57%)
1.7 (2.3%)
1.4 (6.25%)
1
8 4
4 (44%)
3.7 (5%)
2.1 (10.9%)
1
9 7
17.35 (23%)
13.65 (10.5%)
3 (20.7%)
1
10 13 108.1 (8.3%)
82.2 (19.9%)
6.4 (37.9%)
1
8 2 2.65 (66.7%)
2.83 (1.1%)
2.1 (3.1%)
1.7
9 4 6.15 (58.7%)
5 (2.5%)
2.7 (5.8%)
1.7
10 7 22.95 (39.6%)
18.4 (5.2%)
3.6 (11.2%)
1.7
11 13 123.8 (26.5%)
96.6 (9.9%)
13.3 (19.4%)
1.7
12 49
35.4 (34.7%)
1.7

Figure 6.10: Optimization times (in seconds) and pruning ratio for the full optimizers. q is the
query size (number of variables), u is the universal plan size, p is the total number of candidate
plans produced by a full C&B enumeration.

 BottomUpFB performs in general better than TopDownFB even though TopDownFB
has a higher pruning ratio. This is explained by the fact that TopDownFB explores the
subqueries of larger size while BottomUpFB explores the subqueries of smaller size. The
advantage of BottomUpFB becomes more substantial when the input query and the candidate plans have small size compared to the universal plan. (In practice we also expect
not too large input queries, but relatively large universal plans). This trend is true for
BottomUpFB+Prune as well. The di erence is that BottomUpFB+Prune has even
higher pruning ratio.

 BottomUpFB+Prune clearly outperforms the other two full optimizers. When the in-

put query and the universal plan become large the gain in performance can be of an order of magnitude. This is also re ected in the di erence between the pruning ratios of
BottomUpFB+Prune and BottomUpFB(e.g. 19.4% vs 9.9% for the entry [7, 11, 13]
in Figure 6.10). We can conclude that, for star queries and views, BottomUpFB+Prune
performs well on the entire range of tested queries.

Note. During the experiments, the cost information was kept xed. However, at each size, we

added to the input query a random number of selection conditions (in addition to the join conditions
imposed by the star con guration), since the amount of cost-based pruning depends in general on
the number of selections that the query may have. The measured times for BottomUpFB+Prune
were then averaged over all queries generated, for each query size.
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Experiment 2: Comparison of the full optimizers in the presence of views and indexes.

Here we use star queries as in the previous experiment but for which we add indexes (primary, in
the experiment). Indexes are added one by one, for xed query size and number of views, for each
of the corner relations of the star. The indexes are on the join attribute with the hub of the star.
For example, for a query of size 6, a con guration point with 3 indexes means that the rst three
corner relations have indexes on the join attribute while the last two corner relations do not have
indexes.
Figure 6.11 shows the the performance (optimization time) as a function of the number of
indexes, when the input query is of size 6 and, the number of views is xed: 2 and, respectively, 4.
More comprehensive numbers are shown in the gure 6.12. There, q and v are the query size, and
the number of views, respectively, while idx is the number of indexes.
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Figure 6.11: The performance of BottomUpFB+Prune in the presence of indexes.

Remarks:
 For the case when we have only 2 views, BottomUpFB and TopDownFB become rapidly
inecient: when the number of indexes is 3, their optimization time is over 1 minute. When
the number of indexes is increased to 4 then the time is between 3 and 4 minutes (see also
Figure 6.12). For the case of 4 views, both BottomUpFB and TopDownFB cannot be
used anymore!
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 On the other hand, BottomUpFB+Prune performs excellently for the case of 2 views, and

relatively well for the case of 4 views. An average-sized con guration such as [6, 2, 4] has an
optimization time of 20.2 seconds.

 The trend that we observed in the previous experiment is con rmed here: the more we increase

the size of the universal plan (i.e. adding views, indexes), while the query size remains xed,
the pruning becomes more e ective! This is re ected in the increasing values for the pruning
ratio. Thus, BottomUpFB+Prune is probably best t for the common case of not so large
queries (up to 5-6 joins), but large universal plan (3-4 views, 5-6 indexes).

 Pruning is still quite e ective despite the fact that BottomUpFB+Prune explores more
subqueries of the search space than in a situation without dictionaries.

 In all cases, the best plan reported by TopDownFB and BottomUpFB is the same as the
best plan reported by BottomUpFB+Prune. This is a situation (common, we believe) in

which inspecting minimal PC queries is enough to nd the best plan. In general, as discussed
in section 6.4, minimality does not guarantee optimality, in the presence of dictionaries, and
BottomUpFB+Prune is the only optimizer able to nd lookup-based plans that do not
correspond to minimal PC queries.

 Increasing the number of indexes increases the optimization time of BottomUpFB+Prune.

However, the quality of the best plan found increases as well. In our experiment, the best
plan is always the plan obtained in the case with the maximum number of indexes available
to the optimizer:
For con guration point [6, 4, 4], the best plan (obtained in 53.2s), accesses the rst three
corner relations using the rst two of the four views available, while the last two corner
relations are acccessed via two index lookup operations. On the other hand, for con guration
point [6, 4, 0] the best plan (obtained in 6.4s) is forced to use all four views, yielding a
signi cantly more expensive plan. The di erence in optimization time is not small (tens of
seconds) but it could be easily outweight by the di erence in execution time (tens of minutes
or much more, since our query is quite large.). See also the last experiment showing the
bene ts of optimization when execution time is taken into account.

Experiment 3: The e ect of global dynamic programming on the performance of
BottomUpFB+Prune. Here we use the same experimental con guration as before: star query,
with materialized views and indexes. We compare the two variants of BottomUpFB+Prune:
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q
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

v idx TopDownFB BottomUpFB BottomUpFB+Prune
2 0
3.56 (64.0%)
3.32 (5.0%)
2.1 (10.9%)
2 1
8.92 (59.9%)
7.65 (6.4%)
3.3 (13.3%)
2 2
24.9 (58.7%)
21.4 (7.1%)
5.7 (14.4%)
2 3 68.35 (54.1%)
63.6 (8.5%)
10.7 (17.0%)
2 4 253.97 (35.7%) 201.3 (13.0%)
20.2 (26.1%)
2 5
{
{
34.7 (39.8%)
4 0
{
{
6.4 (37.9%)
4 1
{
{
10.1 (45.2%)
4 2
{
{
19.7 (48.3%)
4 3
{
{
31.7 (52.5%)
4 4
{
{
53.2 (55.2%)

Figure 6.12: Optimization times (sec) and pruning ratios in the presence of views and indexes. q
is the query size, v is the number of relevant views, idx is the number of relevant indexes.
one using global dynamic programming (GDP), the other using local dynamic programming (LDP).
Figure 6.13 shows the performance of the two optimizers for query size 6, with increasing number
of indexes, in two cases: with 3 views and, respectively, with 4 views. We observe that the savings
in optimization time become more signi cant when the number of indexes becomes larger (more
than 20s for con guration point [6, 3, 5]).
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(query size, #views, #idx)

The e ect of global dynamic programming on the performance of

BottomUpFB+Prune.

As a general remark, cost-evaluation of subqueries is an important component of BottomUpFB+Prune,
and the larger the query/universal plan is the more time is spent on dynamic programming (there
are more calls to DP, and also its input becomes larger). Thus any improvement on the dynamic
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programming algorithm becomes more bene cial when the query/universal plan is larger, and the
experiment shows this. For large queries, it will be probably interesting to see how the use of
other methods for cost-evaluation of queries a ect BottomUpFB+Prune: for instance, iterative
dynamic programming [KS99].

Experiment 4: Comparison of BottomUpFB+Prune with the strati ed OQF optimizers. Here we use experimental con guration EC2 (views and key constraints ) where the number
27

of stars is xed at 2. This is a heavy experiment in which both the input query and the equivalent
rewritings are relatively large. The results are shown in gure 6.14.
2 star queries

1000

Total Optimization Time [s] -- log scale

BottomUp + Prune
OQF
OQF+Prune
Dynamic-Programming
TopDownFB

100

BottomUpFB

10

1
[6,2]

[8,2]

[8,4]

[10,2]

[10,4]

[query size, number of views]

Figure 6.14: Comparison of BottomUpFB+Prune with the other optimizers, for 2-star queries.

Remarks:
 BottomUpFB+Prune and OQF have similar performances for all the con guration points,
and are much better than TopDownFB and BottomUpFB. OQF takes advantage of
strati cation during enumeration of candidate plans. However, the explosion of candidate
plans (16 for [10,4]) during the assembly and cost-evaluation phase makes OQF no faster
than BottomUpFB+Prune which takes advantage of the cost information to avoid costing
all candidate plans. The candidate plans are large, and costing each of them is signi cant in
this experiment (see also the last remark).

27 Recall from Example 1.2.3 that the key constraints on the hubs of the stars are needed in order to nd equivalent
rewritings.
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 OQF+Prune is signi cantly faster than all the other optimizers, due to the fact that
both strati cation and cost-based pruning are used simultaneously. DP is slower than
OQF+Prune, even though OQF+Prune uses DP (internally)! This is explained by the
fact that, in the experiment, DP has the whole query as its input (size 10 for the last two
points), while OQF+Prune divides rst the query into 2 strata (size 5 each, for the last two
points). Thus, for answering/optimizing queries in the presence of views only (no indexes or
limited capability sources), OQF+Prune is de nitely the best optimizer. It is an interesting
question to nd a hybrid between OQF and OQF+Prune that is optimal.

 The cost of DP becomes signi cant when the input query is large (14.6s for size 10). Therefore, the performance of BottomUpFB+Prune, which uses intensively DP, becomes ultimately a ected by the performance of the DP algorithm (in addition to the exponential
blow-up of the search space).

Experiment 5: Comparison of BottomUpFB+Prune with the strati ed OCS optimizer.
This experiment uses the OO con guration EC3, in which a chain query traversing n classes is
optimized in the presence of constraints describing inverse relationships (INVs) and in the presence
of access support relations (ASRs). Comparative results for all applicable optimizers, for n varying
from 2 to 5, are shown in gures 6.15 and 6.16.
OO configuration
60

TopDown FB

50

BottomUp FB
Total Optimization Time [s]

BottomUp FB + Prune
OCS
40

Dynamic Programming

30

20

10

0
2

3

4

5

Number of Classes

Figure 6.15: OO Con guration with INVs and ASRs (EC3).
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n
2
3
4
5

q ASR u TopDownFB BottomUpFB BottomUpFB+Prune OCS DP
2
0
4
1.2 (18.6%)
1.1 (18.7%)
1.0 (29.2%)
1.15 0.75
4
1
8
5.1 (26.9%)
3.0 (57.3%)
1.6 (63.7%)
2.4 1.14
6
1
11 39.1 (53.5%)
26.5 (27%)
4.2 (44.3%)
6.1
1.5
8
2
15
{
483.4 (37.6%)
31.4 (65.8%)
22.7 2.4

Figure 6.16: Optimization times (sec) and pruning ratios: OO con guration with INVs and ASRs
(EC3). n is the number of classes that the input query traverses, q is the query size, ASR is the
number of relevant ASRs, u is the size of the universal plan.
As before, TopDownFB and BottomUpFB are outperformed by BottomUpFB+Prune.
While both TopDownFB and BottomUpFB cannot be used when n is larger than 4, BottomUpFB+Prune
works for n = 5 as well. We must remark that the con guration point n = 5 is signi cantly heavier
than n = 4: the increase in the size of the universal plan is from 11 to 15, see gure 6.16, due to
the increase in query size, number of INVs, and number of ASRs.
For small values of n, BottomUpFB+Prune is slightly better than OCS. However, when
n becomes large, OCS performs better. In fact, for n larger than 5 (universal plan of size 18 or
more!), OCS is the only choice that we are left with. This shows (again) that strati cation is the
only viable approach for large queries and universal plans.

Experiment 6: Bene t of optimization. In this experiment we measure the total query pro-

cessing time: optimization time + execution time, and we show the bene ts that can be obtained,
in general, by applying optimization based on chase and backchase. For our results, we use the
same con guration points that we used in Experiment 4 (2-star queries with materialized views and
key constraints). We perform the measurements for two optimizers based on chase/backchase that
are applicable: BottomUpFB+Prune and OQF+Prune. The optimization times (denoted by
OptT) are the same as shown in gure 6.14. Using DB2, for each con guration point and for each
of the two optimizers, we measure:

 ExT, the execution time of the original query (no views mentioned in the query28 )
 ExTOpt, the execution time of the best29 query that the C&B based optimizer nds.
 Reduction, the reduction in processing time, calculated as:
ExT
Reduction = ExTOpt
+ OptT

28 Apparently, DB2 v6.1.0 can only make use of a limited class of materialized views, with bag semantics only.
Thus, the original query is executed as it is, without using any of the views.
29 according to the cost information
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We also measure (see gure 6.19) how much of the total processing time is spent on optimization
and how much is spent on execution (of the optimized query).
Dataset used. The measurements were made on a medium size database with the following
characteristics:
jRi j
jSi;j j
(Ri ./ Si;j ) (Ri ./ Ri+1 )
15; 000 tuples 15; 000 tuples
4%
2%
The views were materialized by creating and populating tables. The raw numbers for ExT and
ExTOpt can be seen in gure 6.17. The values of Reduction for the two optimizers are shown in
gure 6.18.
q
6

ExT
views used
20min 40s
2
2
8 24min 30s
4
2
10 28min 10s
4

ExTOpt
2min 16s
5min 44s
19s
7min 52s
1min 34s

OptT
1.8s
7.3s
20.2s
30s
1min 12s

ExTOpt + OptT Reduction
2min 18s
9.0
5min 51s
4.2
39.2s
37.2
8min 22s
3.4
2min 46s
10.2

Figure 6.17: Execution times: unoptimized ExT vs. optimized ExTOpt. Also, optimization times
and total processing times (BottomUpFB+Prune only). The last column shows the reduction factor (by how many) in total processing time (again, BottomUpFB+Prune only; for
OQF+Prune the numbers are even higher).

Remarks:
 In all cases the best query reported by any of the two optimizers was the one that used the
maximum number of views available.

 Since DB2 only accepts SQL as input, it is not the best physical plan obtained by our

optimizer that is fed into DB2, but rather the physical query with the best physical plan.
Thus, some of the decisions that are made by our optimizer may be cancelled by the decisions
that the DB2 optimizer itself makes (regarding the join ordering, for example). Nonetheless,
DB2 is forced to use the views that our optimizer chooses, and the bene ts are signi cant.

 The execution time decreases dramatically by taking views into account (here, our optimizers
consider the key constraints, as well). For instance, the execution time for the original query
of size 8 is more than 24 minutes. By adding 2 materialized views and investing about 8s
with BottomUpFB+Prune (or about 3.5s with OQF+Prune) we reduce the execution
time down to 5:44 minutes. By adding 4 materialized views and investing about 20s with
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Figure 6.18: Reduction in total processing time, when BottomUpFB+Prune, respectively,

OQF+Prune, is used.
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Figure 6.19: Optimization Time vs. Execution Time.
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BottomUpFB+Prune (or about 4.5s with OQF+Prune) we reduce the execution time
down to 19 seconds! Here, 20s and 4.5s are total optimization times and not time per
plan as in Chapter 5. In the end, the total processing time is reduced by 37 times, when
BottomUpFB+Prune is used, and by more than 60 times when OQF+Prune is used
(see gure 6.18).

 For all the con guration points, the cost of optimization (either with BottomUpFB+Prune
or with OQF+Prune) is quite small, when compared to the execution time of the original
query. This is re ected in the large values for Reduction. We notice, in the experiment, that
the more views are applicable the reduction is larger. This is in spite of the fact that more
time is spent on optimization. In the end, the total processing time, which is the one that
counts, is much shorter.

 The time spent on optimization, relative to total processing time, becomes signi cant. Fig-

ure 6.19 shows how the total processing time is divided into its two components: optimization
and execution (of the optimized query). Only BottomUpFB+Prune is considered there.
(For OQF+Prune the ratio between optimization and execution is smaller.) In general, we
expect that, for any C&B optimizer, optimization time will be an important component of
the total processing time (much more than in a traditional optimizer). Nonetheless, from a
user point of view, this should be ne, as long as the total processing time is shorter than in
the case of not doing any C&B optimization.

6.6 Conclusion
Based on the experimental results of the last section, we conclude the following. When no stratication is possible, BottomUpFB+Prune is clearly the best optimizer to use. Its improvement
over TopDownFB and BottomUpFB is signi cant. When OQF strati cation is possible and
no dictionaries are present, OQF+Prune yields additional improvement. This optimizer is very
useful for the particular, but important, case of optimizing queries with materialized views, since
it o ers a very good scalability in terms of both query size and number of views. However, in
situations in which we have to consider indexes as well, BottomUpFB+Prune should be the
preferred one, because OQF+Prune may prune the good plans. The other strati ed optimizers
do not bring a signi cant improvement over the performance of BottomUpFB+Prune, unless
the universal plan is quite large. Finally, we have to remark that OCS and OQF strati cation do
not always apply, while BottomUpFB+Prune is always applicable.
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In conclusion, BottomUpFB+Prune is the best optimizer to use in the majority of the
situations that we have studied (universal plan size up to 15-16). However, when the queries are
quite large, strati cation should be employed (if applicable). At large queries/universal plans, even
the dynamic programming algorithm becomes expensive, and strati cation has the advantage of
working with relatively smaller queries. OQF+Prune o ers very good scalability for the important
case of materialized views.
Figure 6.20 summarizes the main features of the C&B-based optimizers that we have studied.
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Figure 6.20: Features of the C&B-based optimizers.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Related Work
There are many papers that discuss semantic query optimization for relational systems. An incomplete list includes [CGK+ 99, GGMR97, LS95, CGM90, SO89] and the references therein. The
techniques most frequently used are [SO89] index introduction, join elimination, scan reduction,
join introduction, predicate elimination and detection of empty answers. Of these, scan reduction,
predicate elimination and empty answers use boolean and numeric bounds reasoning of a kind that
we have left out of our optimizer for now. We have shown examples of index and join introduction
in sections 1.2 and 2.5 and [GGMR97] contains a nice example of join introduction. The C&B
technique covers index and join introduction and in fact extends them by trying to introduce any
relevant physical access structure. The experiments with EC2 and EC3 are already more complex
than the examples in sections 1.2 and 2.5 and [GGMR97]. It also covers join elimination (at the
same time as tableau-like minimization) as part of subquery minimization during the backchase.
The work that comes closest to ours in its theoretical underpinnings is [JCV84] where chasing
with functional dependencies, tableau minimization and join elimination with referential integrity
constraints are used. Surprisingly, very few experimental results are actually reported in these
papers. [SO89] contains one experiment each for index introduction and join elimination, both
with queries and schemas of lesser complexity than what we have considered. [CGK+ 99] reports
on join elimination in star queries that are still less complex than our experiments with EC2.
Examples of SQO for OO systems appear in [SZ89a, CD92, Clu91, BK93, FM95b, FM95a,
GGMR97, CZ98]. Use of referential integrity constraints to eliminate dependent joins is implicit
in [JWKL90, CD92, KM90a, KM90b]. A general framework for SQO using rewrite rules expressed
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using OQL appears in [FRV96, Flo96].
Techniques for using materialized views in query optimization are discussed in [YL87, TSI94,
CKPS95, Flo96, FRV96, TSI96, Ba98]. A survey of the area appears in [Lev]. For us, the most
important work here is probably that of [LMSS95] in which a nite search space for rewritings in the
context of answering queries with materialized conjunctive views was found. There it was proved
than any "minimal" rewriting is bounded in size by the size of the original query, thus providing
a complete procedure for enumerating minimal rewritings. From our perspective, the work on
join indexes [Val87] and precomputed access support relations [KM90a, KM90b] belongs here too.
The general problem is forced by data independence: how to reformulate a query written against a
"user"-level schema into a plan that also/only uses physical access structures and materialized views
eciently. A related topic is optimizing queries in the presence of data sources with limited access
capabilities [RSU95, LRO96, FLMS99]. We are able to model such sources by using dictionaries
and our BottomUpFB+Prune algorithm can be successfully used for such optimization (in the
presence of additional semantic or physical constraints, as well!). However, a detailed comparison,
at the physical plan level as well as in terms of performance time, with the work in [FLMS99] is
needed.
Recent work concerned with scalable algorithms for answering queries using views appears
in [PL00]. Their Minicon algorithm uses a technique slightly related to our OQF fragmentation.
One main di erence is that their strati cation has a ner granularity (and therefore the potential of
having a better scalability). For example, in our EC2 con guration, Minicon further fragments each
star, while OQF doesn't. A consequence of this is, also, that the resulting rewritings of Minicon are
not always minimal, therefore additional elimination of redundant goals may be needed. In contrast,
OQF always produces minimal rewritings. A more detailed comparison, based on experiments,
between the two approaches is neded.
The GMAP approach [TSI94, TSI96] works with a special case of conjunctive queries (PSJ
queries). In contrast to the query plans obtained by our rewriting process, the output of the
GMAP rewriting is a family of plans represented by a PSJ query. The burden of choosing a speci c
plan is shifted on the next phase of the optimizer. The core algorithm is exponential but the
restriction to PSJ is used to provide polynomial algorithms for the steps of checking relevance of
views and checking a restricted form of query equivalence. Both checks are made more exible by
taking certain restricted integrity constraints into account. However, the results we report here on
using the chase show that there is no measurable practical bene t from all these restrictions. In
the end, the exponential behavior of the GMAP algorithm and the diculties we had to resolve
for the backchase phase are closely related.
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Our experiments include schemas, views and queries of signi cantly bigger complexity than
those reported in [YL87, TSI94, TSI96, CKPS95]. These experiments show that using views can
be done and in the case of [TSI94, TSI96] that it can produce faster plans. But [YL87] measures
only optimization time and [TSI94, TSI96] does not separate the cost of the optimization itself, so
they do not o er any numbers that we can compare with our gures time reduction (sections 5.4.4
and 6.5). [CKPS95] shows a very good behavior of the optimization time as a function of plans
produced, but cannot be compared with our gures because the bag semantics they use restricts
variable mappings to isomorphisms thus greatly reducing the search space.
The idea of representing constraints as equivalences between boolean-valued (OQL actually)
queries already appears in [FRV96, Flo96]. We intend to make a comprehensive study of the
algorithms presented in [Flo96]. The chase/backchase technique and the monad algebra laws given
in [LT97, PT99, PT98] prove almost the entire variety of proposed algebraic query equivalences
beginning with the standard relational algebraic ones, and including [SZ89a, SZ89b], [CD92, Clu91,
FM95b, FM95a] and the very comprehensive work by Beeri and Kornatzky [BK93]. Our PC
queries are less general than COQL queries [LS97], by not allowing alternations of conditionals and
BigU. However we are more general in other ways, by incorporating dictionaries and considering
constraints. Containment of PC queries is in NP while a double exponential upper bound is
provided for containment of COQL queries. In [Bid87] it is shown that containment of conjunctive
queries for the Verso complex value model and algebra is reducible to the relational case. Other
studies include semantic query optimization for unions of conjunctive queries [CGM88], containment
under Datalog-expressible constraints and views [DS96], and containment of non-recursive Datalog
queries with regular expression atoms under a rich class of constraints [CGL98]. We are not aware
of any extension of the chase to complex values and oodb models. Hara and Davidson [HD99]
provide a complete intrinsic axiomatization of generalized functional dependencies for complex
value schemas without empty sets. [BFW99] examines the un/decidability of logical implication
for path constraints in various classes of oo-typed semistructured models. The maps of [ALPR91],
the treatment of object types in [BK93] and in [DHP97], that of views in [dSDA94], and that of
arrays in [LMW96] are related to our use of dictionaries. An important di erence is made by the
operations on dictionaries used here.
Comparison with rule-based optimizers. The C&B strategy is extensible in the sense
that one can add constraints to the logical and/or physical schema and the optimizer need not be
modi ed. This extensibility is in the same spirit with the extensibility of rule-based systems [CZ96,
GCD+ 94, HFLP89]. However, in their case, one has to add rules, possibly with code (thus complex),
to extend the capabilities of the optimizer. Extensibility in our case means just the addition of
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new constraints and is thus at a higher-level of abstraction (easier to use). Moreover, the C&B
rewriting is able to take into account not only the constraints that are stated in the schema but
also their logical consequences. This is in constrast with rule-based systems in which the rewriting
is performed according to only the rules that are explicitly stated.

7.2 Summary of Contributions
We have proposed a new optimization framework integrating in an uniform way fundamental techniques such as semantic optimization and physical data independence, previously considered in
isolation. The fundamental concept that we use to link these techniques is that of a constraint.
By capturing physical access structures with constraints having the same syntactic form as the
semantic ones, semantic optimization and physical data independence optimization are reduced to
rewriting with chase and backchase. The search space for rewritings is the universal plan obtained
by chasing the input query with constraints from the logical schema and constraints describing
the physical schema de nitions. Then minimal equivalent subqueries of the universal plan are
enumerated via backchase.
We also use the chase as the procedure for checking equivalence of the explored rewritings with
the original query. Our theoretical results show that the chase is a complete proof procedure for
equivalence of path-conjunctive queries, a language that generalizes to nested sets and OO classes
the language of relational conjunctive queries. We also show that other classical results from the
relational theory of conjunctive queries generalize to path-conjunctive queries: NP-completeness of
containment (under all instances), decidability of containment (under full dependencies) by chase,
con uence of chase (for full dependencies). In addition, a completeness result of a di erent nature
is given: when limiting the physical schema to path-conjunctive materialized views and in the
absence of logical constraints, the universal plan is a complete search space for minimal rewritings.
Our experimental results are promising. The chase itself is very ecient. For the backchase,
in the case when no cost information is available, we had to implement several strati cation techniques that are shown to make the whole approach scalable and practical. For the case when
cost is available, we showed that by mixing the backchase phase with cost evaluation, the overall
performance improves signi cantly. Therefore, cost is very important for the eciency of a C&B
optimizer. The C&B with cost-based pruning performs well in many common situations even when
no strati cation is applicable. The whole approach becomes then even more practical and worthwhile. Further mixing of strati cation and cost-based pruning yields additional improvement for
the case of path-conjunctive materialized views. For that case, such mixing o ers a very good
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scalability with the query size and the number of views.
We nd the technique very valuable when only the presence of semantic integrity constraints
enables the use of physical access structures or materialized views. The total processing time when
C&B optimization is employed can become signi cantly smaller in such situations (in spite of the
fact that the amount of time spent on optimization, relative to total processing time, is more
signi cant than when traditional optimization is used).

7.3 Limitations of Our Approach
 PC limitations. The following limitations are a consequence of the PC restriction:

{ We do not address the problems resulting speci cally from the nesting in the select clause.

Our prototype can have such nested queries as input but the inner queries and the outer
query are handled independently, i.e. we do not have any optimization techniques yet
that work across nested queries. A particular and important case of such queries are
queries using the group-by operator.

{ We did not address yet the problem of handling union of queries or of queries with

disjunctions in the where clause. The only optimizations that we do right now are ones
that optimize individually each query within a union. Handling union in a more comprehensive way would make our framework more amenable to data integration applications
and distributed query optimization. We plan to add such features to our current system. We also have in mind extensions to situations in which physical access structures
contain just a subset of their de nition (like in Information Manifold [LRO96]) in which
case the question of nding maximally contained answers becomes relevant. It would be
interesting to see whether the chase based techniques can be used successfully in such a
context.

{ We did not include any negation in the queries and constraints considered in the theory

and implementation of C&B. This is in general a major diculty for results such as
completeness and decidability. In practice, the optimizer could handle negation by
identifying the positive fragments of queries and optimizing them in isolation.

 Additional limitations.

{ Our entire approach based on chase and backchase is valid under a set semantics as-

sumption. Under bag semantics, the resulting rewritings may have di erent number of
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duplicates. This di erence becomes particularly important when aggregates for bags,
such as count and sum, are further applied to such rewritings.

{ There are still many physical access plans inexpressible in our framework, in particular
plans that use sorting and take advantage of order. By extending the physical data
model to include lists or sequences it might be possible to capture in some substantial
way algorithms with sorted values.

7.4 Future Work Items
 Extend the PC language for queries and constraints to include union and disjunction. This

would make the C&B technique applicable for optimization of queries over distributed data,
as discussed in the previous section.

 Handle bag semantics. As we have seen, the C&B approach works in its actual form only

for queries with set semantics. For bag semantics, one must reason about the number of
duplicates that are additionally generated at each chase step. Conceivably one could extend
the chase in this direction, but it is not obvious to how extent this can be done, or whether
it is the right approach. Reasoning about queries under bag semantics (and their aggregates)
has foundations based on isomorphisms, di erent from the ones on which reasoning about
queries under set semantics is based (homomorphisms). Reconciling the two directions of
research is an interesting and important open problem.

 Further explore classes of applications in which the C&B method can make a signi cant

impact. We have in mind environments in which logical constraints are frequent and/or there
is a large variety of physical access structures describable through constraints. Moreover,
optimization must be essential for such systems, e.g. large area networks in which the cost of
unoptimized queries could be prohibitive. We believe that future performant data integration
systems will be in request for advanced optimization tools such as the C&B method.

 Theoretical study of constraint interaction (extensions to OQF, OCS). The two strati cation

techniques introduced here are a rst promising step in the direction of a deeper understanding
of how the inteference of constraints a ects the chase/backchase rewrites. This is an attractive
theoretical problem which we believe to be more tractable than the study of interference of
rules in arbitrary rewrite systems.

 Investigate one remaining open question regarding the completeness of the universal plan:
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does the universal plan remain complete when considering equivalence under arbitrary EPCDs,
assuming that the chase terminates? This would be a nice strengthening of theorem 4.2.3.

 A language for guiding in a rule-based manner the alternative plans that the optimizer gen-

erates. In our implementation, we have already taken a small step towards this direction by
being able to express both OQF and OCS strategies in a high-level language that essentially
manipulates lists of plans, lists of constraints, and query fragments. We intend to investigate
how to add primitives able to deal with cost, in a parametric way, and high-level declarative
rules to express the various search strategies. The nal goal of this is that one is able then
to design, ne-tune, modify and extend, in a high-level language, a C&B based optimizer.

 Investigate other decidable classes for EPCD implication and PC query containment/equivalence.
One direction here is to try to generalize to our context the special classes of dependencies and queries for which implication/containment was proven decidable in the relational
case [JK84, CKV90].
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